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Abstract 
In this research a robust real-time GPS attitude determination sensor has been 
developed and implemented onboard an SSTL SGR-20 GPS receiver in Low Earth 
Orbit. 
To permit the development of this new attitude sensor the performance factors and 
measurement errors, such as receiver noise, line bias and multi path that effect GPS 
attitude determination were analysed using data logged in Low Earth Orbit. 
A new integer ambiguity algorithm was developed that requires no a priori 
information regarding the attitude of the platform and is designed to operate in real-
time onboard the SGR-20 GPS receiver. The algorithm uses the known length of the 
antenna baselines in conjunction with a series of pre-calculated statistical thresholds 
to rapidly eliminate many false integer ambiguities. The design of the algorithm 
allows the GPS satellites to rise and set whilst performing a multi-epoch comparison. 
The algorithm was tested using both Monte-Carlo simulation and through the post-
processing of in-orbit data. The results of this testing showed that the new algorithm 
is robust in the presence of GPS measurement errors; it can solve the integer 
ambiguities during large angle manoeuvres and is fast enough to run in real-time 
onboard the SGR-20 GPS receiver. 
Once the integer ambiguities are solved a double-difference point solution algorithm 
was used to estimate the attitude. The performance of this algorithm on real data 
logged in-orbit is demonstrated, including tracking of large angle manoeuvres. The 
various performance factors affecting GPS attitude on a microsatellite are also 
analysed. 
A new version of flight software for the SG R-20 was developed that enables real-time 
stand-alone GPS attitude determination. In-orbit results demonstrate that the GPS 
attitude solution on Topsat had an expected accuracy of around I degree RMS, with 
increased availability with respect to other spacecraft attitude sensors such as sun-
sensors, magnetometers and Earth horizon sensors. 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a brief history and context to the research presented in this 
thesis, including some background on the contributing parties. Following this, a short 
description of the content in the subsequent chapters of this report is given. 
1. 1 The CASE PhD studentship 
The CASE PhD studentship was created by the Electrical and Physical Sciences 
Research Council (EPSRC) to promote collaboration between industry and academia 
through research with common goals. The EPSRC set up a number of special interest 
groups to develop the link between industry and academia for a specific subject area. 
The CASE studentship was partially funded by the Pinpoint Faraday partnership 
which is specifically interested in research into the applications of the Global 
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). During the course of this research Pinpoint 
Faraday was renamed the Location and Timing Knowledge Transfer Network. 
The goals of the research conducted under the CASE studentship are expected to 
satisfy both the industrial and academic partners. For this reason the CASE projects 
tend to involve more practical work than the traditional theoretical PhD. The 
industrial partner of this CASE studentship was Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd 
(SSTL). SSTL was formed as a spin-off company from the University of Surrey inn 
1985. Since then SSTL has been involved in over thirty-five satellite missions and is 
the world leader in supplying small satellite platforms. SSTL manufactures its own 
range of GNSS receivers which are operated on-board SSTL satellites and supplied 
externally as sub-systems. 
The academic partner, Surrey Space Centre, specialises in all areas of space research 
at the University of Surrey. Surrey Space Centre works closely with SSTL on many 
projects, providing both practical and blue-skies research to aid SSTL in maintaining 
its position as leader in the world of small satellites and to help in the goal of 
changing the economics of space. 
1.2 GPS attitude determination 
In the 1990s the use of interferometric GPS carrier phase measurements for attitude 
determination was the subject of much research, and was of particular interest for use 
onboard spacecraft. Much research was conducted into the various aspects of GPS 
attitude determination such as integer ambiguity resolution, satellite selection and 
mitigation of errors. 
Interest in the area peaked around 1994 with much research published at the 
conferences that year, but then tailed off with little effort on the subject in recent 
years. In the mid 1990s ESA contributed towards the development of the SGR-20, a 
specifically designed GPS attitude receiver, at SSTL. The SGR-20 flew on UoSat-12 
as a GPS attitude validation experiment. 
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The UoSA T -12 experiment was the basis for two previous PhDs at the University of 
Surrey. The first PhD by Somphop Purivigraipong analysed data from the UoSA T -12 
experiment and showed that in principle it was possible to determine attitude from 
GPS carrier phase measurements. His thesis highlighted the problems of integer 
ambiguity resolution and multipath, but didn't tackle either subject conclusively. 
The problem of multipath was looked at in a later PhD by Ronald Wong, who used 
the data collected on UoSA T -12 to construct a spherical harmonic based multi path 
calibration map. The results of this work showed that the map could describe the 
multipath in a given direction to within 1.0mm, and so potentially mitigate most of the 
multi path error present on UoSA T -12. 
While it was shown possible to construct a multi path mitigation map for calibrating a 
GPS attitude sensor, no robust method for solving the integer ambiguity problem was 
available. In order to have a useable sensor in space the whole GPS attitude system 
must be made robust. Other factors such as optimal satellite selection, real-time 
operation ofthe algorithms and the need for real-time validation must be considered. 
This thesis describes the work carried out to develop and exploit GPS attitude 
determination for use on microsatellites. This research aims to build on the work 
done by Purivigraipong and Wong so that GPS attitude determination could be 
exploited by SSTL for use on their small satellite platforms. In the original scope for 
this PhD it was expected to use a number of microsatellites for conducting GPS 
attitude experiments. By the start of this PhD UoSat-12 was no longer operational, 
but Bilsat-l was launched in October 2004, carrying an SGR-20 and a star-camera for 
the attitude reference. Unfortunately, due to technical problems only a couple of 
experiments were carried out on Bilsat-I before it became inoperable in 2005. In 
November 2005, Topsat was launched carrying an SGR-20, but it was not until 
February 2007, after the main imagery mission had achieved its goals, that GPS 
attitude experiments were permitted on Topsat. 
1.3 Outline of thesis 
This thesis consists of eight chapters with the following content. 
Chapter 2 provides the necessary background information for understanding the 
problems inherent in GPS attitude determination. The general concepts and 
terminology used throughout the thesis are introduced. An overview of past research 
into GPS attitude determination is provided via a review of the literature on the 
subject. A historical review of GPS attitude experiments on spacecraft is also 
provided. Chapter 2 also details the mathematical models used to study and use GPS 
carrier phase measurements for attitude determination. The measurement model used 
to relate GPS carrier phase measurements to the attitude of a spacecraft is discussed, 
and the important error terms are explained. Methods for solving for attitude using 
GPS measurements are described and the concept of dilution of precision is discussed. 
Other factors that affect the performance of GPS attitude determination are also 
described. 
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Chapter 3 provides an analysis of real data logged on an SGR-20 flown on the Topsat 
microsatellite. Firstly the onboard reference attitude from the Attitude Determination 
and Control System (ADCS) is discussed. Next, the ADCS reference attitude is used 
to estimate the GPS antenna baselines to determine if they differ from the vectors 
measured from the mechanical drawings of the satellite. Following this, the GPS 
carrier phase measurement residuals are used to estimate the measurement noise 
observed by the SGR-20 on Topsat. The disparity between the GPS carrier phase 
measurements and predicted measurements from the ADCS are also analysed. This 
was done to provide a comparison between the GPS and ADCS and to look for 
potential systematic errors in either system. The GPS residuals are then used to 
demonstrate the presence of multipath in the GPS carrier phase measurements. 
Finally the issue of line bias is examined, and the ADCS reference attitude is used to 
estimate the line bias for a number of experimental data sets to determine if there is an 
analytical solution to the line bias problem. A brief analysis of the satellite visibility 
in Low Earth Orbit is also given. 
Chapter 4 examines the problem of integer ambiguity resolution. An overview of the 
main issues relating to integer ambiguity resolution is given and the problems specific 
to integer ambiguity resolution on a microsatellite are discussed. The suitability of 
previous methods from the literature, including the standard 'Least Squares 
Ambiguity Decorrelation Adjustment' (LAMBDA) method, for use on microsatellites 
and specifically on the SGR-20 receiver is discussed. A new method for integer 
ambiguity resolution using only six single-frequency GPS carrier phase measurements 
per baseline, and short time-spans of data is then developed. 
Chapter 5 details the simulation and testing of the new integer ambiguity resolution 
algorithm. A MATLAB based simulator (described in Appendix A) is used to test the 
robustness of the new integer ambiguity resolution algorithm for different levels of 
receiver noise and multipath. Realistic levels of measurement noise are simulated 
based on the results of the analysis of spaceflight data performed in Chapter 3. The 
performance of the new algorithm is analysed in detail, including a break down of the 
performance at each stage of the algorithm to identify any weaknesses or instabilities 
in the proposed method. Following this, real GPS measurements logged on a number 
of in-orbit experiments on the Topsat microsatellite are used to demonstrate the real-
life performance of the algorithm. The robustness of the new algorithm when 
subjected to the subtleties of processing measurements from a real GPS receiver is 
analysed, and the ability of the algorithm to solve for the integer ambiguities even 
during large angle manoeuvres is demonstrated. 
Chapter 6 contains a short study on a number of performance factors affecting GPS 
attitude determination. The effect of baseline geometry on the Attitude Dilution of 
Precision (ADOP) is studied and the potential attitude accuracy of a GPS attitude 
receiver that can track all satellites in view is demonstrated via simulation. The 
second issue studied is the use of the ADCS to initialise the line bias estimate. It is 
shown that this can lead to systematic offsets in the ADCS also being present in the 
GPS attitude solution. This removes the potential advantage of GPS attitude as a 
stand-alone attitude sensor. The third performance factor is the effect of the elevation 
mask on the number of visible satellites. A numerical simulation is used to 
demonstrate that at least eight satellites are visible at all times and therefore the SGR-
20 on Topsat should be able to track six satellites on each baseline in every epoch. 
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Finally, post-processing of the data logged in-orbit is used to demonstrate the 
potential performance ofGPS attitude determination on Topsat. 
Chapter 7 covers the implementation and testing of the real-time attitude 
determination flight software on the SGR-20. An overview of the software changes 
made to the SGR-20 flight code is provided. The method used for implementing and 
testing the new software is discussed. Finally stand-alone GPS attitude determination 
is demonstrated using an SGR-20 on Topsat via a number of real-time in-orbit 
experiments. The real-time attitude determination results are analysed to highlight a 
number of issues raised by the in-orbit experiments and the results are compared with 
the ADCS reference attitude. 
Chapter 8 discusses the outcomes of this research and what it means for future use of 
GPS attitude determination on small satellites. The contributions made by this 
research are detailed and proposals for future work are listed. 
Appendix A details the implementation of a MA TLAS based simulator which uses 
the knowledge gained from the analysis of the space-flight data to recreate more 
accurately the measurement environment experienced on Topsat. 
Appendix B provides a description of the' Attitude Determination using the Standard 
Method' (ADSM) integer ambiguity resolution technique devised by Dr Hodgart on 
which the robust integer ambiguity resolution algorithm detailed in Chapter 4 is 
based. 
Appendix C describes the procedure for rotating between the WGS-84 frame in which 
the GPS Navigation solution is based and the Orbit-Referenced Frame (OR F) used for 
GPS attitude determination. 
Appendix D contains a list of all the GPS attitude experiments conducted on Topsat to 
date, including which sensors were used for the ADCS; the manoeuvres conducted; 
settings relevant to the GPS attitude algorithms such as the elevation mask used as 
well as a description of the mode of operation of the SGR-20. 
Appendix E provides details of the new SSPP commands and packets implemented 
on the SGR-20 in order to control the real-time attitude determination algorithms and 
log the results. 
1.4 Research Motivation 
Attitude determination on microsatellites is normally achieved via a combination of 
sensors which are combined via a filter to provide a three-axis attitude estimate. The 
application of GPS attitude determination on a microsatellite platform permits real-
time kinematic three-axis attitude information from a single-sensor, whilst requiring 
minimal additional hardware and minimal additional cost. Previous work, including a 
number of experiments in space, has shown that GPS attitude determination is 
feasible, but these experiments either did not demonstrate onboard processing or used 
proprietary algorithms which were not published in the literature. 
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If GPS attitude detennination can be proven to be both robust and accurate on small 
satellites also, then it could potentially be employed on all future small satellites in 
order to augment or replace some of the other attitude sensors discussed in this 
chapter. Since a GPS receiver is typically flown on every small satellite mission there 
would be minimal additional cost or mass penalty from using GPS attitude 
detennination. If GPS was used to augment current attitude sensors then it could act 
as a back-up in the case of other attitude sensors failing, or could potentially be used 
to enable low cost missions where attitude infonnation is required throughout the 
whole orbit - such as Synthetic Aperture Radar missions. If GPS attitude was used to 
replace other attitude sensors then there would be savings in both cost and mass which 
would permit the savings to be used for the main payload or additional payloads. 
It is important to note that even if the accuracy of the GPS attitude solution were no 
better than the standard sun-sensor and magnetometer combination used on most 
SSTL satellites, it may provide a beneficial augmentation or replacement. The GPS 
attitude solution has a number of advantages over the sun-sensor and magnetometer 
combination. These advantages include: 
• Increased availability since sun-sensors do not work during eclipse and 
magnetometers have problems over the Earth's poles. 
• A more consistent attitude solution since the errors affecting the GPS attitude 
solution are a fixed function of the receiver and spacecraft (i.e. receiver noise 
and multi path) 
• The GPS attitude solution provides a three-axis attitude solution from a single 
sensor. 
• To provide a GPS attitude capability only requires two additional GPS 
antennas and the fitting of the additional RF front ends, thereby saving on the 
mass and cost of the hardware required for sun-sensors and magnetometers. 
The SGR-20 GPS receiver on Topsat provides a unique opportunity to develop and 
test new algorithms for GPS attitude detennination. Proving that GPS attitude 
detennination can operate reliably and in real-time onboard an operational imaging 
satellite should aid the acceptance of the technology and it is hoped lead to its 
inclusion in the baseline for future small satellite missions. This should also increase 
support for the development of future GNSS attitude receivers to take advantage of 
the Galileo and Modernized GPS constellations once they are operational which 
should improve the perfonnance and availability ofGPS attitude. 
1.5 Research Aims 
The aim of this research was to use the Topsat microsatellite, launched in October 
2005, to demonstrate and exploit GPS attitude detennination for a useful purpose on a 
microsatellite. 
The specific goals of this research are as follows: 
I. Analysis of spaceflight data from a small satellite, including quantification of 
measurement errors such as line bias error, multipath and receiver noise. 
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2. Design and implementation of a robust integer ambiguity resolution technique 
for single frequency single epoch GPS measurements. 
3. Analysis of the performance factors affecting GPS attitude determination on 
small satellites. 
4. Implementation of a robust real time onboard GPS attitude determination 
system based on the SGR-20. 
5. Demonstration of real-time in-orbit GPS attitude determination on a 
microsatellite, and comparison of the GPS attitude solution with the ADCS 
reference attitude. 
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2 Background 
In this chapter the necessary background information for understanding the GPS 
attitude determination problem is covered. The concept of attitude is defined, along 
with a definition for the different reference frames used in this work. 
An overview of current attitude sensors used on small satellites is provided with a 
brief description of each sensor's advantages and disadvantages. The fundamentals of 
using GPS measurements to determine attitude are then explained. The measurement 
model used to describe the GPS measurements is defined, including the various error 
sources that affect GPS measurements. Methods for estimating attitude based on this 
measurement model are also described. 
Details of the hardware used during this thesis are given, including the limitations it 
imposes on the work. An explanation of how the GPS receiver hardware provides the 
measurements necessary for attitude determination is provided. 
A literature review is undertaken to provide context for this research and highlight 
areas worthy of further study. The history of space-based GPS attitude experiments is 
documented, and information on the microsatellites used for SSTL's GPS attitude 
experiments is also given. Finally the motivation for this research, the research aims 
and the contributions from this research are discussed. 
2. 1 Attitude 
Most small satellite missions, particularly Earth Observation missions, require precise 
knowledge of the orientation of the satellite body with respect to a reference frame, 
for example the surface of the Earth being imaged. The orientation of the body of the 
satellite with respect to a reference frame is known as the attitude of the satellite. The 
definition of the attitude is given below. 
2.1.1 Coordinate systems 
The orbit-defined coordinate system is a system of coordinates that maintains its 
orientation relative to the Earth as the spacecraft moves in its orbit [Wertz, 1978]. An 
orthogonal triad of vectors, denoted Xo , Yo and Zo defines the reference axes in the 
orbit-defined coordinate system. Roll, pitch and yaw are defined as right-handed 
rotations about these three axes, with roll corresponding to a rotation about the 
Xo axis, pitch a rotation about the Yo axis and yaw a rotation about the Zo axis. 
Since the orientation of the axes remains fixed relative to the Earth, they are defined 
in the following way. The Zo, or yaw axis, is directed towards the centre of the 
Earth (nadir), the Yo or pitch axis is directed toward the negative orbit normal, and 
the Xo or roll axis completes the orthogonal set. 
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A econd et of ector, XB ' VB' Z B defin e a econd co rdinat y. t m termed the 
body }ixed coordinate y tem that is defined re lati e to the spac craft body itse lf. 
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2.1.2.1 Euler Angles 
The direct cosine matrix can be parameterised in terms of three rotation angles, 
commonly known as Euler angles. This allows the orientation of the spacecraft to be 
defined in terms of three angles: roll, pitch and yaw as defined in the explanation of 
the coordinate systems above. The spacecraft body-fixed coordinate system is rotated 
to the orbit-defined coordinate system using three consecutive right-hand positive 
rotations. 
The rotations are defined about the three axes X o ' Yo and Zo' and can be described 
by the following rotation matrices 
R'(¢)=l~ 0 Si~¢ 1 2-2 cosr/> 
- sin r/> cosr/> 
l cosO 0 Si~el 
Ry(O)= 0 
-sinO 0 cosO 
l cos~ sin If/ ~1 Rz(lf/) = - s~ If/ cos If/ 0 
where r/>, 0 and If/ represent the rotation angles about the roll, pitch and yaw axes 
respectively. These rotation matrices can be combined into a single matrix by finding 
their product. There are six permutations. For example, the 2-1-3 sequence is defined 
by a rotation 0 about the pitch axis Yo' followed by a rotation r/> about the roll axis 
Xo ' followed by a rotation 'II about the yaw axis Zo' 
This gives 
or 
[
COS 'I' cos 0 + sin 'I' sin t/J sin 0 
A = - sin 'I' cos 0 + cos 'I' sin t/Jcos 0 
cost/Jsin 0 
sin 'I' cos t/J - cos 'I' sin 0 + sin 'I' sin t/J cos OJ 
cos 'I' cos t/J sin 'I' sin 0 + cos 'I' sin t/J cos 0 
- sin t/J cos t/J cos 0 
2-3 
2-4 
The 2-1-3 Euler angles can be obtained from the elements of the attitude matrix, A, 
by 
r/> = sin -I (- AJ.2) 0= tan-I[~3'1) 
3,3 
If/ = tan -I [~) 
A 2,2 
2-5 
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There is a two-fold ambiguity in ¢, corresponding to sin ¢ being positive or negative. 
This ambiguity is resolved by choosing 0 ~ ¢ < 180degrees, which allows B and'll to 
be determined uniquely (modulo 360 degrees) unless ¢ is a multiple of 180 degrees 
when only the sum or difference of B and'll can be determined. 
A second group of Euler angle rotations uses only two of the axes and one of which is 
necessarily used twice, resulting in another six permutations. Classically the most 
well-known is the 3-1-3 sequence of rotations which is closely identified with the 
natural motions of an axially symmetric body nutating in gravity free space. 
2.1.2.2 Quaternions 
A more fundamental means of defining an attitude is in terms of an Euler axis and 
angle parameterization. On completion of an attitude rotation there is one specific 
axis, the unit Euler axis e, whose components are the same in both reference and 
body-axis coordinates. A rotation ¢ about this axis is all that is needed then to 
complete the description. 
Quatemions or Euler Symmetric Parameters provide a convenient parameterization of 
the attitude based on the Euler axis and angle. They are defined by 
=[esin(¢/2)]=[ q, q, q.]T 
q cos(¢/2) q, - , ~ 
2-6 
The four parameters are not independent, but satisfy the constraint equation 
2-7 
The direct cosine matrix can be expressed in terms of quatemions according to: 
2-8 
2 2 2 2 
-ql +q2 -ql +q4 
2(q2ql - qlq4) 
Quatemions have found widespread use in spacecraft work due to the numerous 
advantages they provide over other methods: 
I. They avoid the singularities of trigonometric functions. 
2. They are more convenient than other parameterizations such as the Euler axis 
and angle method, because they do not require the use of trigonometric 
functions. 
3. They are more compact than the direct cosme matrix because only four 
parameters are needed instead of nine (when storing the full direct cosine 
matrix). 
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then 
4. The algebra associated with combining multiple rotation 
straight-forward. The product of two rotations: 
A(q") = A(q')A(q) 
, , , , 
q4 q3 - q2 ql 
, , I , 
" 
- q) q4 ql q2 q = q , , , I q2 - ql q4 q) 
, , I , 
- ql - q2 - q q4 
2.2 Attitude sensors found on small satellites 
relati vely 
2-9 
2-l0 
Spacecraft attitude determination depends on attitude ensor , the selection of which 
depends on the required pointing mode of the mi ion (e.g. inertial or arth pointing), 
the required accuracy, the spacecraft ' power budget and co t. 
The fir t SSTL atellite - the UoSA T eries - achieved adequate attitude control 
u ing only a pa sive gravity-gradient boom and active magnetic torquing [Hodgart, 
L 982], [Hodgart, 1989], [Hodgart et al. , 1997], [Steyn and Hashida, L 999]. ince the 
launch of UoSat-12 SSTL has changed its approach to u ing reaction wheel , cold-ga 
thruster and magnetorquer as the primary actuators . 
Currently small atellites tend to u e a combination of en or to provid attitude 
knowledge. More accurate ensor are now deployed including SUIl- en or , Earth 
Horizon sensor and Star Tracker . The perfonnance of each en or i outlined and a 
brief de cription given in the following sections. 
2.2.1 Sun-sensors 
Sun- en or are the most widely u ed ensor type for 
attitude determination on spacecraft. Sun-sen or 
mea ure the angle or vector to the Sun in body-fixed 
coordinates and provide a two axis measurement. 
This Sun vector i typically combined with 
mea urement from other sensors such a 
magnetometer to determine the attitude of the 
pacecraft. SSTL manufactures it own model of Sun-
ensor, the fir t being flown on Uo at-3. The latest 
evolution wa fir t flown on FASAT-Bravo, launched 
in 1998, and ha flown on all mis ions since then 
including Top at. The stated accuracy of the SSTL 
sun- en or i one degree (95%), and it ha a field of Figure 2-2 STL Sun-sensor 
view of ±50°. 
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One di advantage of Sun-sen or i that depending on the orbit of the pacecraft the 
un may be eclipsed by the Earth for large period of the orbit re ulting in period 
during which no un-sensor data is avai lable. 
2.2.2 Magnetometers 
Magnetometers are wide ly u ed as spacecraft 
attitude en or for a variety of reason : they are 
vector ensor, providing both the direction and 
magnitude of the magnetic field; they are reliable, 
lightweight, and have low power requirement; 
they operate over a wide temperature range; and 
they have no moving part '. 
However, magnetometer are not accurate 
attitude ensor becau c the magnetic field i not 
completely known and the model u ed to pr dict 
the magnetic field direction and magnitude at the 
pacecraft' po ition are ubject to relatively 
ub tantia l error [WeI1z, 1978). 
2.2.3 Earth horizon sensors (EHS) 
, 
Figure 2-3 S. T L magnctomcter 
arth Ilorizon . en ors provide attitude information by lIs lng infra-red ~en ... or!'l to 
determine the location of the arth' hori,wn. 1I0riLon nsors require a :un rejection 
capabi lity due to the un having an intensity of 400 tim S that of the f:al1h in the 
infra-red band, which can cau e IT rs in the Il orizon sensor output. 
The arth Horizon sen ors u 'ed on TL microsatellite~ consi~t of three infra-red 
nsor which output a voltage depending on the amount of radiation impingin ' on 
them. When they are nominally aligned with the horiLon one sensor i ... 10 king at the 
arth, one at the horizon and the other at cold space, which allows the three scnsor~' 
mea urement to be combined to determin the attitude to within 0.1-0.2 degree 
[Wertz, 1978]. The accuracy of the horizon s nsor depcnds )n the accuracy of the 
model of the th ickne of the ~ arth ' . atmospher becau ... c the atmosphere causes a 
gradient in the radiated inten ity rather than a hard boundary and will also vary in 
thickne during th day/night cycle. The main disadvantage or Eanh Ilori/on 
en or i their very narrow field of iew, which i · around 5 degrees for the type u!'lcd 
by TL. Any lew will cau e the anh IloriLon ens rs t lo~ lock n the hori/on. 
2.2.4 Star cameras 
tar camera mea ure tar co rdinate in the 
pacecraft frame and compare them with a star 
cata logue to provide three-axis attitude 
infonllation, typically achieving accuraci . in the 
arc- econd range. The main disadvantage of star 
cameras arc that they are hea y, expcnsi e and 
require more p wer than m ~t other attitude 
1-1 B+ , ta r ca mer a 
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sensors. For example, the SSTL star camera requires 8.5W [SSTL, 2009a]. The other 
major draw-back of star cameras is that they require large baffles to prevent them 
being blinded by the Sun, Earth or other bright sources. They must maintain 
minimum exclusion angles in order to prevent interference from these bright objects 
affecting the attitude solution. For the SSTL star camera the exclusion angles are 
fifty-five degrees for the Sun and thirty degrees for the Earth. 
2.2.5 Inertial measurement units (1M Us) 
Inertial measurement units are generally a combination of accelerometers and gyros 
which are used to measure the linear and rotational acceleration of the body to which 
they are mounted. By integrating the output of the IMU it is possible to calculate the 
change in attitude (and position) of a spacecraft in the inertial frame. The 
disadvantages of IMUs are that they only measure the change in attitude, so must be 
initialised with an absolute attitude sensor; they are expensive and consume a lot of 
power; they are prone to drift and so can only be used for short periods without 
correction. 
2.3 Attitude from GPS measurements 
GPS is now ubiquitous for navigation for both terrestrial and space-based users. It 
provides reliable real-time position, velocity and time information which, in the case 
of low earth orbiting satellites, can be used for orbit determination and image geo-
location. With suitable hardware the same GPS signals used for general navigation 
can also be used attitude determination, using the principle of interferometry between 
multiple antennas. 
2.3.1 GPS attitude fundamentals 
The fundamental observable in GPS attitude determination is the carrier phase 
difference between two antennas separated by the baseline length as illustrated in . 
For each GPS antenna, the received carrier phase signal is measured at the apparent 
phase centre of the antenna. A relative phase difference between the received signals 
from two antennas forming a baseline is defined as the modulo carrier phase 
difference f/}i.j' where: 
I I 
-- ~ rt!. ~ - (cycles) 2 ",.., . ./ 2 
2-11 
and i indexes a particular baseline and j indexes a particular GPS satellite 
measurement. 
The GPS receiver also maintains a running sum of the number of accumulated carrier 
cycles since the receiver began tracking satellite j on baseline i. At each 
measurement epoch the accumulated cycle count, nacc is summed with the modulo 
carrier phase difference f/}i./ to give an accumulated carrier phase difference, ~./: 
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r =m +n 1./ 'f' , ./ act 2-12 
1n the first epoch 
1',./ = rp, , 2-13 
IIlce 
n cue = 0 2-14 
This mea urement i updated in all ub equent poch in which the ~atellite i" tracked 
and hence: 
r [k] = m [k] + n [k] I.J 't' , I (1ft 2- 15 
More infonnation on accumulated carrier phase measurem nt" I~ given In the next 
ection. 
If the length of the ba cline vector, Ilb,ll , i ' larg r than one carrier wa l: length, the 
number of fuJI cycle in the first epoch i unkn wn resulting in an il1teger ofllhigllitl ' 
N . in each carri er pha e diffcrence m a urement. .'in e the a 'cul11u latl:d carrier 
'., 
phase difference accounts for any accumulated cycles in :ub" 'quen! era -h" , the 
unknown integer ambiguity is con tant fi r a~ long a~ the "atl:l litc is tracked 
uece fully. 
Figure 2-5 arrier Pha Difference mea urement 
If the integer ambiguity 
, J re Ived the path diffi ren e r I J can be determined 
from the accumu lated carri r pha di fi ren e b twecn th tW ant nnas c -Iu lin J 
mea urement err r 
J' = J' -
I J I J , J 2- 16 
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The path difference F;.j can be expressed as the projection of the unit line-of-sight 
(LOS) vector S ,(B) onto the baseline vector b ilH ), 
2-17 
where the subscript 'B' acknowledges that both vectors are in the body-referenced 
coordinate system and a describes the angle between the baseline vector and the 
LOS vector to the GPS satellite. Substituting orbit-referenced vectors into Equation 
2-17 gives 
2-18 
and knowing that the attitude matrix A transforms vectors from the orbit-referenced 
frame to the body-fixed frame according to 
Sj(H) = As I«») 2-19 
It follows that the path difference F;.I is a function of the attitude using 
2-20 
Since the baseline vector b i( H) and the LOS vector S j«(}) are known, and given that the 
carrier phase differences are a function of the attitude of the spacecraft, the unknown 
attitude can be estimated. 
2.3.2 Measurement model 
The carrier phase difference measurements are perturbed by measurement errors 
including receiver noise, multipath error and line bias. A more complete 
measurement model for a given epoch k is defined as: 
2-21 
where i and j index the baseline and GPS satellites, respectively; all variables are in 
units of cycles and: 
r . is the single-difference carrier phase measurement 1.1 
N . is the unknown integer ambiguity 
I.j 
Pi is the unknown phase offset between the GPS antennas, known as line bias 
w . is the total measurement error (including receiver noise and multipath) 
I.j 
Si.j(O) is the unit line-of-sight vector from the master antenna to the GPS satellite 
bi(O) is the unknown baseline vector between the two GPS antennas 
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2.3.2.1 Integer ambiguity 
As mentioned above the number of cycles in the carrier phase difference 
measurements is unknown, and this is termed the integer ambiglli~v. 
[n order to track the GPS signal for a given satelIite the GPS receiver must generate a 
replica carrier signal at the correct frequency. When measuring the carrier phase at 
each antenna the GPS receiver measures the fractional carrier phase (modulo one 
wavelength) of this replica carrier. 
[n the SGR-20 the carrier cycle counts and fractional phase measurements are taken 
by the GP2021 correlator hardware. Both measurements are based on the replica 
carrier created by each RF front-end in the GPS receiver. The correlator hardware 
keeps a running count of the number of positive-going zero crossings of the replica 
carrier for each tracking channel. It also stores the fractional carrier phase 
measurement for each channel. Both measurements are read by the SGR software 
every 0.1 s as part of the measurement task and the summed to calculate the 
accumulated carrier phase for each channel. 
The accumulated carrier phase on each channel approximates the change in range 
between the GPS patch antenna on which the satelIite is being tracked and the phase 
centre of the GPS satellite. This is calIed a delta-range measurement. This 
measurement is affected by the frequency error in the GPS receiver's clock and is 
ambiguous due to the arbitrary time at which the tracking begins. 
As shown in the path difference between two GPS patch antennas forming a baseline 
is a function of the angle between the baseline and the LOS vector to the GPS 
satellite. To calculate the path difference between the two antennas the difference in 
the accumulated carrier phase measurements for a pair of channels that are tracking 
the same GPS satellite is calculated. This results in a single-d!frerence accumulated 
carrier phase measurement, or simply a single-d!fference carrier phase measurement. 
However the measurement is subject to an arbitrary and unknown offset due to the 
arbitrary time at which each of the channels began calculating the accumulated carrier 
phase measurements. To eliminate this offset the initial accumulated carrier phase 
difference is set to the difference in the fractional carrier phase measurements, and the 
accumulation of the carrier phase difference proceeds anew from this value for as 
long as the satellite is tracked on both channels. 
If either of the channels being differenced loses lock on the satelIite then the 
accumulated carrier phase difference is cleared and flagged as invalid. If the satellite 
is subsequently reacquired the initial accumulated carrier phase difference is again set 
to the difference in the fractional phases, and the accumulation begins anew. 
This final accumulated carrier phase difference is still subject to an integer ambiguity, 
but this integer ambiguity remains constant for as long as the satellite is tracked on 
both antennas. The integer ambiguities can be resolved through a process termed 
integer ambiguity resolution (JAR). 
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2.3.2.2 Line of sight vectors 
Line Of Sight (LOS) vectors are unit vectors directed from the master antenna to the 
GPS sate llite. The LOS vector are provided by the receiver in the World Geodetic 
System 84 (WGS-84) coordinate ystem [ GA, 2004] , which is the reference 
coordinate system used by GPS. The LOS vectors are rotated to the orbit-defined 
coord inate system for use in determining the attitude, using the method defined in 
Appendix C. 
2.3.2.3 Multipath 
Multipath is cau ed by reflections of the ignals alTiving at the antenna from nearby 
urface , and generally the definition of multipath i broadened to include signa l 
diffracting around nearby edge and obstacle , uch as a gravity gradient boom. 
Specular reflection produce sy tematic, cOlTelated errors that are not ea ily treated in 
a proce ing filter [Reichert, 1999]. For the case of a sate llite platform specular 
multipath can only occur by the ignal reflecting off the atellite structure and the 
multi path elTor can be trcated a time invariant, being imply a function of the 
incident ignal direction . Specular mUltipath cau e phase elTors equiva lent to an 
error in electrical path length of evera l centimetre [ omp and Axelrad, 1998] . 
Diffraction multipath generally produce a rapidly varying error which i equivalent 
to an error in electrical path length of several millimetres [ omp and Axelrad , 199 ]. 
Thi type of multipath can be po sibly mitigated with the u e of dynamic filtering 
technique [Purivigraipong, 2000]. 
Figure 2-6 Multipath 
If an antenna receive two ignal : a line-of-sight ignal and a reflected ignal with 
pha e hift l!.q; and amplitude attenuation a the error in th calTier pha e 
mea urement a are ult of multi path i : 
s: - I ( a in l!. q; ) vq; = tan 
I + a cos l!.q; 
2-22 
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Equation 2-22 shows that the phase of the fractional cycle of the reflected signal 
corrupts the phase of the fractional cycle of the direct signal, depending on its relative 
strength and phase. It follows that the error in the carrier phase measurements due to 
multipath does not exceed a quarter cycle if the reflected signal has a smaller 
amplitude than the direct signal. 
direct + reflected 
Figure 2-7 Phasor diagram of specular reflection multipath error 
The phase measurement error defined in Equation 2-22 describes the error at a single 
antenna. For GPS attitude determination we must take carrier phase differences 
between two antennas, and so the errors due to multipath at each antenna will sum 
together in the carrier phase difference measurement. 
In the measurement model used in this work multipath is assumed to be a time-
invariant deterministic function of the direction of the incoming signal. The direction 
of the incoming signal relative to the spacecraft body frame is defined in terms of its 
co-elevation 8m" and azimuth r/>m,,' The resulting mullipalh error can then be defined 
according to: 
uml' [k] = f(8ml' , r/>"'I» 2-23 
Multipath can be modelled as a stochastic sequence of correlated random variables 
with a local mean (u.) and a local mean square (u 2 ) (where j represents a 
I,J I" 
particular satellite and i a particular baseline). 
Along anyone track of an observed satellite crossing the sky the multipath error will 
have some local track mean and a variation about that mean. The variation is termed 
multi path noise. 
In the case of spacecraft, the only source of multi path is that originating from the 
spacecraft itself. For UoSat-12, even after limiting the field of view to exclude the 
worst error (below 20 degrees elevation) the RMS multipath, with respect to a typical 
baseline was 9.8mm. Peak values in the worst case directions exceeded 40mm 
[Wong, 2004). 
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2.3.2.3.1 Antenna errors 
SSTL's satellites generally use micro-strip patch antennas which can induce a number 
of different errors in the carrier phase measurements. The errors can be described in 
terms of antenna phase centre variation, the antenna phase pattern and phase wind-
up, each of which is described below. 
The point of reception of a radio signal at an antenna is referred to as the phase 
centre, which is the apparent electrical centre of the antenna. The antenna phase 
centre uncertainty leads to an error in the phase measurements because the 
electromagnetic centre of the antenna does not generally coincide with the physical 
centre of the antenna. The phase centre is a function of the angle of incidence of the 
incoming signal to the antenna bore-sight. [Godet et aI, \999] suggest that the phase 
centre of an antenna may vary by up to 3 mm as the angle of incidence of the 
incoming signal moves over the possible 180 degrees. 
[Kim et aI, 2004] analyse phase effects seen in the received phase pattern of 
individual antenna elements in controlled reception pattern antenna (CRPA) arrays. 
They demonstrate that the magnitude and location (in terms of incident signal 
direction) for individual antenna elements can be attributed to both the phase centre 
movement of the individual antenna element and fringing effects when the antenna 
element is placed near the edge of the ground plane. Errors in manufacturing may 
also lead to an offset in the antenna phase response. [Kim et ai, 2004] modelled a 
dimensional tolerance in the construction of a micro-strip patch antenna and showed 
that in general manufacturing tolerances tend to introduce a constant offset in the 
phase response but do not affect the phase pattern of the antenna. 
If one of the slave antennas were to rotate physically with respect to the master 
antenna the measurements may contain phase wind-up. This would be a problem in 
systems where the master and slave antennas are located on separate platforms, such 
as RTK systems. For the purposes of attitude determination the antennas are 
generally co-located rigidly on the same platform, so any phase wind-up effects are 
common to all antennas, and therefore cancel out in the single-difference 
measurements. 
[Godet et aI, 1999] show that the structure of the spacecraft surrounding an antenna 
has a significant effect on the phase variation of the antenna. In their experiments 
around ± 18mm of error was seen purely from the immediate area around the antenna. 
Antenna errors are indistinguishable from physical multipath and can be treated as a 
single error under the general term multipath error. This means that multipath error 
can occur even without obstacles creating reflected signals. 
2.3.2.4 Line bias 
Line bias is a relative phase offset between measurements taken between two 
antennas. It is caused by the combination of different cables lengths between the 
antennas and the RF-front ends of the GPS receiver, and by differences in the RF-
front ends themselves. 
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Line bias will be defined as whatever is the net contribution of all errors that are 
common to the phase measurements within one base line. It may be time-varying. A 
major contribution is the error induced by delays caused by the various stages of the 
RF section of the receiver. The line bias contribution is typically different for each 
baseline since differences in the electrical path length between each antenna and the 
RF front-ends can induce a common phase delay in the measurements that will be 
present in all measurements taken on that baseline. The line bias fJ, is defined as 
P, = P,[k] 2-24 
where k is an epoch count. 
For modelling purposes it may not be possible to distinguish this physical bias from 
any average bias induced by the spatially correlated multipath. Accordingly, the 
effective line bias will also contain the local averages (u,) k]) of the multipath error 
for all carrier phase measurements from J,[k] satellites tracked on baseline i in 
epoch k. The effective line bias P;[k] in epoch k is defined as 
• I J 
P; [k] = P;[k]+ J;[k] ~(u,)k]) 2-25 
In order to use the accumulated carrier phase measurements for GPS attitude 
determination the line bias must either be estimated or eliminated using double-
difference measurements. Past researchers that estimated the linc bias includcd 
[Cohen, 1992], [Ward, 1996], [Purivigraipong, 2000] and [Buist, 2006). [Cohen, 
1992] estimated the line bias pre-flight using many hours of logged data but it was 
shown in [Lightsey et ai, 1994] that estimating the line bias before flight was not 
satisfactory since its value for the RADCAL satellite changed once the satellite was 
operating in space. Most carrier phase users particularly those using Real-Time-
Kinematic surveying techniques now utilise double-difference measurements to 
eliminate the line bias rather than estimating it. 
[Morros, 1995] showed that the line bias in the SGR-20 is affected by temperature as 
a result of the GP2010/2015 RF Front-end integrated circuits. Changes in 
temperature cause a time-varying drift in the phase measurements. According to 
[Morros, 1995] as the temperature increases the phase measured by the GP2010 
decreases. If the temperature remains stable the phase measured will remain constant. 
2.3.2.5 Receiver noise 
The code and carrier measurements are affected by random measurement noise, called 
receiver noise. This is a broad term covering the RF radiation sensed by the antenna 
in the band of interest unrelated to the signal; noise introduced by the antenna, 
amplifiers, cables, and the receiver; multi-access noise (i.e. interference from other 
GPS signals and GPS-like broadcasts from system augmentations); and signal 
quantization noise [Misra and Enge, 2001 ). 
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For the purposes of our model receiver noise is assumed to be a zero mean random 
noise with a mean square of 
2-26 
Receiver noise is assumed to be uncorrelated in time and across the different tracking 
channels in the GPS receiver. 
\ v[ k ]v[l]) = 0 k :t; I 2-27 
2-28 
[Kaplan, 1996] provides an equation that defines the RMS carrier phase error, (j" 
caused by receiver noise in the tracking loop of the GPS receiver: 
2-29 
where 
ALI is the wavelength of the Ll frequency, 0.1903 metres 
Ell is the noise bandwidth in Hz 
Cj is the received carrier-to-noise power density ratio, expressed in Hz jNo 
Tint is the integration time of the loop filter 
For the SGR-20 GPS receiver, the phase-locked-loop (PLL) is designed with 7;nt = 1 
msec and Bn = 10 Hz [SSTL, 1999]. For a C/ No of 45dB-Hz, the corresponding 
theoretical RMS (undifferenced) carrier phase error is O.7mm. For a single-difference 
carrier phase measurement the carrier phase error will be .J2 xO. 7mm::::; I.Omm. 
2.3.2.6 Baseline error 
If the baseline vectors are measured from the mechanical drawings then potential 
manufacturing errors can lead to a difference between the assumed baseline vectors 
and the true baselines. If the baseline vectors are 'surveyed' using GPS carrier phase 
measurements the estimated baseline vectors will differ from the nominal vectors 
measured from the mechanical drawings due to the variation in the antenna phase 
centre which is dependent on the direction of the incoming signals. In Chapter 3 a 
batch least-squares algorithm uses data from the ADCS reference attitude to estimate 
the baseline vectors in the ADCS reference frame. 
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2.3.2.7 ADCS error 
The ADCS attitude solution is used as a reference or 'truth' attitude throughout this 
thesis. If the accuracy of the ADCS attitude is not at least an order of magnitude 
better than the expected GPS attitude accuracy then the ADCS will make a significant 
contribution to the calculation of the disparity between GPS and ADCS. 
The error in the ADCS reference attitude A relative to the true attitude A is defined 
as 
2-30 
where 
a[ k] is the attitude controller noise 
A is the constant rotational error of the ADCS effective axes relative to the true body 
axes 
o[k] is the attitude measurement noise, which is assumed random with zero-mean 
Note that the superscript' x' defines a skew-symmetic matrix i.e. 
2-31 
The attitude controller noise a[k] will be absorbed in to an effective measurement 
noise and so is indistinguishable from random errors in the GPS carrier phase 
measurements. The ADCS errors o[ k] and A will affect the estimate of the true 
baseline vectors and the GPS satellite line of sight vectors in the spacecraft body 
frame. These errors therefore contribute to an eflective haseline know/edge error 
L\b· . 
2.3.2.8 Total measurement noise 
The total measurement noise w . is defined as the sum of the multi path noise and the 1./ 
receiver noise, which includes all errors affecting the system excluding any average 
bias 
2-32 
Note that when using single-difference carrier phase measurements the average bias is 
grouped with the line bias p;·[k] as defined in section 2.3.2.4. 
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2.3.2.9 Double-difference measurements 
The measurement model described above calculates the carrier phase difference for a 
single satellite measurement j between two antennas forming a baseline i. Taking 
two such measurements on a particular baseline and differencing them then 
effectively eliminates the line bias parameter. This process, known as douh/e-
differencing results in the following measurement model: 
Where: 
~r;.,_,[k] = r;)k]-r;.,[k] 
MI ,=N -N, I.J~ I.) I, 
Vi.j_I(O)[k] = Si.IIO)[k]-Si.I(O)[k] 
~W,.I_I [k] = w,)k] - Wi.1 [k] 
for 2 ~ j ~ J , where J is the number of satellites tracked on baseline i. 
2-33 
2-34 
By removing the line bias parameter the integer ambiguities are always precisely 
integer in nature, which aids integer ambiguity resolution. The disadvantages of 
double-differencing are that the noise in each measurement is increased; typically by a 
factor of J2 assuming the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is the same on both antennas 
for a given satellite. Also, the measurements are now correlated since one 
measurement, known as the pivot, is differenced from all the rest. This results in a 
different noise covariance matrix when using double-differences: 
2 2-35 
2 
2 
where if2 is the estimated undiflerenced GPS carrier phase measurement nOIse 
tp" 
variance (i.e. the noise variance of the accumulated carrier phase measurement for a 
single tracking channel). 
Note also that throughout this work the highest elevation satellite is chosen as the 
pivot satellite that is differenced from all the other measurements. Theoretically any 
satellite can be chosen as the pivot satellite, but it is standard practice in the literature 
to choose the highest elevation satellite since it is expected that it will experience the 
least multipath error and is more likely to be co-visible for all antennas (dependent on 
the attitude of the platform). 
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2.3.3 Attitude estimation techniques 
There are two distinct approaches for estimating attitude using GPS measurements -
the linear, vector based approach, and the non-linear measurements based approach. 
Vector based methods involve calculating the rotation matrix between vectors in two 
different frames. For GPS attitude determination the baseline vectors are defined in 
the spacecraft body-referenced frame, but are unknown in the orbit-referenced frame. 
Therefore in order to use the vector based methods the unknown baseline vectors 
must first be solved for in the orbit referenced frame. 
2.3.3.1 Solving for an unknown baseline vector using GPS 
The vector b/(()) is defined that describes the unknown baseline vector i in orbit 
referenced coordinates. Calculating double-difference measurements using the 
method described in section 2.3.2.9 at each epoch k a set of equations can be formed 
2-36 
The observation matrix Hi contains the LOS vectors to each of the J GPS satellites. 
with corresponding path difference measurements stored in f: 
H;[k] = 
v~[k] 
v;2[k] ~fJk] = 
~f;,[k] - ~NiI 
&'2[k]- ~/2 
2-37 
where it is assumed that the integer ambiguities ~/., have been solved through 
integer ambiguity resolution as addressed in Chapter 4. The baseline vector is solved 
for using a weighted least squares solution 
2-38 
where R is the known measurement noise covariance matrix given in Equation 2-35. 
The baseline vector can be estimated using least-squares for each available baseline. 
If two or more baseline vectors are available then the attitude can be estimated using 
the TRIAD or sLSE methods outlined below. 
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2.3.3.2 TRIAD method 
The TRIAD method, also known as the' Algebraic method' [Wertz, 1978] is based on 
the rotation matrix representation of the attitude. Any two vectors u and v define an 
orthogonal coordinate system with the basis vectors ai' a, and 31 given by 
a l =U 2-39 
32 = U x v /Ilu x vii 
provided that u and v are not parallel, i.e. 
Iluxvll < I 2-40 
Given two measured vectors in the orbit-referenced frame, U IOl and v IO)' then the 
reference matrix M (0) can be constructed from 
2-41 
If the same vectors are known in the spacecraft body coordinates, U (8 ) and V IH )' the 
body matrix, M IH) can be constructed from: 
2-42 
The attitude matrix, or direct cosine matrix, A is defined as the rotation between the 
orbit and body referenced frames: 
2-43 
This equation may be solved for A to give 
2-44 
Because M(O) is orthogonal, M;~) = M;()) and hence 
2-45 
The simplicity of this method makes it particularly suitable for real time 
implementation. Since the u vector is treated preferentially it should generally be the 
more accurate of the two vectors. The scalar term u((n . viO) can be compared with 
the known scalar U(B) • V(8) to provide a basic sanity check. 
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2.3.3.3 Scalar least-squares method 
An attitude solution A can be obtained by minimising the cost function III least 
squares form [Cohen, 1992] 
"~~( ")2 J(A) = ~~ 11f;.i - b~8IAv;.}f()1 2-46 
;=1 i=1 
where 11f;.i is the double-difference path difference for baseline i and satellite j (i.e. 
the double-difference carrier phase corrected for the integer ambiguity). All 
measurements are taken from a single epoch k . 
The estimated attitude matrix is defined as 
2-47 
where Au is a prior estimate of the attitude matrix and JA is defined as 
2-48 
and the attitude error vector and its skew-symmetric matrix are defined as [Shuster, 
1993] 
2-49 
For each trial in the iterative process the predicted phase difference can be expressed 
as 
2-50 
The difference between the measured path difference 11f,.i and the predicted path 
difference 11f;.) is then given by 
2-51 
The above equation can be rewritten as 
2-52 
where IJr is an error in measurements expressed as 
2-53 
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From Equation 2-52 the overall difference between the measured and predicted path 
difference should converge towards zero in least squares fitting. Therefore the cost 
function can be rewritten as 
J(A~) = f! (()'i.1 - hi'IA~)2 2-54 
i~l i~l 
where 
2-55 
The solution which minimises the cost of Equation 2-54 can be calculated using the 
standard least-squares method 
2-56 
where R is given in Equation 2-35, 
... & r 1 .. 1 Ix.l)xl 2-57 
and 
2-58 
The iterative process can in principle be initialised with the identity matrix as the a 
priori attitude matrix. The error vector will be calculated and the attitude estimate 
updated, and then fed back to the next iteration until it converges on a solution. If the 
true attitude is not close to the initial value used, then the algorithm may not 
converge, particularly when using real data. Also note that on each iteration the 
implicit axes within the attitude matrix A must be orthogonalised and normalised to 
ensure that the matrix correctly represents a rotation matrix. 
2.3.3.4 Attitude point solution 
This algorithm, based on [Ward, 1996], uses a least-squares estimate with a priori 
information to solve for the attitude on an epoch-by-epoch basis, using double-
difference carrier phase measurements. Note that there is no essential difference 
between this algorithm and the sLSE algorithm other than Ward's method solves for 
the quatemion rather than the direct cosine matrix. 
Let the state vector be defined as: 
2-59 
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where oq is a 3-element correction to a quatemion. 
The predicted double-difference phase for baseline i observing satellitej is given by: 
2-60 
where the initial value of A[ k] is the attitude estimate from the previous epoch if 
available. It is assumed that the integer ambiguities are known (for example via 
integer ambiguity resolution). 
The measurement gradient for a single observation is given by: 
2-61 
where BX is the skew-symmetric form of the baseline vector b,(HI' 
The measurement gradient vectors for all the observations at a particular measurement 
epoch are concatenated to form a (J -1)x6 matrix H where J -I is the number of 
double-difference measurements at the epoch. The measurement residuals are thell 
combined into vector z to give: 
z[kJ ~[&,,[kJ-L\i,m] 2-62 
At each measurement of epoch a set of equations can be formed 
H[k]i[k] = z[k] 2-63 
which is solved for i[ k] using a weighted least squares solution with a priori 
information as follows: 
i[k] = (HT[k ]R'-' H[k] + p-I [k -I]) 1("7 [k ]R'-' z[k] + P -'[k -I]i[k -I]) 2-64 
where P[k -I] is the a priori state covariance, and i[k -I] is the a priori estimate of 
the state. The weighting matrix R' is (J -I) x (J -I), and is sparse having the form: 
[R 0 0] R' = ~ .~. ~ 
2-65 
since it is assumed the measurements on individual baselines are uncorrclated. R IS 
given in section 2.3.2.9. 
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The estimate of the 3-element correction quatemion oq IS used to fonn the full 
correction quatemion Ii7 with the equation 
2-66 
The updated quatemion estimate it is computed by composing the full correction 
quatemion with the a priori estimate ij as follows: 
2-67 
where ® represents the quatemion composition operation: 
" '® q =q q 2-68 
q4 q, -q2 q, 
" 
-q3 q4 q, q2 q = q 
q2 q, q4 q, 
q, -q2 -q, q4 
The line bias is updated by simply adding the correction value to the a priori estimate. 
The process is repeated until i becomes sufficiently small. The best estimate of the 
state from the current epoch then serves as the a priori value for the next epoch. 
2.3.4 Dilution of Precision (DOP) 
Dilution of Precision (DOP) factors are commonly used to evaluate the quality of the 
GPS position estimate [Kaplan, 1996]. Commonly used factors are the Position 
Dilution of Precision (PDOP) which describes the uncertainty of the position estimate 
and Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) which describes the uncertainty in the 
whole GPS solution. More infonnation on the different dilution of precision factors 
can be found in [Kaplan, 1996]. 
2.3.4.1 Attitude Dilution of Precision (ADOP) 
The quality of the GPS attitude estimate can be evaluated using the Attitude Dilution 
of Precision (ADOP). Assuming double-difference measurements, Equation 2-58 can 
be used to define a non-dimensional measurement matrix H using the effective 
baseline length bo: 
2-69 
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where the effective baseline length is the average length of all baselines used for GPS 
attitude detennination. The AOOP can then be detennined from 
Where 
2 
2 
W= 
I 
2 
2-70 
2-71 
[Yoon and Lundberg, 2001] shows how the AOOP can be broken down into Euler 
angle components. Using Equation 2-70 three separate OOPs can be defined to relate 
the effect of the GPS satellite geometry and the antenna baselines on the estimates of 
the Euler angles as 
which leads to the equations 
a 
alP = <pDOP x -~. 
bo 
2-72 
2-73 
where a .... is the double-difference RMS measurement noise. Using these equations 
the effect of different factors on the accuracy of the estimates of the Euler angles can 
be calculated (for small angles). To detennine the overall pointing error the following 
equation can be used: 
2-74 
Naturally the double-difference RMS measurement noise must be known in order to 
solve for the overall GPS pointing error. 
The uncertainty in tenns of roll, pitch and yaw (in radians) is detcnnined from 
2-75 
where H is given in Equation 2-58 and R is given in Equation 2-35. 
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2.4 SGR-20 receiver hardware 
The SGR-20 (Space GPS Receiver) is SSTL's heritage GPS receiver. It is based on a 
paral lel architecture and comprises of two 12 channel C/ A code correlators and four 
RF front ends. ft has been specifically designed for use in orbit to provide real-time 
positioning, velocity, time and attitude determination . It uses commercial off-the-
shelf technology to provide a low-cost altemative to other recei vers for space-borne 
applications. 
Figure 2-8 C R-20 CPS Receiver and fou r patch antennas 
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Figure 2-9 SC R-20 Hard ware diagram 
The R-20 ' twin correlators allow up to 24 simultaneous mea urements to be taken 
from LIp to four antenna, permitting three independent baselines for use in attitude 
detelmination . Thc correlator are software configurable so that the number of 
channcl a signed in each correlator can be altered depending on the application. This 
allow 12 channcl to be as igned in each correlator for fa t time-to-first-fix (TTFF) 
when po itioning, and 6 channel to be as igned to each antenna when using the 
receiver to detelmine attitude. 
The parallel architecture ha a number of benefit over alternative de igns such as 
multip lexing receiver [ ohen, 1992]. For examp le, the ignal to noi e ratio achieved 
by receiver with a parallel architecture is generally higher than that of multiplexing 
receiver . For both parallel and multiplexing architectures all measurements are 
referenced to a common clock, thereby removing the need for the complex modelling 
of the clock parameter that i needed when u ing multiple receivers. However 
multiplexing receiver face particular problems with aliasing and data decoding, 
which are not an i ue for parallel architecture. 
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The onboard ARM processor provides the flexibility to implement a multitude of 
different algorithms for real time operation on the receiver. The onboard software can 
be easily updated using the SGR-20's flash update facility, allowing new code to be 
uploaded to the receiver, even whilst in orbit, in order to implement new algorithms, 
test their robustness and improve on them over time. 
There are a number of limitations caused by the SGR-20 hardware which affect the 
scope of this work: 
• The SGR-20 only provides single-frequency measurements on L I 
• It only has 24 channels which provide a maximum of six measurements per 
baseline when calculating three-axis attitude when in its attitude configuration 
• The RF Front-ends induce an arbitrary phase bias into the carrier phase 
measurements, which contributes to the line bias 
• All patch antennas have asymmetries in their effective phase centres which are 
made worse by ground plane inadequacies. 
2.5 Literature review 
In this section an overview of the relevant literature is provided. The main areas of 
interest for GPS attitude determination are integer ambiguity resolution, attitude 
estimation algorithms and the error sources which affect GPS attitude determination. 
Each of these areas is examined below. An overview of previous GPS attitude 
experiments involving spacecraft is also given. 
2.5.1 Integer ambiguity resolution 
There are a number of proposed methods for GPS attitude determination that do not 
require knowledge of the integer ambiguities (such as [Weill, 1995]), but most 
methods rely on first solving the integer ambiguity problem. 
Many integer ambiguity resolution algorithms use the method first proposed in 
[Hatch, 1991] of splitting the available measurements in to a primary and secondar)' 
set. An integer search over two or three dimensions is conducted and the primary set 
is used to solve directly for a trial baseline pointing. The trial baseline solution is in 
tum used to estimate the integers for the secondary set of measurements and in 
general the trial integer solution which minimises a least-squares cost (subject to some 
constraints) is chosen as the correct solution. 
There are two main issues with integer search techniques. One is that the search 
space can be prohibitively large, which is why much research has been focused on 
techniques to reduce this search space sufficiently, without running the risk of losing 
the correct solution. [Brown, 1992] and [Quinn, 1993] used the geometry of multiple 
baselines as a constraint to narrow the ambiguity search-space. The other issue is that 
search-based techniques generally aim to find the integer ambiguity solution that 
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minimises the mean square cost. In the presence of noise this does not necessarily 
guarantee the correct answer [Crassidis 1999b]. [Martin-Neira, 1995] provides an 
excellent proof of this issue. 
[Quinn, 1993] proposed a method based on double-difference measurements. The 
method performs a search of the ambi!:,'Uity space for each baseline, using knowledge 
from the first baseline to constrain the second and so on. Both [Brown, 1992] and 
[Hatch, 1994] discuss the procedures for efficiently searching the ambiguity space, 
and their work forms a basis for that done by Quinn. Quinn's work only provides 
instantaneous ambiguity resolution when using at least four measurements, two or 
more baselines and multiple frequencies. 
The method described in [Knight, 1994] is a proven ambiguity search technique that 
has been used operationally in the 'Vector' attitude determination system developed 
by Trimble. The ambiguity search problem is formulated as a maximum-likelihood 
optimisation, which attempts to maximise the probability density of the phase 
measurements by adjusting the vehicle attitude and carrier cycle integer parameters. 
An interesting feature of Knight's method is that it uses a recursive filter to create a 
decision tree for the possible integer solutions, which allows the large search space to 
be traversed in an efficient manner by pruning branches of the tree that are less likely 
to contain the correct solution. The performance of this method was demonstrated in 
the presence of multipath on the ground, although a number of constraints had to be 
imposed in order to guarantee the performance including a priori knowledge of the 
line bias. The author conceded that false solutions were occasionally output by the 
method, and therefore a maximum likelihood comparison of the top two solutions was 
necessary in order to reduce the number of false solutions. It was stated that the 
installation used in the testing of this algorithm resulted in no false solutions, but no 
mention is given of how this was practically achieved. 
The Null Space method [Martin-Neira et ai, 1995] uses the fact that the domain of 
candidate solutions lies close to the null space of the matrix of the residuals and has a 
dimension equal to that of the physical space. Simulator tests showed good 
convergence for poor initial attitude estimates and a fast solution of the integer 
ambiguities that could be suitable for real-time applications under certain conditions. 
It was suggested by the author that the method could be extended to a motion-based 
method to allow for increased robustness. The performance has not been verified 
with real GPS data [Daganzo and Pasetti, 1998]. 
[Cross and Ziebart, 2003] take a different approach to most integer search methods by 
conducting the search in the attitude domain. The position of the master antenna is 
first fixed using the navigation solution. The position of the slave antennas are 
mathematically tumbled around this point, retaining their relative geometry based on 
the known baseline vectors in the body-referenced frame. A cost function is used to 
evaluate each orientation. The orientation that minimises the cost function is used to 
estimate approximate Euler angles, which are in turn used to fix the integer 
ambiguities. This method was shown to work in simulation with up to 10mm RMS 
measurement noise. However, the algorithm was deemed inefficient for 
implementation in real-time onboard the GPS receiver hardware. 
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The SNUG LAD method [Kee et ai, 2003] is another search based technique that is 
based on the technique proposed in [Hatch, 1991). This integer ambiguity resolution 
algorithm uses the known baseline length to constrain the integer search space and a 
stochastic model of the measurement noise to test the goodness of fit of thc integers in 
the secondary set. Multiple baselines are used to constrain the integcr search further. 
but the work only describes a single-epoch method and no description of how to 
extend the method to multiple epochs to provide greater robustness is given. 
The method described in [Purivigraipong, 1998] is also a search-based technique. 
The method follows the work done by [Hatch. 1991] in realising that the double-
difference measurements from four satellites, given a trial integer scI. generate a 
unique solution of the pointing of one. Rival solutions using different trial choices of 
integers are ranked in terms of a cost equal to the difference between the calculated 
baseline length and the true baseline length (known from body-defined geometry). 
The solution that minimises this cost is deemed the most likely solution. The 
drawback of this method is that as with other such methods the solution that 
minimises the cost in a single epoch is not necessarily the correct solution. Another 
drawback is that by adopting Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation to generate apparent 
satellites in orthogonal directions the method is limited to llsing just l<lUr satellite 
measurements. 
A number of methods use the relative motion of the user and the (iPS constellation to 
aid the integer ambiguity resolution process. In general. this means that by studying a 
number of solutions over multiple epochs the correct answer will present itself due to 
changes in platform attitude or position. Such methods arc deemed more robust and 
reliable. A number of authors testify to this including [Cohen. )992] and [Ward. 
1996]. 
Cohen described three methods based on different cases of motion. These were 
platform motion (where the timescale of platform motion is very much faster than the 
timescale of GPS satellite motion). SV motion (static platforms). and quasi-static 
motion (where the timescale of platform motion is comparable to that of the (iPS 
satellites) [Cohen, 1992]. The quasi-static motion scenario is the one most suited to 
use on satellites in Low Earth Orbit. This scenario assumes the user is moving at a 
comparable rate to the GPS satellites. Batch processing methods arc used to solve fi.)r 
an initial attitude and attitude rate. These are then used to retine the actual attitude 
using a further batch technique. Cohen states that whilst satellites moving in and out 
of visibility complicate the problem, the accelerated time-scales of motion seen in 
LEO reduce the time needed for motion-based methods to converge on a solution. 
The static and quasi-static cases were both tested on the UPS Attitude and Navigation 
experiment (GANE) [Lightsey, 1997]. The results showed that the st<ttic method did 
not converge to a solution, but the quasi-static solution had a reliable pcrf<mnance. 
The quasi-static method has a number of drawbacks - a prior attitude estimate must 
be given, and the method is an iterative batch estimator that may not converge if a 
wrong prior attitude is given [Purivgraipong, 2000]. However the main problem with 
this method is that it requires three non-coplanar baselines in order for the b<ttch-Ieast 
squares estimation to be full rank and so it not practical for most small satellite 
platforms which can only accommodate coplanar baselines. 
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Another method that relies on the relative motion of the user and GPS constellation is 
presented by Crassidis [Crassidis et ai, 1999]. In this method, the line-of-sight vectors 
to the GPS satellites are represented by the sum of two vectors, one depending on the 
phase measurements, the other on the integer ambiguity. This method requires no 
prior attitude knowledge, requires less computational effort than similar techniques 
[Conway et ai, 1996] and is non-iterative so less likely to converge on a wrong 
solution. It also provides an integrity check. The method was tested using a Trimble 
TANS Vector receiver and a dynamic hardware simulator, and was shown to produce 
viable results. The main disadvantage, which would preclude its use on small 
satellites, is that it requires three non-coplanar baselines. 
Methods based on using data from multiple epochs can be shown to be more robust 
given measurement errors that approximate a Gaussian distribution. However, [Kee 
et ai, 2007] found that because in reality there is no such thing as ideal Gaussian noise 
(because of unmodelled errors such as multipath) that even using multiple epochs 
problems can occur due to the residuals converging to a value close to zero rather than 
exactly zero when taken over many epochs. Their solution was a pseudo-moving 
average filter which relied on an empirical design parameter. Ideally an improved 
robust ambiguity algorithm would not rely on an empirical filter to ensure 
convergence on the correct solution. 
More recently the most commonly used is to calculate a float solution to the 
ambiguities that are then fixed to integers either by a simple process such as rounding 
or by more advanced methods, such as the Local Minima Search Algorithm [Pratt et 
ai, 1997] or the LAMBDA method [Teunissen, 1995]. Float solutions can be 
calculated using just a single-epoch of data if accurate code-phase (or pseudo-range) 
measurements are available (see section 4.1.1.1). If only carrier-phase measurements 
are available it is also possible to calculate float solutions using carrier phase 
measurements taken over multiple-epochs, with the inter-epoch time span being 
dependant on the relative motion of the user and GPS constellation. 
The Least-squares Ambiguity Decorrelation Adjustment (LAMBDA) method has 
been well developed. Teunissen noted that the uncertainty in the real-valued 
ambiguities estimated using a float solution are highly correlated, which results in a 
confidence ellipsoid (representing the uncertainty in each dimension of the ambiguity 
problem) that is rotated with respect to the coordinate axes and highly elongated in 
one direction. This is particularly true in the case of short observational time spans 
[Teunissen, 1994]. The basic idea of the LAMBDA method is that integer ambiguity 
estimation becomes trivial once the confidence ellipsoid of the ambiguities equals a 
sphere. An excellent example of how the LAMBDA method is used to decorrelate 
the integer ambiguities is shown [Verhagen and Teunissen, 2004] which plots the 
two-dimensional probability density function of the float ambiguity residuals before 
and after the LAMBDA method is applied. 
The LAMBDA method is widely used in surveying and real-time kinematic (RTK) 
applications, and its use for ground-based attitude determination has been 
demonstrated [Simsky et ai, 2005]. Most users of the LAMBDA method rely on 
geodetic quality receivers with large choke ring antennas to obtain the high success 
rates demonstrated in the literature, and it has been shown that the success rate is 
much lower (-50-60%) when standard navigation quality receivers are used. This is 
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due to the fact that most LAMBDA method users utilise both code phase (pseudo-
range) and carrier phase measurements in the float solution and only geodetic quality 
receivers can achieve the low code phase noise required (typically less than 0.05m 
RMS) to ensure the high success rate of the standard LAMBDA method. Many 
researchers have focussed on potential improvements to the LAMBDA method, 
mainly on imposing baseline constraints [Moon and Verhagen, 2006], [Buist, 2007], 
[Monikes et aI, 2005]. Such constraints generally result in a 100% success rate in 
simulation but a slightly lower success rate when real data is considered, particularly 
when standard navigation quality GPS receivers are used [Moon and Verhagen, 
2006]. 
2.5.2 Attitude algorithms 
Much research has been conducted on methods for determining the attitude of a 
platform based on measurements from many different types of sensors. Typically 
these algorithms can be classified in to two groups - those which rely on scalar 
measurements and those that rely on vector measurements. Both types of algorithms 
can be applied to the problem ofGPS attitude determination. 
Scalar methods are generally non-linear and so require a priori information in order to 
solve for the attitude. Examples of such methods are the sLSE algorithm devised by 
[Cohen, 1992] which was used in [Purivigraipong, 2000], and the Attitude Point 
Solution method described in [Ward, 1996]. Both methods are very similar and use 
an iterative least-squares approach to calculate a correction to an a priori attitude 
estimate. 
Vector-based methods have the advantage that they typically do not require an initial 
estimate of the attitude in order to calculate the solution. Vector-based methods 
require knowing at least two non-collinear vectors in both the body-referenced and 
orbit-referenced frames. The TRIAD algorithm, detailed in 2.3.3.2, and taken from 
[Wertz, 1978] is a deterministic method for solving for the attitude matrix, whereas, 
the remainder of the methods described in this section are statistical estimators that 
use information from many vectors to find the optimal solution. The problem with 
the TRIAD method is that only two vectors can be used as inputs, meaning that when 
using sensors such as GPS receivers that provide many simultaneous measurements, 
information is discarded, and therefore the solution is sub-optimal. 
The q-Method [Wertz, 1978] provides a means for calculating a statistically optimal 
estimate of the attitude by minimising a cost function based on Wahba's formulation 
[Wahba, 1965] expressed in terms of quatemions. The cost function is reformulated 
as an eigenvalue problem in which the optimal solution for the attitude is an 
eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix. There are a 
number of ways of solving for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix, such as 
the QUEST algorithm described below. 
The QUEST algorithm given in [Shuster and Oh, 1981] provides an efficient way of 
solving the eigenvector problem using an approximation of the largest eigenvalue. In 
the q-Method the aim was to maximise the gain function by finding the largest 
eigenvalue of a matrix. The QUEST algorithm uses an approximation of the largest 
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eigenvalue to speed up the calculation of the corresponding eigenvector, which is the 
quatemion corresponding to the optimal attitude estimate. The QUEST algorithm 
does this by using Rodriguez parameters to reformulate the quatemion so that it can 
be solved using simple linear algebra. There are a number of problems with this 
approach. The first is that the Rodriguez parameters become singular when the 
rotation is 180 degrees. Shuster and Oh devised a method based on a series of 
sequential rotations to combat this problem. The second is that it requires efficient 
linear algebra routines to solve for the Rodriguez parameters, otherwise the benefit of 
QUEST over other methods of solving eigenproblems may be lost. 
[Purivigraipong, 2000] describes an iterative vector based method that uses a least-
squares formulation to determine the attitude by comparing multiple vectors given in 
both body and orbit defined coordinate frames. It does not suffer from regions of 
inaccuracy that hampered previous techniques, as well as not requiring an initial 
estimate of the attitude to guarantee convergence. Being a statistical attitude 
estimator it can accommodate a large number of vector measurements to produce an 
optimal estimate of the attitude. Previous testing was shown in [Purivigraipong, 
2000] and [Urhan, 2002). 
2.5.2.1.1 Multipath mitigation 
The effects of multipath can be mitigated by modelling the multipath environment 
surrounding the antenna allowing a subtraction of the predicted errors. One method 
based on the Geometric Theory of Diffraction (GTD) provides an approximation of 
the electromagnetic field including the direct, reflected and diffracted signals [Gomez 
et aI, 1995). The disadvantage of this method is that it requires exact knowledge of 
the reflection coefficients of the surfaces surrounding the antenna, which may not be 
within the bounds of normal engineering tolerances. However, test results on the 
ground showed that the differential phase predictions using GTD are close to the 
measurements (cited from [Purivigraipong, 2000)). 
A second method was proposed by [Cohen, 1992] who fitted an 8th order spherical 
harmonic model to the incoming signals and demonstrated a forty percent reduction in 
the carrier phase residuals. This work was re-examined by [Reichert and Axelrad, 
1997] who compared the spherical harmonic model with a polynomial and a grid-
based model, of which the grid was shown to provide the most improvement. 
Reichert and Axelrad also examined a different method using SNR measurements to 
characterise an effective reflector. Their method attempts to model a single reflector 
using a batch estimator, but it does not show a significant improvement for tests 
performed on the CRISTA-SPAS experiment [Reichert, 1999]. [Lopes and Milani, 
2000] give an alternative map-based calibration method based on a Taylor series 
projection of a sphere, instead of a spherical harmonic representation. The advantage 
of this method is that it does not suffer from a singularity at zenith, which is important 
to GPS attitude determination because the antennas are usually coplanar with their 
boresight at zenith. This technique was taken further by [Wong, 2004] who showed 
that a 22nd order spherical harmonic model of the multipath environment can be used 
to achieve sub-millimetre accuracy in the multi path correction to carrier phase 
measurements. After removing the multipath error, the error of GPS attitude 
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detennination on one baseline caused by multipath is suppressed from 87. 7mm2 to 
0.5 Imm2. 
Spectral processing through either Fast-Fourier Transform or Wavelets has also been 
examined for multi path mitigation. The benefits of wavelet-ba ed method for carrier 
phase multi path are negligib le due to their inability to remove low frequency 
multipath, as shown in [Souza, 2004]. 
2.6 History of space-based GPS attitude experiments 
To date there have been a number of GPS attitude experiments on pacecraft. Nearly 
all were conducted by the United States, and many in volved large pacecra ft 
including the Space Shutt le and the International Space Station . Detail of the e 
experiments including the GPS receiver used, the ba eline configuration, the reported 
accuracy and the reference sensors are given in the table below. 
Table 2-1 Overview of space-based GP attitude experiments 
Launch Mission C PS Antennas Baseline RMS Reference Sensors 
Receiver Confleuration Error 
Apri l 1993 RADCAL Trimble 4 Coplanar Within 3 Magnctol11ctcrb 
Quadrcx (0.67111) deg 
Nov 1994 CRISTA- Trimble 4 Non-Coplanar Wi thin 0.5 Star Trucker and IMU 
SPAS Vector (1.1 .2, 0.SOl) deg 
March 1996 REX II Trimble 4 Coplanar Within 3 Magnctomctcrb rtnd 
Vector (0.6701 for all) deg Coar~c Sun Senbor 
May 1996 GANE Trimble 4 Coplanar Within 0.5 Slar Tracker and IMU 
Vector (1 .5. 3.3.3 01) deg 
April 1999 UoSAT-12 SGR-20 4 Coplanar Within I StM Tracker. Rute Gyro. 
(0.65. 0.65, deg anh Ilorll.on enbor, 
0.8601) Sillt em,or and 
Magnetometer 
May 2000 SOA R SIGI 4 Coplanar Within 0.5 Slar Tnl ker 
(I .S, 3.6,3 .2m) deg 
Feb 200 1 ISS SIGI 4 (1 .5m, 1.501, 0.5 deg Star Trocker and IM U (011 
1.5111) Space Shuttle) 
Oct 2003 SERVIS- I lNU 3 Coplunar Within OJ Star Tracker 
(1.4 , 0.98m) deg 
Scn~or-:-OC12005 TOPSAT SGR-20 4 Coplanar TBD Eanh Ilorizon 
(0.6R, 0.71 , IM U, SU II Sen,or and 
0.42111) Mugnctollletcr 
2.6.1 Non-SSTL missions 
2.6.1.1 RADCAL 
RADCAL (RADar CALibration) i a grav ity gradient stabi lised atellile which wa 
launche.d in April 1996 into a polar orbit at an altitude of 815km [ ohen e/ aI. , I ]. 
RADCAL had four GP antenna mounted on the pace fa ing fac t, with ea h 
antenna canted outward from zenith at a 17 degree angle t improve i ibility and 
reduce multipath from the gravity gradient boom. 
A Trimble TANS Quadrex receiver was u ed to collect mea uremcnt ft r P 
attitude detennination in po t-proee ing. Thi receiver u e a pecia l multipl xing 
design 0 that the same RF section i u ed for all four antenna th reby eliminating 
any line bia i sue related to the receiver hardware except for cabl e difference . 
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RADCAL u ed a motion-based method to solve the integer ambiguitie [ ohen et aI., 
1993] . inee the RADCAL atellite was constantly rotating about it yaw axis there 
was ufficient platform motion to allow the motion-based method to successfu lly 
resolve the integer ambiguitie u ing eight minutes of data. 
Ground experiments u ing the same microstrip patch antenna a wa employed on 
RADCAL suggested an RMS multipath error of around 5mm, which wa upported 
by the RADCAL flight data. [Cohen et aI., 1993] tate that the RMS of the pha e 
residual wa around 7mm which they determined should re ult in an attitude 
accuracy of around 0.5 degree once the correct line bia es and ba eline lengths had 
been obtained . [Light ey, 1997] estimated that the RMS residual between GPS 
attitude and magnetometer-derived attitude wa around 3 degrees (I sigma) for all 
attitude angle , but thi wa more likely due to the error in the magnetometer-derived 
attitude e timate than the GPS attitude e timate . 
2.6.1.2 CRI STA-SPAS 
The RI TA- PAS satellite wa a 3-axis stabi lized flight experiment built by 
Daimler-Benz Aero pace and flown by ASA on the Space Shuttle [Ward, 1996] . It 
wa rclea ed by the pace huttle Atlantis and later retrieved and returned to Earth. 
During it fli ght it orbital altitude wa approximately 
300km. Attitude determination wa performed by a star 
tracker-gyro inertial mea urement unit (IR U), which 
provided a reference attitude claimed to have an RMS 
error of les than 0.05 degree . 
The u ed an Alcatel receiver provided 
by pace y tem fLoral to provide navigation data, and 
a Trimble TA Vector P re eiver that had been 
modifi d by tanford University to provide GP attitude 
determination . This experiment wa the first 
demon trati n of real-time GP attitude detenllination 
in . pa e [Reichert and Axelrad, 200 I] . They 
dem nstrated a quaternion point olution attitude Figure 2- 10 CRI STA-SPAS 
e timation algorithm that gave e timate with an RMS 
error of less than half of one degree in all three axe for the RISTA-SPAS mission. 
2.6.1.3 REX II 
R -x " wa a gravity gradient tabi li ed paceeraft launched in March 1996 
[Free land et 01., 1996] . It ucces fully perfonlled onboard attitude e timation and 
closed loop ontrol u ing P mea urement . The GP attitude olution was always 
checked with a coar e attitude derived from magnetometer mea urements to ensure 
that the di agreement between different ensors was Ie than 15 degrees [Freesland et 
aI., 1996]. 
The primary attitude en ors u ed on REX II were magnetometer and coarse sun-
en or that re ulted in an RM attitude error of 3 degree and so the determination of 
the accuracy of the GP attitude olution could only be done to thi level [Light ey et 
al., 1996]. 
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2.6.1.4 GANE 
The GANE (GPS Attitude and Navigation Experiment) was flown on the Space 
Shuttle Endeavour, STS-77 [Carpenter and Hain, 1997]. Four GP choke ring 
antennas fonned a coplanar configuration, and were mounted on the experiment 
platfonn in the shuttle's payload bay. The platfonll Llsed for GA E is an idealised 
ystem for GPS attitude determination that could not rea 'onably be accommodated on 
a microsatellite platform. 
The GANE experiment Llsed an IMU and star tracker to provide an external altitude 
reference and the GPS attitude so lution agreed with the relcrence attitude to 0.2 
degree RMS in yaw and pitch, and 0.4 degrees in roll [Carpenter and tJain, 1997]. 
2.6.1.5 SOAR 
The SOAR (S IGI Orbital Attitude Readiness) expcriment flew f)r the fir..,t tillle 
during the STS-I 0 I mission of the Space hUtlic ALiantis in May 20()() [ III and 
Lightsey, 2000]. The SOAR ex perimcnt was conducted to determine the suiwbility or 
GPS attitude determination for used on the Intemational pace Lation (ISS) and the 
Crew Retum Vehicle (C R V). 
The experiment uti li sed the SIGI sensor which was composed of a 1 riJl1bk Forcc-19 
GPS receiver, ring laser gyros, accelerometers and a microprOl:cssor. 1 he . rei 
ensor could provide attitude so lutions with stand-alone GP measurcments and with 
integrated GPS/INS mea ·urements. 
SOAR u ed a search-ba. cd integer ambiguity resolution method based on a 
maximum-likelihood estimation technique. The integer ambiguity resolution 
algorithm wa aided by estimating the antenna bore'>ight vector from S R 
measurements and con training the integer search ~pacc by assliming that thc pitch 
and roll angles were with in 15 degrees a r the esti mated an lenna bores i ght. 
The SOAR experiment perfol1l1ed attitude determination onboard in rea l-timc to an 
accuracy of 0.41 degree using on GP doublc-dilTerenee carrier phase 
measurements. U ing line-bias m delling the attitude error was reduceu to 0.16 
degrees [Um and Lightscy, 2000]. 
2.6.1.6 ISS 
The International Space Station (ISS) carries two 
SrG I sensor in the U.S. lab which was launched 
on i h Februrary 2001 [Gomel., 2(02). The [ 
began using the GP attitude capability on 20lh 
Apri l 2002. 
Specific problems relating to the usc of GP 
attitude determination on the [ included cable Fi gure 2- 11 Int ern ation al Space 
runs of over thirty metre ' which Vvcre connectcd 
Station for the first time in orbit (and 50 could not be pre-
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calibrated); the unique pointing mode used by the ISS and the multipath environment 
due to the large number of potential reflectors such as surrounding trusses and the 
large solar panels. The ISS used choke-ring antennas to help mitigate multipath , and 
the antennas formed a 1.533 metre rectangle. 
The final GPS attitude solution onboard the ISS was based on double-difference 
carrier phase measurements to eliminate the line bias caused by the long cable 
lengths. The land-alone GPS attitude solution wa not accurate enough to meet the 
0.5 degree requirement, and 0 the ISS 's attitude determination filter combines the 
GPS receiver ' attitude determination information with data from the ISS rate gyro 
assembly (RGA) to produce the ISS attitude so lution [Gomez and Lammers, 2004]. 
2.6.1.7 SERVIS-! 
Space Environment Reliability Verification Integrated System (SERVIS-I) was 
developed by the Institute for Unmanned Space Experiment Free Flyer (USEF) in 
Japan . It wa launched on October 30th 2003 in to a un-synchronised orbit with an 
altitude of around 1000km [Buist, 2006]. 
GP attitude determination i performed on SERV IS-l using a GPS receiver called 
the ' Integrated avigation Unit ' (fNU) built by Ee Toshiba Space ystems. The 
fNU con i t of both a GPS receiver and a star camera and in the nominal usage mode 
both en ors are used in a Kalman filter to provide a more robust attitude olution . 
The G PS receiver makes u e of 18 LI channels on 3 antennas mounted on the space 
facing facet of the satel lite. GPS attitude initialisation took around ten eeonds and 
eompari on of the GPS attitude solution with the onboard star camera showed the 
PS attitude estimate was accurate to around 0.3 degrees. The GPS attitude solution 
wa calculated onboard the fNU u ing a Kalman filter, which re ulted in errors of up 
to 3 degree due to th lag of the filter. 
2.6.2 SSTLlSGR·20 missions 
To date STL has flown three microsatellites with the necessary hardware for GPS 
attitude determination . Detail of each satellite are given below. 
2.6.2.1 UoSAT-12 
The c nstruction of the SGR-20 was sponsored by the 
European pace Agency to allow the investigation of the use 
of GP attitud detennination on a micro ate llite in Low 
arth rbi t. The SO R -20 flew for the fir t time on the 
Uo at-12 mi ion, which was a technology demon trator 
carrying a number of different experimental payloads. 
UoSat-12 was u ed to tudy GPS attitude determination , and 
resulted in the awarding of two PhD , the first to 
[Purivigraipong, 2000] for hi work on attitude determination 
using the GR-20, and the econd to [Wong, 2004] for hi s 
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work on multipath mitigation through mapping u ing pherical harmonlc~ . 
UoSat-12 flew four low-profile GPS patch antennas on it zenith facet to earry out the 
GPS attitude determination experiment. 
,~a'lcr Antenna) 
Figure 2-13 UoSat-12 Zenith Facet 
Antenna 1,2 and 3 were on the same level, while antenna 4 was placed ISS mm lower 
according to the mechanical drawing. The field of view for antenna I. 2 and 1 had a 
75° co-elevation angle. 
Antenna #1 Antenna #3 Antenna II~ 
~ ~ t}~. r.:r_ '/ ", . .. ". ' ~. . ,',r 
7 
Figure 2- 14 View of Uo at-12 G P antenna from +X direction 
The nominal baseline vectors derived from M AD drawings for oSat- 12 wen.: : 
T able 2-2 UoSat-12 nominal G P a nten na ba cline ' from mechanical drav ing 
Baseline X a(m) 
1 -0.1677 
2 0.6257 
3 0.5927 
Y B (m) 
-0.6257 
0.1677 
-0.6067 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.155 ~'.JII (m) 
------' 
2.6.2.2 Bilsat-l 
Bilsat-l formed part of thc Disa tcr Monitoring 
Constellation (DMC) and wa built by TL for Turkey. 
It carried an SGR-20 with four antenna ' as well as a 
prototype star tracker. It was hoped that Bilsat could be 10 
u ed during the re earch undertaken for this thcsi ', but 
due to difficulties scheduling P attitude experiment · 
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on Bil at only two data ets were collected before the atellite' battery reached the 
end of it working life. 
2.6.2.3 Topsat 
TopSat was built by SSTL working as part of a consortium of British companies 
including QinetiQ, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) and InfotelTa. 
TopSal is a specially designed agile micro- atellite, 
weighing just 120 kg. It calTie an optical camera 
developed by RAL capable of delivering 
panchromatic images with a spatial re olution at 
nadir of 2.8 metres covering a 17x 17 km area, and 
simu ltaneous three-band multi-spectral image, 
(red, green, blue), with a resolution of 5.6 metre. 
Figure 2-16 Topsat TopSat ha a purpo e designed Attitude 
Determination and Control System (AD S) 
utilising a combination of an IMU , Eal1h Horizon en ors, un- ensor, and 
magnetometers, permitting pitch compensation manoeuvres, allowing imaging of low 
illumination scenes. 
Topsal has four G PS patch antennas mounted on its space-facing facet which i 
defined a the - 2 facet in the spacecraft body frame. The nominal antenna location 
were mea ured from the three-dimen ional MCAD mechanical drawings used in the 
original con truction of the satellite, a napshot of which i hown in the figure below. 
Figure 2-17 CPS antenna locations, baselines and the body-referenced frame on 
Topsat 
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The antenna locations relative to the centre of mass of the spacecraft are : 
Table 2-3 CPS patch antenna locations on Topsat according to MeAD 
mechanical drawings 
Antenna X(m) V(m) Z(m) 
1 0.3385 0.43365 -0.4318 
2 -0.3385 0.43365 -0.4318 
3 -0.2435 0.02165 -0.4318 
4 0.2435 0.02165 -0.4318 
Throughout this work we define three baselines from these antennas using antenna 1 
as the master antenna and antennas 2, 3 and 4 as the slave antennas. The resulting 
nomina! baseline vectors are: 
Table 2-4 Topsat nominal GPS antenna baselines from mechanica l drawings 
-
Baseline Xo(m) Yo (m) Z8 (m) 
1 -0.6770 0.0000 0.0000 
2 -0.5820 -0.4120 0.0000 
3 -0.0950 -0.4120 0.0000 
-- -
2.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter the background to the use of GPS for attitude determination has been 
given. The concept of attitude has been defined, and it has been shown how attitude 
can be est imated using GPS measurements. The measurement model used to describe 
GPS carrier phase measurements has been defined and the various error ~ourccs 
considered in this model have been described. 
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3 Analysis of spaceflight data 
In this chapter data logged in-orbit is analysed to quantify and characterise the various 
en'or source affecting GPS attitude determination. 
Throughout this work the ADCS attitude olution is u ed as 'truth' and for 
convenience the ADCS attitude olution is hereon refelTed to simply as 'A DCS' . The 
quality of the ADCS i analysed and the effect that ADCS elTor has on comparisons 
with the GPS attitude olution i investigated. The ADCS i then used to 'survey' the 
GPS antenna ba eline by using a recursive least-squares filter to post-process in-orbit 
data and olve for the ba eline vectors in the body-referenced frame. 
The in-orbit data is u ed to quantify the measurement noise using residuals calculated 
from the GPS carrier pha e measurements. The GPS measurement noise is compared 
with the GPS-AD disparity in order to examine the error in both systems. A study 
of the cro s-correlation or covariance of the GP carrier phase measurements is used 
to attempt to prove that multi path i pre ent in the measurements. 
The ADC i also used to characterise the line bias error ob erved in the 
measurements logged by the GR-20. The effectiveness of e timating the line bias 
using only P mea urements i also examined. 
Finally a brief study on GPS atellite vi ibility is provided to demonstrate the effect of 
the higher relative velocity of a atellite in LEO and detennine the field-of-view of 
each baseline. 
3.1 ADCS reference attitude 
The AD reference attitude i calculated from the combination of Earth Horizon 
en 'or , un- en or , Magnetometer and an Inertial Mea urement Unit (IMU) using 
a Quaternion xtended Kalman Filter (Q KF). A detailed explanation of the 
mathematic i contained in [Steyn, 1995], [Steyn, 1998] and [Ha hida, 1997]. 
Topsat i ' a new de ign of agile microsatellite. It regularly performs a Time-Delay 
Integration manoeuvre (TDI) which allow it to image for longer period in order to 
gather more light. The manoeuvre involve the satellite pitching fOlward to look at 
the target as it approache it. A the satellite pa es over the target, it performs an 
opn-Ioop slew in pitch in order to ' tare' at the target. Once the manoeuvre i 
complete the satellite returns to its nomina l nadir pointing mode. 
--.- ~ I 
. 
atell ite , • 
15km 
Figure 3-1 T ime-Delay In tegration Manoeuvre 
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During the TDI manoeuvre the ADCS controller is operating in an open-loop mode in 
which only the IMU is used for attitude sensing. The ADCS does not use 
measurements from the sun-sensors, magnetometers or EHS but simply propagates 
the state vector using the rate measurements from the IMU. 
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Figure 3-2 ADCS attitude showing typical TDI manoeuvre 
3.1.1 ADCS reference attitude error 
---L 
35 
40 
40 
The ADCS is known to suffer from a number of issues which affect it accuracy. The 
first issue is that the orientation of the +X 2-axis sun-sen or is known to a limited 
accuracy and this introduces an error in the ADCS attitude solution when this sun-
sensor is used. The second issue is that the momentum wheel induce vibrations in 
the spacecraft body which cause a jitter in the ADCS reference attitude. 
During the initial experiments conducted as part of this re earch only one of the two 
EHS on Topsat was in use. The EHS known as 'DASII 2' which i mounted on the 
pitch axis (and hence measures roll) only worked intermittently and so was not 
included in the ADCS attitude filter during mo t of thi research . Only the EI J 
known as ' DASH I ' which measures pitch was alway operational. The AD 
attitude estimate was therefore likely to be more accurate in pitch than in roll. This 
was confirmed from subsequent measurement. Towards the end of thi research a fix 
was implemented by SSTL to make use of DASH 2 when it was judged to be giving 
valid data, and some of the later experiments conducted a part of this re eareh benefit 
from the increased accuracy in roll this provided. 
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The accuracy of the ADCS i monitored by the Top at consortium by calculating the 
difference between the commanded ground target and the resulting image centre in 
the along-track and across-track directions for every image taken. Thi is shown by 
Lit and ~y in Figure 3-3. 
Figure 3-3 Calculation of atti tude error from imagery 
Referring again to Figure 3-2 notice that at around twenty-two minutes into the 
experiment the satellite changes pitch by around minus three degree. During the 
initial in-orbit commi ioning of Top at the AO engineers at SSTL estimated that 
the AD ubject to a con tant rotation from the imager reference frame of: 
Pitch Offset Yaw Offset 
-2.97 
Note that since thi rotation wa e timated via ca libration with ground imagery, the 
yaw offset wa undetermined. To correct for this offset a correction is applied to the 
AD attitude olution before each image i taken to en ure that the imager is 
correctly aligned with the de ired target, a indicated in Figure 3-2. For the purpo e 
of this work the P attitude olution i compared with the ADCS reference frame 
rather than the imager's reference frame ince we did not have acee to the imager a 
part of this rc earch. 
Assuming that Top at orbits at an altitude of 686km the along and across track 
pointing error in degree can be calculated from Lir and ~y using 
( &) 180 ( ~~, ) 180 = r tan -- x _. £ . = arctan --- x -£al(m~ Ir. ,, ~ a c 686 Jr' aerou fr</(A 6 6 Jr 3- 1 
The along-track and aero, -track pointing error wa ca lculated for al l images taken 
during 2008. Aub ·ct of the data i hown in the table below. From the whole 
data et the mean and tandard deviations for the along-track and acro s-track error 
with and without the econd horizon sen or were calculated . 
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Table 3-1 Subset of along and across-track errors with respect to commanded 
image centre (Topsat 2008 - without using DASH 2) 
Along-Track 
Along-Track Across-Track Error Across-Track 
Image Error (km) Error (km) (Oegrees) Error (Oegrees\ 
2250 6.9 12.54 0.58 105 
2251 15.97 -23.29 1.33 -1.94 
2262 12.08 16.51 1.01 138 
2274 7.7 -4.8 0.64 -040 
2275 3.13 4.67 0.26 0.39 
2278 5.39 12.92 0.45 1.08 
2299 33.57 -23.1 2.80 -1.93 
2307 34.8 -10.6 2.90 -0.89 
2310 5.7 12.7 0.48 1.06 
2311 7.6 4.7 0.63 0.39 
Table 3-2 Subset of along and across-track errors with re pect to commanded 
image centre (Topsat 2008 - after DASH 2 fix) 
A1ong- Across- I Along-Track Across-
Track Error Track Error Error Track Error 
Image (km) (km) (Degrees) (Degrees) 
2244 7.00 18.00 0.58 1.50 
2248 -1.60 22.00 -0 .13 1.84 
2252 5.00 13.40 0.42 1.12 
2260 2.94 11 .62 0.25 0.97 
2273 -4.48 14.28 -0 .37 1.19 
2272 4.85 15.50 0.41 1.29 
2277 1.75 19.72 0.15 1.65 
2282 -3.40 25.49 -0.28 2.13 
2285 3. 16 18.01 0.26 1.50 
2288 7.23 15.92 0.60 1.33 
Topsat Aoes Attuude Error measured from targeted images centres 
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Figure 3-4 Top at ADCS attitude error measured from targeted image centre 
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The mean and standard deviation of the ADCS attitude error, with and without DASH 
2 are shown in the table be low, with the data points plotted in Figure 3-4. The blue 
point show the ADCS error when both EHS were operationa l (with DASH 2), and 
the red points show the error when DASH 2 was not functioning. Note that the 
calculated error is the disparity between the targeted image centre and the achieved 
image centre after the rotational correction has been app lied to the ADCS attitude. 
Table 3-3 Mean and Standard deviation of ADCS pointing error derived from 
images 
Mean Along- Std of Along- Mean Across- Std of Across-
Track Error Track Error Track Error Track Error 
(Degrees) (Degrees) (Degrees) (Degrees) 
With DASH2 0.38 0.30 1. 19 0.34 
(Blue) 
Without DASH2 0.60 0.5 ) 0.53 0.89 
(Red) 
The re ults in Table 3-3 how that when both EHS are work ing the standard dev iation 
of the ADCS attitude error is around 0.3 degrees in each ax is. This agrees with the 
asse sment done by SSTL during in-orbit commissioning. When DAS H 2 is not 
working the resu lts how that the ADCS attitude uncertainty increases in both axes, 
but with a larger increa e in the standard deviation of the across-track error. 
In a number of areas of thi re earch the ADCS i used to predict the GPS carrier 
phase mea urements. Given the uncertainty in the ADCS it is impol1ant to estimate 
the resulting uncertainty in the predicted carrier phase measuremen t so that it can be 
taken into account. A umi ng that the spacecraft is ma in tai ning a nadi r po inting 
attitude with zero yaw the along-track and across-track errors can be re lated to an 
error in the resultant predicted PS carrier pha e measurements as fo ll ows. 
(A long-
track) 
x 
+Y (Acro s-track) 
Direction of flight 
Figure 3-5 Nominal orientation of CPS baselines r elative to along-track and 
acros track 
The induced error in the predicted carrier phase measurements caused by the ADCS 
error (having standard deviation (7 1f)CS ) can be calculated according to: 
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~u, 
Ilbll 
Breaking the ADCS uncertainty down in to its roll and pitch components, O'~ and 0'/1' 
the resulting error in the predicted carrier phase measurements for baseline 1, which is 
nominally aligned with the along-track direction, can be calculated directly from 
Equation 3-2. 
3-2 
For baselines 2 and 3 the different orientations with respect to the along-track and 
across-track vectors must be taken into account. Baseline 3 lies thirteen degrees from 
the across-track axis. Assuming the errors in the two axes are uncorrelated the error 
for baseline 3 is therefore 
3-3 
Similarly, baseline 2 lies thirty-five degrees from the along-track vector and so the 
error for baseline 2 is given by 
3-4 
These errors can be used to estimate the error in predicted phase difference 
measurements calculated using the ADCS attitude for a GPS satellite located at zenith 
for each baseline. This apparent error when using the ADCS with and without the 
DASH 2 is shown in Table 3-4. 
Table 3-4 Standard deviation of predicted carrier phase uncertainty due to 
ADCS error 
Baseline Without DASH 2 With DASH 2 
1 (Length O.677m) 6.Omm 3.5mm 
2 (Length O.713m) 8.2mm 3.9mm 
3 (Length O.423m) 6.5mm 2.5mm 
The results in Table 3-4 show that when DASH 2 is not working the ADCS error may 
result in an increase in the standard deviation of the predicted carrier phase 
measurement error of up to 8.2mm. Without DASH 2 the error in the GPS-ADCS 
disparities due to the ADCS attitude error could exceed the expected error in the GPS 
carrier phase measurements, as calculated in the previous section, meaning the 
disparities will not be useful for determining the accuracy of the GPS measurements. 
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The above analysis assumes that the ADCS yaw error is negligible. An ADCS yaw 
error would add a further contribution to the error in the predicted GPS carrier phase 
difference measurements. However, the above results are useful since they show that 
even if both EHS are operational then the standard deviation of the ADCS attitude 
error will still introduce some error in to comparisons between the two systems, and 
therefore this error must be taken into account when drawing conclusions on the 
accuracy of GPS attitude determination. 
3.2 Surveying the GPS antenna baselines 
In this section the ADCS is used in conjunction with data logged in-orbit to estimate 
the GPS antenna baselines in the body-referenced frame. This is done to establish 
whether the baseline vectors determined from MCAD drawings are subject to any 
error. Any offset in the assumed baseline vectors would result in errors in any integer 
ambiguity resolution or attitude determination algorithms. 
Since the baseline vectors in the body-referenced frame are constant a simple zero-
order recursive least-squares filter was implemented to estimate them using the in-
orbit data. Assuming that the errors in the ADCS described in the previous section 
are zero mean then the recursive least-squares filter should simply solve for any 
rotational offset between the GPS and ADCS body-referenced frames. 
3.2.1 Method 
Assuming J double-difference carner phase measurements ~ii[k] .... ,~r,[k] with 
corresponding double-difference line-of-sight vectors v,«(})[k], ... , v J«(})[k] an 
estimated state vector can be calculated as 
b[k] = b[k -1]+ K[k](~r[k]-~N[k]- H[k]b[k -I]) 
where 
The gain matrix is calculated using 
K[k]= P[k-I]H[kf(H[k]P[k-I]H[kf +Rt 
where 
2 I 
2 
2 
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where (j~,. is the assumed variance of the total measurement error In the 
undifferenced carrier phase measurements. The state covariance matrix for the 
current epoch is given by 
P[k] = (I - K[k ]H[k ])P[k -I] 3-9 
It was assumed that the phase measurements may relate to different satellites in each 
epoch and so the notation k is used to specify that the integer ambiguity correction 
may vary from one epoch to the next different satellites are tracked in each epoch. It 
is to be noted that (j~" is purely a formal value here (it can be assigned unity) in order 
to complete the calculation. 
3.2.2 Results 
The filter was applied to eight of the experiments logged on Topsat. The filter was 
run independently for each baseline, and the results from each experiment are shown 
in the table below (converted to units of metres). 
Table 3-5 Baseline vectors estimated using ADCS 
Date BaseUne 1 Estimate Baseline 2 Estimate Baseline 3 Estimate 
metres (metres) (metres) 
22/02/07 -0.6822 -0.0087 -0.0390 -0.5849 -0.4189 -0.0082 -0.0949 -0.4146 0.0198 
27/02/07 -0.6761 0.0007 -0.0309 -0.5846 -0.4095 -0.0168 -0.0965 -0.4119 0.0078 
01/03/07 -0.6796 -0.0147 -0.0301 -0.5780 -0.4207 0.0014 -0.0862 -0.4146 0.0246 
01/05/07 -0.6729 -0.0129 -0.0216 -0.5690 -0.4267 0.0118 -0.0850 -0.4222 0.0240 
09/05/07 -0.6837 -0.0157 -0.0258 -0.5785 -0.4171 0.0116 -0.0825 -0.4206 0.0290 
04/07/07 -0.6813 -0.0118 -0.0279 -0.5826 -0.4207 -0.0061 -0.0933 -0.4135 (U1117 
10/07/07 -0.6787 -0.0074 -0.0261 -0.5829 -0.4204 -0.0022 -0.0952 -0.4167 0.0137 
03/06/08 -0.6815 0.0000 -0.0397 -0.5828 -0.4146 -0.0139 -0.0935 -0.4077 0.0039 
Mean -0.6795 -0.0088 -0.0301 -0.5804 -0.4186 -0.0028 -0.0909 -0.4152 (U1l68 
s.d. 0.0035 0.0063 0.0064 0.0053 0.0051 0.0107 0.0054 0.0046 0.0089 
The plots show the estimate of each component of the baseline vector for the different 
experiments listed in Table 3-5. From Table 3-5, the mean baseline vectors (in 
metres) estimated using the ADCS were 
[
- 0.680] [- 0.580] [- 0.091] bl.ADCS = -0.009 b2•A/xs = -0.419 b].ADCS = -0.415 
- 0.030 - 0.003 0.017 
The body-defined baseline vectors determined from the MCAD drawings are: 
[
- 0.677] [- 0.582] [- 0.095] 
hl,MCAD = 0.00 h 2,MeAD = - 0.412 b],MCAD = - 0.412 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
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The disparity between the components of each vector estimated using the ADCS are 
mostly within one standard deviation of the vectors derived from the Me AD 
drawings. Given the level of uncertainty in the ADCS due to the problem with 
DASH 2 the only conclusion that can be drawn is that there is no discernable 
difference between the two sets of vectors, with the exception of an apparent offset in 
the Z component of baseline I. 
The pointing error that could result from the difference between the ADCS estimated 
vectors and the MCAD baseline vectors is calculated according to 
( ) _ . ~1(lbi.4J)cs Xbi.Mcwl] !J. MCAJ)~Aj)CS - sm II" IIII ~ II b i.ADCS b i.MCA/) 
3-10 
Using Equation 3-10 the potential pointing error for each baseline is as shown m 
Table 3-4. 
Table 3-6 Baseline pointing error between ADCS estimated and MCAD derived 
GPS baselines 
Baseline MCAD-ADCS Baseline PointinR Error (deereeS) 
I 2.64 
2 0.60 
3 2.37 
The baseline vectors estimated from the ADCS reference attitude using the recursive 
least-squares filter show an offset from the baseline vectors taken from the MCAD 
drawings. The difference could be attributed to a combination of the following 
factors: 
• Alignment offsets in the ADCS relative to MCAD tolerances (e.g mis-aligned 
sun-sensors) 
• Alignment offsets in the GPS antenna locations relative to MCAD tolerances 
(e.g. GPS antenna locations offset from MCAD drawings) 
• Systematic offsets in ADCS sensors (e.g. offset in sun-sensor output) 
• Systematic offsets in GPS carrier phase measurements (e.g. varying phase 
centre of patch antennas) 
Without a third independent source of attitude information it is difficult to determine 
the exact cause for the offset. Therefore for the purposes of this thesis it is assumed 
that the offset is due to alignment offsets of the GPS antennas, and that from this point 
onwards the ADCS estimated GPS baselines are used to correct for any disparity. 
3.3 Estimating measurement noise from GPS residuals 
In this section the RMS measurement noise in the GPS carrier phase measurement is 
estimated using only GPS data. This is achieved by calculating residuals based on a 
GPS only estimate of the baseline vectors and line bias. Since the residuals are 
calculated purely from GPS measurements, they are not affected by any external 
errors such as the error in the ADCS. 
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3.3.1 Method 
For each epoch k with at least four carrier phase difference measurements the 
baseline pointing and line bias for baseline i are calculated using: 
Where 
s~I(()[k ] 
H[k]= s:'2(OJk] rJk] = 
F;.I[k] 
F;.2[k] 
F;.Ak] 
N i .1 
N - NI.2 i-
Nu 
and the integer ambiguities are determined using the ADCS. 
3-11 
3-12 
Based on the measurement model given in Equation 2-21 the fundamental residual is 
obtained by back substitution as 
(J).[k]=r .[k]-N- R.[k]-f,r«())[k]s '«(J)[k] I.j '.j I.j P, , 1.1 I ~ j ~ J[k] 3-13 
From this the measurement noise variance is calculated in each epoch k according to 
I J lkl 
A 2 [k] _ ~ 2 [k] 
UK' - J[k]-4 ~{J)i.j 
I ;-1 
3-14 
where the division by Jj [k] - 4 accounts for the number of degrees of freedom in the 
estimation of the variance due to estimation of the baseline vector and line bias. 
An overall mean square is calculated using 
'72 I ~ A2[k] UK' = - £..,.U ... 
K k=1 
3-15 
where K is the total number of epochs. Equation 3-15 then provides a meaningful 
mean square total measurement noise. 
3.3.2 Results 
The procedure described above was used to estimate the carrier phase measurement 
noise using in-orbit data logged on both Topsat and UoSat-12. Whilst 
[Purivigraipong, 2000] and [Wong, 2004] both gave estimates for the carrier phase 
measurement noise, the method they used was different and so the UoSat-12 data was 
reprocessed to provide a clearer comparison. 
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3.3.2.1 Topsat measurement noise 
Based on our model the measurement error wa defined as the combination of 
receiver noise, line bias and multipath. Line bias has been estimated and removed 
from the residuals so the following residual plots should provide an indication of the 
measurement noise. which was defined as the combination of receiver noise and 
multipath. 
The re iduals tiJ,)k] calculated in Equation 3-13 for data logged on 27th February 
2007 are plotted in Figure 3-6. The different 'tracks' represented by the different 
colours show the re idual for a particular GPS satelli te that was tracked on each 
baseline during the experiment. Note that the gaps in the residuals are caused by 
periods when the number of avai lable measurements on that baseline was less than 
five, meaning that the residuals could not be calculated. 
It can be een in Figure 3-6 that the re iduals do not appear consistent with a 
stationary stochastic process of zero mean. Assuming our model is correct, and 
acknowledging that the baseline vectors have been ca librated using the ADCS, any 
remaining errors can only be due to measurement errors in the GPS carrier phase. 
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Figure 3-6 GP re idual for 27th February 2007 Experiment (Topsat) 
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If the error wa simply due to receiver noise then the residuals wou ld appear to be 
Gaussian with zero mean, a hown in Appendix A. However, some of the residuals 
how a correlation with time. Thi i likely to indicate a spatial correlat ion as the 
GP satellites arc moving relative to the ba elines on Topsat. This is strong evidence 
that multi path is present in the PS carrier phase measurements and is supported by 
evidence from simu lation as hown in Figure A-4 in Appendix A. Note that in 
ection 2.3.2.3 the antenna pha e response was included under the general telm 
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multipath, and so these en-ors could also be due to the pha e respon e of the patch 
antennas changing as the incident angle of the signal changes . An incrca. cd 
difference in the antenna phase response for baseline 2, due to the di fferent 
orientations of antennas I and 3, could be the cau e of the increased RMS 
measurement noise on baseline 2. 
The GPS residuals were calculated for eight experiments conducted up to June 200R. 
The RMS measurement noise for each experiment i shown in the table below. A 
histogram showing the distribution of the residuals for each baseline and all 
experiments is shown in Figure 3-7. Note that these residuals are scaled by a factor of 
J /(J - 4) to account for the estimation of the baseline vector and line bias in 
Equation 3-11. 
Table 3-7 R.M.S. Measurement Noise for each experiment (Top at) 
Experiment Date Baseline 1 (mm) Baseline 2 (mm) Baseline 3 (m~ 
22/02/07 3.9 7.2 4.4 
27/02/07 6.8 9.1 6.1 
-
01103107 4.8 6.8 6.6 
f-
01105/07 5.0 7.2 5.3 
-
09/05/07 8.4 5.9 4.0 
--- -
04/07/07 3.8 9.0 5.4 
10/07/07 6.1 6.7 4.6 
- - -
03/06/08 4.4 5.8 3.6 
Mean 
Measurement 
noise 5.6 7.3 5.1 
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Histogram of GPS Residuals for a ll expenments (Topsat Baseline 1) 
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Figure 3-7 HUogram ofGP residuals for Topsat (Baselines 1,2,3 from top) 
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3.3.2.2 UoSat-12 measurement noise 
The GPS carrier phase measurement noise on UoSat-12 i estimated using three data 
sets recorded on 13 th , 14th and 17th January 2000. 
GPS Residuals for 17th January 2000 experiment (UoSat-12) 
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Figure 3-8 GPS r esiduals for 13th J anuary 2000 experiment (lJo at- 12) 
The residuals for 13 th January 2000 experiment on UoSat-12 are plotted in Figure 3-8. 
The different 'tracks' represented by the different colours visible in the above plots 
show the residual for a particular GPS atellite that was tracked during the 
experiment. Note that the gaps in the re idual are cau cd by periods when the 
number of available measurements on that baseline was less than five , meaning that 
the residuals could not be calculated. Also note that the data sets collected on Uo at-
12 were longer since more onboard memory was available on the OBC. 
Table 3-8 R.M.S. measurement noise for each baselin e and each experiment 
(UoSat-12) 
Experiment Date Baseline 1 (mm) Baseline 2 (mm) Baseline 3 (mm) 
.-
13/01/00 8.1 13.0 12 .5 
14/01/00 8.4 14.7 15 .8 
17/01/00 8.6 11.4 13.6 
Mean 
Measurement 
noise 8.4 13.1 14.0 
- ---
By comparing the results in Table 3-8 with tho e in Table 3-7 we can sec that the 
RMS measurement noise was higher on UoSat-12 . Tbe overall RMS mea 'uremenl 
noise on Topsat i around 6mm compared with around 12mm on UoSat-12. The 
measurement environment on UoSat-12 was subject to considerably m re multipalh 
than Topsat due to the numerous reflectors ( uch as other sensors and attitude 
actuators) surrounding the GPS patch antennas. This can be seen in the diagram of 
the antenna locations on UoSat- J 2 provided in Figure 2-13 in section 2.6.2.1. On 
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Topsat the antennas have a clear field-of-view of 1800 with only the -Z facet as a 
potential reflector, as shown in Figure 2-17 in section 2.6.2.3. 
Note that during the UoSat-12 experiment there was a bug in the SGR-20 flight 
software which corrupted the carrier phase measurements on antenna 4. This meant 
that the measurements on baseline 3 were unusable, and hence this baseline was not 
used in [Purivigraipong, 2000]. This bug was fixed before the experiments on Topsat 
commenced, so the issue did not affect the Topsat results. 
3.4 GPS-ADCS disparity 
In this section the disparity between the carrier phase measurements predicted from 
the ADCS and carrier phase measurements observed by the GPS. If the ADCS 
reference attitude were the truth then the disparity would equal the actual error in the 
GPS carrier phase measurements. Since the ADCS is not an actual truth measurement 
it will introduce error in to the calculated disparities. The type of error observed in 
the calculated disparities will depend on the type of error in the ADCS. 
The method used to calculate the GPS-ADCS disparity is described below. 
3.4.1 Method 
The assumed body referenced baseline vector b i(B) (estimated in section 3.2.1) is 
assumed to be in error relative to the true baseline vector bi(B) due to errors in the 
mechanical construction and variation of the electrical phase centre of the antennas 
3-16 
Therefore the measured single-difference carrier phase measurement in epoch k IS 
given by 
3-17 
where A is the true attitude and p,'[k] is the effective line bias. The ADCS is used 
to predict the single-difference carrier phase according to 
3-18 
and the integer correction Ni ., to the single-difference carrier phase measurement, 
r ., is calculated using 
'.1 
N,., = round(r,)k]-P;,,[k]) 3-19 
It is assumed that the known attitude A Af)('S as reported by the ADCS is in error from 
the true attitude A such that 
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3-20 
leading to an predicted single-difference carrier phase measurement of 
3-21 
The disparity between the measured and predicted single-difference carrier phase is 
then given by 
£ .[k] = r .[k] - r[k] 3-22 I.} I.j } 
= (b~B) + e; )A[k ]s;.i(O)[k] - b;'IB)A[k ](1 + AX + oX[k ]~,.i((Ji[k] + P:[k] + wJk] 
leading to 
The first term in Equation 3-23 expresses all the errors in the predicted carrier phase 
determined using the ADCS. It incorporates an error, e, in the knowledge of the true 
baseline vector b(B); a constant rotational error, A, of the ADCS effective axes 
relative to the true body axes and attitude measurement noise o[k]. The remaining 
term wJk] defines the GPS measurement noise. 
The effective line bias term p;'[k] can be cancelled out by computing the cpoch 
average 
J 1* 1 
eJk] = !>';Ak] 3-24 
;=1 
allowing a computed modified disparity 
e[k]=£[k]-e[k] I.} I.j 1 3-25 
The RMS disparity over all K epochs can be calculated using 
3-26 
3.4.2 Results 
Note that the ADCS estimated baseline vectors calculated in section 3.2.2 were used 
as the assumed body-referenced baselines in order to remove the constant rotation 
between the ADCS and GPS frames. 
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The plots in Figure 3-9 show the GPS-ADCS disparity from three of the eight 
experiments used in this analysis. The disparity for each of the GPS satellites has a 
non-zero mean and appears to be time-correlated. The RMS disparity for all satellites 
tracked on each baseline is shown in Table 3-9. Equation 3-23 shows that the 
disparity is subject to any noise and offsets in the GPS carrier phase measurements 
and also any errors in the ADCS reference attitude and the assumed baseline vector. 
Table 3-9 R.M.S. disparity for all experiments (Topsat) 
Experiment Date Baseline 1 (mm) Baseline 2 (mm) Baseline 3 (mm) 
22/02/07 13.4 10.3 8.8 
27102107 15.1 14.5 9.2 
01/03/07 12.6 10.5 8.7 
01/05/07 12.3 10.7 8.5 
09/05/07 13.6 8.8 10.5 
04/07/07 11.0 9.8 5.6 
10/07107 11.0 10.3 6.2 
03/06/08 8.9 6.5 5.3 
R.M.S. Disparity 
(all dates) 12.4 10.4 8.0 
Assuming that the baseline vectors estimated using the ADCS are close to the true 
baseline vectors, the error in the baselines e j should be negligible. Equation 3-23 
therefore reduces to 
3-27 
Assuming the effective line bias term has been essentially removed using the mean 
disparity e,[ k] as calculated in Equation 3-24 gives 
3-28 
Finally, assuming that the ADCS attitude uncertainty o[ k] is uncorrelated random 
noise, Equation 3-28 shows that the possible causes for the correlation in the 
disparities are limited to measurement noise (including multipath) or a constant offset 
in the ADCS reference attitude. 
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If the time correlation in the disparities is due to reflection multipath, then according 
to [Reichert and Axelrad, \999] sinusoidal fluctuations in the signal-to-noise ratio of 
the satellites being tracked should be evident, with the frequency of these fluctuations 
being dependent on the distance between the antenna and the reflector causing the 
multipath [Reichert and Axelrad, 1999]. However on Topsat the only possible 
reflector is the facet upon which the GPS patch antennas are mounted. An alternative 
hypothesis is that the apparent multi path effects are due to the varying phase response 
of the patch antennas. 
Another possibility is that the ADCS reference attitude is subject to an offset. To test 
this conclusion the MA TLAB-based simulator was used to simulate the effect of an 
ADCS attitude error on the GPS-ADCS disparity. The results, which are presented in 
Appendix A, showed that an error in the roll or pitch estimates from the ADCS would 
only couple into two of the three baselines, and the effect of such an error would be 
small. In contrast, the results showed that an ADCS yaw error had a significant effect 
on the GPS-ADCS disparity for all three baselines, with a 1.5 degree error causing 
centimetres of GPS-ADCS disparity. Therefore a likely explanation for the large 
GPS-ADCS disparity is an error in the ADCS yaw estimate. 
Secondary evidence for this conclusion can be found from analysing the status of the 
ADCS during each of the experiments. It was shown in section 3.1.1 that the ADCS 
uncertainty increases when DASH 2 is not available. This increased uncertainty will 
result in an increase in the GPS-ADCS disparity. For the first seven experiments 
DASH 2 was not available but in early 2008 SSTL implemented a fix so that DASH 2 
would be included in the ADCS attitude filter if it was determined to be functioning 
correctly. For the 3rd June 2008 experiment shown in Figure 3-9 the ADCS utilised 
both EHSs. As can be seen in Figure 3-9 correlation in the disparities has decreased, 
as has the RMS disparity in Table 3-9. This is particularly noticeable for baselines 2 
and 3 which are affected by the ADCS across-track (nominally roll) uncertainty. The 
decrease in the RMS disparity for the 3rd June 2008 experiment leads to the 
conclusion that in the first 7 data files errors in the yaw axis in the ADCS are 
contributing significantly to the GPS-ADCS disparity. 
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top) 
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3.5 Multipath spatial repeatability analysis 
In the case of Topsat, multipath is assumed to be a time-invariant deternlinistic 
function of the direction of the incoming signal. For this discussion the antenna phase 
response is included under the term multipath . In the following sections the cross-
correlation of the G PS residuals for different satellites that followed the same path 
through the sky relative to the pacecraft body-referenced frame is examined. 
3.5.1 Cross-Correlation 
The mutual correlation properties of two separate random processes u J [k] and u2 [k] 
can be determined by calculating their cross-correlation using 
3-29 
The cross-correlation of the residuals and GPS-ADCS disparity was calcu lated for the 
pair of GPS atellite con i ting of PRN 6 from the data file logged on I Sl March 2007 
and PR 9 logged on 22"d February 2007. The skyplot in Figure 3-11 shows the path 
followed by PRN 6 and PRN 9 relative to the space-facing facet of Topsat. It can be 
seen that the two atellite trace a s imilar pattern through the sky. 
I 
1--( -1--( --( 
\ 
/ 
Figure 3- 11 Elevation and azimu th of PRN 6 (OJ 103/07) a nd PRN 9 (22/02/07) 
To measure the cro s-correlation between two satellite tracked on different date the 
re idual and disparities calculated for baseline 2 were aligned by referencing both 
processes to the elevation of the satellite at each epoch. The aligned GPS residuals 
and P -AD S disparity for PRN 6 and PRN 9 on ba eline 2 are hown in Figure 
3-12. Since both satellite moved at imi lar relative speeds to Topsat, the elevation of 
each satellite changed at the arne rate and 0 units of time can be interchanged with 
elevation. The re idual and the di paritie show a similar pattern for a given 
elevation/ time. The fact that there is such a high correlation between measurements 
taken on different dates, for the same part of the ky, is a strong indication that 
multi path is pre ent in the carrier phase mea urcments . 
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Figure 3-12 Comparison of CPS residuals and disparity of PRN 6 and 9 
The cross-correlation between the residuals for PRN 6 and PRN 9 was calculated 
usmg 
3-30 
and similarly for the di sparities 
3-31 
The results usmg both the residuals and the di paritic arc plotted m Figure 3- ) 3 
below. 
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Figure 3-13 Cross-correlation of PRN 6 (01/03/2007) and PRN 9 (22 /02/2007) 
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The cross-correlation results support the conclusion that multipath is present in the 
single-difference carrier phase measurements since the errors show a definite 
correlation between the angle of arrival of the signal and the carrier phase error. 
These results suggest that some way of mitigating multi path such as the method 
described in [Hodgart and Wong, 2006] is necessary in order to achieve the highest 
possible accuracy from the GPS attitude solution. 
3.6 Line bias characterization 
In order to use the carrier phase measurements for GPS attitude determination the line 
bias must either be known or eliminated using double-difference measurements. 
Currently there is no method for observing the line bias directly. Therefore the line-
bias must be estimated which means it remains subject to corruption by error sources 
such as multipath and receiver noise. The line bias can be estimated using a 
combination of the ADCS and GPS carrier phase measurements or from GPS 
measurements alone. Both methods are presented and compared in the following 
sections. 
3.6.1 Line bias estimation using ADCS 
In each epoch k the ADCS reference attitude A Ancs is used to calculate a predicted 
carrier phase measurement r,) k], 
3-32 
The integer correction N,., to the single-difference caITIer phase measurement, 
r .[k], is calculated using I., 
3-33 
The line bias IS estimated In each epoch as the mean disparity across all 
measurements: 
• 1.1 _ • 
P,[k]= JJk]~k,[k]-Ni.j -ri)k]) 3-34 
The process is repeated for each baseline. 
3.6.1.1 Results 
The plots in Figure 3-14 show two distinct patterns in the estimated line bias. The 
first is an arbitrary offset in the line bias for each baseline and each experiment. The 
second is a variation in the line bias over time that appears correlated from one 
experiment to the next. 
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Figure 3-14 ADCS Derived Line Bias Estimates for Baseline t, 2, 3 from top 
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As shown in Figure 2-17 in section 2.3.2.6 the four GPS antennas on Topsat fonn 
three baselines. Each antenna is connected to one of the four RF front-ends on the 
SGR-20. The connections are shown in Figure 3-15 below. 
Baseline 
123 
I GP2010 RF FIE I 
GP2010 
RF FIE 2 
Correlator A 
GP2021 
ARM60B 
Antennas 
GP2010 
RF FIE 3 
GP2010 
RF FIE 4 
Correlator B 
GP2021 
Figure 3-15 Hardware diagram showing relationship between RF Front-ends 
and baselines 
Based on the results shown in [Morros, 1995] it is believed that the variation in line 
bias over time is related to the temperature of the individual RF front-ends. From 
Figure 3-14 it can be seen that for baselines 1 and 3 there is an initial period of around 
twenty minutes during which the line bias is drifting. After this initial twenty minute 
period the line bias settles to a more stable value. The line biases for baseline 2 do 
not exhibit this initial drift. 
As shown in Figure 3-15 baseline I uses measurements from RF front-end I and 2; 
baseline 2 uses measurements from RF front-ends 1 and 3, and baseline 3 uses 
measurements from RF front-ends I and 4. In each experiment RF front-ends 1 and 3 
are both turned on up to ten minutes prior to the start of the GPS attitude experiment 
and by the start of the experiment may have stabilised to a constant temperature. 
Conversely, RF front-ends 2 and 4 are not turned on until the SGR-20 configures 
itself for attitude determination. RF front-ends 2 and 4 will therefore be at a different 
operating temperature for the first twenty minutes of operation. 
The SGR-20 has the ability to log both its main-board and power supply temperatures 
via an Analogue to Digital Board. Of the two temperature sensors the main-board 
temperature sensor is located nearest to the RF front-ends. The temperature of the 
individual RF front-ends is not recorded. Given that all four RF front-ends use 
identical components and are each enclosed within a metal screen-can we would 
expect that the change in the phase measured by each RF front-end with respect to 
temperature would be similar. According to the engineers at SSTL the RF front-ends 
are thermally isolated from the main-board of the receiver in order to reduce 
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interference. We can therefore only assume that the RF front-ends 'self heat' when 
they are switched on and current is supplied to them. However, the thermal isolation 
means that it is unlikely that any useful model can be constructed to relate the 
temperature of the main-board and the change in phase measured by the individual RF 
front-ends. 
The cause of the apparent arbitrary offset in line bias is still unknown. One possible 
cause is an offset in the ADCS attitude used to estimate the line bias. The error in the 
predicted carrier phase due to ADCS error is given by 
3-35 
and hence the error in the line bias estimate due to ADCS error is given by: 
3-36 
The ADCS measurement noise o[k] will add to the RMS line bias noise, but the error 
in the ADCS body-referenced axes A will cause an offset in the estimated line bias. 
Therefore the arbitrary offsets in the line bias estimates may be due to the ADCS error 
A changing from one experiment to the next. Evidence to support this conclusion 
was shown in Figure 3-4 in section 3.1.1 in which it was shown that the A[)CS along-
track and across-track error varies with each image acquisition. To detcrminc if this 
conclusion is sound, in the following section the line bias is estimated using only (iPS 
measurements. 
3.6.2 Line Bias Estimation using GPS measurements only 
In section 3.3 the line bias was estimated as part of the estimation of the (iPS 
measurement noise from the GPS residuals. The plots in Figure 3-10 show the 
effective line bias estimated in Equation 3-11 for each baseline during each 
experiment. Since the line bias estimates are based solely on GPS carrier phase 
measurements they are not subject to any error from the ADCS. Ilowever. as can 
been seen in Figure 3-16 the line bias estimates are very noisy. 
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Figure 3-16 Line bia estimated using only CPS measurements 
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Poor observability of the line bias due to a combination of the ba eline geometry on 
Top at and the GPS sate llite geometry re ults in a large dilution of preci ion in the 
line bias estimate. This lead to the poor quali ty of the line bia e timate . n 
example of the poor observability is hown in Figure 3- 17 whieh how the line bia 
estimate for base line I for the 2ih February 2007 experiment. The line bia 
uncerta inty, ca lcu lated based on the dilution of preci ion and the RM mea urement 
noise e timated for that experiment, i al 0 hown. All the large error in th line bia 
estimate corre pond to periods of poor dilution of preci ion in the line bia e timatc, 
confirming that the cau e of the error i poor ob ervabi lity. 
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Figure 3-17 Line bias estimate for baseline I with uncertainty (27/02/07) 
3.7 GPS satellite visibility in LEO 
The visibility of GPS atellite in L i an important perfi rman e factor for b th 
integer ambiguity re olution and P attitud determination . The vi ibility r th 
GPS sate llites has a direct influence on the number of atclli te that a Pr ceiver 
can track. The visibility i affected by the field of view of the P pat h antenna 
and due to the higher relative velocity of a Low arth rbiting atellite when 
compared with a ground-based receiver. 
A GPS satellite mu t be tracked on two antenna in order ti r a ingle-differen 
carrier pha e measurement to be taken . The rna ter- lave behavi ur require that th 
GPS pateh antenna all have the arne view of the ky in order to tra k th max imum 
number of satellite. Previou mi ion ueh a RAD AL u ed cant d antenna 
which had different bore ight wh ich reduced the co-vi ibilityof ate llite . T p 'at ' 
antennas have a common bore ight, which hould impr ve co-v i ibility and h uld 
lead to more ate llite being tracked. The data logged in-orbit i ' u d to verify thai 
the fi eld of view for each baseline is the arne. 
Motion-based ambiguity re olution method typica ll y r quire that the amc atel lit 
are visible for a period of minute. For tationary ground-ba ed u er atel lit 
typ icall y remain in view for hour , but in Low arth rbit our rec iver i m ving at 
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around 7.5 kil ometres per second. It is therefore useful to ca lculate how long GPS 
atellites rema in vis ibl e so tha t we can use thi s to guide our approach for integer 
ambiguit y reso lut ion. 
3.7.1 Field of view for each baseline 
The ADCS atti tude so luti on was used to rotate the LO vectors for each satellite 
tracked in to the body-de fin ed coordinate system. The azimuth and elevati on o f each 
satellite were then ca lcu lated according to: 
. [s ,.) (81 ) AZ im uth = arctan ---
s , . .1'(/1) 
3-37 
Co - Eleva tion = 90 - arc in (- S }.L(li) ) 
The az imuth and co-eleva tion o f each satellite in each epoch were then plotted to 
show the fi eld of view of each base li ne on Topsal. The results are shown in Figure 
3- 18 to Figure 3-20. Ole that the directi on of travel of the satelli te corresponds to 
zero degrees in az imut h and ninety degrees in co-elevation on the plots (i .e. the le ft 
hand ide 0 f the plots). 
Figure 3- 18 ky plot of coverage for Figure 3-19 Sky plot of coverage for 
baseline 1 baseline 2 
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Figure 3-20 Sky plot of coverage for baseline 3 
All three plots have roughly the arne coverage, which is due to the unob trueted view 
of all four antenna and the way the SGR-20 control the al location of atellite to 
each antenna. All four antennas are co-located on the pace-fac ing (-Z) facet of the 
pacecraft. There are no other sensors or obstructions on this facet, and 0 all 
ba elines have roughly the same field of view. 
The SG R-20 typically acquire satellites at high elevation near the centre of each plot, 
and then tracks each satellite until it sets (on the right hand side of each plot) and 
cannot be tracked any longer. This results in the pattern seen in all three plots where 
the plots are denser on the right hand side. 
All three plots show some evidence for the SGR-20 tracking sate llites below its 
nominal elevation mask of zero degrees. Thi i becau e it wi ll onl y drop a satellite if 
there is another sate llite which is cunent ly not being tracked and i above the 
elevation mask to replace it. In the cases where a satellite is tracked below the 
elevation mask it is likely that there was no other visible sate llite to replace the low 
elevation one. 
3.7.2 Time in view of a GPS satellite 
U ing the data logged in-orbit the time in view of each GPS satellite tracked was 
calculated for all three baselines throughout all the experiment used in the ana lysi of 
spacefli ght data. The time in view for each sate llite was ca lcu lated by counting the 
number of epochs in wh ich each sate llite was can istently tracked. The ate lli te were 
included in the calculation as long as their elevation was greater than zero , since the 
SGR-20 satellite allocation routine drops any sate llites with a negative elevation. 
Table 3-10 Minimum, Mean and Maximum time in view for all CPS satellites 
Baseline 1 Baseline 2 Baseline 3 
Minimum (s) 99 99 168 
Mean (s) 838 847 858 
Maximum (s) 1674 1630 1651 
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The results are shown in the table above. The mean time in view on all three 
baselines is around fourteen minutes. Across all three baselines the average minimum 
time is around two minutes and the average maximum time in view is around twenty-
eight minutes. 
3.8 Conclusions 
In this chapter in-orbit data logged on the SGR-20 receiver on Topsat has been 
analysed in order to characterise the various error sources that effect GPS carner 
phase measurements. 
The ADCS which provides a reference attitude solution for this work was described 
and potential error sources affecting the ADCS were discussed. An estimate of the 
statistical properties of the ADCS error was calculated by analysing the difference 
between the commanded ground target and the resulting image centre in the along-
track and across-track directions for every image taken. This showed that throughout 
most of this work the standard deviation of the along-track (pitch) and across-track 
(roll) error was around 0.5 and 0.9 degrees respectively. These figures were then used 
to show that the uncertainty in the predicted GPS carrier phase measurements due to 
the ADCS could be as high as 8.2 mm. The conclusion that can be drawn from this 
analysis is that ADCS error must be taken into account when drawing conclusions on 
the accuracy of GPS attitude determination. 
In the second section of this chapter a recursive least-squares filter was used to 
'survey' the GPS baselines. The recursive filter used the ADCS to predict the GPS 
carrier phase measurements. The result of this survey showed that whilst the 
uncertainty in the ADCS meant that there was no significant difference between the 
ADCS estimated baselines and the MCAD derived baseline, there was a constant 
rotation in pitch between the GPS and ADCS reference frames. To eliminate the 
potential effects of this rotation, the ADCS estimated baselines are used throughout 
the rest of this work. 
Analysis of the GPS carrier phase residuals showed that the single-difference RMS 
measurement noise is around 6mm on Topsat. The results also showed that the RMS 
measurement noise is slightly higher on baseline 2 than baselines I and 3, which 
could be due to a greater difference in the antenna phase response, or due to more 
reflection multipath from the spacecraft facet. Re-analysis of the UoSat-12 data files 
collected during the research documented in [Purivigraipong, 2000] showed that the 
overall RMS measurement noise on Topsat is around half that experienced on UoSat-
12. 
Analysis of the disparity between the measured GPS carrier phase and the predicted 
GPS carrier phase calculated using the ADCS showed large variations which were 
non-zero mean and correlated with time. Simulation results given in Appendix A 
demonstrated that a small error in the ADCS yaw estimate could account for most of 
the disparity observed. Analysis of the cross-correlation of the GPS residuals for two 
satellites traversing the same part of the sky showed that some component of the error 
is spatially correlated and there likely to be multi path. 
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In section 3.6 the in-orbit data from a number of experiments was used to characterise 
the line bias. Estimation of the line bias using the ADCS showed that the line bias has 
an arbitrary offset for each baseline and for each experiment. The results also implied 
that the line bias varies with the temperature of the RF front-ends, but no method for 
verifying this assumption was available. The problem of the poor observabi lity of the 
line bias when using only GPS measurements was highlighted. As a result it was 
decided that to simplify the problem of implementing a stand-alone GPS attitude 
sensor double-difference carrier phase measurements would be used for both integer 
ambiguity resolution and attitude tracking. 
Finally the in-orbit data was used to verify that the field of view is simi lar for all three 
baselines. The sky plots in section 3.7.1 show that the field of view is similar for all 
three baselines on Topsat, and that it extends over most of the hemisphere. The time 
in view of the GPS satellites was also calculated. The results showed that the integer 
ambiguity algorithm must solve for the integers within two minutes, or have some 
method of coping with the satellites changing from one epoch to the next. 
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4 Robust integer ambiguity 
resolution 
In this chapter the problem of robust integer ambiguity resolution is investigated. The 
basis of this work was the availability of an SGR-20 GPS receiver on the Topsat 
microsatellite for use in experimenting with GPS attitude determination. Having a 
GPS receiver in orbit provided the advantage that real data could be collected and 
used to analyse and validate new algorithms. However, the use of the SGR-20 also 
resulted in a number of constraints on the integer ambiguity resolution approach that 
could be considered. These constraints include: 
• Only single-frequency measurements on Ll are available 
• A limited number of measurements (up to six) are available on each baseline 
• Co-planar baseline geometry 
• Standard GPS patch antennas 
• Arbitrary line bias for each baseline 
• Limited available processing power and spare memory 
The first part of this chapter looks at the commonly used float solution method for 
integer ambiguity resolution. The mathematics of different types of float solution are 
examined to demonstrate the issues with implementing such a method on the SGR-20. 
The alternative method of the integer search is then discussed. Integer search 
methods generally attempt an integer ambiguity solution in a single-epoch. However, 
as was shown by [Martin-Neira, 1995] single-epoch methods are inherently not 
robust. A new analysis of the reasons for the lack of robustness of single-epoch 
methods is shown in section 4.1.3. 
The main part of this chapter describes a new robust integer ambiguity resolution 
algorithm suitable for implementation in real-time onboard the SGR-20. This 
algorithm was developed within the limitations of the SGR-20 described above. The 
algorithm uses an integer search process and then validation of trial solutions over 
multiple epochs in order to identify a unique integer ambiguity solution. The issues 
with validating trial solutions over multiple epochs are also discussed, and a method 
for tracking the double-difference integers over multiple epochs is presented. 
4.1 Overview of integer ambiguity resolution 
The current state of the art in terms of integer ambiguity resolution can arguably be 
said to be the Least-Squares Ambiguity Decorrelation Adjustment (LAMBDA) 
method devised by [Teunissen, 1994]. This method is popular with many GPS carrier 
phase users, including those in the field of geodesy (i.e. surveyors) as well as 
researchers investigating attitude determination on platforms such as aircraft [Buist, 
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2008]. The LAMBDA method is well documented in [Teunissen, 1994] and 
[Teunissen, 1995] and the interested reader is directed to those papers for a 
description of the method. Fundamentally the LAMBDA method requires a priori 
information in the form of a float solution, which contains a real-valued estimate of 
the integer ambiguities. The real valued estimates can be fixed to integers through a 
simple process such as rounding, or through more complex techniques such as the 
LAMBDA method. 
4.1.1 Float solutions 
Following the measurement model defined in Chapter 2, a single-difference carrier 
phase measurement in epoch k is defined as 
4-1 
Assuming that J satellites are tracked on a single baseline i, Double-differences are 
then formed according to the rule: 
,1;'j_1 [k] = rj [k] - ~ [k] 
vj_l[k]=sj(o,[k]-slw)[k] 
A set of equations can then be formed (in epoch k) 
4-2 
4-3 
where Sf is a (J -1) x 1 vector containing the double-difference carrier phase-
difference measurements, .L\N contains the unknown double-difference integer 
ambiguities, w defines the measurement error, H is formed from the set of double-
difference LOS vectors, D is a design matrix that indexes the integer ambiguities and 
b«()) defines the unknown baseline vector. 
The correct integer ambiguity solution should ideally minimise the weighted least 
squares cost 
n = (r- - Hb(o) - DLlN Y R -I (r- - Hb«()) - DLlN) 4-4 
For k observations R has the form 
2 4-5 
2 
2 
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where (J'I'" is the standard deviation of the undifferenced carrier phase noise. Note 
that in the above equation all measurements are weighted equally, however it is 
possible to weight individual measurements according to some measure of their 
quality such as the measurement's carrier-to-noise ratio ( C / No ). 
Equation 4-3 contains 3 + (J -I) unknowns relating to the baseline vector bun and 
the integer ambiguities LlN. Using just a single-epoch and single-frequency 
measurements on L I, then there will be J - I measurements, meaning the equations 
are not solvable. 
The equations can be made solvable by either: 
• Using pseudo-range difference measurements (code phase) to allow a single-
epoch float solution 
• Using multiple epochs of carrier phase difference measurements 
Each of these is examined below. 
4.1.1.1 Combined code-phase and carrier-phase based float solution 
Both the code phase (or pseudorange) and carrier phase measurements can be 
included in the float solution. Typically this requires special 'geodetic quality' 
receivers which are designed to provide very accurate code and carrier phase 
measurements. The code phase difference measurements I:!.p are unambiguous and 
so can described by the equation 
4-6 
For every satellite tracked in the current epoch k it is assumed there is both a code 
phase and carrier phase difference measurement 
IIp, Ilk 1 
Ilrl [k 1 
_[0/1" 1][ 1l~1 j+[WP[k1]=H[k1b(lJ)[kl 
I, le/l MJ w,,[k] 
, I 
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Defining 
4-8 
r'= D = [~J-IXJ-I] 
J-I rJ-1 
Then the weighted least-squares cost can be calculated according to 
4-9 
which allows for a single-epoch single-frequency float solution. This method IS 
demonstrated in [Buist, 2007] and [Buist et ai, 2008]. 
4.1.1.2 Simulation of a combined code and carrier phase based float 
solution 
To determine if the combined code and carrier phase method was suitable for 
implementation on the SGR-20 a simulation was conducted to show the effect of code 
phase noise on the success rate of the LAMBDA method when using a code and 
carrier based float solution as described above. A MATLAB implementation of the 
LAMBDA method algorithm was kindly provided by Peter Joosten of Delft 
University, from where the method originates. 
The MAT LAB simulator described in Appendix A was modified to produce code 
phase difference measurements for each baseline. A simulation was undertaken to 
measure the success rate of the LAMBDA method as a function of code phase noise 
and carrier phase noise. Code phase noise with a zero mean Gaussian distribution and 
a standard deviation of between 0.0 I metres and 0.5 metres was added to the code 
phase difference measurements. The legend in the plot specifies that carrier phase 
noise levels between I mm and 16mm RMS were tested for each level of code phase 
noise. 
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Figure 4-1 ucces rate of LAMBDA method when using code and carrier phase 
mea urements 
The r ult how that the code pha c noi e i the dominant factor in tenns of the 
ucce rate ofth LAMBDA method. Whil t the carrier pha e noise doe al 0 factor , 
the re ult in igure 4- 1 how that for the LAMBDA method to work reliably (i.e. > 
95% u ce rate) the code pha e noi e mu t be les than two centim tre . The S R-
20 can pro ide carrier- moothed p eudorange mea urement with a typical RM 
mea urement noi e of between 0. 19 and 0.38m. From re ult above ugge t that thi 
wou ld n cd to b impr ved upon in order for the LAMBDA method to be usefu l. 
Whil t there i a p ibility of improving the tracking loops and reducing the code 
pha e n i e, achi e ing a code pha e noi e of Ie than two centimetre wou ld have 
required a ign iftcan t am unt of work on improving the receiver de ign. Therefore it 
wa de id d that a combined code and carrier pha e based float olution wa not a 
pract i al lution ~ r meeting th goa l et out in thi thesis. 
4.1.1.3 arrier-phase only float solution 
A carri r-pha on ly fl at olution can be formed by taking mea urement from two 
eparat p ch . If J atelli te ar tracked continuou Iy between two epoch k and 
k + I th n a et f equation can b form ed in epoch k 
4-10 
and a corre p nding et f equati n in epoch k + I 
r=[k + 1] - 4-11 
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Since both sets of equations relate to the same J satellites they can be combined into 
one larger set of equations as follows: 
d~[k] 
Defining 
r'= 
o . w[k] "J-Irl 
J[ flNl 1 [ J [ 1./-1,.1-1 ~J-I + w[k +/] = 0 .. 
Llr;[k] 
LlrJ _1 [k] 
Llr;[k +/] 
then a weighted least-squares cost can be calculated according to 
4-12 
4-13 
4-14 
which is potentially solvable. The benefit of this method is that there are now only 
(J -1) + 6 unknowns and 2(J -1) measurements. Therefore the equation is solvable 
ifthere are sufficient measurements that 2(J -1) ~ (J -I) + 6 or J ~ 7. This requires 
at least seven single-difference measurements giving six double-difference 
measurements. In fact, more than six double-difference measurements would be 
preferable so that the problem is over-determined and a least-squares solution can be 
calculated. 
This raises the problem that six double-difference measurements require seven G PS 
satellites to be tracked continuously over a sufficient period for the carrier phase only 
float solution to converge. To ensure that the solution is not ill-conditioned it would 
be better to track more satellites, preferably all in view. The main aim of this research 
was to demonstrate real-time three-axis GPS attitude determination on a microsatellite 
in LEO. To solve for three-axis attitude using the SGR-20 on Topsat then the 
maximum number of satellites that can be tracked on a single baseline is six. 
Therefore it is not possible to use a float solution (and hence the LAMBDA method) 
and this method is not investigated any further in this thesis. 
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4.1.2 Integer search based methods 
An alternative to the float solution method is to conduct a search for the correct 
integer solution that minimises a cost function. 
Performing an integer search can be a computationally intensive process, since the 
search space can be incredibly large. For example, a one metre baseline would result 
in possible range of integer ambiguities of between -5 and +5, or II possibilities. 
Given J measurements this entails a total search space of II.! trials. If for example 
there were six measurements, this equals a search space of 1,771,561 (over a million!) 
possibilities, each of which would have to be tested according to a cost function. If 
there are multiple baselines to solve for the computational burden obviously increases. 
As such the integer search process is possible given the limited number of 
measurements available on the SGR-20, but would still be impractical to calculate in 
real-time given the limited computational resources. 
However, [Hatch, 1991] demonstrated that the integer ambiguity problem can be 
reduced to a three dimensional problem. This permits a much faster solution to be 
obtained, since only II J or 1331 possibilities must be considered. Using the method 
outlined in section 4.3.2 the search space can be limited to two dimensions, thereby 
reducing the number of trials required to just 112 or 121 for a one metre baseline. 
Such a reduction in the number of trials required makes it practical to consider 
implementing the integer search algorithm onboard the SGR-20, rather than relying 
on external processing such as a laptop or desktop personal computer. 
4.1.3 Maximum-likelihood and integer ambiguity resolution 
The integer search process involves testing many trial integer ambiguity solutions in 
order to determine which trial is correct. Previous methods such as those presented in 
[Purivigraipong, 2000] and [Knight, 1994] tested each trial integer solution by 
calculating the least-squares cost of each solution. The assumption used in both of 
these methods was that the correct solution minimised the least-squares cost. [Martin-
Neira, 1995] provided a complex analysis of why this assumption was incorrect. An 
alternative analysis, which is conceptually simpler and based on theory provided by 
Dr Hodgart is given below. 
For a given baseline, a set of path differences ~,r2'''' r.! can be related to the true 
orbit-referenced baseline b according to 
r=sTb+w 
J I 1 
4-15 
where WI represent independent Gaussian noise. 
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The joint probability distribution of a particular vector r given b is 
4-16 
then the maximum likelihood looks for the maximum value to the exponent and is 
equivalent to adjusting the estimate b such that 
4-17 
is minimised. In this case the formal solution is the arithmetic average. Minimising 
the above is the same as calculating the least-squares cost 
J 2 
nML (b) = L(rj - s~b) 
j=1 
Formally the mean square cost c~ is the same as 
where 
J 2 
C~L = L(Wj -e) 
j=1 
I J 
e=-Lw j J j=1 
and the square cost solves to 
-2 ( 1)~ 2 CML = 1-- L,.Wj J )=1 
Therefore the expected value is 
(C~) = (J -1)xO':. 
where J - 1 are the remaining degrees of freedom. 
4-18 
4-19 
4-20 
4-21 
4-22 
Now returning to the simple arithmetic average, suppose all the measurements are 
known only when offset by some unknown integer 
4-23 
Then the maximum likelihood method for attempting to identify the correct integer 
offsets is to look for trial integers N) as in 
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E\~f/ = t (ri - N} - s ~"b ) 4-24 
i~1 
for which the correct trial integers would tend to minimise £'\~I . 
Defining a digital error 
h, = Ni - N) 4-25 
then the error from Equation 4-20 becomes 
I J 
e= - I (wi + bJ 
J i~1 
4-26 
and the squared cost solves to 
t~fl =(l-~)t(w, +b} 
J i~1 
4-27 
or 
A 2 ( I )~ ( 2 s: >:-2)2 CM! = 1- J f:1 W, +2w'U i +ui 4-28 
The expected value on average is therefore given by 
\e~fl) = (J -1)XlT: +(l-~)tb: 
J )=1 
4-29 
The above equation states that the true integer ambiguity solution minImises the 
expected average of the mean square cost. The expected average can only be 
estimated by taking measurements over multiple epochs. Therefore the integer 
ambiguity resolution algorithm must consider measurements over multiple epochs. A 
digital error bi caused by an error in the trial integers will increase the overall error. 
For a single epoch (i.e. given a single set of measurements) minimising the mean 
square error calculated in Equation 4-27 cannot guarantee the correct trial integers are 
identified. This is because the cross-term 2w j Oj is random and may push the actual 
cost below that expected from measurement noise alone. Hence the cost of a given 
incorrect trial integer solution may result in a lower mean square cost than the true 
solution, when only considering a single-epoch. This demonstrates why the integer 
ambiguity resolution algorithm presented in [Purivigraipong, 2000] and also that of 
[Knight, 1994], which both compare different costs between rival integer ambiguity 
solutions, are not reliable. 
At the start of this section it was assumed that w) represented independent Gaussian 
noise. The analysis of spaceflight data in Chapter 3 demonstrated that the GPS carrier 
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phase measurement noise is time correlated due to the presence of multi path. This 
adds a further difficulty to the integer ambiguity resolution problem, since it means 
that the expected cost of the trial integer solutions, even when averaged over multiple 
consecutive epochs, will also be time correlated. More precisely, multi path error may 
result in the actual cost of an incorrect trial solution being less than the cost of the 
correct solution even over multiple epochs. 
4.2 Overview of robust integer ambiguity resolution 
algorithm 
The integer ambiguity resolution algorithm presented in this section attempts to solve 
the integer ambiguity problem by performing an integer ambiguity search on an 
epoch-by-epoch basis, and then combining the results over a span of epochs in order 
to gain the benefits of using relative constellation motion to eliminate false solutions 
whilst working within the limitations of the SGR-20 hardware. 
The new algorithm does not require any a priori attitude information and does not 
place any limits on the attitude dynamics of the platform. The only limits on the 
orientation of the platform are implicit from the necessity to have at least five 
satellites in view of all four GPS antennas. 
To permit a real-time implementation for use in Low Earth Orbit, the multiple epoch 
validation method needs to be able to track the integer ambiguity solution over 
multiple epochs. Past experiments such as [Ward, 1996] used a priori attitude 
information to track the single-difference integer ambiguities over multiple epochs 
when solving for the attitude, but this method does not work if the attitude changes 
significantly between epochs. In this chapter a method is presented for tracking the 
double-difference integer ambiguities which does not limit the attitude dynamics of 
the platform and can be used for both robust integer ambiguity resolution over 
multiple epochs and for kinematic attitude estimation. 
Finally, as was shown in Chapter 3, the line bias on the SGR-20 GPS receiver has an 
arbitrary value for each baseline at switch on. Future receiver designs may find a way 
to remove the arbitrary nature of the line bias, but there is currently no way to 
calibrate the line bias on the SGR-20 and so a double-difference approach was used to 
remove this nuisance parameter. 
4.3 Part I - Solving for the individual baseline pointing 
Part I of the algorithm solves for the unknown baseline pointing and integer 
ambiguities for a single baseline. Following the method first described by [Hatch, 
1991] the measurements are partitioned into a primary and secondary set. To 
simplify the notation the subscript i denoting the baseline is dropped in this section, 
since only one baseline is considered. 
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Double-differences are fonned according to the rule: 
A- 1( __ ) 
ur;_1 = T r; -rl 
l.I 
4-30 
V I_I = S l((il - SilO) where 2:5 j:5 J 
Three double-difference measurements are selected and placed in the primary set. 
The remaining measurements are placed in the secondary set. When choosing the 
pivot satellite, which is ~ in the above equation, ideally a satellite with no multipath 
error should be chosen, since any such error will affect all the double-difference 
measurements. For a platfonn such as Topsat where the antennas have a clear field-
of-view it is reasonable to assume that line of sights to GPS satellites that lie close to 
the boresight vector of the antennas (i.e. satellites with a high elevation) will be 
relatively free of multi path if the spacecraft is nominally maintaining a nadir pointing 
attitude. In this work it was assumed that the satellite was nominally nadir pointing 
and therefore ~ was selected as the highest elevation satellite in each epoch. 
4.3.1 Selecting a primary set 
The standard method of selecting the primary set involves finding the set that 
minimises the POOP. The double-difference measurements are pennuted to test all 
possible sets. For each possible primary set an observation matrix is formed: 
4-31 
where SI, S2, S3 are one set or pennutation of the double-difference measurements. 
The POOP for each set is calculated according to: 
4-32 
where 
4-33 
The variance for the un-differenced carrier phase measurements arp" can be estimated 
using the measurement noise estimation technique presented in Chapter 3, since 
all' a ::;:,-
tp" J2 
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The set with the smallest POOP is chosen as the primary set. The remammg 
measurements are placed in the secondary set. 
4.3.2 Solving for the unknown baseline vector using the primary 
set 
The unknown baseline vector bUJ) can be expressed as a linear combination of any 
two other 3-vectors providing that they are not collinear, 
4-35 
where v I and v z are known double-difference LOS vectors. Note that the third axis 
of the unknown baseline vector is described by the cross product of the two known 
double-difference LOS vectors. 
Figure 4-2 Illustration of Equation 4-35 
The coefficients AI' Az ,AIZ can be found as follows 
4-36 
The projection of the unknown baseline b (0) onto the known vector v i is given by: 
which is equivalent to a path difference. This leads to 
~r; =A,v;vl+Azv~VI 
~rz = A,V;V2 +Azv~ v2 
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Defining the following variables 
leads to 
T 
all = VI VI 
T 
an =V 2 V: 
~r; = A,all + ~a12 
~r2 = A,a12 + A2 a 22 
and rearranging for AI' A2 gIves 
A, = ~r;a22 - ~r2~12 
allan - a l-2 
A., = ~r2all - ~a12 
- 2 
allan -a12 
4-39 
4-40 
4-41 
Note that VI must not be collinear with V 2 otherwise the denominator in Equation 
4-41 goes to zero. 
Acknowledging that the path differences ~r; and ~r2 are offset from the measured 
phase differences by the unknown integer ambiguities: 
~r; = ~r; -MI 
~~ = 110. -M2 
4-42 
demonstrates that the baseline pointing can be uniquely determined using just two 
measurements. This means that only two unknown integer ambiguities must be 
solved for and so the integer search space is reduced to just two dimensions. 
For a given primary set, a two-dimensional integer search over MI and Ml IS 
performed. Trial corrected phase measurements are calculated according to: 
~r; = 11r; - MI 
~~ = 110. -M2 
The trial parameters ~ and X2 are calculated using 
~ = ~r;a22 - ~0.:12 
a ll a 22 -a12 
'i _ 1100a ll - ~r; a l2 
IL., - ., 
- allan - a l-2 
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where all ,an ,a12 are defined in Equation 4-39. The third trial component 112 can be 
determined, and the unknown baseline vector blO) fully defined, by exploiting the 
known magnitude of biB) after determining 1; and 12 , The component normal to the 
plane has a magnitude 
From this the third trial parameter is given by 
leading to two trial equations for the baseline pointing: 
b:~t =l;VI +I2v2 +1l;21(V I XV 2) 
b:~i- =l;VI +I2v2 -1l;21(v l XV 2 ) 
4-45 
4-46 
4-47 
where the superscript (m) indexes a list of M trial solutions each calculated using 
just two measurements. The baseline estimate in Equation 4-47 will be subject to 
non-linear error due to the estimation of the third trial parameter. Therefore the third 
trial integer ambiguity !1N3 is estimated. Using the third double-difference LOS 
vector V3: 
4-48 
or 
A:; A Ai T~b(m)-
Uf3 -LJJV 3 ""V3 (0) 
4-49 
two equations can be formed 
4-50 
which each give a real valued estimate for !1N 3' Both estimates can be rounded to 
provide an integer estimate for tJV 3 : 
!1N; = round(~ - xt)+ ) 
AAT- d(A::- (m)-) LJJV 3 = roun Uf3 - X3 
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Initial testing found that measurement errors can result in neither of the above integer 
estimates providing the correct estimate for M 1 • A simple method for correcting 
this problem is to estimate two further possible values for !1NJ according to: 
4-52 
Of these four integer ambiguity estimates it is highly likely that at least two are 
duplicates and so to save on processing later any duplicate estimates are eliminated at 
this stage. It is also possible that value inside the radicand in Equation 4-46 is 
negative which would result in a non-real estimate for ~2' In such cases -i12 is set to 
zero and only two trial third integers are estimated: 
!1N 1+ = round(dr1 - xi"')+ ) 
!1N;+ =!1N; + sign(xt)+ - !1N3+ ) 
4-53 
Finally, up to four updated estimates for the trial baseline vector are calculated, 
depending on the number of unique estimates for M J 
4-54 
where 
4-55 
and !1N; is one of the up to four possibilities generated above. Note that H p is the 
same for every trial solution and so its inverse can be precalculated and stored for use 
in the integer search. 
The result of the integer search is a list of trial baseline vectors and their associated 
integer ambiguity vectors which is assumed to contain the correct solution, but there 
is currently no way of identifying it. 
4.3.2.1 Integer Ambiguity Search Range 
For each dimension of the integer search space the minimum and maximum integer 
ambiguity values that bound the search space can be calculated. Ideally these bounds 
should be as small as possible in order that the search can be performed quickly. 
However, the correct solution must always lie within the integer search space 
otherwise the search is invalid. 
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Reasonable bounds for each dimension of the search can be calculated based on the 
measurements and geometry of each epoch of measurements as follows. Each carrier 
phase difference measurement I1r; and its accompanying LOS vector v I are related 
via 
4-56 
which can be rearranged to give 
4-57 
The true baseline vector biD) (in units of cycles) is unknown, but its magnitude Ilb(B)11 
is known since it is the same in both body-referenced and orbit-referenced 
coordinates. Depending on the relative pointing of the LOS vector and the true 
baseline vector, the scalar product of the two vectors may lie anywhere in the range 
-llv;llllb(B)11 to IIv;/lllb(B)II . 
The integer search bounds for MV; can therefore be defined as 
MV j •min = round(l1rj -llv jllllb(B)11 + wJ 
MVj,l1'JlX =round(l1rj +llv;IIllb(B)II+wJ 
4-58 
Note that the bounds in Equation 4-58 must account for the unknown measurement 
noise w· in the carrier phase difference measurements. A simple method is to 
.I 
increase the search space by one in each direction, leading to the bounds 
MVj,min = round{l1rj -liv j""b(B)")-1 
Ml j ,l1'Jlx = round{&j + Ii V j Iillb (B) 11)+ I 
4-59 
These search bounds can be calculated for each of the available measurements in each 
epoch. The bounds can also be used to check the integers calculated for the secondary 
set of measurements to ensure that they lie within the permitted range. Any trial 
solutions which result in an integer lying outside these bounds can then be excluded 
from the list of possible solutions. 
4.3.3 Eliminating unlikely trial baseline vectors 
The integer search process produces a list of trial baseline vectors and their associated 
trial integer ambiguities based on the three measurements in the primary set. The 
resulting list can contain hundreds of potential solutions depending on the length of 
the baseline, and so we require a method for eliminating unlikely solutions. 
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For each trial solution the integer ambiguities for the secondary set can be calculated 
using each of the M trial baseline vectors calculated using the primary set. A real 
valued estimate for thejth integer ambiguity is given by: 
x(m) = !1F - v T i)(I/I) ,J' = 3,4 etc 
I I I (0) 
4-60 
This can be rounded to give the integer ambiguity for the jth measurement in the 
secondary set: 
MJ I = round(x~m) ) 4-61 
A potential method for eliminating unlikely solutions would be to calculate the least-
squares cost using all the available measurements for the baseline 
4-62 
It is well known that the Xt; distribution is the distribution of the sum of squares of n 
independent Gaussian random variables. Assuming that the measurement error w. is 
I 
an independent Gaussian random variable then the weighted least-squares cost .Q will 
satisfy a X2 distribution with J - 3 degrees of freedom. 
The cumulative chi-squared distribution is defined as 
4-63 
This represents the probability that the value of the X; random variable is less than 
Z2. From the cumulative distribution it is possible to calculate a threshold (2 above 
which it is highly unlikely that the weighted least-squares cost .Q will fall. 
2 2 2 -\ ( \ ..... 2 ( = z all = F" aJUw 4-64 
where a is the desired probability that if the weighted least-squares cost exceeds this 
threshold it is unlikely to be the correct solution. 
The weighted least-squares cost .Q for each trial baseline vector can be evaluated 
using the threshold (2 to determine if the trial baseline vector is likely to be the 
correct solution. If 
4-65 
then the solution can admitted to the list of possible solutions. If the above condition 
is not met then the trial sol ution can be discarded. 
The problem with this method is that it requires the calculation of .Q for the entire list 
of M trials. For real-time operation the processing requirements need to be kept to a 
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minImum. A faster method is to calculate the individual residuals for each of the 
measurements in the secondary set and compare this residual against an expected 
variance. 
Using each of the M trial baseline vectors calculated using the primary set, a real 
valued estimate for the jth integer ambiguity in the secondary set can be calculated: 
j = 3,4 etc 4-66 
This can be rounded to give the integer ambiguity for the jth measurement in the 
secondary set: 
tJj~m) = round(xt)) 4-67 
And the residual for the jth measurement is then calculated as 
4-68 
Since the residual is a function of the trial baseline pointing the variance for the 
residual calculated in Equation 4-68 must be determined. The following derivation 
for the variance of a double-difference measurement in the secondary set, relative to 
the baseline estimate calculated using only the primary set, follows the method shown 
in [Kee et aI, 2007]. 
The true integer is given by 
4-69 
where ilrj is the true double-difference phase. 
Given that 
j)(m) = H-1 rilr _ AN(m)] (0) p ~ p p 4-70 
Equation 4-66 can be expanded as follows 
4-71 
Then the residual d j is calculated as 
4-72 
and noting that the true baseline vector is given by 
4-73 
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leads to 
4-74 
For the correct trial integers the residual reduces to 
d,. = (Ilr - Ilr )- V T H -I (Ilr - Ilr ) 
, , ,p I' /' 
4-75 
The variance of Equation 4-75 is given by 
4-76 
E{d,d;}= E{((llr, -Ilr,)- V~H;" (Ilip -Ilr" )) ... 4-77 
((Ilr; -Il/J- v~H;/ (Ilip -llr,JY} 
leading to 
E{d,d;}= E{(llr, - Ilr, X&; - !!.r; Y} ... 4-78 
- 2E{v ~ H ~,I (Ilr, - Ilr ,Xllr; - Ilr;)} ... 
+ E{V~' H ~,I (!!.rp - Ilrp Xlli" - Ilrp Y H;,T Vi] 
then acknowledging that 
4-79 
4-80 
4-81 
Equation 4-79 can be simplified to give 
4-82 
where Ru is the respective diagonal element of the covariance matrix R J _, defined 
as 
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2 
2 
I 
2 
4-83 
(J-J)x(.!-J) 
The residual calculated in Equation 4-68 has a single degree of freedom, rather than 
the J - 3 degrees of freedom for the weighted least-squares cost Q. For a single 
degree of freedom the cumulative chi-squared distribution reduces to a simple 
confidence interval test for a single random variable. A confidence interval can be 
defined within which the residual d j for the correct solution will lie to a given 
probability a . 
l1-za d, 11 
For example, if a =95%, then z = 1.96 and by checking that the residual d i lies 
within 
-1.960"d '5:. d J. '5:.1.960"d I I 4-84 
or equivalently 
d: < 3.840";, 4-85 
there is a 95% probability that the residual dj fits the assumed noise distribution and 
hence provides an indication that the trial baseline vector is a likely solution. 
Each residual calculated using the secondary set can be tested against the threshold as 
in Equation 4-85. If either of the (up to two) residuals for the measurements in the 
secondary set lie within the confidence interval the trial baseline vector is added to the 
list of likely solutions. This is repeated for each trial baseline vector generated by the 
integer search, resulting in a list containing only the likely solutions according to the 
above test. 
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4.3.4 Updating the trial baseline pointing solutions 
For each trial baseline pointing solution the estimate of the baseline pointing IS 
updated using the measurements from the secondary set. 
The updated baseline estimate is calculated as 
hllll) = P[~r - N(III) J 
(0) .I-I .I-I 
4-86 
where 
T ~r; !1iJ11/I) VI I 4-87 
T ~r2 !1iJIIII) V 2 N(m) 
".1_1 = ~r.l_1 = = 2 .I-I 
T 
S'.I_1 !1iJ'III) V.I_ I .I-I 
and the weighting matrix R.I_ I is defined in Equation 4-83. 
Note that P is a function of the geometry which is the same for trials and so P can be 
precalculated at the beginning of the algorithm. 
4.3.5 Constraining the list size through baseline length check 
The longer the list generated in Part I, the longer the entire algorithm requires for 
completion. A simple method for constraining the list size whilst ensuring the correct 
solution is in the list is to compare the length of the weighted least squares baseline 
estimates calculated in Equation 4-86 with the known length of the baseline. 
4-88 
The variance of the error in the trial baseline length £llbll is given by 
4-89 
which can be approximated by 
4-90 
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The error in the length of each trial baseline vector can then be tested against a 
threshold in a similar manner to the residuals of the secondary set as described above. 
A threshold ,2 can be defined above which it is highly unlikely that the error in the 
correct baseline will fall. 
4-91 
where Z2 = F
n
-
I (a) and n = (J - 2) since the baseline length is estimated. To reduce 
the amount of required processing the threshold can be precalculated using the known 
length of the baseline as follows 
4-92 
If the condition is met then the trial solution is permitted, otherwise it is removed 
from the list. 
4.3.6 Overview of Part I algorithm 
The figure below gives an overview of Part I of the algorithm. 
I. Calculate double-differences for phase measurements and LOS vectors 
(Equation 4-30) 
2. Select measurements for primary set based on minimum PDOP (Section 4.3.1) 
3. Pre-compute variances and thresholds (Equations 4-82 and 4-92) 
4. Calculate permitted bounds of integer search and secondary set (Equation 
4-59) 
5. Perform 2D integer search (section 4.3.2) 
6. For each potential set of trial integers (there may be up to four). 
a. Calculate the trial baseline pointing (direct solution) (Equation 4-54) 
b. For each measurement in the secondary set 
i. Predict the integer ambiguity (Equation 4-67) 
ii. Calculate the residual (Equation 4-68) 
iii. Use pre-computed threshold to test goodness offit (Equation 
4-85) 
c. Update the baseline estimate with secondary set measurements using 
least-squares (Equation 4-86) 
d. Calculate norm of trial baseline vector (Equation 4-88) and check 
against threshold 
e. {[trial solution passes thresholds in 6. b. iii and 6.d then add to list 
Figure 4-3 Overview of Part I algorithm 
The whole process described above is repeated for each baseline, resulting in a list of 
trial solutions for each. As was shown in section 4.1.3 it is likely that there are many 
possible solutions in the list, and choosing one solution over the others based on a 
relative comparison (such as their least-squares cost) is not reliable. Therefore it is 
necessary to use additional information to identify the correct solution. 
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4.4 Part /I - Constructing trial baseline pairs 
In this part of the algorithm a pair of trial baseline pointing solutions is used to 
calculate a virtual phase measurement by projecting one baseline onto the other. This 
allows the method of testing against a threshold (as used in Part I) to be used to assess 
whether or not the two trial baseline vectors match the known relative geometry of the 
body-referenced baselines to some confidence interval. 
A virtual phase measurement is calculated by projecting the trial solution for baseline 
I, bl(()) , onto the trial solution for baseline 2, b21 (}): 
r = ill' b 
'WfIi<l/(O) 1(0) 2(0) 
4-93 
A similar equation can be formed based on the body-referenced baselines bl(B) and 
b 2(B) , 
r 
r =b b 
'/I'III<I/(B) I(B) 2(B) 4-94 
from which a residual d,2wl/I<I/ can be calculated according to: 
'( )' - - r -r -dl'irfllal - "irtuo!(O) I'Irlrla/( B) 4-95 
A confidence interval can be defined to test whether the virtual phase measurement 
residual lies within the assumed noise distribution and therefore shows that the trial 
pair of pointing solutions is a likely solution. 
4.4.1 Establishing the distance threshold for the virtual phase 
measurements 
The covariance for the error in the true trial baseline vector estimate b(o) is given by 
4-96 
Using the covariance propagation law, the expected variance for a single trial baseline 
estimate projected onto a second known baseline vector is given by 
4-97 
Therefore, as shown in [Brown, 1992], the expected total variance of the virtual phase 
measurement is given by 
2 T (]' I )-1 T (HTR-IH )-1 (j = b HR' H b + b b ti"", ... , hl(}) , , hUJ) HO) h h itO) 4-98 
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where H j is the observation matrix of double-difference LOS vectors for the satellites 
tracked on baseline i. Since the true baseline vectors in orbit-referenced coordinates 
are unknown there is no way of solving Equation 4-98 directly. An approximation to 
Equation 4-98 can be calculated using the estimated baseline vectors, as suggested in 
[Quinn, 1993]: 
4-99 
but this would require recalculating the threshold for each trial solution, of which 
there may be many. [Kee et aI, 2003] suggests an alternative method is to set an 
upper-bound using an approximation to Equation 4-98 based on the major axis of the 
error ellipse. The covariance of the baseline estimate given in Equation 4-97 can be 
geometrically described as an m-dimensional ellipsoid, where m is three due to the re-
projection onto the second known baseline. The dimensions of the ellipsoid along 
each axis represent the variance of baseline pointing estimate along that axis. The 
axes and dimensions of the ellipsoid can be calculated by performing eigenvalue 
decomposition on Equation 4-97. The eigenvectors then describe the axes of the 
ellipsoid, and the eigenvalues define the variance along each axis. Due to the 
correlation of the double-difference measurements, one of the eigenvalues is typically 
much larger than the other two, and an upper bound on the variance of the baseline 
estimate can be defined by using the maximum eigenvalue: 
4-100 
Calculating the eigenvalue decomposition is computationally expensive so therefore 
to reduce processor loading we use an approximation to Equation 4-100. By 
assuming that one eigenvalue is much larger than the others, and knowing that the 
trace ofa matrix is the sum of the eigenvalues of the matrix, gives: 
(1~"I'W = lib JIB) 112 trace{(H T R -I H t ) 4-101 
which negates the need to perform the eigenvalue decomposition. This then allows 
Equation 4-98 to be simplified to 
4-102 
and if assuming that both baselines are tracking the same satellites (which is generally 
the case due to the receiver software) then 
4-103 
This approximation to the variance is sub-optimal since it does not represent the true 
variance of the virtual phase measurement. A Monte-Carlo style simulation was run 
to compare the different approximations to the variance. The true variance given in 
Equation 4-99, and the eigenvalue and trace approximations to the true variance were 
all calculated for each epoch. A histogram of the virtual phase measurement residuals 
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from Equation 4-95 is hown in Figure 4-4. The blue vertica l line gives the va lue of 
the true standard deviation calculated by taking the square root of the mean variance 
from Equation 4-99. imilarly the red line give the standard deviation ca lcu lated 
u ing the eigenvalue approximation, and the green line the trace approximation. For 
the true variance ca lculation, ixty-eight percent of the residual li e with in one 
standard deviation of the mean. For the eigenvalue approx imation thi rise to 
eventy- even percent, and for the trace approximation the figure i eighty-eight 
percent. 
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Figure 4-4 Hi togram of virtual phase measurement residuals 
The re ult of imulation how lhal both the eigenva lue and trace approximations are 
ub-optimal and wi ll allow a larger perccntage of unlikely solutions to pa the 
thre hold . However, both approximations are computationally impler and can be 
pre-calculated. The pre-c mputed variance can be u ed to te t to all trial pair in that 
ep ch. Thi re ult in a aving in computational power when compared to Equation 
4-99 a u ed in [ uinn , 1993]. The eigenvalue method used in [Kee el aI, 2003] 
would require more computation time than the trace method, whilst sti ll being 
uboptimal. iven the limited computational resources of the SGR-20 the trace 
m thod wa ch en for a real-time implementation onboard the SGR-20. 
4.4.2 Confidence interval 
If the true varian c for Part" wa known a confidence interval cou ld be establi hed 
which would en ure that a cho cn percentage of correct olutions lie within the 
confidence interval. The variance in Part" i an approximation of the true variance 
and 0 nly an appro imation to the confidence interval can be calculated. 
4-104 
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This approximation will typically result in a higher number of trial baseline pairs 
being placed in the list for Part II, meaning that Part III and Part IV of the algorithm 
will have more trial solutions to test. 
4.4.3 Eliminating unlikely trial baseline pairs 
For each trial baseline pair the virtual phase measurement technique is used to test the 
relative geometry of the pair against the known geometry of the body-referenced 
baselines. If the virtual phase measurement residual for a given trial baseline pair is 
less than the calculated threshold then the trial pair is placed in the list for Part II. 
Any solutions not meeting the geometry constraint can be discarded. 
4.4.4 Overview of Part II algorithm 
The figure below gives an overview of Part II of the algorithm. 
1. Precalculate the threshold for the virtual phase measurement (Equation 
4-103) 
2. Precalculate the projection of baseline 'a' onto baseline 'b' (Equation 4-94) 
3. For each pair-wise combination of baselines 
a. Calculate the virtual phase measurement (Equation 4-93) 
b. Calculate the virtual phase measurement residual (Equation 4-95) 
c. Use precalculated threshold to test goodness offit 
i. Ifresiduallies within threshold. place in list 
ii. Ifnot do not add to output list (remove pair/rom solution) 
d. Repeat from step 1 
Figure 4-5 Overview of Part II algorithm 
Since Part II only uses two of the three available lists from Part I, it is run for each of 
the three combinations of two baselines. This has the advantage of reducing the 
overall computation by requiring [MxN] + [NxP] + [MxP] combinations, rather than 
[MxNxP], which will always be larger. 
4.5 Part 111- Using the third baseline and solving for attitude 
It is likely that there are multiple solutions that met the geometry constraints in Part II. 
To reduce the number of solutions further, additional tests can be conducted by using 
the extra information available in the measurements and relative geometry of the third 
baseline. 
4.5.1 Estimating the pointing of the third baseline 
Firstly, each pair of trial baseline pointing vectors, Ii:;:») and Ii~~~»), passed from Part 
II are used to estimate the attitude. For each trial pair of solutions the TRIAD method 
(see section 2.3.3.2) is used to directly estimate a trial attitude matrix A (/). The trial 
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estimated attitude A (I) can then be used to calculate the unknown integer ambiguities 
for the third baseline using: 
4-105 
where the subscript '3' denotes the third (as yet unused) baseline. Solving for the 
integer ambiguities in this way allows the third baseline to be solved directly without 
resorting to the two-dimensional integer search as was required in Part I. Given a 
primary set of measurements ~~, ~~, ~~ for the third baseline and their 
corresponding trial integer ambiguities from Equation 4-105 the pointing of the third 
baseline is given by 
where 
and 
[ 
1 j V i(iJ) 
H" = V~(li) 
V 1(li) 
4-106 
_ (H T~) )~i T 
P" - "R/ H" H" 
4-107 
4-108 
Since P is only a function of the satellite geometry it can be precalculated and used 
for all the trial solutions in the list. 
The trial baseline vector ii~~:1) is calculated for each trial solution contained in the list 
from Part II. Note that when selecting the measurements for the primary set the same 
method as described in section 4.3.1 is used. 
4.5.2 Eliminating unlikely trial baseline triplets 
Using the third trial baseline vector estimated above, the procedure from Part I is 
repeated (see section 4.3.3). For each measurement in the secondary set a residual d j 
is calculated. This residual is tested to see whether it lies within a calculated 
confidence interval. If either of the residuals of the (up to two) measurements in the 
secondary set lie within the confidence interval then the trial triplet is deemed likely 
and added to a list of likely trial triplets for Part III. Trial triplets for which neither of 
the residuals for the measurements in the secondary set met the calculated threshold 
are discarded. 
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4.5.2.1 Updating the trial baseline pointing solution 
Given the list of trial triplets an improved estimate iij:~) can be calculated using all 
the measurements for the third baseline 
~b(l) P [A- AN(/) ] 
3(0) = J-I urJ _1 - L.l J-I 4-109 
where 
4-110 
Again PJ - 1 can be precalculated since it is constant for a given geometry and number 
of satellites. 
4.5.2.2 Relative geometry tests 
In Part II the relative geometry of the trial baseline pairs was compared with the 
known relative geometry of the baselines in body-referenced coordinates. In Part III 
the trial third baseline vector is compared with each of the two trial baselines from 
Part II using the same method. Since the baseline vector for the third baseline was 
estimated a new variance and distance threshold must be calculated. 
First, a virtual phase measurement is calculated 
~T ~ 
rVirlual(O) = b i (o)b 3(o) i = 1,2 4-111 
A similar equation is formed based for the body-referenced baselines 
4-112 
from which a residual d~rIUa' can be calculated according to: 
d~rllla/ = (rVirllla/(O) - r"irlua/( B) f 4-113 
The variance for the residual in Equation 4-113 is given by 
4-114 
which again because the true baseline vectors are unknown, must be approximated 
using: 
4-115 
assuming that the same satellites are tracked on each baseline. 
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The assumed variance in Equation 4-115 can be used to define a confidence interval 
as in section 4.4.2. This confidence interval can be used to test whether the relative 
geometry of the trial triplet matches that of the body-referenced baseline vectors to a 
given confidence interval as was done in section 4.4.3. If the relative geometry 
matches then the trial triplet is allowed to remain in the list, otherwise it is discarded. 
4.5.3 Attitude residuals test 
By this point in the algorithm it is assumed that only a handful of solutions remain i.e. 
fewer than five. So far the attitude has only been estimated using the TRIAD 
algorithm which only uses information from two of the baselines. A better attitude 
estimate can be calculated using the double-difference attitude point solution 
described in section 2.3.3.4. This algorithm calculates a non-linear least-squares 
estimate of the attitude using information from all three baselines. The a priori 
attitude solution required to initialise the algorithm is available from the TRIAD 
estimate of the attitude used to calculate the pointing of the third baseline. The 
attitude estimate for each trial triplet in the list is therefore updated using the double-
difference point solution algorithm. For minimal addition computational cost the 
normalised attitude residuals can be calculated as follows: 
4-116 
The residuals vector z is already calculated as part of the double-difference point 
solution algorithm 
z[kJ ~ l &,,lkJ-2(A[kJv,,[kJl' B<[kJi[kJ] ~ [ &,)kJ-AJ',)kJ] 4-117 
and therefore the normalised sum of squares ean be easily calculated as 
4-118 
where R' is defined in Equation 2-65. 
Assuming that the measurement error wi is an independent Gaussian random variable 
then the weighted least-squares cost n will satisfy a X 2 distribution with 3(J -1) - 3 
degrees of freedom. This assumes (J -I) measurements on three baselines are used 
to estimate three parameters (roll, pitch and yaw). 
The cumulative chi-squared distribution is defined as 
4-119 
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This represents the probability that the value of the X,; random variable is less than 
Z2. From the cumulative distribution it is possible to calculate a threshold (2 above 
which it is highly unlikely that the weighted least-squares cost Q will fall. 
4-120 
where a is the desired probability that if the weighted least-squares cost exceeds this 
threshold it is unlikely to be the correct solution. Since the sum of squared residuals 
is normalised this reduces to 
4-121 
The weighted least-squares cost Q for the attitude solution calculated using each trial 
triplet can be evaluated using the threshold 12 to determine if the trial is likely to be 
the correct solution. If 
4-122 
then the solution can admitted to the list of possible solutions. If the above condition 
is not met then the trial solution can be discarded. The values of 12 for different 
degrees of freedom and different confidence intervals are commonly referenced from 
look-up tables due to the asymmetric nature of the chi-squared distribution. An 
example table of these critical values is given in Appendix F. For example, the 
probability of Q exceeding 26.217 with 12 degrees of freedom is one percent. This 
can be verified by calculating the mean or expectation of n over many epochs, which 
should tend to the number of degrees of freedom (i.e. 12 for the above example). For 
the purposes of this algorithm the 0.001 (or 0.1%) critical values were used. Since the 
number of measurements used in the attitude solution can vary, it was necessary to 
store the critical values in a look-up table so that the correct value could be used 
depending on the number of satellites tracked. 
The main advantage of using a chi-squared test on the attitude residuals is that the 
sum of squares of the attitude residuals collates all the geometric constraints in to a 
single value, Q. This means the chi-squared test is more effective at eliminating 
false solutions than some of the other tests used in the algorithm. For example, the 
geometry tests described in section 4.5.2.2 only check the relative geometry between 
pairs of baselines, and hence do not fully constrain the baselines to lie in the correct 
geometry i.e. it is possible that two pairs of baselines meet the relative geometry 
checks, but the three baselines are not coplanar. The disadvantage of using the chi-
squared test is that it is computationally expensive to calculate the least-squares 
attitude solution for many trials. That is why the test is left until the end of Part III of 
the algorithm, so that the faster pre-calculated threshold tests should have eliminated 
as many false trials as possible. Using the attitude residuals to eliminate more false 
solutions should mean that fewer solutions have to be compared in the next epoch, 
meaning a multi-epoch solution is found more rapidly. 
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4.5.4 Removing duplicate trial triplets 
Since Part III is run on each of three lists generated by Part II, there will be three 
separate lists of trial baseline triplets at this point. Each list will typically contain 
fewer than five solutions. 
To create the final list, the three lists from Part III must be combined and any 
duplicate solutions dealt with. Firstly the three lists are concatenated in to one larger 
list. The integer ambiguity vector for each trial solution is then compared with all the 
other integer ambiguity vectors in the list to find identical integer ambiguity solutions. 
Matching solutions are combined by taking the mean of each baseline vector and the 
mean attitude solution. 
4.5.5 Overview of Part III algorithm 
The following figure gives an overview of Part III of the algorithm. 
1. Calculate douhle-d~trerences for phase measurements and LOS or third 
baseline 
2. Select primary set based on minimum PDQP (as section 4.3.1) 
3. Pre-compute variances and thresholds (Equations 4-82 and 4-92 and 4-103) 
4. Calculate permitted bound\' o/integersfor all measurements (Equation 4-59) 
5. For each trial pair-wise solution/rom Part 11 
a. Use TRIAD to estimate the attitude matrix (section 2.3.3.2) 
b. Predict integers for third baseline directly from attitude matrix 
(Equation 4-105) 
c. Calculate direct solution for third baseline using measurements from 
primary set (Equation 4-106) 
d. Test remaining measurements using threshold (as section 4.3.3) 
i. Ileither residual meets threshold add triplet to list for Part III 
e. Update baseline estimate based on all measurements (Equation 4-109) 
f Compare relative geometry of third baseline with other two baselines 
using methodfrom Part 11 (.'1ection 4.4) 
i. Remove trial triplet from list if relative geometry does not 
match to given confidence interval 
g. Update attitude estimate using double-difference point solution method 
(.'Iection 2.3.3.4) 
h. Test sum (~l squared attitude residuals using chi-squared threshold 
('\'ection 4.5.3) 
i. rr the sum of squared residuals exceeds the chi-squared 
threshold remove the solution from the list. 
Figure 4-6 Overview of Part III algorithm 
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4.6 Part IV - Extension to multiple epochs 
Typically there are multiple solutions remaining in the list from Part III and it is 
necessary to use the measurements from subsequent epochs to try and find a unique 
solution. 
The use of accumulated carrier phase measurements means that as long as a satellite is 
tracked continuously its integer ambiguity will remain constant. It is assumed that the 
PRNs of the satellites tracked between consecutive epochs are maintained in a look-
up table so it can quickly be established which satellites are common to the epoch in 
which Part III was last run (epoch k -I) and the next consecutive epoch k which may 
be at some arbitrary time t in the future. 
Taking each baseline i where i = 1,2,3 in tum, it is assumed that J satellites are 
tracked on this baseline and all satellites are common to both epochs. If it were the 
case that a satellite had set and a new one was being tracked in its place, using the 
trial integer ambiguity vectors from Part III is more complex. This problem is 
discussed in section 4.6.2. 
Note that there must be at least five satellites common to both epochs in order that 
four double-difference measurements can be formed and the measurements in the 
secondary set can be used to test the goodness of fit of the trial baseline vectors. 
4.6.1 Eliminating false solutions using a new epoch of 
measurements 
If the same satellites are tracked in epoch k as were tracked in epoch k - I the 
double-difference integer tracking process (defined in section 4.6.3) will have 
calculated all the required integers. However as long as at least four satellites are 
common between both epochs a primary set can be formed using the common 
measurements. 
Using the list of trial solutions from Part III, each trial integer ambiguity vector ~N:~~ 
is taken in tum and the primary set of measurements is used to directly estimate each 
baseline vector according to 
4-123 
where ~N ;.Ak -I] is calculated using the double-difference integer tracking process 
described in section 4.6.3 and 
4-124 
As with Part III there is no need for the integer search process since the integer 
ambiguities are assumed to be common across both epochs. Also, since P is the same 
for each trial solution (for a given baseline) it only needs to be calculated once and 
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then can be used for all the trial solutions in the list. The trial baseline vector can then 
be used to estimate the integer ambiguities for the secondary set according to 
4-125 
The secondary set can in tum be used to test the goodness of fit of the trial baseline 
vector using the method described in section 4.5.2. Having eliminated any trial 
solutions for which none of the measurements in the secondary set met the thresholds, 
an improved estimate b"o) is calculated for each trial baseline vector 
4-126 
This process is repeated for all three baselines. The improved estimates b,(o) , b 2(O) 
and bJ(O) are used to calculate virtual phase measurements using the method shown 
in Part III (see section 4.5). If the relative geometry of the updated baseline vectors 
matches that of the known baseline geometry to the calculated confidence interval 
then the trial triplet is allowed to remain in the list, otherwise it is discarded. 
Finally, the attitude solution for each remaining trial solution is updated using the 
double-difference point solution algorithm described in section 2.3.3.4. As in Part III, 
the normalised sum of squares of the attitude residuals is tested using a chi-squared 
test. A 0.1 % confidence interval is used to try and eliminate any remaining false 
solutions. 
This process is repeated over multiple epochs until a single solution remains. As will 
be shown in the next chapter, it is necessary to consider a minimum number of epochs 
before allowing the correct solution to be used to initialise the attitude tracking 
algorithm. 
4.6.2 Tracking the double-difference integer ambiguities across 
multiple epochs 
In Low Earth Orbit the GPS satellites rise and set much more quickly than they do for 
most ground users. As was shown in Chapter 3 the minimum time that a GPS satellite 
is in view for the SGR-20 on Topsat is around two minutes. This raises the problem 
that one or more satellites may have set since the previous epoch and potentially new 
satellites have been acquired in their place. This will result in some of the integer 
ambiguities calculated in Part III becoming outdated, and new measurements 
appearing for which the integer ambiguities must be solved. 
This is a particular problem when using double-difference measurements since it is 
possible that the pivot satellite has set since the last epoch, meaning that all the 
double-difference ambiguities are invalid. One solution to this problem, presented in 
[Ward, 1996], is to use the attitude estimate from the previous epoch to calculate the 
double-difference ambiguities in the current epoch. However, for this to work, the 
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attitude must remain reasonably constant between the two epochs, placing dynamic 
limits on the performance of the integer ambiguity resolution process. 
If a baseline vector, b j(O)' is known in orbit-referenced coordinates, any of the J-I 
double-difference integer ambiguities for that baseline can be calculated using 
4-127 
The maximum permissible change in baseline pointing before the estimated integer 
ambiguity changes depends on the level of measurement noise expected in the carrier 
phase difference measurements. Assuming the measurement noise (including 
multipath) never exceeds quarter of a cycle, then the total angular change between the 
LOS vector Vj,j and the baseline vector b j«()) from one epoch to the next must not 
exceed quarter of a cycle, or there is the possibility of the wrong integer being 
estimated by Equation 4-127. 
v 
• 
v 
• 
Figure 4-7 Effect of change in attitude on phase measurement 
If from one epoch to the next the attitude changes by an angle 58, for small angles 
the resulting change in the accumulated phase difference measurement a- is 
6- = Ilb j «()) 1158 sin 8 4-128 
which can be rearranged to give 
4-129 
which gives the change in attitude for a given change in the accumulated carrier phase 
difference. Note that Equation 4-129 shows that the maximum permissible change in 
attitude is inversely proportional to the baseline length. For baseline I on Topsat the 
attitude can change by around 4 degrees before we calculate the wrong integer. For 
baseline 2 the figure is 3.8 degrees, and for baseline 3 it is 6.4 degrees. Note that this 
is the maximum permissible change between epochs and so if measurements are taken 
every ten seconds the maximum permissible rate of change will be 0.4 degrees per 
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second for baseline I etc. On agile microsatellites like Topsat, and potential future 
agile SSTL microsatellites this could be an issue, and so either the integer ambiguity 
resolution algorithm would have to run at a higher rate, or a method for tracking the 
integers over larger time spans is required. 
4.6.3 Double-difference integer tracking 
In order to be able to track the double-difference integer ambiguities over multiple 
epochs (without estimating them using an a priori attitude estimate) the algorithm 
must be able to cope with the rising and setting of satellites, including the pivot 
satellite. In this work double-differences are formed according to the rule 
11";_) = r; - r; 
vH=s;-s) 
I1N)=N-N) 
1./- I" I, 
4-130 
where 2 ~ j ~ J. The pivot satellite is the first satellite, which is differenced from all 
the others. 
Three distinct scenarios must be considered with regards to rising and setting 
satellites: 
l. The pivot satellite sets and a new pivot is chosen. 
2. The satellite geometry changes so another satellite is the optimal pivot. 
3. A non-pivot satellite sets and another satellite is acquired in its place, but is 
not chosen to be the pivot. 
Scenario three is the simplest to deal with, since this measurement can just be placed 
in the secondary set in the current epoch. Four of the measurements from satellites 
which were common between both epochs (assuming there are at least four) can then 
be used to form the primary set in Part IV. The primary set can then be used to 
estimate the baseline vector, which in tum can be used to estimate the double-
difference integer ambiguities relating to the satellites which have just risen. This 
way no a priori information is needed, and all measurements can be used to validate 
the trial solutions passed in the list from Part III. 
If the pivot satellite sets it must be exchanged for another. Therefore scenarios one 
and two are both handled in the same way. For each baseline the trial integer 
ambiguity vector Mil) (one vector from the list of L trial solutions) was calculated 
in Part III using the previous epoch of data. This vector contains: 
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4-131 NU; - NUl 
I.. 1.1 
N(I) - NUl 
i.J 1.1 
= 
NUl - Nill 
;.J i.l 
The pivot satellite can be changed from Ni(.~l to say Ni(.~l by simply subtracting MJ;(.'i 
from all the other double-difference integer ambiguities: 
4-132 NUl - N(I) - NUl + NUl 
1.2 1.1 1.3 1.1 
NUl - NUl 
;.2 i.3 
- (N(/l - NUl) 
1.3 1.1 
= 
NUl - N(/l 
i.1 i.3 
NUl - NUl - NU) + NU) 
I.J 1.1 1.3 1.1 
Note that MJ;<.'i simply undergoes a change of sign to reflect the new pivot. 
This technique can be applied between any two epochs in which there are at least four 
common satellites. This allows the double-difference integer ambiguities to be 
tracked without resorting to using a priori attitude information. The technique can be 
used both during the integer ambiguity resolution process and whilst tracking the 
attitude. This means that there is no dynamic limit on the spacecraft's attitude 
imposed by the integer ambiguity resolution algorithm or the attitude tracking 
algorithm. 
4.6.4 Overview of Part IV algorithm 
The following figure gives an overview of Part IV of the algorithm. 
1. For each baseline 
a. Use integer tracking technique in section 4.6.3 to update integer 
ambiguities. 
b. Calculate double-differences for phase measurements and LOS vectors 
for measurements common to both epochs (Equation 4-30) 
c. Select primary set based on best PDOP (or using common satellites if 
required)(section 4.3.1) 
d. Pre-compute variances and thresholds (Equations 4·82 and 4-92 and 
4-103) 
e. Calculate direct solution for baseline vector using primary set 
(Equation 4-123) 
f Estimate integers for newly risen satellites using direct solution for 
baseline vector (Equation 4-125) 
g. Calculate residuals for measurements in secondary set (as section 
4.5.2) 
h. Test remaining measurements using threshold 
ii. Ifno residuals meet the threshold, remove the solution/rom the 
list 
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i. Update baseline estimate based on all measurements (Equation 4-126) 
2. Compare relative geometry of all three baselines lIsing methodflmn Part III. 
(section 4.4) 
a. Il relative geometry does not match to given confidence interval then 
removefrom list 
3. Update attitude estimate using double-diflerence point solution method 
('1ection 2.3.3.4) 
4. Calculate weighted sum of square attitude residuals and test using chi-
squared (.\·ection 4.5.3) 
a. Eliminate solutions that exceed the chi-squared threshold. 
Figure 4-8 Overview of Part IV algorithm 
If there were sufficient satellites to run Part IV on the current epoch then the list of 
trial solutions from Part III will have been updated with the trial baseline vectors for 
the current epoch and their corresponding integer ambiguity vectors. There may now 
be a unique solution at this epoch. If there is still no unique solution then Part IV is 
repeated on the next epoch to see if that produces a unique solution. This process 
would continue until a unique solution was found or all solutions were invalidated. It 
is envisaged that it would only require a period of tens of seconds for the algorithm to 
reach a conclusion due to the faster relative motion of the constellation when 
operating in Low Earth Orbit. This will be examined in the next chapter. 
Note that due to the requirement for five satellites to be common between epochs it 
may not have been possible to run Part IV of the algorithm. Alternatively, Part IV 
may invalidate all the solutions in the list from Part III and report 'No Solution'. In 
either case it would be necessary to start again from Part I at the next epoch. 
An overview of the entire algorithm is given in Figure 4-9 below. 
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Figure 4-9 Overview of the robust integer ambiguity resolution algorithm 
4.6.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter an overview of the different methods for integer ambiguity was given. 
It was shown that the LAMBDA method is not practical on the SGR-20 due to our 
requirement to provide a stand-alone three-axis attitude solution. The LAMBDA 
method requires a float solution to be calculated as described in section 4.1.1. On the 
SGR-20 there are insufficient measurements to calculate a carrier-phase only float 
solution cannot be calculated. The simulation results in section 4.1.1.2 demonstrated 
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that a combined code-and-carrier based float solution would be unreliable due to the 
code phase noise of the tracking loops in the SGR-20. 
To allow the aim of demonstrating real-time stand-alone GPS attitude on a 
microsatellite a new algorithm for robust integer ambiguity resolution was presented. 
The algorithm uses measurements from multiple epochs to provide a reliable solution 
that is suitable for implementation onboard the SGR-20 GPS receiver. Many authors 
have hinted at an extension of their method to multiple epochs [Purivigraipong, 2000], 
[Knight, 1994], [Martin-Neira et al. 1995] but few, if any, have actually published 
how this was accomplished. 
This new algorithm also differs from the current state of the art, such as the 
LAMBDA method [Teunissen. 1995] and the method presented in [Kee et £11. 2007], 
in that it solves the integer ambiguity problem with fewer measurements. Many 
modem techniques, mostly aimed at the field of surveying, assume geodetic quality 
receivers that consistently track up to twelve satellites over long periods. In 
developing this new algorithm it was assumed that only up to six satellites are tracked 
in anyone epoch, and that due to the high-dynamic environment the satellites may 
change over the course of a few minutes. 
The other main differences between this new algorithm and past work such as 
[Brown, 1992], [Kee, 2003] and [Kee, 2007] are: 
• The algorithm is designed for use on a GPS receiver in LEO, and presents a 
method for coping with the rapidly changing satellite geometry experienced 
in LEO. 
• The algorithm uses a number of approximations to simplify the 
implementation and reduce the computational complexity to allow it to run in 
real-time onboard the SGR-20 as will be demonstrated in a Chapter 7. 
• The algorithm provides a method for using measurements from multiple 
epochs to eliminate false integer ambiguity solutions, with the aim of 
identifying a single unique solution. 
• The multi-epoch component of the algorithm uses epoch-by-epoch tests, 
rather than a moving average of the residuals as in [Kee, 2007], in order to 
reduce the effect of multipath on the success rate of the algorithm. 
The performance of the new algorithm is tested in the next chapter. 
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5 Simulation and testing of robust 
IAR algorithm 
This chapter describes the testing of the performance of the new IAR algorithm using 
both simulated and real GPS measurement data. Firstly the performance of the new 
IAR algorithm was tested using data from the MA TLAB based simulator. By using 
the simulator the true values of the integer ambiguities were known, and important 
performance factors such as the measurement error characteristics, the number of 
satellites tracked and the satellite geometry could be controlled directly. The 
performance of each stage of the algorithm is analysed in terms of the percentage of 
epochs in which the correct solution passes the statistical checks and is placed in the 
list of likely solutions. The size of the list generated by each stage of the algorithm is 
also analysed to determine the suitability of the algorithm for real-time 
implementation. 
It will be shown that by running the new IAR algorithm over multiple epochs a 
success rate of nearly one hundred percent can be achieved using only single-
frequency measurements on L 1. 
As a further test of the performance of the algorithm real data logged in-orbit on the 
Topsat microsatellite was post-processed in MA TLAB and input into the new IAR 
algorithm. This allows the real-world performance the new IAR algorithm on actual 
data from a satellite in Low Earth Orbit to be demonstrated. 
5.1 IAR algorithm testing using simulated GPS 
measurements 
The MA TLAB based simulator described in Appendix A was used to generate 
realistic GPS measurement data at one second intervals. At each epoch the position 
of each satellite in the GPS constellation and the position of the user platform - in this 
case a simulated microsatellite - are recalculated. A' Highest Elevation' satellite 
selection algorithm is used to determine which satellites are tracked by the simulated 
GPS receiver. 
In order to thoroughly test the performance of the new algorithm a Monte-Carlo style 
simulation was conducted. A uniformly distributed random selection of one thousand 
different start times or epochs was chosen from one full day of constellation motion. 
The simulation was started at each of the one thousand epochs, with the GPS 
constellation and simulated microsatellite position propagated to the selected time. 
By selecting a randomly distributed set of epochs the aim was to randomise the 
constellation geometry for each run, resulting in a more realistic range of geometries 
and dilution of precision than would be achieved by running the simulation for one 
thousand consecutive epochs. The aim was to ensure the IAR algorithm was tested 
under realistic constellation geometries. 
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To allow proper testing of the multi-epoch component of the new algorithm the 
simulation was run for as many consecutive epochs following the starting epoch as 
were required for the algorithm to find a unique solution. An interval of ten seconds 
was used between each consecutive epoch in order to allow for some constellation 
motion to have occurred. In each epoch the G PS constellation geometry and 
simulated microsatellite position were updated to provide realistic motion to test the 
performance of the new algorithm. Once a unique solution was found, the simulation 
was restarted at the next random epoch in the set of one thousand epochs. 
The Monte-Carlo style simulation was repeated twelve times, using different 
configurations as shown in Table 5-1. In the first five simulations the JAR algorithm 
was provided with simulated GPS measurements from five GPS satellites on each 
baseline. Jn each simulation the RMS double-difference measurement noise was set 
at the values between 2mm and 10mm as specified in the table. This was done to 
examine the effect of receiver noise on the JAR algorithm. The same process was 
repeated for simulations 6 through 10, but the JAR algorithm was provided with 
simulated GPS measurements from six GPS satellites on each baseline. The 
simulated measurement noise for the first ten simulations was zero mean Gaussian 
noise (i.e. no multipath). The attitude of the spacecraft remains nadir pointing 
throughout. All simulations used the same random selection of start epochs and hence 
experienced the same GPS constellation geometry. 
For real data the measurement noise is a combination of receiver noise and a 
multipath error, since the receiver noise is determined by the GPS signal conditions, 
dynamics and receiver design, whilst the multipath error is a function of the incident 
signal direction relative to the structure of the spacecraft. Therefore two further 
simulations numbered I I and 12 were conducted using the multi path simulation 
method described in Appendix A.5 to test the effect of mUltipath on the JAR 
algorithm. Dynamic effects on receiver tracking loops are not simulated. 
Table 5-1 Simulation configurations 
Simulation No. of Epochs Number of Double- Muldpath 
No. satelUtes Difference RMS 
tracked Measurement 
NoiseJmm) 
1 1000 5 2 No 
2 1000 5 4 No 
3 1000 5 6 No 
4 1000 5 8 No 
5 1000 5 IO No 
6 1000 6 2 No 
7 1000 6 4 No 
8 1000 6 6 No 
9 1000 6 8 No 
10 1000 6 IO No 
11 1000 5 8.5 Yes 
12 1000 6 8.5 Yes 
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5.2 Performance of the IAR algorithm in the presence of 
measurement noise 
In this section the performance of Parts I to IV of the algorithm is analysed to 
determine the percentage of epochs in which the correct solution is present in the list 
of possible solutions output by each part of the algorithm. The performance of the 
algorithm under the simulated conditions specified for scenarios I to lOin Table 5-1 
is analysed in order to determine the effect of constellation geometry, measurement 
noise and the number of satellites tracked on the performance of the algorithm. 
When quantifying the performance of the algorithm there are two main aspects to 
consider: the percentage of epochs in which the correct solution is present in the list 
output by each part of the algorithm and the size of the list output by each part of the 
algorithm. Both these factors are important since we wish to find the correct solution 
over a short a time as possible. 
5.2.1 Performance in Part I 
In Part I of the algorithm the initial integer search is conducted using the primary set 
of measurements and potential trial solutions are tested for their likelihood based on 
their goodness of fit with the measurements in the secondary set. The percentage of 
epochs in which the correct solution is in the list of trial solutions generated by Part I 
for each baseline when tracking five or six satellites is shown in the tables below. 
Note that the RMS noise level relates to the double-difference measurement noise, 
which is nominally J2 larger than the single-difference measurement noise. 
Table 5-2 Percentage of correct solutions in lists from Part I when tracking five 
satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baseline 1 (%) BaseUne 2 (%) Baseline 3 (%) 
2mm 100.00 100.00 100.00 
4mm 100.00 100.00 100.00 
6mm 99.90 100.00 99.90 
8mm 100.00 99.81 99.62 
tOmm 99.72 99.44 99.06 
Table 5-3 Percentage of correct solutions in list for each baseline from Part I 
when tracking six satellites 
RMS Nol.e Leve' B •• ellne1 (%) B •• ellne 2 (%) B •• ellne 3 (%) 
2mm 100.00 100.00 100.00 
4mm 100.00 100.00 100.00 
6mm 100.00 100.00 100.00 
8mm 99.90 100.00 100.00 
tOmm 100.00 100.00 99.90 
The results show that when tracking six satellites Part I of the new algorithm 
identifies the correct solution in over 99.9 percent of epochs for all levels of 
measurement noise tested. When only tracking five satellites there is a slight decrease 
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in perfonnance, but the correct solution is still identified in over 99.0 percent of 
epochs. The level of measurement noise simulated does not have a significant effect 
on the percentage of correct solutions. This result was expected since all the 
thresholds used in the algorithm to try and eliminate false solutions are a function of 
the measurement noise, and so should work effectively at each of the noise levels 
simulated. 
Detailed analysis of the small percentage of epochs in which the correct solution was 
not identified highlighted two different causes for the failure cases. The main cause 
of failures was the residual d I for the measurements in the secondary set not meeting 
the variance threshold, which occurred in around 0.3% of the total runs of Part I when 
tracking five satellites. Since the threshold was set at 30'd , this is result is to be 
I 
expected since the three sigma threshold should encompass the correct solution in 
99.7% of the epochs. The remaining cause of around 0.1 % of failure cases was the 
correct trial solution not meeting the baseline length threshold, which again given the 
30jl il II confidence interval, is an acceptable result. At all levels of receiver noise tested 
there were no issues with method of using the baseline length constraint to reduce the 
search space to two dimensions, and this technique always resulted in the correct 
integers being identified for the primary set. 
5.2.1.1 Number of trial solutions generated by Part I 
Since the algorithm must run in real time on the SGR-20 the number of potential 
solutions output by Part I of the algorithm is of particular interest. If ensuring that the 
correct solution is in the list output by Part I required that the list be exhaustive, there 
is a chance that the limited available memory and spare processing power on the 
SGR-20 would not be sufficient to host the new algorithm onboard the receiver. 
As part of the simulation the size of list output by Part I for each baseline, in each 
epoch and for each level of simulated noise was recorded. The mean and standard 
deviation of the list size for each baseline for each level of receiver noise tested is 
given in Table 5-4 through Table 5-7. 
Table 5-4 Mean list sizes for Part I vs Measurement Noise when tracking five 
satellites 
RMS Nol.e Level B •• ellne1 Baseline 2 Baseline 3 
2mm 1.68 1.72 1.23 
4mm 3.75 3.91 2.03 
6mm 7.02 7.82 3.39 
8mm 11.77 13.02 5.20 
tOmm 18.00 19.89 7.60 
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Table 5-5 Standard deviation of list sizes for Part I vs Measurement Noise when 
tracking five satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baseline 1 Baseline 2 Baseline 3 
lmm 0.87 0.93 0.46 
4mm 1.78 1.80 0.99 
6mm 2.74 2.92 1.55 
8mm 4.08 4.14 2.18 
tOmm 5.94 6.17 2.89 
Table 5-6 Mean list sizes for Part I vs Measurement Noise when tracking six 
satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baseline 1 Baseline 2 Baseline 3 
lmm 2.44 2.58 1.56 
4mm 6.51 7.12 3.12 
6mm 12.82 14.31 5.71 
8mm 21.48 23.81 8.98 
tOmm 31.75 35.30 13.04 
Table 5-7 Standard deviation of list sizes for Part I vs Measurement Noise when 
tracking six satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baseline 1 Baseline 2 Baseline 3 
lmm 1.24 1.28 0.79 
4mm 2.45 2.65 1.44 
6mm 3.92 4.30 2.22 
8mm 5.76 6.64 3.00 
tOmm 7.90 8.80 3.90 
These results also show that the mean list size output by Part I is proportional to the 
level of measurement noise. The main factor in determining the list size is how many 
trial solutions pass the baseline length test described in section 4.3.5. The threshold 
calculated is proportional to the expected measurement noise variance and this results 
in the number of trial solutions in the list also being proportional to the expected noise 
variance. 
The results also show that the mean list size for Part I is proportional to the baseline 
length. Baseline 2, which is the longest baseline, has the largest mean list size for 
each level of measurement noise whereas baseline 3, which is the shortest baseline, 
has the lowest mean list size at each noise level. This is again a result of the baseline 
length check which uses the estimated variance calculated in Equation 4-92 to 
determine the threshold. This means that the threshold is a function of the baseline 
length. Therefore shorter baselines will have a lower threshold and result in fewer 
trial solutions being output by Part I. The other interesting point to note is that the 
mean list sizes for each level of noise are lower in the five satellite simulation than the 
six satellite simulation. This shows that Part I of the IAR algorithm is generating 
fewer trial solutions when five satellites are tracked. The list sizes given six satellites 
are still reasonably small, and should not pose a problem for real-time 
implementation. 
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5.2.2 Performance in Part II 
In Part II of the algorithm the lists of trial solutions for each baseline generated by 
Part I are combined to form trial baseline pairs. The trial pairs are then tested for their 
likelihood using the known relative geometry of the baselines. The percentage of 
epochs in which the correct solution is in the list generated by Part II when tracking 
five or six satellites is shown below. 
Table 5-8 Percentage of correct solutions in list for each trial pair of baselines 
from Part II when tracking five satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baseline 1+2 Baseline 2+3 Baseline 3+ 1 
2mm 100.00 100.00 100.00 
4mm 100.00 100.00 100.00 
6mm 99.90 99.90 99.81 
8mm 99.81 99.43 99.62 
lOmm 99.15 98.59 98.78 
Table 5-9 Percentage of correct solutions in list for each trial pair of baselines 
from Part II when tracking six satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baseline 1 +2 Baseline 2+3 Baseline 3+1 
2mm 100.00 100.00 100.00 
4mm 100.00 100.00 100.00 
6mm 100.00 100.00 100.00 
8mm 99.90 100.00 99.90 
IOmm 100.00 99.90 99.90 
The success rates in Part II are the product of the success rates in Part 1 for each 
combination of baselines. For example, when tracking six satellites with 8mm of 
simulated noise the success rates for baselines I and 2 in Part I were 99.9% and 
100.0% respectively. The product of these two success rates is 99.9% which is the 
success rate achieved for the combination of baselines I and 2 as shown in Table 5-9 
above. The same result applies to the other figures in the table. This demonstrates 
that as long as the correct solution is identified in Part I, it will always pass the 
geometry checks in Part II and therefore be output in the list from Part II. It should be 
noted that if the true variance (as defined in section 4.4.1) was used to define the 
threshold used in Part II then we would expect 0.3% of correct solutions to be 
rejected. However, the confidence interval calculated in Part II used an 
approximation which over estimated the variance, which means the correct solution is 
more likely to lie within the calculated confidence interval. Note that the success rate 
when only tracking five satellites drops to 98.6% for 10mm of simulated noise due to 
the reduced success rate of Part I when tracking five satellites. 
5.2.2.1 Number of trial solutions output by Part II 
The number of solutions output by Part II is a function of the number of solutions in 
each list from Part 1 and the number of trial pairs that pass the geometry test. The aim 
of Part II is to reduce the number of trial solutions by comparing the relative geometry 
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of the trial baseline pairs with the known relative geometry. Unlikely trial pairs will 
not match the relativc geometry and so will be removed from the list. The number of 
solutions in the list in Part II should therefore be fewer than the product of the two 
lists from Part I. By examining the size of the lists output by Part II compared with 
the size of the lists serving as input to Part II (the lists from Part I) we can determine 
if Part II has any benefit in terms of rejecting false solutions. 
Table 5-10 Mean list sizes for Part II vs Measurement Noise when tracking five 
satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baselines t + 2 Baselines 2 + 3 Baselines 3 + 1 
2mm 1.10 1.08 1.07 
4mm 2.31 1.89 1.90 
6mm 8.32 5.45 5.26 
8mm 26.82 16.12 16.20 
tOmm 73.00 41.46 43.41 
Table 5-11 Standard deviation of list sizes for Part II vs Measurement Noise 
when tracking five satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baselines t + 2 Baselines 2 + 3 Baselines 3 + 1 
2mm 0.39 0.30 0.27 
4mm 1.86 1.36 1.32 
6mm 6.77 4.71 4.11 
8mm 20.79 13.54 13.86 
tOmm 54.92 32.27 36.30 
Table 5-12 Mean list sizes for Part II vs Measurement Noise when tracking six 
satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baselines t + 2 Baselines 2 + 3 Baselines 3 + 1 
lmm 1.21 1.16 1.16 
4mm 4.07 2.97 2.69 
6mm 17.75 11.12 10.22 
8mm 61.15 35.20 33.42 
tOmm 158.34 88.18 87.05 
Table 5-13 Standard deviation of list sizes for Part II vs Measurement Noise 
when tracking six satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baselines 1 + 2 Baselines 2 + 3 Baselines 3 + 1 
2mm 0.55 0.45 0.47 
4mm 3.17 2.21 2.00 
6mm 12.59 8.18 7.95 
8mm 41.33 26.40 27.47 
lOmm 99.95 58.61 66.37 
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The mean and standard deviation of the list sizes for each trial pair of baselines when 
tracking five satellites and six satellites are shown in Table 5-10 through Table 5-13. 
These results show Part II significantly reduces the number of trial solutions whilst -
as shown in the previous section - not resulting in the loss of any of the correct 
solutions. For example, when tracking six satellites with 10mm of noise the mean 
number of trial pairs of baselines resulting from the combination of the lists from Part 
I for baselines I and 2 should on average result in approximately 32 x 35 = 1120 
possible trial baseline pairs. However, the mean size of the list output by Part II for 
the combination of baselines I and 2 when tracking six satellites with 10mm of noise 
is only around ISS, which is around 14 percent of the total trial baseline pairs that 
would be tested. This shows that Part II is beneficial since it greatly reduces the 
number of trial solutions that must be tested in Part III. 
The results also show that the mean number of trial solutions output by Part II 
increases as the measurement noise increases. This is because the threshold used to 
eliminate false solutions in Part II is based on estimated variance for the virtual phase 
measurements (calculated in Equation 4-103). Therefore the threshold value will 
increase with the square of the measurement noise, which results in more trials lying 
within the confidence interval defined by the threshold. 
5.2.3 Performance in Part III 
Part III of the algorithm is run three times, once for each potential ordering of the 
baselines i.e. 1-2-3, 2-3-1 and 3-1-2. The results from each of the individual runs of 
Part III are then concatenated into a single 'final' list and any duplicate solutions 
removed as described in Chapter 4. 
The performance of the algorithm in Part III is given in Table 5-14 and Table 5-15. 
The results are shown for each parallel run of Part III as shown in Figure 4-9 in 
Chapter 4, and also for the final concatenated list where the solutions from the three 
Part III lists are combined. 
Table 5-14 Percentage of correct solutions in lists from Part III when tracking 
five satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baselines 1..!.2...J. Baselines 2,3,1 Baselines 3,1,2 Final List 
2mm 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
4mm 100.00 99.90 100.00 100.00 
6mm 99.71 99.42 99.52 100.00 
8mm 98.66 98.19 98.66 100.00 
10mm 97.74 96.15 96.71 100.00 
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Table 5-15 Percentage of correct solutions in lists from Part III when tracking 
six satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baselines 1,2,3 Baselines 2,3,1 Baselines 3,1,2 Final List 
2mm 99.20 99.40 99.80 100.00 
4mm 99.80 99.20 99.60 100.00 
6mm 99.10 99.50 99.40 100.00 
8mm 99.60 99.31 99.60 100.00 
10mm 99.41 98.81 98.81 100.00 
By taking the three lists of trial baseline pairs from Part II and incorporating the extra 
information from the third baseline using three separate runs of Part III we potentially 
save many processing loops since we only have to process 
(MxN)+(NxP)+(PxM) trial solutions rather than MxNxP. The results show 
that this method also adds some additional reliability, since if the correct solution is 
not identified in the list from one pair of baselines, it may still be in the lists from the 
other two pairs of baselines. Therefore the correct solution can still be passed to Part 
IV in the final list. This is particularly apparent when only tracking five satellites, 
where the correct solution may only be present in the individual lists from Part III in 
96% of epochs, but by combining the lists the final list always contains the correct 
solution for the levels of measurement noise tested. 
Note that even when tracking six satellites there is a small percentage of epochs in 
which the correct solution is not identified in one or more of the parallel runs of Part 
III. However, since the correct solution is always identified in at least one of the lists 
from Part III, the correct solution is always present in the final list for all levels of 
noise simulated. It is important that the correct solution is in the final list output by 
the single-epoch stage of the algorithm so that the correct solution is passed to Part IV 
and can be uniquely identified over multiple epochs. 
5.2.3.1 Number of trial solutions output by Part III 
The mean size of the lists output by each run of Part III (for each combination of 
baselines) and also the final list created by concatenating the output from each run of 
Part III are shown in Table 5-16 and Table 5-18 for when tracking five and six 
satellites respectively. 
Table 5-16 Mean list sizes for Part III vs Measurement Noise when tracking five 
satellites 
RMS Noise Level BaseUnes 1.2.3 BaseUnes 2.3.1 Baselines 3.1,2 Final List 
2mm 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
4mm 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.0 I 
6mm 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.06 
8mm 1.17 1.14 1.13 1.24 
10mm 1.48 1.51 1.63 2.14 
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Table 5-17 Standard deviation of list sizes for Part III vs Measurement Noise 
when tracking five satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baselines 1,2,3 Baselines 2,3,1 Baselines 3,1,2 Final List 
2mm 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
4mm 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.12 
6mm 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.28 
8mm 0.72 0.64 0.46 1.18 
IOmm 2.31 2.09 3.37 5.69 
Table 5-18 Mean list sizes for Part III vs Measurement Noise when tracking six 
satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baselines 1,2,3 Baselines 2,3,1 Baselines 3,1,2 Final List 
2mm 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 
4mm 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
6mm 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 
8mm 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.04 
10mm 1.17 1.15 1.13 1.37 
Table 5-19 Standard deviation of list sizes for Part III vs Measurement Noise 
when tracking six satellites 
RMS Noise Level Baselines 1,2,3 Baselines 2,3,1 Baselines 3,1.2 Final List 
2mm 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.00 
4mm 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.03 
6mm 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.14 
8mm 0.18 0.20 0.13 0.33 
10mm 1.83 1.19 l.ll 2.69 
These results show that Part III of the new IAR algorithm is successfully reducing the 
number of trial solutions from the potential 160 solutions passed in from Part II down 
to just a handful of solutions in the final list created by combining the three runs of 
Part III. Again there is a correlation between the measurement noise variance and the 
mean list sizes due to the various thresholds in Part III all being a function of the 
assumed measurement noise variance. 
The mean number of trial solutions in the final list is larger when only five satellites 
are tracked, as is the standard deviation of the list sizes. The results show that having 
more measurements means the algorithm is more likely to find a unique solution in a 
single epoch, since the mean list size is around one for all levels of measurement 
noise when tracking six satellites. The standard deviation of the list sizes when 
tracking six satellites is also close to zero, which shows that generally for levels of 
measurement noise up to 8mm, the algorithm is generating a unique solution in a 
single epoch. This is examined further in the next section. 
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5.2.3.2 Single-epoch success rate 
Many integer ambiguity algorithms in the literature attempt a solution using a single-
epoch of data. It was shown in section 4.1.3 that single-epoch methods are unlikely to 
be robust and multi-epoch methods are preferable. However, it is still interesting to 
validate the theory by examining the single-epoch success rate. 
The single-epoch success rate of the IAR algorithm is defined as the percentage of 
epochs in which Part III of the IAR algorithm outputs a single answer, and this answer 
is correct when compared with the truth integer ambiguity solution provided by the 
simulation. It is also possible that the algorithm will fail to find any solution i.e. 
reject the correct solution. Alternatively it is possible that the algorithm could 
identify a unique solution which is incorrect. This would constitute a Type I error or 
false positive. 
Table 5-20 Single-epoch performance when tracking five and six satellites 
Five Satellites Six Satellites 
Incorrect Incorrect 
Solution Solution 
RMS Correct (Type I No Correct (Type I No 
Noise Solution error) Solution Solution error) Solution 
Level (%) (%) (%) 
--'-o/4!l (o/~ Jo/~ 
2mm 99.9 0.0 0.1 100.0 0.0 0.0 
4mm 98.4 0.0 1.6 99.9 0.0 0.1 
6mm 94.5 0.5 5.0 99.3 0.0 0.7 
8mm 86.7 0.6 12.7 98.5 0.3 1.2 
10mm 78.3 1.4 20.2 95.7 0.5 3.8 
The simulation results show that a high success rate can be achieved at very low 
levels of measurement noise. However, the algorithm will not reliably identify the 
correct solution in a single epoch for levels of measurement noise above 4mm when 
tracking five satellites. The analysis in Chapter 3 showed that the single-difference 
RMS measurement noise on Topsat was 6mm. This equates to ..fi x6 = 8.5mm of 
double-difference measurement noise. The results in Table 5-20 therefore show that 
the new IAR algorithm cannot guarantee the correct solution is identified using only a 
single-epoch of data in realistic measurement environments. 
It would be unsatisfactory to initialise the attitude tracking algorithm given the above 
results since a false or mimic solution would result in the attitude estimate being 
incorrect. If this attitude solution was used as part of the ADCS attitude solution it 
could lead to divergence of the ADCS attitude filter and possible tumbling the 
spacecraft. Obviously in a real-world situation a combination of attitude sensors 
would be used to guard against such problems, but we are aiming to achieve a robust 
stand-alone GPS attitude sensor. Therefore the trial solutions output by Part III of the 
algorithm must be validated using data from multiple epochs to ensure that a success 
rate of one hundred percent is achieved. 
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5.2.4 Performance in Part IV 
The single-epoch results in the previous section demonstrated that if the time span 
over which the list of trial solutions is monitored is too short the errors in the trial 
solutions will result in a mean square cost that resembles Equation 4-27, which is 
subject to the digital error. If the list of trial solutions is monitored over a longer 
period the mean square costs will approach the expected cost given in Equation 4-28 
and hence be a better indication of the likelihood of the trial solution(s) being correct. 
Note that in this algorithm the mean square cost is not calculated explicitly, but 
testing the trial solutions against the various thresholds provides the same end result, 
since the trial solution that meets all the thresholds is by definition the maximum 
likelihood solution. 
The number of epochs required to ensure the new IAR algorithm correctly rejected all 
false solutions was initially unknown. Therefore simulation scenarios I through 10 
(as detailed in Table 5-1) were re-run with the new IAR algorithm configured to run 
for a different minimum number of epochs in each re-run. The algorithm was tested 
with a range of minimum epochs from two to nine. As each epoch is tcn scconds in 
length, the algorithm was run for minimum periods of between twenty and ninety 
seconds from each starting epoch. 
5.2.4.1 Multi-epoch success rate 
The multi-epoch performance of the new lAR algorithm when tracking five and six 
satellites for minimums of two, three, six and nine epochs are shown in the tables 
below. 
Table 5-21 Multi-epoch performance of JAR algorithm, minimum two epochs 
Five Satellites Six Satellites 
Incorrect Incorrect 
Solution Solution 
RMS Correct (Type I No Correct (Type I No 
Noise Solution error) Solution Solution error) Solution 
Level (%) 1%1 (0/0) (%) (%~ 1%1 
2mm 99.6 0.0 0.4 99.6 0.0 0.4 
4mm 99.6 0.0 0.4 99.7 0.0 0.3 
6mm 98.8 0.0 1.2 99.5 0.0 0.5 
8mm 98.4 0.0 1.6 99.3 0.0 0.7 
lOmm 96.3 0.5 3.3 99.0 0.0 1.0 
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Table 5-22 Multi-epoch performance of fAR algorithm, minimum three epochs 
Five Satellites Six Satellites 
Incorrect Incorrect 
Solution Solution 
RMS Correct (Type I No Correct (Type I No 
Noise Solution error) Solution Solution error) Solution 
Level (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
2mm 100.0 0.0 0.0 99.5 0.0 0.5 
4mm 99.4 0.0 0.6 99.7 0.0 0.3 
6mm 99.4 0.0 0.6 99.6 0.0 0.4 
8mm 98.6 0.0 1.4 99.5 0.0 0.5 
tOmm 96.7 0.3 3.0 99.0 0.0 1.0 
Table 5-23 Multi-epoch performance of fAR algorithm, minimum six epochs 
Five SatelUtes Six Satellites 
Incorrect Incorrect 
Solution Solution 
RMS Correct (Type I No Correct (Type I No 
Noise Solution error) Solution Solution error) Solution 
Level (%) (%) ~%) (%) (0/0) (%) 
2mm 98.8 0.0 1.2 98.8 0.0 1.2 
4mm 97.5 0.0 2.5 98.7 0.0 1.3 
6mm 97.2 0.0 2.8 98.7 0.0 1.3 
8mm 95.9 0.0 4.1 98.3 0.0 1.7 
tOmm 93.5 0.0 6.5 98.2 0.0 1.8 
Table 5-24 Multi-epoch performance of IAR algorithm, minimum nine epochs 
Five SatelUtes Six Satellites 
Incorrect Incorrect 
Solution Solution 
RMS Correct (Type I No Correct (Type I No 
Noise Solution error) Solution Solution error) Solution 
Level (%) (ole) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
2mm 96.3 0.0 3.7 97.5 0.0 2.5 
4mm 95.9 0.0 4.1 97.9 0.0 2.1 
6mm 93.8 0.0 6.2 97.6 0.0 2.4 
8mm 93.1 0.0 6.9 97.3 0.0 2.7 
tOmm 91.8 0.1 8.1 97.1 0.0 2.9 
The results in the tables above show the percentage of epochs in which either a 
correct solution, an incorrect solution or no solution was reported by the JAR 
algorithm for different levels of measurement noise. 
Each of the tables shows the results when tracking either five or six satellites on each 
baseline. If the measurement noise was the only factor affecting the performance of 
the IAR algorithm we would expect that the performance should be the same when 
tracking five or six satellites. Also since the various threshold tests used in the 
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algorithm are based on an assumed noise variance, the performance should be the 
same for all levels of measurement noise simulated. The above results show 
consistent performance for the different levels of noise when tracking six satellites. 
However, the performance varies when only tracking five satellites. This is because 
when tracking five satellites the performance is also affected by a number of other 
factors such as the geometry of the satellites tracked, the number of satellites that are 
common from one epoch to the next and the successful estimation of the integers for 
newly risen satellites. 
The geometry of the satellites tracked affects the performance of the algorithm as all 
the precalculated thresholds are a function of the satellite geometry. For example, 
Parts I, III and IV of the algorithm use the primary set of measurements (consisting of 
three double-difference measurements) to calculate residuals for the measurements in 
the secondary set. These residuals are tested using a threshold (such as the one in 
Equation 4-82). The estimated variance of the residuals is directly proportional to the 
PDOP of the primary set. When tracking six satellites there are generally five or more 
satellites common between consecutive epochs and so we can choose the satellites to 
form a primary set with the least POOP and hence a lower threshold. This will in tum 
result in smaller list sizes and the algorithm finding the correct solution more quickly. 
However, when only five satellites are tracked there will be more epochs in which 
only four satellites arc common between consecutive epochs. The POOP of the 
primary set is then limited to the POOP of these four satellites, which could be large. 
This would result in higher thresholds, larger list sizes and more time being required 
to find the solution. A similar effect will occur with the other threshold tests used 
throughout the algorithm, since all the thresholds are a function of the satellite 
geometry. 
When tracking five satellites if there are only four satellites in common between 
consecutive epochs the double-difference integer tracking method described in section 
4.6.3 can only be used to form the primary set in the new epoch. If a new satellite has 
risen then integer ambiguity of this satellite has to be estimated using the updated 
baseline vectors calculated using Equation 4-123. Due to poor geometry and noise in 
the carrier phase measurements this process can sometimes result in the incorrect 
integer ambiguity. During the testing of the algorithm it was found that when 
calculating the residuals using Equation 4-125, it is quick and simple to also calculate 
the residuals for ± I integers. By choosing the smallest residual of the three and using 
the corresponding integer value we can account for most of the effects of poor 
geometry. The same technique was applied in Parts I and III to maximise the 
performance of the algorithm. 
When tracking six satellites the results show that by using Part IV of the algorithm 
over just two epochs, or twenty seconds, there are no epochs in which an invalid 
solution or no solution is output. As the minimum number of epochs considered 
increases there is a slight decrease in the success rate of the algorithm and a 
corresponding increase in the percentage of epochs in which 'No solution' is reported. 
The reason for this is that the statistical tests define a confidence interval within which 
the correct solution will tend to a given probability. In these simulations a three-
sigma confidence interval was used for the baseline, residuals and geometry checks in 
Part IV. This means that anyone of these tests will reject the correct solution in 0.3% 
of epochs. For the chi-squared test on the attitude residuals the critical values used 
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result in the correct solution being rejected in 0.1 % of epochs. The combined chance 
of any of these tests rejecting the correct solution accumulates as more epochs are 
considered. This accounts for the decrease in the percentage of correct solutions and 
corresponding increase in no solution as shown in the results above. 
5.2.4.2 Number of trial solutions 
The number of trial solutions that Part IV of the algorithm must process is the number 
of trial solutions output by Part III in the first epoch. In subsequent epochs the 
number of trials solutions is the number output by Part IV in the previous epoch. As 
shown in section 5.2.3.1 Part III of the algorithm outputs an average of between 1.37 
and 2.14 solutions depending on the number of satellites tracked (obviously the actual 
number of trial solutions must be an integer). This means that Part IV only requires a 
few epochs in order to eliminate the remaining false solutions, as was demonstrated in 
the previous section. 
5.2.5 Effect of multipath on IAR performance 
To understand the effect of multipath on the new IAR algorithm two further scenarios 
were simulated (scenarios 11 and 12 in Table 5-1). Multipath was simulated using the 
method described in Appendix A. The level of multipath and receiver noise was 
configured to represent the level of measurement noise observed on Topsat. In 
Chapter 3 the single-difference measurement noise was estimated as 6mm. This 
equates to .fi x 6mm = 8.5mm of double-difference measurement noise. 
Scenarios 11 and 12 were repeated eight times. In each re-run of the simulation Part 
IV of the algorithm was required to run for a minimum number of epochs between 
two and nine. This was done to examine the effect of the time-correlated nature of 
multipath on the multi-epoch success rate of the IAR algorithm. 
The results of the multipath simulations are shown in Table 5-25. The results are 
classified in the same way as in section 5.2.4.1. 
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Table 5-25 Multi-epoch performance of IAR algorithm in presence of multipath , 
for different number of minimum epochs 
Five Satellites Six Satellites 
Incorrect Incorrect 
olution Solution 
orrect (Type I 0 Correct (Type r No 
Min olution error) olution Solution error) olution 
Epochs (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
97.3 0.4 2.3 98.3 0.0 1.7 
96.8 0.8 2.4 97 .9 0.0 2. 1 
95 .1 0.7 4.3 96.1 0.0 3.9 
95.7 0.4 3.9 94.7 0.0 5.3 
94.0 0.2 5.8 94.3 0.0 5.7 
92.4 0.5 7. 1 91.6 0.0 8.4 
91.7 0. 1 8.2 92 .1 0.0 7.9 
92 .5 0.2 7.3 90.7 0.0 9.3 
5.2.5.1 Effect of multipath on Part I to III of fAR algorithm 
The re ' idual , ba eline and relative geometry te ts used in Parts I to III of the 
alg rithm assume th mea urem nl noi se is zero mean random noi e with a Gau ian 
distribution . When multipath i pre ent thi i not the ca e. An example hi togram of 
the measurement error for ne ba eline i hown in Figure 5-1 . The plot how the 
hist gram of the mea urement errors imulated that are the combination of multipath 
and recei er noi e. erlaid on (hi plot i a noi e di tribution for the equiva lent 
receiver n i e on ly measurement errors (i.e. zero mean random error with a Gau Ian 
di tri bution) . 
5r-----,------.------,-~~~====~====~ 
4 5 Rece iver NOise only 
4 
35 
3 
25 
2 
15 
05 
.803 -002 ·001 o 002 003 
Measurement errol (metres) 
Figure 5-1 omparison of mea urement error distribution for multipath 
imulation and receiver noi e only imulation 
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From the above plot it can be seen that multipath result in the meas urement no ise 
di tribution having a non-zero mean. Whil t the multipath error is un likely to result 
in significant erro rs in the trial baseline or att itude olutions (as um ing good 
geometry) the non-zero mean will result in an increase in the percentage of correct 
solutions rejected by the various threshold tes ts in all four parts of the algorithm. Th is 
effect will be minimal for a single-epoch of data, but the likelihood of rejection will 
increa e with the number of epochs te ted. Thi result in a reduct ion in success rate 
as observed in Table 5-25 . 
The chi-squared test on the attitude residuals used in Part III (and Part IV) is also 
affected by multipath. By definition the chi-squared test a sumes the measurement 
error are zero mean normal random variable . Si nce multipath make the 
measurement errors non-zero mean (as shown in Figure 5- 1) thi a sum ption is 
invalidated. Analys is of the imulation results hows that multipath cau e a larger 
percentage of the normalised sum of squared errors to I ie above the critica l va lue used 
to define the chi-squared threshold . As a result the chi-squared test wi ll reject a larger 
percentage of correct solutions. 
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Figure 5-2 Normalised sum of square attitude residuals 
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Analysis of the effect of mu ltipath on the individual Parts I to III of the algorithm 
shows that Parts I and II show negligible reduction in the percentage of epochs in 
which the correct solution is placed in their output list. Examples of the percentage of 
con"ect solutions identified in each part are shown in the tables below. 
Table 5-26 Percentage of correct solu tions in list for Part I when tracking six 
satellites with multipath 
RMS Noise Level Baseline 1 Baseline 2 Baseline 3 
8.5mm 100.0 100.0 99.9 
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Table 5-27 Percentage of correct solutions in list for Part II when tracking six 
satellites with multipath 
RMS Noise Level Baseline 1+2 Baseline 2+3 Baseline 3+1 
8.5mm 100.0 99.9 99.9 
However, in Part III of the algorithm the effect of muItipath would be considerable if 
it were not for the added check of testing the residuals for ± I integers for the 
measurements on the third baseline. Table 5-28 shows the percentage of correct 
solutions in the lists output by the separate runs of Part III when we do not check the 
adjacent integers. Without the additional check the success rate drops to less than 
forty percent for the 3, I ,2 baseline order (i.e. when baselines 3 and 1 are used to 
predict the integers for baseline 2). This loss of performance is due to the way the 
integers are estimated for the third baseline in Part Ill. In Part III the TRIAD 
algorithm is used to estimate the attitude from the two baseline vectors passed in from 
Part I I. This attitude estimate is used in Equation 4-105 to estimate the integers for 
the third baseline. The problem with this approach is that the trial baseline vectors 
which are estimated in Part I can be particularly poor in the presence of muItipath. 
Whilst the correct integer ambiguities are contained in the list from Part I, the trial 
baseline vector that is calculated from the correct ambiguities can be in error. This 
results in a poor attitude estimate from the TRIAD algorithm, and incorrect integer 
estimates for the third baseline. 
Table 5-28 Percentage of correct solutions in lists from Part III when tracking 
six satellites (without checking ± I integer) 
RMS Noise Level Baselines 1 2 3 Baselines 2,3,1 Baselines 3,1 2 Final List 
8.5mm 52.9 41.8 35.8 100.0 
By checking ± I integers for the third baseline this problem is eradicated and the 
performance returns to levels close to that of the receiver noise only simulation, as 
shown in Table 5-29 below. 
Table 5-29 Percentage of correct solutions in lists from Part III when tracking 
six satellites (with checking ± I integer) 
RMS Noise Level Baselines 1,2,3 Baselines 2,3,1 Baselines 3,1,2 Final List 
8.5mm 99.8 99.8 99.7 100.0 
5.2.5.2 Effect of multi path on Part IV of JAR algorithm 
By comparing the results in Table 5-25 with those in Table 5-23 the effect of 
multipath on the success rate can be quantified. The comparison shows that the 
presence of multipath causes a decrease in the success rate of the IAR algorithm of 
around one percent when tracking five satellites, and just over six percent when 
tracking six satellites. The results show that as with the receiver noise only 
simulation (see section 5.2.4. I) the success rate decreases as the minimum number of 
epochs tested increases, but multi path makes the reduction more pronounced. 
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The results in Table 5-25 show that the success rate does not decrease linearly as the 
minimum number of epochs tested increases. The most likely explanation for this is 
that the simulated error is a combination of receiver noise and multipath and in some 
epochs the random receiver noise will sum with the multipath error to such an extent 
that the correct trial solution is rejected by one of the statistical tests in Part IV. 
As in Parts I to III the multipath error will cause the statistical tests in Part IV to reject 
the correct solution slightly more often. Since Part IV is run anew on each 
consecutive epoch the chance of Part IV rejecting the correct solution increases 
linearly with the number of epochs tested. Detailed analysis of the simulation results 
showed that for the nine epoch case, the correct integer solution was rejected by the 
chi-squared test on the attitude residuals in Part IV in 0.75% of the simulated epochs. 
For the receiver noise only case this figure was 0.1 % as expected given the critical 
values used. If the chi-squared test rejects the correct solution in 0.75% of epochs on 
average, then in the above simulation (where 1000 runs were tested over nine 
consecutive epochs) it will reject 8xO.75 = 6% of the correct solutions. This agrees 
with the reduction in performance observed in the nine epoch case when comparing 
the receiver noise only and multipath simulations. Using a larger confidence interval 
in Part IV could mitigate the effect of multipath to some extent, although it would 
increase the likelihood of false solutions. 
Finally, the results in Table 5-25 show that when only tracking five satellites the 
presence of multi path can sometimes result in Part IV finding a unique solution that is 
incorrect. This happens when the correct solution was rejected by the chi-squared test 
whilst an incorrect solution passed the test. This problem does not occur when 
tracking six satellites and hence this problem could also be mitigated when more 
measurements are available on a future GNSS attitude receiver. 
5.3 Performance on In-orbit Data 
In the following sections the performance of the JAR algorithm is analysed by post-
processing data logged in-orbit on Topsat. The IAR algorithm was run for every 
epoch in which at least five satellites were available. Part IV was configured to 
validate the trial solutions for at least sixty seconds before declaring a unique solution 
to be valid. A period of sixty seconds was chosen based on the results from the 
previous section which showed that the new IAR algorithm could provide a reliable 
result when tracking six satellites, albeit with a small chance of a false solution when 
only tracking five satellites. By analysing the performance over six epochs (rather 
than just two) the effect that the number of satellites tracked on Topsat from one 
epoch to the next on the performance of the JAR algorithm can be examined. 
Once the IAR algorithm had completed the multi-epoch testing using Part IV it was 
started anew on the next epoch, so that every epoch with sufficient satellites was 
tested to see ifthe algorithm could find a unique solution starting with that epoch. 
The analysis divided the data in the in-orbit log files into three categories: 
• Epochs in which at least five satellites were tracked on each baseline (i.e. the 
IAR algorithm could be started) 
• Epochs in which five satellites were tracked on each baseline 
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• Epochs in which six satellites were tracked on each baseline 
Obviously the first category encompasses all the epochs in the latter two categories. 
However, by analysing the epochs separately in this way a comparison can be made 
between the results based on real data and the results from simulation presented 
above. 
5.3.1 Overview of in-orbit data and performance of SGR-20 
Table 5-30 gives an overview of the data collected during each of the seven data 
logging experiments on Topsat in 2007. For each experiment the GPS measurements 
were logged at a ratc of 0.1 Hz. This resulted in an average of around 230 epochs of 
data per experiment. This number varies from experiment to experiment depending 
on how long the SGR-20 took to obtain a position fix and switch to its attitude 
determination configuration. Table 5-30 also shows the percentage of epochs in 
which at least five satellites were tracked on all three baselines and the percentage of 
epochs in which five or six satellites were tracked on all three baselines. The 
percentage of epochs with at least five satellites demonstrates how many epochs the 
new IAR algorithm could be used out of the total number of epochs logged. The 
percentage of epochs with five or six satellites demonstrates how many epochs were 
used in the comparison with the simulated results presented above. 
Table 5-30 Overview of in-orbit data 
experiment Total Number Number of Numberot Number of 
of Epochs epochs with at epochs with epochs with 
least five five six 
measurements measurements measurements 
per baseline per baseline J!er baseline 
22/02/07 225 191 (84.9%) 64 (28.4%) 108 (48.0%) 
27/02/07 238 208 (87.4%) 86 (36.1 %) 99 (41.6%) 
01/03/07 217 131 (60.4%) 21 (9.7%) 7 (3.2%) 
01/05/07 236 192 (81.4%)_ 65 (27.5%) 83 (35.2%) 
09/05/07 234 115 (49.1%) II (4.7%) 54 (23.1%) 
04/07/07 228 194185.1%) 20 (8.8%) 53 (23.2%) 
10/07/07 249 195 (78.3%) 69 (27.7%) 85 (34.1 %) 
For most of the experiments the percentage of useable epochs was over 75%. Two of 
the experiments resulted in fewer useable epochs. This was due to an issue with the 
satellite acquisition and tracking algorithms on the SGR-20 which require further 
improvements to get the best performance. 
Table 5-31 shows the percentage of epochs which were useful for Part IV of the 
algorithm. For the Part IV of the algorithm to run successfully, the rule is enforced 
that the SGR-20 must maintain lock on at least five satellites over a period of at least 
sixty seconds. If the number of satellites tracked drops below five on any baseline 
then Part IV of the algorithm will not be able to proceed and will report 'No solution'. 
The IAR algorithm will then have to wait until at least five measurements are 
available before starting again. 
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Table 5-31 Percentage of epochs useful for multi-epoch integer ambiguity 
resolution 
Experiment Number of epochs Number of epochs Number of starting 
with at least five with five epochs with six 
measurements per measurements per measurements per 
baseline baseline baseline 
22/02/07 181 (80.4%) 62 (27.6%) 99 (44.0%) 
27/02/07 195 (81.9%) 76 (31.9%) 95 (39.9%) 
01/03/07 122 (56.2%) 20 (9.2%) 6 (2.8%) 
01/05/07 182 (77.1%) 59 (25.0%) 78 (33.1%) 
09/05/07 105 (44.9%) 3 (1.3%) 53 (22.7%) 
04/07/07 193 (84.6%) 19 (8.3%) 52 (22.8%) 
10/07/07 188 (75.5%) 62 (24.9%) 84 (33.7%) 
The first column in Table 5-31 shows the number of epochs in which at least .five 
satellites were tracked on each baseline and at least five satellites were tracked in 
subsequent epochs. This allowed Part IV of the algorithm to be run for at least sixty 
seconds. The second column shows the number of epochs in which exactly .five 
satellites were tracked on each baseline, and at least five satellites were tracked in 
subsequent epochs so that Part IV of the algorithm could run for at least sixty seconds. 
The third column shows the same, but with six satellites in the initial epoch. 
The first column is the most useful in terms of judging the overall performance of the 
new IAR algorithm since it shows the number of epochs in which the new IAR 
algorithm could be started and would result in a correct solution within a few epochs. 
For most of the experiments the percentage of useful epochs is over seventy percent. 
This suggests that for real-time operations the SGR-20 would be able to run the IAR 
algorithm successfully. However, during the 9th May 2007 experiment only forty-five 
percent of epochs with at least five measurements per baseline were suitable for the 
multi-epoch to validate the trial solutions over a period of sixty seconds or more. 
Again, this suggests that more work needs to be done on the satellite acquisition and 
tracking algorithms on the SGR-20 in order to get the best performance out of the 
integer ambiguity resolution algorithm. This problem would likely be removed on a 
future receiver since more channels would be available for tracking. 
5.3.2 In-orbit integer ambiguity success rates 
The results in Table 5-32, Table 5-33 and Table 5-34 list the percentage of epochs in 
which the new IAR algorithm outputs the correct solution, an incorrect solution or no 
solution. The three tables show the performance for those epochs in which at least 
five satellites, five satellites and six satellites were tracked, respectively. 
The success rate is defined as the percentage of epochs in which the algorithm outputs 
a unique solution, and this solution was the correct solution. Since the following 
results show that the algorithm never outputs an incorrect solution the success rate is 
the same as the percentage of correct solutions. 
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The results in Table 5-33 and Table 5-34 correspond to the bar charts in Figure 5-4 
and Figure 5-5 respectively. The results in the tables and figures allow a direct 
comparison with the results from simulation presented in section 5.2. The mean 
success rate across the seven experiments tested is 98.2% when tracking both five and 
six satellites. The results of the receiver noise only simulation in section 5.2 showed 
that the success rate was 97.2% when tracking five satellites and 98.7% when tracking 
six satellites. Given that only a few hundred epochs of in-orbit data were tested it is 
reasonable to assume that there is negligible difference between the in-orbit results 
and those achieved in the receiver noise only simulations. Comparison of the in-orbit 
success rate with the success rate achieved in the multipath simulations in section 5.2 
shows that the fAR algorithm performed better on the in-orbit data. Since the level of 
multi path on T opsat is unknown, the multi path simulation results may not be 
representative and it is not possible to draw a definite conclusions from the two 
results. 
Table 5-32 Multi-epoch performance when tracking at least five satellites based 
on in-orbit data 
Experiment Correct Solution Incorrect Solution No Solution (%) 
(%) (%) 
22/02/07 97.2 0.0 2.8 
27/02/07 97.9 0.0 2.1 
01/03/07 96.7 0.0 3.3 
01/05/07 96.7 0.0 3.3 
09/05/07 98.1 0.0 1.9 
04/07/07 100.0 0.0 0.0 
10/07/07 97.9 0.0 2.1 
Table 5-33 Multi-epoch performance when tracking five satellites based on in-
orbit data 
Experiment Correct Solution Incorrect Solution No Solution (%) 
(%) (%) 
22/02/07 100.0 0.0 0.0 
27/02/07 97.4 0.0 2.6 
01/03/07 100.0 0.0 0.0 
01/05/07 96.6 0.0 3.4 
09/05/07 100.0 0.0 0.0 
04/07/07 100.0 0.0 0.0 
10/07/07 93.5 0.0 6.5 
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Table 5-34 Multi-epoch performance when tracking six satellites based on in-
orbit data 
Experiment Correct Solution Incorrect Solution No Solution (%) 
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Figure 5-3 Multi-epoch success rate when tracking at least five satellites using in-
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data 
5.3.3 Case Studies of IAR performance on specific GPS attitude 
experiments 
In the following sections, three particular GPS attitude experiments conducted on 
Top at are studied in more detail to analyse the perf0J111anCe of the IAR algorithm 
when it is operating on rea l data. 
5.3.3.1 22 nd February 2007 Experiment 
In thi s section the performance of the IAR algorithm during the 22nd February 2007 
experiment in di cussed. Th i experiment was chosen as an example since it was the 
fir t examp le of the typical GP attitude experiment carried out on Topsat for thi s 
resea rch . It include a TO I=2.2 imaging manoeuvre (see section 3.1) in which the 
pacecra ft is com manded to off-po int in pitch by around twenty degrees . 
A hown in Table 5-30 and Table 5-31 there were 225 epochs of data co ll ected 
during this ex p riment, of which 18 1 epochs have sufficient measurements for the 
IAR algori thm to run succe sfull y. The results in Table 5-32 show that the IAR 
algorithm identifi ed the coneCI integer am biguities in 97.2 percent of useable epochs, 
and rep rted n ·olution in the remaining 2.8 percent. In no epochs was an incorrect 
so lution cho en . 
An example plot hawing the number of satellites tracked on each baseline during the 
22nd February 2007 expeliment is shown in Figure 5-8 below. Note that on baseline I 
the number of ate llite tracked drop to three at around 22 minutes into the 
experiment. Th i co in ide with the TOI manoeuvre, and resulted from antenna 2 
losing lock on a number of alellites due to the off-pointing in pitch (see Figure 5-6 
below) . 
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ADCS OEKF Reference Attitude 22nd February 2007 
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Figure 5-6 ADCS QEKF Reference Attitude nod February 2007 
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Figure 5-8 Number of satellites tracked on each baseline during 22nd February 
2007 experiment 
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Figure 5-9 Outcome of IAR algorithm vs time during 22 nd February 2007 
experiment 
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The plot in Figure 5-9 shows the outcome of the IAR algorithm for each epoch during 
the experiment. The blue dots show the epochs in which the IAR algorithm outputted 
a correct so lution. Thc red dot show the epochs in which it outputted no solution . 
The green dots show when there were too few satellites for the algorithm to complete 
succe fully . ince there were no incorrect so lutions there are none shown in the plot. 
Comparing Figure 5-9 with the number of sate llites tracked in Figure 5-8 shows that 
for the first minute after the experiment tarted the SGR-20 hadn 't acquired at least 
five satellites on each ba eline, and 0 the IAR algorithm could not start. About 70 
seconds into the ex periment the rece iver was trac king five satellites on each baseline. 
There wa then a period of around 16 minutes during which the IAR algorithm could 
run ucces full y in each epoch. At around 21 minutes into the experiment, which 
coincides with the peak of the TOI pitch manoeuvre, the SGR-20 is only tracking 
three atellites on base line I and hence the IAR algorithm cannot run . During much 
of the period from around 2 1 minutes to 25 minutes there are fewer than five satellites 
tracked on each ba cline, meaning that the IAR algorithm could not be run on these 
epoch . Compari on of th e number of satellites tracked in Figure 5-8 with the number 
of sate llite above the elevati on mask hown in Figure 5-7 indicates that the SGR-20 
could have performed better in term of maintaining six satellites on each baseline. 
However, th e satellite se lect ion algorithm in the SGR-20 assumes the satellite is 
alway nad ir pointing, wh ich was not the case during the TOI manoeuvre at around 22 
minutes . 
Figure 5-10 hows the G P re idual for each baseline throughout the experiment. 
There are a number of peri od , particularly on baseline 2, which show time-
correlation in the residuals. This demonstrates that multipath was present in the 
measurement at that time. A compari on of the outcome of the IAR algorithm in 
Figure 5-9 with the G PS residuals in Figure 5-10 shows that there is no obvious 
correlation between the pre enee of multipath and the IAR algorithm failing to find a 
solution . 
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G P S R esiduals for Feb 22 2007 Experiment (Topsat) 
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Figure 5-10 GPS residuals during 22nd February 2007 experiment 
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Figure 5-11 Time required for unique solution for each epoch of 22nd February 
2007 experiment 
Figure 5-11 shows the time required for a unique solution to be found fo r each epoch 
in which the IAR algorithm was run. Figure 5-11 shows that in the majori ty of cases 
the IAR algorithm has identified a unique solution within sixty second . There are 
thirteen epochs in which the algorithm takes longer to find a unique solution. Figure 
5-10 shows that there was multipath present on baseline 2 for much of the first twenty 
minutes of the experiment, but thi s appears to have no significant effect on the time 
taken to resolve the integer ambiguities. In both periods where the lAR algorithm 
required more than sixty seconds to find the solution , Part TV of the algorithm was 
testing two different solutions to see which one was correct. This demon trates how 
difficult it can be to eliminate false solutions, since sometimes they can fi t the 
measurements as well or better than the true solution. Only by comparing over 
sufficient epochs can the algorithm successfull y eliminate such fa lse solutions. 
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5.3.3.2 151 May 2007 Experiment 
The main purpose of this experi ment was to determine if the new IAR algorithm 
could success full y so lve for the integer ambiguities during large angle manoeuvres . 
In this experiment Topsat was commanded to perfonn a thil1y degree off-pointing in 
roll as we ll as the standard TDI=2.2 pitch manoeuvre (see sect ion 3.1). The ADCS 
QEKF attitude solution for thi s experiment is shown in Figure 5-12 below. 
ADCS O EKF Refe renc e Altil ude 1 sl May 2007 
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GPS Residu a ls for M ay 0 1 2007 Experim ent (Topsat) 
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Figure 5-14 GPS residuals during 1st May 2007 experiment 
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Figure 5-15 Outcome of JAR algorithm vs time during t s l May 2007 experiment 
The plots in Figure 5-13 show that six satellites were tracked on all thrcc ba clines 
during the period of the large angle manoeuvres . Therefore the IAR algorithm had 
sufficient measurements to perform its sixty second validation of the tri al so lution 
during the manoeuvres. The GPS res iduals shown in Figure 5- 14 show that there wa 
minimal multipath on all three ba elines, even during the manoeuvre . Figure 5- 15 
shows the outcome of the IAR al gorithm in each of the 182 epoch in whi ch uffi cient 
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measurements were ava ilable for the new IAR algorithm to find and va lidate the 
correct so lution. 
These results demonstrate that the new IAR algorithm can successfull y initiali se the 
integer ambigu iti es du ring large angle manoeuvres . Importantl y this initialisation is 
totally stand-alone since the IAR algorithm has no a priori knowledge of the altitude 
of the spacecraft. 
5.3.3.3 4th July 2007 Experiment 
This experiment is another example where Topsat conducted a TOI=2.2 imaging 
manoeuvre (see section 3. 1) which in vo lves a twenty degree pitch manoeuvre. For 
thi s experiment the elevat ion mask of the SG R-20 was increased to ten degrees, 
whereas in all the prev ious in-orbit data logging experiments it had been zero. The 
reason for the change in elevation mask was to see if thi s would rcduce thc leve l of 
multipath observed in the GPS carrier phase mea uremen ts. The RM S measurcment 
noise given in Table 4-7 in Chapter 3 showed that there was no observable benefi t to 
the increased elevation mask in terms of reducing the multipath . This is also 
demonstrated by comparing the GPS res iduals shown in Figure 5- 16 with the 
residuals for the experiments di scussed above. There is no appreciable difference in 
the amount of time-correlation observed in the res iduals. 
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Figure 5-16 CPS Residuals for July 4th 2007 Experiment (Topsat) 
However, a secondary benefit of increa ing the elevation mask was that it forced the 
SGR-20 to swap satellites more often. This is because when a satellite that was being 
tracked dropped below the elevation mask it was swapped out for one above the 
elevation mask. As can be seen from Table 5-31 thi s appears to have resulted in a 
slightly higher percentage of epochs being suitable for running the multi-epoch 
component of the IAR algorithm . Also, one hundred percent of the epochs in which 
fi ve or six satellites were tracked on all three base lines were suitable for running Pm1 
IV of the algorithm. This makes the 4th July 2007 experiment a good example for 
comparison with the imulated results. 
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Figure 5- 17 O utco me of IAR algorithm vs Time during 4th Ju ly 2007 e periment 
The resu lts in Table 5-33 and Table 5-34 how that the new IAR algorithm achicv d a 
success rate of one hundred percent when tra king both fivc and ' ix . atc llitc. n all 
three baselines. This is al 0 reflected in thc plot in Figure 5- 17, which show th at the 
IAR algorithm calculated the correct integer ambigu ity olution in evcry cpoch in 
which there were sufficient mea uremcnt . Thi how that n w IAR algorithm can 
achieve a success rate of clo e to one hundrcd per ent given the leve l f RM 
mea urement noise on Top at, a long a there are uffici nt . ate llite · for lh 
algorithm to run. 
5.4 Conclusions 
The performance of the new IAR algorithm pr ented in haptcr 4 ha b n tcstcd 
using both simulated data and rea l data logged on a micro atellitc in orbit. 
A Monte-Carlo style si mu lation wa u cd to te t the performance 0 f the ncw I A R 
algorithm under varying GPS con tellation geometrie and for a number f lev I f 
RMS receiver noi e. RMS mea urement noi e level bet we n 2mm and 10l11m wer 
tested. The receiver noi e only simulation rc ults demon trated that th alg rithm 
provides the correct so lution in clo e to one hundred percent f ep eh wh n tra king 
six satellite and over ninety percent if tracking five atellitc . The imulation rc ult 
showed that thc succe rate dec rca e a thc numbcr of cp ch t tcd by Part I V 
increases. Thi is because the likelihood of thc variou tati ti al chc ks rcjecting thc 
correct solution increases with the number of epoch te. ted. 
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The perfonnance of the algorithm was analysed in tenns of the percentage of epochs 
in which each Parts I to IV identified the correct solution. The results showed that 
Parts I and II identified the solution in almost one hundred percent of epochs. Part 
Ill's perfonnance was slightly poorer, particularly when only tracking five satellites. 
However, by running Part III for each pairing of baselines used in Part II and 
combining the lists in to a single final list the correct solution is always passed to Part 
IV of the algorithm. For Part IV of the algorithm it was observed that when tracking 
only five satellites there is a greater likelihood that there will be fewer than four 
satellites in common between epochs. This results in decreased perfonnance in Part 
IV, since it relies on using the double-difference integer tracking method to calculate 
the integers in each epoch. This method cannot work if there are less than four 
satellites in common between epochs. However, when six satellites are tracked this is 
less of an issue and Part IV can achieve a higher success rate. 
Analysis of the list sizes of output by each part of the algorithm showed that the 
algorithm effectively constrains the integer search problem so that it is practical to 
calculate a solution in real-time. As was discussed in Chapter 4, the potential number 
of trial solutions can be over one million for a one metre baseline, but by intelligently 
using the constraints available the new algorithm can reduce this to a single solution 
in only a few epochs. Whilst it is possible that the algorithm can identify a unique 
solution in a single-epoch, the simulation results showed that this solution is not 
guaranteed to be the correct solution. However, when tracking six satellites the 
algorithm can typically find a unique solution using only twenty seconds of data. 
This may be improved upon on future receivers when more channels are available for 
tracking satellites. 
The simulation results showed that the mean list size increased as the RMS 
measurement noise increased. This was to be expected since all the statistical 
thresholds are a function of the assumed noise variance. Therefore, the size of the 
confidence interval defined by each threshold increases with the square of the 
measurement noise. This leads to the conclusion that when using this algorithm it is 
beneficial to reduce the RMS measurement noise since this will result in smaller list 
sizes. This will result in lower computational loading since the algorithm will have 
fewer false solutions to eliminate. It was also observed that the mean list size was 
higher when tracking six satellites. This is due to Part I pennitting trial solutions 
where either of the measurements in the secondary set lies within the confidence 
interval. For a future receiver which could potentially track more than six satellites it 
would be even more beneficial to reduce the RMS measurement noise in order that 
the computational loading could be reduced. 
The small size of the lists output by the single-epoch component (Parts I to III) of the 
new IAR algorithm demonstrates that the algorithm is suitable for implementation 
onboard the SGR-20. The results show that the receiver code will not have to store a 
large list of potential solutions to test over multiple epochs, and also that the correct 
solution should be found quickly by Part IV of the algorithm since there are few false 
solutions to eliminate. 
The effect of multi path on the perfonnance of the new IAR algorithm was studied in 
section 5.2.5. A 'multipath map' based on measurements of an SSTL GPS patch 
antenna in an anechoic chamber was used to simulate measurement errors with the 
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same RMS as was calculated for Topsat in Chapter 3. This simulation showed that 
the simulated multipath error produced measurement errors having non-zero mean. 
This caused a slight increase in the percentage of correct solutions that did not meet 
the statistical thresholds and an increased the likelihood of each of the thresholds 
rejecting the correct solution. The simulated multipath error also led to the attitude 
residuals having a skewed distribution. This caused a slight increase in the percentage 
of correct solutions which failed the chi-squared tests in Part III and Part I V. 
During testing it was discovered that multipath error can result in poor baseline 
pointing and attitude estimates. When these estimates are used to estimate the integer 
ambiguities for measurements in the secondary set (or for newly risen satellites) it is 
possible that the integer is calculated incorrectly. It was found that by simply 
checking the residuals, the algorithm could easily account for multipath error and 
ensure that the correct integer is calculated. After this improvement. analysis of the 
success rates of each part of the algorithm showed that the algorithm is robust in the 
presence of multipath, since all parts achieve close to one hundred percent success 
rate. 
Real data logged on the Topsat microsatellite in-orbit was used to demonstrate the 
real-life performance of the new JAR algorithm. It was shown that the new IAR 
algorithm can resolve the integer ambiguities with a one hundred percent success rate, 
even with the constraints imposed by the SGR-20 hardware such as poor satellite 
allocation and tracking performance. The results show that further work is required 
on the tracking algorithms of the SGR-20 in order to get the best performance out of 
the integer ambiguity resolution algorithm. 
To the best of our knowledge this is the first demonstration of integer ambiguity 
resolution on a satellite during a large angle manoeuvre. All previous (iPS attitude 
experiments on spacecraft relied on a priori knowledge of the spacecraft's attitude, or 
imposed constraints on the attitude of the spacecraft during integer ambiguity 
resolution to limit the integer ambiguity search space so that it could be searched 
within a practical time span. The new algorithm presented in this work requires no 
constraints on the attitude of the platform, and can even initialise during large angle 
manoeuvres. 
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6 Attitude determination from GPS 
measurements 
In this chapter the issues surrounding tracking the attitude of the spacecraft using GPS 
measurements are examined. Firstly, a brief study on some of the factors which affect 
the performance ofGPS attitude is undertaken. 
The first performance factor studied is the baseline geometry of the platform. The 
baseline geometry of the platform is a major factor in the achievable attitude 
performance. For example, co-planar baseline geometries like that found on Topsat 
increase the attitude uncertainty in the direction perpendicular to the antenna plane. 
The length of the baselines also affects the achievable accuracy, since the achievable 
accuracy is directly proportional to the baseline length. To examine the effect of the 
baseline geometry on Topsat a numerical simulation comparing different baseline 
geometries is performed and the expected GPS attitude accuracy given the baseline 
geometry on Topsat is calculated. The actual attitude accuracy achieved on Topsat is 
examined in Chapter 7. The simulation is also used to calculate the attitude accuracy 
achievable on a future GNSS attitude receiver that can track all GPS satellites in view. 
The second performance factor studied is the use of ADCS information to estimate 
and remove the line bias. In [Purivigraipong, 2000] it was suggested that the ADCS 
could be used to estimate the line bias. The use of the ADCS to estimate the line bias 
and the effect this has on the RMS disparity and RMS error of the GPS solution is 
examined. 
The third performance factor studied is the effect of different elevation masks on the 
number of satellites visible. When configuring a GPS receiver it is common to set an 
elevation mask to try and remove low elevation satellites that are more likely to 
contain atmospheric errors and multipath. 
Finally data logged in-orbit was post-processed in MA TLAB and used to analyse the 
performance of the double-difference Attitude Point Solution algorithm. The GPS 
attitude solution is compared with the Quatemion Extended Kalman Filtered attitude 
solution provided by the ADCS on Topsat. Data from three in-orbit experiments are 
used to analyse the performance of the SGR-20 as an attitude sensor for micro-
satellites by examining the ability of the SGR-20 to track large angle manoeuvres, the 
ADOP throughout each experiment and the achievable pointing accuracy. 
Throughout this chapter it is assumed that the algorithm from Chapter 4 has 
successfully solved for the integer ambiguities. 
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6.1 Study on GPS attitude performance issues 
In this section the MA TLAB based simulator is used to analyse the performance 
factors of GPS attitude determination on a microsatellite. 
6.1.1 Baseline geometry 
The concept of Attitude Dilution of Precision (ADOP) was defined in Chapter 2. The 
derivation in Chapter 2 allows the effect of baseline geometry on the ADOP to be 
calculated. From Equation 2-69 it can be seen that the ADOP is a function of the 
baseline geometry and Equation 2-73 shows that the accuracy of the attitude estimate 
increases as the baseline length increases. 
As shown in [Purivigraipong, 2000], assuming triple orthonormal baselines, the 
covariance matrix Ii TW- I Ii used to calculate the ADOP in Equation 2-70 can be 
written as 
~ T -I ~ n (x )T ~ T -I T ~ (x ) H W H = L Vi.i(O) A BW B A v,./(O) 6-1 
j-I 
where B = [biB b 2B b3B ]. For triple orthonormal baselines BW-IB T = h(;IW-1 
where bo is the effective baseline length. For such a baseline configuration the 
ADOP would then simply be a function of the selected LOS vectors 
6-2 
However, on Topsat the baselines are coplanar and have varying lengths. To 
determine the effect of the baseline geometry on the ADOP a numerical simulation 
was conducted. The MA TLAB based simulator described in Appendix A was used to 
simulate the location of twenty-four GPS satellites and the Topsat satellite in LEO at 
ten second intervals over a period of twenty-four hours. The attitude of the spacecraft 
was assumed nadir-pointing throughout. A 'Highest Elevation' algorithm was used to 
select six satellites in each epoch and Equation 2-70 was used to compute the ADOP. 
The ADOP was calculated for triple orthonormal baselines with a length of both 1m 
and 0.607m (the effective baseline length on Topsat). The ADOP was also calculated 
for the specific baseline geometry of Topsat. As can be seen from the results in 
Figure 6-1 - where the blue plot and green plot are coincident - the ADOP is 
independent of the baseline length. However, it must be remembered that the 
achievable pointing accuracy is affected by the baseline length as shown in Equation 
2-73. 
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Figure 6-1 imulated rc ult of ADOP for Triple Orthonormal and Topsat 
ba eline geometrie 
The above plot haws that the mean A DOP for the coplanar basel ine geometry on 
Top 'at i ' nea rl y four times the ADOP for triple orthonormal ba eline . Thi show 
that th coplanar ba cline ge metry wi ll result in greater uncertainty in the GPS 
attitud e timate. The ADOP wa then split into roll , pitch and yaw component a 
sh wn in -quation 2-72. The dilution of preci sion in each ax is, a suming the 
spacecraft i. nadir pointing, i sh wn in Table 6-1 . 
Table 6-1 imulated ADOP plit into roll , pitch and yaw components 
Ba eline Mean Roll DOP Mean Pitch DOP Mean YawDOP 
Geometry 
Triple Orthonormal 0.65 0.70 0.52 
( 1m base lines) 
Trip le Orth n rmal 0.65 0.70 0.52 
(O.607m base lines) 
T p at 3.29 2.26 0.79 
(O.607m effective 
baseline) 
n the AD P i plit into roll , pitch and yaw component we can observe that the 
c planar ba line geometry increa e the dilution f preci sion in the roll and pitch 
axe mu h more than it doc in the yaw axi . Thi is logica l in e all three ba elines 
ar perpendicular to the yaw a i when the pacecraft i nadir pointing, and so all 
thr e ba lin have good b er abil ity of yaw. 
Th m an mea urement noi e aero all experiment ana lysed in hapter 3 wa u ed 
to timate th exp ct d accuracy f th GP attitude olution on Top at. Ba cd on 
ab le -7 the average ingle-differen e RM measurement noi e across a ll base line 
i 5.9mm. Thi quate. to a double-difference measurement noise of 8.5mm. Using 
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an effect ive baseline length of 0.6043 metre and a double-difference RM 
measurement noise of 8.5 mm the expected attitude error ~ r Top at wi ll be : 
1 
= ADOP ()~ 
bo 
6-3 
which a suming an average ADOP of 2.34 (ca lcu lated from Table 6- I) gi cs an RM 
attitude error of 1.89 degree. 
Fina ll y, it is worthy of note that even though Top at ha a horter effecti e ba. el ine 
length than UoSat- I 2 (0.6m v 0.65 m) it could theoret ica ll y achiev a higher pointing 
accuracy because the mea urement noi e i lower (a hown in hapter ). The 
decrease in mea urement noi e i becau e the antenna on Topsat ha ve an uncluttered 
view of the G PS conste ll ation , wherea on Uo at- I 2 the antennas were ,>urrounded by 
multiple other en or which caused igni fi cant multipath, as demonwatcd in [W ng, 
2004]. 
6.1.1.1 ADOP for future GNSS attitude receiver 
The accuracy of the GP attitude olution on Top ·at i lil11ite I y the coplanar 
ba eline geometry and the ability f the GR-20 t nly tra k si sate llites on each 
antenna when in it attitude configuration. Whilst it i likely that future sl11a ll 
ate lli tes employing GPS att itude en or al 0 u planar baselines due to th ir 
practicality, a future GN attitude recei er may be ab le to track up to twe l e 
atellite on each antenna. To demon trate the p t ntial benefits of tracking all 
satellite in view a further numerica l ·imul ation was conducted. The resu lts o f thi 
simulation are used to ca lculate the expected ac uracy of the ' P attitude s IUliol1 ~ r 
a future G SS attitude receiver. Aga in twenty- ~ ur . ate llites were simu lated 0 er a 
twenty-four hour period . The pacecraft remained nadir p inting throughout and an 
elevation mask of zero degree wa a umed. 
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Figure 6-2 Simulated ADOP for future C rccci r tra king all P. at lIite 
in view 
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The mean ADOP for the Topsat baseline geometry when tracking all satellites in view 
is 0.92. As expected, increasing the number of satellites decreases the ADOP. Again 
the ADOP can be split in to roll, pitch and yaw components. The dilution of precision 
in each axis, assuming the spacecraft is nadir pointing, is shown in Table 6-2. 
Table 6-2 Simulated ADOP split into roll, pitch and yaw components 
Baseline Mean Roll DOP Mean Pitch DOP MeanYawDOP 
Geometl)' 
Triple Orthonormal 0.33 0.32 0.34 
(1m baselines) 
Triple Orthonormal 0.33 0.32 0.34 
(0.607m baselines) 
Topsat 1.29 0.85 0.48 
(0.607m effective 
baseline) 
Using an effective baseline length of 0.6043 metres and a double-difference RMS 
measurement noise of 8.5mm the expected attitude error for a future GNSS attitude 
receiver tracking all GPS satellite in view and with the same baseline geometry as 
Topsat is 0.74 degrees. Performing the same calculation for the yaw alone indicates 
that the expected accuracy of the yaw estimate would be 0.39 degrees. This would 
make it comparable to the EHS's used on Topsat, which have an assumed accuracy of 
0.3 degrees. 
6.1.2 Effect of using ADCS attitude to estimate line bias on GPS· 
ADCS disparity 
In Chapter 3 the GPS-ADCS disparity was derived as 
In [Purivigraipong, 2000] the ADCS was used to estimate both the GPS integer 
ambiguities and the unknown line bias. The line bias is estimated as the mean 
disparity across all measurements on each baseline: 
6-5 
which from Equation 6-4 follows that 
6-6 
which is actually the mean GPS-ADCS disparity. If the mean GPS-ADCS disparity is 
then used to 'correct' the GPS carrier phase measurements, we are essentially left 
with the ADCS attitude solution plus some noise from the GPS measurements. The 
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intcger ambiguiti c have zero variance ( ince they are a constant) and 0 do not affect 
the variance of the GPS-AD S di sparity . 
Thc foll owing simul ation is used to dcmonstrate the effect of u ing the ADCS attitude 
olution to e timate the line bi a and then correcting the GPS measurements using the 
AD S e timated line bia. [n thi imulation the GPS accumulated ca rri er phase 
measurement are subject to an RMS measurement noi se of 5.2mm and the ADCS 
attitude is free of errors. Two versions of the sLSE algorithm are used to estimate the 
attitude from the G PS measurements. The first version is a stand-alone version th at 
e timates the line bias as part of the algorithm. The second version takes the ADCS 
line bias estimate as an input and u es thi s to correct the GPS measurements. The 
state vector in the second algorithm is thereforc reduced in size since the line bias is 
not estimated. 
Pitch estimates for sLSE and sLSE using ADCS line bias estimate 
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Figure 6-3 Comparison of pitch estimated by standard sLSE and sLSE using 
ADCS line bias estimate (estimated line bias in blue, true line-bias in red) 
The results of thi s simulation are shown in Figure 6-3 and Table 6-3 . [t can be een 
from these results that the stand-alone sLSE algorithm calculates an attitude estimate 
with a total RMS error of 4.1 degrees. The sLS E algorithm that is aided by the ADCS 
line bias estimate achieves an apparent total RMS error of 1.14 degrees, since as 
explained above the ADCS line bias estimate is actuall y an estimate of the mean 
di sparity between the GPS and ADCS attitude solutions. 
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Table 6-3 Difference in RMS attitude error between stand-alone and aided sLSE 
algorithms 
Algorithm RMS Roll Error RMS Pitch Error RMS Yaw Error 
(deg) Jdeg) (deg) 
sLS E 3.30 2.40 0.50 
(Stand-a lone) 
sLSE 0.84 0.62 0.46 
(A De S Line Bias) 
This leads to the problem that by using the ADCS to estimate the line bias any 
systematic offsets in the ADCS attitude solution will be imposed on the GPS attitude 
estimate, thereby remov ing the benefit of hav ing a stand-a lone three ax is attitude 
sensor. Thi s is demonstrated by the foll owing simulati on results, in whieh a constant 
offset of three degree was added to the A DeS pitch. 
Pitch estimates for sLSE and sLSE using erroneous ADCS line bias eslimate 
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Figure 6-4 Comparison of pitch estimated by standard sLSE and sLSE using 
erroneous ADCS line bias estimate (estimated line bias in blue, true line-bias in 
red, erroneous line bias in yellow) 
Table 6-4 Difference in RMS attitude disparity between stand-alone and aided 
sLSE algorithms (3° offset added to ADCS pitch) 
Algorithm RMS Roll Error RMS Pitch Error RMS Yaw Error 
(deg) (deg) (deg) 
sLS E 3.74 4. 10 0.50 
(S tand-alone) 
sLSE 0. 85 1.05 0.46 
(ADe S Line Bias) 
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As can be een from the results in Table 6-4 and Figure 6-4 the simulated ADCS en or 
results in an increase of three degrees in the RM S pi tch di sparity between the stand-
alone GPS attitude estimate and the ADCS attitude as ex pected. However, for the 
GPS attitude estimate that uti lises the ADCS line bias the increase in di sparity is 
much less, with no change at all for ro ll and yaw , and only a 0.43 degree increase in 
pitch even though the true di parity has increased by three degrees. This 
demonstrate that using the ADCS to estimate line bias results in an overl y optimisti c 
estimate of the accuracy of the GPS attitude so luti on, which is affected by any 
ystematic offset present in the ADCS attitude estimate. 
6.1.3 Effect of elevation mask on number of visible satellites 
The SGR-20 uses its current position and knowledge of the GPS satelli te positions to 
calculate which satell ites are above the elevation mask in each epoch. These satelli tes 
are deemed ' vi sible ' and can be ass igned to id le channels by the channel allocation 
algorithm. 
[n order to determ ine the relation hip between the elevati on mask and the number of 
satellites visib le a simulation was conducted in which a full day of constellati on and 
imulated satell ite motion wa generated. The imu lati on assumed that there were 
twenty-four satell ites in the GPS conste llation. The imulati on ca lculated the number 
of satell ite vi sib le above elevation masks ranging from -25 degrees ( arth Tangent) 
up to 30 degrees. The satell ite vi sib il ity was calculated every minute for twenty-four 
hours of motion . The results from the simulation are presented in Figure 6-5. 
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Figure 6-5 Effect of elevation mask on number of visible satelli tes 
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The plots in Figure 6-5 show the percentage of epochs in which fewer than four, 
fewer than six and at least six, eight, ten and twelve satellites were visible over the 
whole day (which is around fourteen orbits). 
The elevation mask on the SGR-20 has a default value of zero degrees. For an 
elevation mask of zero degrees there are at least eight satellites visible all of the time 
and at least ten satellites visible in around eighty-five percent of epochs. If the 
elevation mask is set to ten degrees there should still be at least six satellites visible in 
every epoch. For elevation masks greater than ten degrees the percentage of epochs in 
which fewer than six satellites are visible begins to increase. For most of the 
experiments conducted on the SGR-20 on Topsat the elevation mask was left at its 
default value of zero degrees. The SGR-20 assigns six channels per antenna when in 
its attitude configuration and so the plots in Figure 6-5 show that the receiver should 
be able to track six satellites at all times, on all three baselines, assuming the 
spacecraft remains nadir pointing. 
Many GPS users set the elevation mask to a value of five degrees or more in order to 
eliminate multipath caused by the GPS signals reflecting off surrounding structures. 
In the case of a microsatellite the only surrounding structure is that of the spacecraft 
itself. In the case of Topsat there are no potential reflectors within the 180 degree 
field-of-view of the GPS patch antennas, with the possible exception of the -Z facet. 
However, on UoSat-12 the GPS patch antennas were surrounded by other sensors and 
actuators which resulted in both a reduced field-of-view and significant multipath at 
each antenna. It is possible that setting the elevation mask to a value of at least fifteen 
degrees would have reduced the likelihood of multipath on UoSat-12, but the results 
of the visibility simulation above show that this would also result in the percentage of 
epochs in whieh at least six satellites are visible dropping to around ninety percent. 
This would have an impact on both the integer ambiguity resolution success rate and 
the achievable attitude accuracy as shown in previous sections. 
6.2 Attitude estimation results from in-orbit data 
The following section demonstrates GPS attitude determination usmg integrated 
carrier phase measurements and LOS vectors logged in-orbit. 
In the following sections the integer ambiguity resolution algorithm described in 
Chapter 4 is used to calculate the integer ambiguities and an initial attitude estimate. 
The double-difference point solution algorithm described in Chapter 2 is then used to 
calculate the attitude in each epoch where there are sufficient measurements. By 
using a double-difference attitude estimator the problem of having to estimate the line 
bias is removed. As was shown in Chapter 3 there are some circumstances in which 
the line bias is poorly observed, resulting in a large error in the line bias estimates. 
This can make implementing look-up tables for the single-difference integer 
ambiguities difficult, since errors in the line bias estimate can lead to errors in 
calculating the integers for newly risen satellites. In this section the double-difference 
integers are 'tracked' using the method described in section 4.6.3. By using this 
method no limits are imposed on the permissible change in attitude between two 
epochs, which was a limitation of the method shown in [Ward, 1996]. 
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6.2.1 Overview of experiment procedure 
All the GPS attitude experiments on Topsat were conducted with the help of the 
ground operations team at SSTL. For each experiment the new SGR-20 flight code 
was copied into the RAM of the SGR-20 and executed. The earlier experiments 
involved new SGR-20 flight software capable of outputting integrated carrier phase 
measurements, but no real-time algorithms. From around March 2008 the flight 
software was updated to permit real-time in-orbit GPS attitude determination using a 
preliminary version of the new integer ambiguity resolution algorithm which did not 
contain the multi-epoch validation part of the algorithm. Once the new flight software 
has booted, the aBC commands the SGR-20 to output specified packets at set rates 
and configures the antennas and channels to permit carrier phase difference 
measurements to be taken. For the later real-time code the IAR and attitude 
algorithms were run automatically once enough measurements were available. The 
operation of the real-time code is detailed in the next chapter. 
The SGR-20 would then output integrated carrier phase differences, LOS vectors and 
the PVT solution for the duration of the experiment. The data from the SGR-20 was 
logged in the SBPP format in the GPS binary file on the aBc. At midnight each day 
the GPS binary file was zipped and scheduled for download on the next available pass 
over the ground-station at SSTL. 
6.2.2 Post-processing the SGR-20 log files for attitude 
determination 
Once downloaded the GPS binary is processed in SGR-PC which converts the SBPP 
packet data into human-readable ASCII. A number of MATLAB scripts are used to 
extract the carrier phase difference measurements, LOS vectors and PVT solution 
from the relevant ASCII files. 
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UPS Binary Log File 
GPxxxxxx 
Attitude Estimation 
Scripts 
Figure 6-6 Overview of post-processing process 
The SBPP packets used for attitude detennination all contain timestamps to state 
when the data they contain was measured, but the data in the different packets is not 
latched to the carrier phase measurements, so the LOS vectors and PVT solution 
generally have different timestamps which must be aligned with the carrier phase 
measurements. The alignment of the timestamps is perfonned by taking the 
timestamp of each set of carrier phase difference measurements in Packet Ox65 and 
interpolating the LOS vectors and PVT solution to this time using MATLAB's built-
in spline interpolation function. Once the data is synchronised the PVT solution is 
used to detennine the transfonnation matrix to rotate the LOS vectors from WGS-84 
to the orbit-referenced frame. This transfonnation is detailed in Appendix C. 
For each epoch the data is used to fonn four matrices - the r matrix containing the 
carrier phase difference measurements, the s matrix containing the orbit-referenced 
LOS vectors; a matrix containing the SNR at each antenna and a matrix which stores 
which satellites were tracked in that epoch. These matrices are then used as inputs to 
the attitude estimation script which uses the double-difference attitude point solution 
described in section 2.3.3.4 to estimate the attitude. 
The estimated attitude is compared with the ADCS QEKF reference attitude to 
calculate an attitude disparity, and the expected RMS attitude error in tenns of roll, 
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pitch and yaw i ca lcul ated using the method presented in secti on 2.3 .4 . Note that the 
noise cova riance matri x R used to cal cul ate the ADOP is based on a different 0'" for 
each baseline and the va lues of 0'". used in the remaining sections of thi s chapter were 
the RM S measurement noise estimates for each base line for the respecti ve 
experiment as were cal cul ated in Chapter 3. 
6.2.3 Experiment 1 - 27th February 2007 
In thi s in-orbit ex periment Topsat was commanded to perfonn a standard TDI = 2.2 
imaging manoeuvre (see section 3.1), although no image was taken. This manoeuvre 
included a twenty degree pitch to align the imager with the target before Topsat was 
directl y overhead, and then a slew in the pitch axi s as Topsat passed over the target. 
Roll and yaw were both commanded to zero degrees. Whil st both EHS were 
fun ctional during thi experiment, the EHS meas uring roll (known as DASH 2) was 
not configured to be included in the ADCS attitude solution due an intermittent fault. 
The results from thi s experiment are shown in Figure 6-7 to Figure 6- 10 below. 
Figure 6-7 shows the GPS double-difference attitude solution is blue with the ADCS 
attitude solution shown in red for comparison. It is important to remember that the 
GPS attitude solution is a point solution, whereas the ADCS uses a Quatemion 
Extended Kalman filter to smooth the attitude estimate. 
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Figure 6-7 GPS double-difference attitude solution 2th February 2007 
40 
In the above plot the blue dashed box indicates when the pitch EHS was included in 
the ADCS attitude solution. The black-dashed box indicates when the ADCS was 
relying on the IMU to propagate the attitude solution, and the absolute measurements 
from the other attitude sensors were not used. 
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Figure 6-8 shows the attitude di parity, calculated by subtracting the ADCS attitude 
from the GPS att itude in each epoch. If the ADCS attitude was determined to be 
accurate enough thi s di sparity could be used to judge the error in the PS attitude 
solution . However, as di scu sed in Chapter 3, the ADCS may also suffer from 
systematic offsets and this must be acknowledged when making compari sons between 
the two attitude solutions. The black dashed lines indica te the I igma expected GPS 
atti tude acc uracy based on the RMS measurement noise given in Table 3-7 and 
ca lculated according to the method presented in secti on 2.3 .4.1. 
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Figure 6-8 GPS-ADCS attitude disparity 27'h February 2007 
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Figure 6-9 Number of satellites tracked on each baseline 27'h February 2007 
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Figure 6-10 GPS residuals for 27th February 2007 
The first point to note is that the GPS so lution appears to initi all y di sagree with the 
ADCS QEKF attitude so lution by around fi ve degrees in both ro ll and yaw. Over a 
period of just under fi ve minutes the GPS solution appears to converge on the ADCS 
so lution . It is unlikely that thi s is actua lly a GPS attitude error, since such an error 
suggests that there is some sort of warm-up process going on in the SGR-20. Whilst 
this may be true if we were using single-difference measurements ( ince we suspect 
the line bia is related to th e temperature of the RF-front ends), we are us ing double-
difference measurements to calculate the GPS attitude so lution so any oscillator erro rs 
would be common to each satellite and so cancel out. 
Most of the GPS attitude experiments on Topsat were scheduled to begin as th e 
satellite moved from eclipse to the sun-lit region. Topsat ha three sun - ensors 
mounted on the - Y facet, aligned in the + X, -Z and -X direct ions. As th e spacecraft 
comes out of eclipse the sun-sensor aligned with the -x direction is the first to observe 
the Sun and produce measurements. Discussion with the ADCS engineers at SSTL 
indicated that the -x un-sensor suffered from a mis-ali gn ment which results in a 
di scontinuity in the sun-sensor data between the -x sensor and the -Z sensor. Sun-
sensor azimuth and e levation data is recorded in the ADCS log file on Topsat. Figure 
6-11 shows the sun-sensor data for the first five minutes of th e ex periment. As can be 
een from the plot there is a step of nearly five degrees at around 1.3 minutes into the 
ex periment. Analysis of the ADCS log fil es shows that this coincides with the sLln -
sensor data switching from the -X sun-sensor to th e - Z sun-senso r. 
It is therefore assumed the apparent ' warm-up ' effect is due to an error in the ADCS 
when using data from the -x sun-sensor. It is likely that the discontinuity in the sun-
sensor data is smoothed out by the Q EKF, resulting in the ADCS attitude converging 
on the con-ect so lution over a period of aroLind two to three minutes . This may be the 
cause of the GPS-ADCS di sparity in Figure 6-8 converging to zero at five minutes 
into the experiment. 
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Figure 6-11 Sun-sensor Azimuth and Elevation data during first five minutes of 
experiment 
Figure 6-8 shows a di sparity in yaw between the GPS and ADCS attitude so lution 
with a bias that changes sign at a number of points during the experiment. Yaw is the 
best ax is in tenns of GPS since all three baselines are coplanar on the - Z facet where 
the Z ax is is the yaw ax is. This is refl ected in the tight error bounds on the yaw ax is 
shown in Figure 6-8. At just after twenty-six minutes into the experiment the IM U is 
turned off and the QEKF attitude so lution reverts to a combination of sun-sensors, 
magnetometers and the pitch EHS. At exactly thi s time there is an apparent contro l 
response, which is most obvious in the yaw ax is, but also visible in the roll ax is, 
which shows that the QEKF is moving to a new steady-state. The GPS yaw output 
undergoes a similar change in va lue as the ADCS yaw, but arri ve at a yaw value 
around three degrees offset from the ADCS solution - an offset which is mainta ined 
for the rest of the experiment. From Figure 6-8 it can be seen that the GPS-A DCS 
pitch-di sparity li es within the I-sigma bounds (of around I degree) for most of the 
experiment, but the roll and yaw di sparities do not generall y li e within their respecti ve 
I-sigma bounds. The ADCS pitch estimate should have been the most accurate ax is 
(s ince it is measured by DASH I which was fun ctional) during thi s experiment. Since 
thi s ax is demonstrates good agreement with the GPS pitch estimate, which li es within 
the estimated i.-sigma bounds, it is reasonable to assume that the G PS yaw estimate, 
whose I-sigma bounds for suggest an unceltainty in yaw of around 0.3 degrees, may 
in fact be correct and it is the ADCS yaw estimate that is in en-or du ring thi s peri od. 
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Table 6-5 Attitude disparity for 27/02107 experiment 
The RM GP -A DC di parity shows that the GPS pi tch e timate is in agreement 
with the AD pitch e timate, and thi s is refl ected in the GPS-ADCS pi tch di pari ty 
hav ing clo e to zero mean and generall y lying within the \- igma bounds in Figure 
6-8. The GPS residual hown in Figure 6- 10 how that there is li n le mul tipath on 
baseline I (which nominall y mea ure pi tch), bu t ba eline 2 appears to uffer from 
multipath throughout the experiment, with the wor t error occurring between thirty 
and thirty- even minute into the experiment. This multipath error may be 
contributing to the increased di spari ty in roll during thi s period, or it may be due to 
the ADCS error in yaw coupling into the roll estimate. 
From the fir t epoch in which GPS integrated ca rri er phase measurements are 
ava ilabl e it take the SG R-20 around 2. 5 minutes to acquire and allocate ix satelli tes 
on all three baselines. Thi highlights a potenti al issue with the [AR algori thm in that 
we cannot attempt integer ambigui ty reso lution un til at least fi ve satellites are tracked 
on each ba eline and preferably should wa it un til six atellites are tracked on each 
baseline. Therefore in the rea l-time implementation it would be wise to onl y start the 
[AR algorithm when six satellite are ava ilable on each baseline, and if not then wait. 
The number of satellites tracked vari es between four and six throughout the 
experiment. This shows that the SGR-20 successfull y maintains its position fi x whil st 
in atti tude determination mode. For this experiment the elevati on mask was set to 
zero degree (with respect to loca l horizonta l) and therefo re it is a slight concern that 
in ome cases the SGR-20 onl y trac ks four satellite for a period of up to fi ve minutes. 
By examining the GPS Status packet (packet Ox30) it is possible to see how many 
satellite the receiver cal cul ated were visible at each epoch. 
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Figure 6-12 Number of satellites above elevation mask throughout 27th February 
2007 experiment 
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The plot in Figure 6-12 shows the number of satellites above the elevation mask was 
at least eight throughout the experiment. This indicates that the satellite acquisition 
code on the SGR-20 is not operating as efficiently as it might, since there are many 
periods where the number of satellites tracked on each baseline drops below six. 
Judging from Figure 6-12 and the numerical simulation in section 6.1.3 there should 
have been no problem maintaining six satellites on each baseline. Analysis of the 
GPS log file indicates that the problem was caused by the master antenna successfully 
maintaining lock on six satellites for much of the experiment, but the slave antennas 
losing satellites mostly as they set out of view of the slave antennas. The SGR-20 
code is supposed to monitor when a satellite is lost from a slave antenna and if other 
satellites are in view it should force the acquisition of a new satellite on the master 
antenna. This in tum should result in the new satellite being assigned to the now idle 
slave channels, thereby increasing the number of measurements on each baseline back 
towards six. These results suggest this code is not functioning as intended and needs 
to be improved to get the best performance. 
From Figure 6-9 we can see that all three baselines do not track the same number of 
satellites throughout. The number of satellites tracked follows a similar pattern on all 
three baselines but there are occasions when one baseline appears to lose a satellite a 
minute or two before the others. In some cases, such as at around twenty minutes into 
the experiment, there appears to be a correlation between a change in the number of 
satellites tracked and a step in the GPS-ADCS disparity. This is likely due to 
multipath error on particular satellites which are either being added to or removed 
from the GPS attitude calculations, resulting in a changing bias due to multipath error 
in the GPS attitude solution. 
6.2.4 Experiment 2 - 1 st May 2007 
In this experiment Topsat conducted a TDI = 2.2 pitch manoeuvre (see section 3.1) 
with a thirty degree off-pointing in roll. Again only the pitch EHS is functional. It is 
important to note that even when functional the EHS could not track the thirty degree 
off-pointing in roll since it has a field of view of +/- 2.5 degrees and therefore the 
ADCS attitude solution has to rely solely on measurements from the IMU to 
propagate the most recent absolute attitude measurement throughout this manoeuvre. 
A comparison of the GPS double-difference point attitude solution and the ADCS 
QEKF attitude solution is given in Figure 6-13 below. 
Figure 6-13 shows that the GPS attitude solution successfully tracked both the large 
angle pitch manoeuvre and the large off-pointing in roll. Figure 6-14 shows the GPS-
ADCS disparity. There is a variation in the disparity between the GPS and ADCS 
attitude solutions throughout the experiment, with the variation in roll having the 
largest peak-to-peak amplitude. As with the 27th February 2007 experiment the GPS-
ADCS disparity at the beginning of the experiment suggests a possible warm-up 
effect in the GPS attitude solution. As discussed in the previous section, since 
double-difference measurements are used any warm-up effects in the SGR-20 should 
cancel out. 
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Figure 6-13 GPS double-difference attitude 1st May 2007 
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Figure 6-15 Number of satellites tracked on each baseline l SI May 2007 
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As was the case with the 27th February 2007 experiment, in this experiment the GPS 
attitude experiment was also commanded to start as Topsat moved from ecl ipse into 
the sun-lit region. Analysis of the ADCS log file showed that the sun-sensors onl y 
began taking measurements about twenty-five seconds before the GPS att itude 
experiment started. This was due to the -x sun-sensor not having LOS with the Sun 
until this time. Thi s means that the ADCS would have been estimating the att itude 
so lely based on magnetometer measurements. The GPS-ADCS disparity within the 
first fi ve to eight minutes of the experiment may therefore be due to the ADCS 
attitude converging on a more accurate so lution as the sun-sensor data becomes 
ava il ab le. The poss ible misa li gnment of the -x sun-sensor (which is the first to 
provide data) may also have contributed to the GPS-ADCS disparity by causing an 
error in the ADCS attitude. 
The roll di sparity between the GPS and ADCS vari es by more than five degrees at 
various points during the experiment. Whilst the time correlat ion of the GPS 
res iduals in Figure 6- 16 suggests poss ible multipath error on base line 2 the same 
periods for baseline 3 show minimal multipath error. Also, the elf-co nsistency of the 
roll di sparity over short periods appear to li e within the I sigma bounds in Figure 
6-14. This suggests that the variations in the roll di sparity may be due to systemati c 
errors in the ADCS roll estimate. As mentioned prev iously the EHS that measures 
roll (' DASH2 ') was not used by the ADCS during thi s ex periment, and so the ADCS 
QEKF attitude so lution was mainly relying on sun-sensor measurements to est imate 
roll. Figure 6-18 shows the raw sun-sensor elevation data from the ADCS log file 
during the GPS attitude experiment. The sun-sensors have two axes, whi ch each 
provide two analogue voltage signals known as A and B. The raw un-sensor 
elevation data is the ratio A/A+B for one of the two axes. The data from both axes is 
normally calibrated using a polynomial to obtain the sun angle. 
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Figure 6-18 Raw sun-sensor elevation data 1st May 2007 
The main point to note from Figure 6-18 is the cross-over between the data from each 
sun-sensor. The point at which the - Z sun-sensor begins producing data coi ncides 
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with the GPS-ADCS d isparity reducing from minus two degrees to zero degrees. Also 
the point at which the -x sun-sensor stops producing data coincides w ith the GPS-
ADCS di sparity reducing from three degrees to zero degree. It is therefore poss ible 
that the sun-sensors are causing the increased disparity in ro ll rather than multipath 
errors in the GPS measurements. 
Table 6-6 RMS GPS-ADCS disparity l SI May 2007 
6.2.5 Experiment 3 - 4th July 2007 
This experiment provides another example of Topsat performing a TDI=2.2 imagin g 
manoeu vre (see section 3.1). Both EHS were functional but aga in because of the 
intermittent fault on DASH2 it was not jncluded in the ADCS attitud e so luti on. A 
comparison of the GPS double-difference attitude so lution with the ADCS QEKF 
attitude so lution is shown in Figure 6- 19. Again the blue dashed lines indicate when 
the EHS was used in the ADCS, and the black dashed box indicates w hen the ADCS 
attitude so luti on was propagated using the IM U (i.e. no abso lu te attitude 
measurements were used by the ADCS). 
OKEF ADCS Reference Attitude vs GPS DO Point Atlitude Solution - (Topsal Jul 0 4 2007) 
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Table 6-7 RMS GPS-ADCS disparity 4th July 2007 
The GPS-ADCS roll disparity is similar in magnitude to that observed in the 27lh 
February and I sl May experiments. The roll disparity reduces from around minus four 
degrees to zero degrees over the first five minutes of the experiment. Again Table 4-7 
in Chapter 3 shows that all three experiments had a similar level of measurement 
noise on baseline 3 which nominally measures roll, so it is unlikely that the GPS 
measurements the cause of the disparity. This effect is again likely due to the sun-
sensors only producing data around two minutes before the experiment began, and the 
ADCS attitude solution changing as the sun-sensor data becomes available. 
The GPS attitude solution performs well throughout this experiment, with the RMS 
GPS-ADCS disparity being sub-degree in both the pitch and yaw axes. For this 
experiment the GPS elevation mask was increased from zero degrees (as used in the 
previous experiments) to ten degrees. Judging from the RMS measurement noise for 
each baseline given in Table 4-7 in Chapter 3 this resulted in a decrease in the RMS 
measurement noise on baseline I, which may account for the decrease in pitch 
disparity shown in Table 6-7. 
The change in elevation mask does not appear to have had any significant effect on 
the RMS measurement noise of baselines 2 and 3. The original intention behind 
increasing the elevation mask was to attempt to remove some of the multipath error 
which it was assumed would be more common on lower elevation satellites. The 
evidence for this having any effect is inconclusive, since the decrease in GPS-ADCS 
disparity could be due to the changed elevation mask or due to decreased systematic 
error in the ADCS attitude solution. To properly determine if there was any benefit 
(with respect to reducing multipath) in changing the elevation mask it would be 
necessary to log many hours worth of data at each elevation mask setting in order to 
get good sky coverage at each setting and hence enough data for a proper comparison. 
6.3 Conclusions 
In this chapter a study on a number of GPS attitude performance factors was 
presented. The concept of ADOP was used to demonstrate the effect that the coplanar 
baseline geometry on Topsat has on the achievable attitude accuracy. A numerical 
simulation was used to compare the coplanar baseline geometry of Topsat with the 
ideal case of triple orthonormal baselines. The results of this simulation showed that 
the ADOP increased by almost a factor of four when coplanar baselines are used. 
From this a conclusion could be made that future platforms carrying a GPS attitude 
sensor should use triple orthonormal baselines. However, there are practicality issues 
with implementing triple orthonormal baselines on a small satellite, as it would 
require one of the patch antennas to be mounted on a boom above the facet. This 
boom would add extra mass, and would potentially shadow the other patch antennas 
causing signal outages and multipath. Implementing coplanar baselines is simpler, 
since all patch antennas can be mounted on the same facet. 
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The study of ADOP also highlighted that one of the factors limiting the accuracy of 
the GPS attitude solution on Topsat is that the SGR-20 can only track up to six 
satellites on each baseline when in its attitude configuration. A future GNSS attitude 
receiver should be able to track all satellites in view. To detennine the effect this 
would have on the accuracy of the attitude estimate from such a receiver the 
numerical simulation of ADOP was re-run assuming up to twelve satellites could be 
tracked on each baseline. The results of this simulation showed that a future GNSS 
attitude receiver, even with coplanar baselines, could achieve an overall attitude 
accuracy of 0.74 degrees, with the yaw estimate accurate to 0.39 degrees. This is 
assuming the same level of measurement noise as Topsat. without any fonn of 
multipath mitigation, i.e. with no extra effort required. This would be achievable 
using only the GPS constellation, and could be improved further if more channels and 
more GNSS satellites are available. 
The second performance factor studied was the problem using the ADCS attitude to 
estimate line bias. It was demonstrated that by using the ADCS to estimate the line 
bias it is actually the mean GPS-ADCS disparity that is being calculated and this 
results in both an overly optimistic assessment of the perfonnance of the GPS attitude 
solution and can also hide potential systematic errors in the ADCS attitude solution, 
thereby removing much of the benefit of GPS as a stand-alone three-axis attitude 
sensor. 
The third performance factor studied was the effect of using an elevation mask to 
remove low elevation satellites. A numerical simulation was used to demonstrate that 
an elevation mask of twenty degrees or less should result in one hundred percent 
availability of the GPS attitude solution. However, a lower elevation mask would be 
preferable in order to provide a more accurate attitude solution. 
In the second half of the chapter in-orbit data logged on Topsat was used to study the 
performance of the double-difference attitude point solution algorithm. Data sets 
from three experiments were chosen as examples. All data sets included large off-
pointings in pitch, with the I st May experiment also incorporating a thirty degree off-
point in roll. The post-processed results showed that the attitude point solution 
algorithm could successfully track the attitude throughout these large angle 
manoeuvres. 
The post-processed GPS attitude solution was compared with the ADCS reference 
attitude for each experiment. The GPS and ADCS typically agreed to around two 
degrees, but as was discussed in Chapter 3, it is difficult to detennine whether the 
GPS attitude solution is actually in error by comparing it with the ADCS since the 
ADCS may be subject to systematic offsets. An example of this is the apparent 
'warm-up' effect seen at the start of each experiment. In the first five minutes of each 
experiment the GPS-ADCS disparity tends to decrease from around five degrees to 
less than one degree. Analysis of the ADCS log files suggests that this is an ADCS 
issue caused by the fact that each experiment started just as the satellite moved from 
eclipse into sunlight, which meant that the ADCS was previously using magnetometer 
data to propagate the attitude solution resulting in greater attitude error. A 
misalignment of the -X sun-sensor which is typically in use during the first five 
minutes of each experiment may also have contributed to the disparity. 
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Post-processing the in-orbit data demonstrated that the SGR-20 can sometimes 
struggle to track more than four satellites on each baseline whilst in its attitude 
configuration. Analysis of the data packets from the SGR-20 showed that there were 
typically at least eight satellites in view throughout the experiment, and therefore the 
low number of satellites tracked was attributed to issues with the satellite allocation 
routines on the SGR-20. Further improvements to the SGR-20 flight software should 
result in improved satellite allocation and hence improved attitude accuracy and 
availability. 
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7 Real-time in-orbit GPS attitude 
determination 
This chapter describes the demonstration of real-time GPS attitude determination 
using the SGR-20 on the Topsat microsatellite in Low Earth Orbit. 
Firstly, details of modifications made to the SGR-20 flight software to support real-
time GPS attitude determination are provided. The method used for testing and 
verification of this new flight software is described. This testing included 
development of a hardware-in-the-loop simulation using MA TLAB and outdoor 
testing using a mock satellite to verify the real-time operation of the modified receiver 
code. 
Finally, the results from a number of in-orbit experiments demonstrating real-time 
stand-alone GPS attitude determination are given. The real-time GPS attitude 
solution is compared with the ADCS to provide an indication of the accuracy. These 
results are analysed to determine possible performance issues with the real-time 
implementation and to look at the various external factors affecting the GPS attitude 
solution. 
7. 1 Overview of SGR-20 software 
The SGR-20 is based on the GEC Plessey 'GPS Architect' board, albeit highly 
modified to provide simultaneous measurements from four antennas for GPS attitude 
determination. The SGR-20 flight software operates under a task-switching operating 
system to provide a concurrent structure of operations which lends itself to the 
requirements of GPS signal processing and software. 
The task-switched operating system consists of interrupt and task driven routines and 
only one task can be active at any time. The main interrupt is provided by one of the 
GP2021 correlators and is serviced by an Interrupt Service Routine which 
accumulates data from the correlators and closes the signal tracking loops. An 
overview of the task structure that forms the basis for the SGR-20 code can be found 
in [Zarlink, 1998]. 
7.2 Software modifications 
This section describes the work undertaken to implement the algorithms described in 
Chapters 2 and 4 in the flight software of the SGR-20 GPS receiver. This allowed the 
code to be tested using live measurements both on the ground and in-orbit. The 
implementation was conducted in a number of stages, starting with porting the 
MA TLAB algorithms to C and finishing with an experimental version of flight 
software suitable for in-orbit testing. 
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7.2.1 Porting of MATLAB algorithms to C 
The first stage involved porting the integer ambiguity resolution and double-
difference point solution attitude tracking MA TLAB algorithms into C; the language 
used for the SGR-20 flight software. 
The engineering model SGR-20 used for development during this research does not 
have any dedicated debug interface. The only method of observing how the software 
functions in real time is the data output in the SBPP packets. Therefore to allow 
debugging, the C functions used to construct the new flight software were compiled as 
a dynamic-link-library using the MA TLAB MEX compiler so that they could be 
called from MA TLAB. The algorithms were tested by using the MATLAB based 
simulator (see Appendix A) to input the same data in to both the original MATLAB 
scripts and the new C based versions of the same algorithms. The performance of the 
C based algorithms was confirmed by directly comparing the results of the new 
algorithms with their MA TLAB equivalents to ensure they were identical. 
Testing the ported C code in this way minimised the time spent debugging coding 
errors such as memory leaks and uninitialized variables. By running the code via the 
MEX wrapper, test data from the MA TLAB based simulator could be fed into the C 
code and an inline debugger could be used to step through the code to detect any 
errors or memory leaks. 
7.2.2 Modification of SGR·20 flight software 
Once debugged using MA TLAB the C code was integrated into the SGR-20 flight 
software. Additional commands were added to allow for configuration and control of 
the attitude determination functions and new SBPP packets were defined to display 
the output. These changes are described in more detail in Appendix E. As part of the 
implementation of the real-time GPS attitude determination algorithms changes were 
made to the following files: 
• TakeMeas.c - New structures used to store accumulated carrier phase data. 
Changes made to initialisation and clearing of structures to improve 
measurements. 
• Display.c - added packets Ox65 and Ox66 to permit logging of raw GPS 
accumulated carrier phase measurements and output of the status of the 
attitude determination algorithms, respectively. 
• Attitude.c - Implemented new code to construct data structures for input to 
integer ambiguity resolution and attitude tracking algorithms. Implemented 
real time code for integer ambiguity resolution and attitude tracking. 
• Allocate.c - Made changes to allocation of satellites to slave channels to 
improve number of available measurements on each baseline. 
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7.2.2.1 Attitude Software Design 
The main effort in the implementation of the real-time attitude determination code 
involved the changes made to Attitude.c which contains all code for the attitude task. 
This task contains the significant functions for collating the measurements as well as 
the integer ambiguity resolution and the attitude tracking algorithms. 
The first part of the attitude determination code is a function called 
'merge_attitude _variables'. This function is called once a second from the attitude 
task and is used to collate the accumulated carrier phase difference measurements and 
LOS vectors for each baseline into a single data structure. This data structure also 
contains information on which satellites are currently being tracked. The function 
loops through all channels that are currently tracking a satellite and calculates 
accumulated carrier phase differences for each satellite common to both antennas on 
each baseline. 
It then checks if a LOS vector is available for each satellite. This relies upon the 
broadcast ephemeris having been downloaded and the SGR-20 having calculated a 
recent position estimate. If the LOS vector is available it is rotated into the orbit-
referenced frame, using the procedure described in Appendix C, and stored in the data 
structure. This process is repeated every second. If in anyone epoch there are six 
satellites tracked on all three baselines the integer ambiguity resolution algorithm is 
started. The minimum requirement of six satellites was hard-coded in order to make 
the real-time implementation as robust as possible. This simplified the debugging and 
analysis of the results. 
The integer ambiguity resolution algorithm implemented in the SGR-20 flight 
software differs slightly from the algorithm described in Chapter 4. Due to the 
amount oftime required to implement the new flight software only Parts I to III of the 
integer ambiguity resolution algorithm were implemented. This meant that the integer 
ambiguity resolution algorithm is only considering a single epoch of data. 
When the integer ambiguity resolution algorithm identifies a unique solution it sets a 
flag to indicate that the attitude tracking algorithm can begin. The integer ambiguity 
resolution algorithm provides an initial attitude estimate. This is used to initialise the 
attitude tracking code based on the double-difference point solution algorithm 
described in section 2.3.3.4. In the current implementation the attitude tracking code 
will run continuously unless there are fewer than four measurements available on any 
baseline for a given epoch, in which case a flag is set that tells the receiver to run the 
integer ambiguity resolution algorithm again when possible. An overview of the 
overall attitude determination algorithm is shown in Figure 7-1 below. 
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Figure 7-1 Overview of GPS attitude determination algorithm 
7.2.3 Hardware-in-the-Ioop simulation 
Since the author did not have access to a four RF-port GPS simulator MATLAB was 
used, running on a host PC, to generate simulated test data that was passed to the 
SGR-20 via the RS-232 port for processing. The SGR-20 code was modified to 
process this test data in the same way it would process real measurements. It would 
then output the results back to the host PC for validation in MA TLAB. This 
effectively provided a 'hardware-in-the-Ioop' simulation by using the modified 
software running in real-time onboard the SGR-20 to produce a simulated 'stand-
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alone' GPS attitude so lution. The hardwarc-in-thc-Ioop imulation al 0 permitted the 
playback of data logged in orbit on the GR-20. 
SGR-20 
MATLAB 
( llnfigurc dynamic, 
mode. packet nile, and 
attitude \oftwurc 
(,cncmtc 'ImulatcJ <.,()( P 
and L 0.., \ c<lur 
Budd <"1)( P and ( 0<., 
data 'inllturc' 
( onnel! to 
<"(,R ~() 
<.,end ..,IX r I ()'I \c\;tor, 
and 'I \ 11,,11«, 
InacllIent cpo\.h coullter 
Figure 7-2 Overview of Hardware-in -the-Ioop t t u ing imulat d data 
The hardware-in-the-Ioop imulation run . in r ai-time, with the 'Iimulutc r ~cn<.ling a 
new et of data every ten econd, and the r eeiver alculating and returning the 
answer, genera ll y within five second . 
The returned data contain both the e timat d integer ambiguitic<., (doubl '-diffi.:rencc 
only) and the e timated attitude oluti n (roll, pitch and yaw). The return d data is 
compared with the truth olution generated by the simulation, and i ... u ... ed t( l: ... tablish 
the performance of the integer ambiguity resolution alg nthm and thc accuracy of thc 
attitude solution. 
As part of the te ting, the hardware-in-the-Io p , imulali n wa'l u<.,cd to 'Iimu late 
carrier pha e mea urements ubject to 6mm RM mea ... urement noi... 011 each 
ba eline. An example plot hawing the re 'ults of the simulation i<., shown (11 Figure 
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7-3. The blue lines show the GPS attitude estimated by the SGR-20. The red lines 
show the simulation truth attitude based on the ADCS attitude data logged on Topsat 
from 27th February 2007. The results of this simulation demonstrated that the new 
algorithms implemented in the modified receiver code were operating correctly. 
I.I'IlLl 'Ji! ei\lmated by SGR::D USIng SI!Y' ... illled GPS ml"aSUI'i:rnenh rlOt'f Matlab owe! senal porI 
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2316 2316 2322 2328 
'0 r-------,------,---.,-----,.----,-----,---------,----,------,-------, 
2 )1,( 2316 231B 232 2 ID 2326 13'. 233 
GPS Seconds 11'\10 Wepl.. 
Figure 7-3 Hardware-in-the-Ioop simulation results (simulated data) 
7.2.4 Post-processing of in-orbit data onboard the SGR-20 
As an extension to the hardware-in-the-Ioop simulation, a second set of MA TLAB 
cripts wa written to enable 'play-back ' of the real SGR-20 data logged during the 
variou experiment conducted in 2007 ( ee Appendix D). The logged data is read in 
from a number of ASCII files, fonnatted into an SBPP packet and sent to the SGR-20. 
The receiver waits until there are six sate lli tes on each baseline and then uses the 
integer ambiguity re olution algorithm to solve the integer ambiguities. Once these 
integer ambiguitie are known the receiver initiali es the attitude tracking algorithm 
and begins tracking the attitude. The results of each operation are used to construct 
Packet Ox66 (the attitude results packet) which is output to the personal computer. 
The MA TLAB script then parse the SBPP data and extracts the necessary 
information from the packets. 
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Figure 7-4 Overview of Hardware- in-th e-Ioop te t u in g data from orbit 
To validate the onboard implemcntat i n mea urement data logg d n thc, ; R-20 on 
Top at on 22nd February 2007 wa played baek thr ugh th r ce i er u. ing the 
hardware-in-the-Ioop method . The re ulting OP attitude lution al ulated by the 
SOR-20 is hown in Figure 7-5 . The re ults of thi te t demon trate that th R-20 
can ueces fu ll y initialise the integer ambiguity olution, and track the attitude 
so lution. Thi i achieved even given the number of avai lable m a urem nt · nd the 
atel lite geometry experienced on the Top at recei ver in orbit. The use f the 
hardware-in-the-Ioop method indicated that the new fli ght oftware wa. almost ready 
to tart real-time testing in orbit. The limitation of the hardware-in-th -10 p meth d 
wa that the ections of code that took the real-time phase difference and L 
vector cou ld not be te ted to en ure that the data wa being fed into the onb ard 
algorithm correctly. To mitigate thi ri k, a final utdoor te t u ' ing a mock-up of a 
atel li te wa required to thoroughly te t th new ftware . Thi ' i described in the 
next section . 
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Figure 7-5 Hardware-in-the-Ioop simulation re ults (post-processed rea l data) 
7.2.5 Outdoor testing using a mock-up satellite 
The final stage of pre-night te ting involved the use of live signal via a mock 
satellite facet mounted on a tripod . Thi platform wa con tructed, by the author, to 
test the new night oftware using real-time mea urements onboard the SGR-20. The 
con 'truction of the mock-up satellite was nece sary because a suitable RF signal 
simulator that could simulate four separate antenna wa not avai lable. To properly 
te t the new night oftware it was necessary to ensure that the eode fed real 
measurements from the four patch antennas on the atellite mock-up to the attitude 
determination algorithm . This te t al 0 demon trated that the algorithms could use 
real mea urements to ucce fully ca lcu late an integer ambiguity so lution and to track 
the attitude. 
Figure 7-6 Testing G P attitude code using a mock-up satellite facet 
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The te t setup did not provide an accurate referencc attitude rough alignmcnt \.\ ith 
magnetic north was achieved u ing a campa s and by cn unng the facet \\ <I" Ie\ cl 
u ing a spirit level. A an accurate reference \\as not a\ailable the attitude error could 
not be calculated, but correct operation of the modified night cod" ..,ucce, sful integer 
ambiguity re olution and attitude estimation were demonstrated uSing thi" etup, The 
re ult of this test were u d to gain confidence in the operation of the modI/ied !light 
code before it wa uploaded to a , atcllite , 
Figure 7-7 Close-up of mock-up facet showing four CPS Ll patch antenna, 
7.2.5.1 Results of mock- atellite tc t 
A . ignificant area of concern for the real-timc operatum 01 the Integer alllhiglilt 
resolution code on the GR-20 centred around the spare proces"lI1g ,1\ ailahlc \t, hell 
the receiver i tracking sat Jlites on all of ih t\\enty-f'our channels 'Il'"ting ll ... lng Ihe 
mock-up atellite allowed the GR-20 proccs..,or to be load -<I as II \\-ould he \\ hen 
operating in orbit In the cLlrrent standard flIght ... ortv"an.: tracking ""tdllle" on all 
twenty-foLlr chan ncb leaves around 6-7°/Q "'rH1re proce ....... ing. ' I hI .... call he ... een 1\1 
"igure 7-8 b tween aroLlnd X minute,> and 10 minute ... \\hen the n.:cel\l'r had lust 
switched to ' Mode 2' - which i.., a LIseI' conligumhlc l110de In this ca ... l' conligun:d ror 
attitude detenninati n. 
Once the integer ambiguity resolution algonthm hau ... talted the ... pale proec ... Slll' 
dropped to zero for a period of20-30 ..,econu,>, until the algorithm repOlted a ... olullon . 
At this point the algorithm began tracking the attitude and from thl.., P01l11 onwurds the 
, pare proce sing 0 ciliated aroLlnd the 2 (Xl mar~. r hrollgh expellellcc \-\ith 1l ... 111 ' the 
GR-20 it i known that the nboard software can handle ... hort period ... dUllng \\ hlch 
the spare proce ing is ar lind lero, parti ularly Irthe lower priority ta ... k ... arc the olle.., 
u ing the proce ' r. The pnoritle... ., ... igned to each ta ... k \V 111 emure tlwt till: hIgher 
pri rity task lIch as taking mea..,urcl11ent and calculatin ' the na\ IgatlOn "olution arc 
till completed. The 0 crall effect wIll be that It take" longer for the t;( d{-20 to 
complete the integer ambiguity resolution algonthm. 
A s cond area for concem was whether the. (JR-20 would ha\.e ... tJflicH:nl ..,pare 
memory to be able to run the ne\-\ integer ambIgUIty resolution code Due 10 the 
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limi ted too l ava il able to debug and inspect the real time operation of the SG R-20 the 
onl y way to te t thi wa aga in using rea l signals outdoors via the tr ipod setup. A 
special debug packet was used to log the number of bytes allocated on the heap 
throughout the intege r ambiguity reso lution and attitude tracki ng code. An examp le 
plot i shown in Figure 7-9. The results of thi s test showed that the new algorithms 
ran ucce sfull y along ide the ex isting code and there were no issues with in ufficient 
me mory being ava il able to run the integer aillbiguity reso lution or attitude tracking 
algori thill s. 
SGR-20 Spare Pro cess ing dunng Tripod-ba sed A ttit ude Experiment 
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Figure 7-8 pare process in g of SGR-20 during tripod ex periment 
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Figure 7-9 Memory allocation onboard th e SGR-20 during tripod experiment 
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7.3 Real-time in-orbit experiments 
In this section the results of stand-alone GPS attitude determination on the Topsat 
microsatellite are presented. A series of experiments were conducted starting in the 
summer of 2008 in order to analyse the performance of the SGR-20 as an attitude 
sensor on a microsatellite. The main aim of these experiments was to demonstrate 
robust integer ambiguity resolution and attitude tracking based on the new algorithms 
developed as part of this research. 
7.3.1 Overview of experiments conducted 
The Topsat microsatellite is a technology demonstration satellite built for the UK 
Ministry of Defence by SSTL as part of a consortium led by Qinetiq. It was 
originally intended as a one year mission, but later became an operational imaging 
satellite used by companies such as InfoTerra and DMCII to provide commercial 
imagery to paying customers. This meant that the GPS attitude experiments could not 
interfere with nominal operations and so there was a limit to the types of manoeuvres 
and length of experiments that could be conducted. This is in contrast to the UoSA T-
12 experiments conducted in [Purivigraipong, 2000] since UoSA T -12 was a 
technology demonstration mission over which SSTL had full control. 
To minimise the impact on nominal operations all the real time UPS attitude 
experiments conducted involved either a standard TDI manoeuvre (as described in 
Chapter 3) or the satellite remained nadir pointing throughout. Since the SBPP log 
file generated by the SGR-20 resides on the OBC there was also a limit to the length 
of the experiment due to the size of the data file generated by the experiment. The 
OBC on Topsat only has around 19 megabytes of RAM which is used to store all the 
log files for every system on the spacecraft. All these files are downloaded to the 
ground-station at SSTL on a daily basis, which also imposes a limit on the size of the 
GPS log file since it must be downloaded quickly enough to not interfere with the 
download of the other log files. 
By default, on power-on the SGR-20 will copy its standard night software from its 
onboard Flash memory into SRAM and then boot the night software from SRAM. In 
order to use the modified flight software, after power on the SGR-20 is placed in to its 
boot-loader mode and the OBC loads the modified code directly to the SGR-20s 
SRAM via the CAN interface. Once uploaded the receiver is commanded to boot 
directly from SRAM, therefore temporarily replacing the standard flight code with the 
experimental software. When the SGR-20 has started executing the experimental 
software the aBC configures the receiver using a command file. This ensures that the 
receiver is configured for attitude determination, once it has established a position fix 
and downloaded sufficient GPS almanacs. An example command file is shown in the 
figure below. 
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23 2 16 
23 3 10 
23 2 65 
23 3 10 
23 2 101 
23 3 10 
23 2 102 
23 3 10 
23 21 6 
23 21 262 
23 21 518 
23 21 774 
23 21 1025 
23 21 1282 
23 21 1538 
23 21 1794 
23 21 2050 
23 22 213 
23 21 10 
23 22 167 
23 21 1 
23 22 182 
%Packet 10 
%Set rate to O.IHz 
%Packet 41 
%Set rate to O.IHz 
%Packet 65 
%Set rate to O.IHz 
%Packet 66 
%Set rate to O.IHz 
%Assign 6 channels to Antenna 1 
%Assign 6 channels to Antenna 2 
%Assign 6 channels to Antenna 3 
%Assign 6 channels to Antenna 4 
%Set Antenna 1 to Master 
%Set Antenna 2 to Slave 
%Set Antenna 3 to Slave 
%Set Antenna 4 to Slave 
%Apply changes to Mode 2 
%Execute Antenna Config Command 
%Set Elevation Mask to 10 degrees 
%Execute Elevation Mask Command 
%Set Mode 1 
%Execute Antenna Allocation Mode Command (ensures all data sent) 
Figure 7-10 Example command file used to configure SGR-20 on Topsat for 
attitude determination 
Once the experiment is complete the SGR-20 is powered down. This removes the 
experimental software from memory, and on the next power on the receiver will copy 
its standard flight software from FLASH memory and return to nominal operations. 
Once operating the SGR-20 outputs integrated carrier phase differences (Packet 
Ox65), LOS vectors (Packet Ox41) and the PYT solution (Packet Ox 10) as well as the 
results of the real time GPS attitude algorithms (Packet Ox66) for the duration of the 
experiment. The data from the SGR-20 is logged in the SBPP format in the GPS 
binary file on the OBC. At midnight each day the GPS binary file is zipped and 
scheduled for download on the next available pass over the ground-station at SSTL. 
Once downloaded the GPS binary is processed in SGR-PC which parses the SBPP 
packet data and displays it via the various windows implemented by the author for 
visual ising the data from the SGR-20. Details of these forms are given in Appendix 
E. 
7.4 Experimental results 
At the time of writing fifteen real time GPS attitude experiments have been conducted 
on Topsat. The following section summarises the results of these experiments and 
presents a more detailed analysis of a selection of the experiments which have 
demonstrated various performance factors relating to the operation of the SGR-20 as 
an attitude sensor. 
7.4.1 Data file GP080500 (5th August 2008) 
This was the first successful real time operation of the modified SGR-20 flight 
software on Topsat. This experiment began at around 21 :58 on 5th August 2008 (GPS 
Week 1412, GPS Seconds 251909.0) and ran for 40 minutes. The ground-track of 
Topsat during the experiment is shown in Figure 7-11. Note that the yellow disc 
denotes the position of the Sun and the shaded area represents the umbra (at ground 
level) for the last epoch of the experiment. 
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Figure 7-11 Ground-track of Top at 5th u~u t 2008 
The Ilominalmode oroperation orthe receiver ill\ol\c" an Il1ltl<ll Told ... ean:h· u ... ing 
all twenty-four channels in order to acquire at lea ... ! four ... meilltc ... and calculate an 
initial position, velocity and time (rVT) '>olution . i\ typical '[ "lIe- I (l-llr ... t-"', I'or the 
GR-20 i around three-hundred "ccond., . Once Ihe P r .,OlutlllIl I ... hCll1g generated 
the rece iver waits unti I at least t wcnty G r almanac., hm c heL'n do ..... nlo<llkd he ('ore 
switch ing to the commanded attitude conliguration 
For these initial experiments the modificd night ... olhvHle only permitted Integel 
ambigu ity resolution to start once six "ate lli te" wen.: a" ... igned to all three h<l ... ellne ... . to 
ensure a robust so lution . For thiS c pcriment It took around ... e\en minute ... lor the 
GR-20 to have downloaded surf'icient alrnanae ... to "'''''Itch the attitude confiJ,!.lllatlon 
and a further five minutes for the receiver to a.,.,ign ... IX ,,<ttcllrte'> to all thn:e b"..,ellnc" 
(a can be cen in Figurc 7-12). 
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Figure 7-12 Number of atcllites tracked 5th August 200S 
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It then took the SGR-20 less than ten seconds to solve for the integer ambiguities and 
initialise the attitude tracking algorithm. Note that Packet Ox66, which outputs the 
status of the attitude initialisation and tracking algorithms, was only logged at ten 
second intervals so the initialisation may only have taken one or two seconds. 
From thi s point onwards the SGR-20 tracks the attitude solution using the double-
difference point solution algorithm. The attitude estimation results are shown in 
Figure 7-13 below. The blue plot is the post-processed GPS double-difference point 
solution . This was calculated by post-processing the data logged in-orbit using the 
same MA TLAB scripts used in Chapter 6 to demonstrate the estimation of attitude 
from GPS measurements. The post-processed plot is provided to allow a comparison 
with the real-lime onboard double-difference GPS attitude solution shown in green. 
The ADCS Quatemion Extended Kalman Filtered (QEKF) reference attitude solution 
is shown in red. 
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Figure 7-13 Real time CPS attitude point solution 5th August 2008 
As can be een from the above figure the real-time attitude solution from the SGR-20 
reliably track the attitude of Topsat throughout the experiment, including during the 
large angle pilch manoeuvre. During this manoeuvre the pitch varies by more than 
twenty degrees. The plot hows Ihat the real-time GPS attitude solution exhibited a 
constant offset in time relative to both the post-processed GPS attitude solution and 
the AD Q • KF attitude. This offset was caused by the wrong timestamp being 
output in Packet Ox66. This was fixed in the next iteration of the flight software. 
The above plot highlighted a number of other issues with the experimental receiver 
code. There was an i sue with the iteration of the double-difference point solution 
attitude e timator ( ee section 2.3.3.4) which was enforcing too small a threshold 
resulting in an occa ional spike in the attitude estimate. There was also an issue with 
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the update rate of the atti tude algorith m that om time re ulted in the r ei er n t 
att itude outputting packet Ox66 as demon trated by the lac k of point in the P 
estimate around the TO [ manoeuvre. Thi i examined furt her in the l1e 
7.4.2 Data file GP081400 (14th August 2008) 
[n order to minimi e the load on the GR-20 ' proce or the fi r t few e penm nt 
were conducted with the att itude code onl y being run ery t ne ond . Du t th 
large angle pitch manoeuvre conducted during th TO[ p rati n thi ~ \i a ' qui kl 
reali sed to be too low ince the attitude cou ld chang b a number of degrec 
between consecutive mea urement ep ch . Th rc ult f, r the e periment c ndu t d 
on 14th August 200 demon trate thi i ue apt ly. 
QKEF ADCS Reference Altitude v. GPS DO POOl'll Altrtude SoLCoon (lOllS t Aug ' . 2008, 
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Figure 7-14 Real time P attitude point olution 14th ugu!ll2008 
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Whi l t the receiver correct ly initi ali ed the in teger ambi Tuiti cs and Ira kc I the 
attitude for around ixteen minute , a . n a the attitude rate in ' rea ed (durin' the 
TO I manoeuvre) the rea l-tim d uble-difr, r nc point s luti n ai l rithm in 'orre ,tl 
e timated the integer ambigui tie r, r the h. Thi ., a ... beca u ... c the atlitud ' 
had changed by more than four degr 0 
prevent thi prob lem from happ ning ag in the upda t rate of the attitud el l Jo rithms 
wa increa ed to I Hz given that the att itude of p:at i ~ n t e p ted to hang ' b 
more than 0.5 degree per ec nd . t that u in' the d ubi -di f, ren ' int c ' r 
tracking algorithm pre ented in hapt r 4 w uld mitigate thi s pr blcm. 
7.4.3 Data file GP121500 (15th December 2008) 
Another i ue highlighted by the in- rbit te ting was that it can tn 
several minute to a ign ix at Il it ta ll thr e a. lines, hich du 
limitati on on the experimenta l cod can m an th t the first el tti tudc ~ 
generated for many minute . 
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The real-time experiment conducted on 15 th December 2008 demonstrated this issue 
when one of the slave channels on antenna three (fanning part of base li ne two) fai led 
to acq uire PR 26 until over thirteen minutes after the other two slave antennas had 
succes full y acquired it. This is not a problem with the attitude code, but rather the 
signa l acqui ilion and tracking code on the SGR-20, and as such it was outside the 
scope of thi PhD to try and fix thi s problem. If thi s problem is addressed in a later 
update to th e tandard SGR-20 flight software then the robustne s of the attitude code 
hould not be affected in thi s way. 
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Figure 7- 15 Number of sa tellites tracked 15,h December 2008 
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Figure 7-16 Real time G P attitude point solution IS·h December 2008 
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Once ba eline two had finally acquired all ix atellite a igned t it, the integer 
ambiguity reso lution algorithm wa tarted . Again , becau e of the 0. 1 Hz logging of 
Packet Ox66, it is not possib le to determine how long the integer ambigui t algorithm 
took to find a solution. However, it did initiali e the attitude tracking algorithm 
succe sfully. The attitude wa then tracked ucce full y for thc re mai ning tw nty 
minutes of the experiment. Thi ean be een in Figur 7- 16 in which th rea l-time 
GPS attitude e timate shown in green doe not begin un til 2 minute. in to the 
experiment. The blue plot again how the p t-pr e ed GP attit ud e. timate 
ca lculated in MA TLAB from the raw data logged during th e periment. 
The post-processed GPS attitude e timate began a oon a there were four satellite 
on each baseline, and demon trate what th e rea l-time P atti tud oluti on wo uld 
have been ifnot for the problem with atellite acqui ition and tracki ng. ote that the 
real-time and po t-proce ed GP attitude e timate are in go d agrc mcn t for the 
period that they coincide, and both track th e pit h manoeu re ~ucces full y. 
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Figure 7-17 GP -AOCS Attitude Oi pari t I Slh Dec mb r 2008 
The GPS-ADC di parity i igure 7- 17. Th grcen plot shows the 
di parity between the rea l-time attitud timate and th e . e!> timatc. Th 
blue plot how the di parity between the po t-pr ce . d P attitude es tim3t and 
the ADC e timate. The Attitude Dilution r Pr ci i n (A Pi · a lcul ated a. part 
of the po t-proce ed P attitude e timate. The A P wa u ed to de In e th e 
expected GP attitude accuracy in each epo h, u in g th meth d de~c ribed in s ti n 
2.3.4. 1. The expected GP attitude accuracy i hown by th bl a k dashed error bar 
which give the ± la
ll 
uncertainty in the P attitude e timat , where CI = ¢,e, lf/ . 
The RM di parity between th real -time P attitude e timat and th ' 
e timate i hown in Table 7-1 . All three axe agre to within t d gree. 
However, a can be een from Fi gure 7-16 there are numb r fp riod. in .. hi h th 
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GPS rea l-t ime and post-processed attitude so luti ons are self-consistent but in 
di sagreement with the ADCS attitude estimate. Since there is no ex tel11al reference to 
va lidate either estimate. there is no scope for determining whi ch estimate is closer to 
the true atti tude. 
Table 7- 1 RMS C PS-A DCS disparity 15th December 2008 
The mean expected (or theoreti ca l) attitude error ca lculated from th e ADOP is shown 
in Table 7-2. Thi s suggests that on average th e G PS attitude estimate should be 
acc ura te to within 1.53 degrees in roll , 1.05 degrees in pitch and 0.42 degrees in yaw. 
The RM S di sparity between the G PS and ADCS exceeds these va lues for all three 
axes. Two potential reasons for the increased di sparity are multipath in the GPS 
carrier phase measurement or errors in the A DCS. 
Table 7-2 Expected acc uracy of C PS rea l-time poin t solu tion 15th December 2008 
rees) 
Multipath present in any parti cul ar epoeh will result in an error in the GPS attitude 
solution which will cause a di sparity with the ADCS attitude. To detel111ine if 
multipath was present in the GPS ca rri er phase measurements the GPS carri er phase 
residual for thi s ex periment were ea lculated as shown in Figure 7-1 8. The time-
correlati on o f the residual on ba eline two show that there was multipath on thi s 
ba eline throughout most of the experiment. This may ex plain the increased di sparity 
in ro ll and yaw hi ghlighted by events ' a ' and ' e' in Figure 7- 17. Baselines one and 
three how minimal time-correlation except towards the end of the experiment (from 
around 35 minutes) at which point there is an increase in the variance of the residuals 
which co incides with an increase in the di sparity in both the roll and pitch axes (event 
' b ' in Figure 7- 17). 
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Alternative ly errors in the ADCS attitude estimate will also re ult in disparity between 
the GP and ADCS attitude solutions. For example, event 'd' in Figure 7-17 
coincides with the switching off of the IMU . This resulted in the ADCS attitude 
estimate being updated using the Earth Horizon Sensors, Sun-sensors and 
magnetometer. This appears to have resulted in a response from the attitude 
controller on the spacecraft which adjusted the attitude of the spacecraft. The GPS 
receiver which shows close to two degrees of rotation in yaw whilst the ADCS 
attitude estimate simply oscil lates around zero degrees . The fact that the GP altitude 
estimate appears self-con i tent during this 'event ' suggest that event 'c' is also due 
to an error in the ADCS, however it is uncertain what caused this event. 
7.4.4 Data file GP010600 (6th January 2009) 
This experiment demonstrates the nominal performance of the GR-20 as a GPS 
attitude sensor. There were no issues relating to atellite acquisition and tracking, and 
the ufdate rate of the attitude code was set to I Hz. The experiment started at 19:00 
on 611 January 2009 and ran for forty minutes. The ground track of Top at during this 
experiment is shown in Figure 7-19 below. 
(men\: Plot Time: Week: 1513 Seconds: 2~3903. 999999853 
Figure 7-19 G round track of Tops at 61h January 2009 
The SGR-20 achieved a TTFF of 282 seconds and switched to the attitude 
configuration after a further four minutes . All three baselines quickly acquired five 
satellites. However, it took around ten minutes for all baselines to acquire six 
satellites and the integer ambiguity re olution algorithm to be run . The integer 
ambiguity algorithm calculated the correct integer ambiguity solution and initialised 
the attitude tracking algorithm successfully. The resulting GPS attitude point solution 
is shown blue in Figure 7-21 below. The ADCS attitude solution is shown in red for 
companson. 
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G PS-ADCS Att itude Disparity - (Topsat Jan 06 20(9) 
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The RMS di pari ty between the rea l-t ime P atti tude olution ( ~ h wn in gre n in the 
above plot) and the AD S is given in Ta ble 7- . Th RM di rarit y i ~ j u ~ t 0 cr onc 
degree in each axi . The ex pected accuracy of th P att itude ~o llltion calculnted 
from the ADOP ( ee Table 7-4) ugge t that th R-2 i ~ calculating an alti tudc 
solution with an RM en'or of Ie than ne degree in all a e~. 
attitud e di spari ty 61h J anu ar 2009 
Table 7-4 Ex pected accuracy of G P atti tude olu tion 6"1 J a nu ar 2009 
Expected Accuracy 
Roll (degrees) I Pitch (degrees) I 
0.91 I 0.61 
The yaw axi s hows the large t di crcpan y betw en the e p ctcd crror and the 
ca lcu lated di sparity. The yaw ax i i ob ervcd by all three base li n e~ on o r>~ at sine 
the baselines are co-planar on th e Z fa t wh ich i nomina ll y aligncd ith the aw 
plane. Therefore the yaw mea urem nt fr m th R-20 is e r> eled to bl.: th e m( st 
accurate a wa demon trated in hapter 6. 
There i evidence in the di parity pi t in Figure 7-22 to sugge. t an err r in th e 
yaw estimate i contributing to the di parity. Thi i. particular ly th case at ar 
thirty- ix minute in to the experiment when the II are swit hed f. h 
from thi s point wa onl y u ing un- en or and magnet m lers and it wa ' fr m thi 
point that the di parity between P and A staned to in rea~e in magnitude. 
ote al 0 that the yaw di parity wa rea onably e n tant durin ~ the pcri c d the 1M 
wa witched on, a hi ghl ighted by the blue b . H we r, the di sparity hang . 
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when the ADCS switches back to the EHS/Sun sensor/Magnetometer combination. 
This suggests the IMU is not measuring any change in yaw during this time, but may 
have been propagating a yaw error which disappeared when absolute attitude 
measurements were available again. 
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The result of this experiment is a positive demonstration that the SGR-20 is capab le of 
calculating an independent three-axis attitude solution with an error of around one 
degree. 
7.4.5 Data file GP012200 (22nd January 2009) 
For this experiment Topsat was commanded to remain nadir pointing. The ADCS 
used a combination of EHS, Sun-Sensors and Magnetometers. Both EHS were 
operating for the first ten minutes but the IMU was not used. The GPS elevation 
ma k was reduced from ten degrees (as used in the previous experiments) to five 
degrees. 
Current Plot T,,,,,: Weel. 1515 Seconds: 392309.999999856 
Figure 7-24 Ground track of Topsat 22nd January 2009 
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Figure 7-26 Real time GP attitude poin t olution 22 nd J anu ary 2009 
The plots In Figure 7-26 how the rea l-time P att itude !>limat (green) In 
compari on with the AD attitud olution (r d). h atlitud pit h and yaw 
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estimates demonstrate an oscillation which is not present in the respective ADCS 
attitude estimates. Thi can be seen more clea rly in Figure 7-27. The osc ill ati on in 
yaw may be an error in the ADCS since the ADOP of the GPS yaw estimate suggests 
the yaw wa being determined to within 0.2 5 degrees (I sigma), as shown in Table 
7-6 and Figure 7-27. The likely ex planation for the increased disparity, which in 
some cases exceeds fi ve degrees, is that the EHS were switched off a ft er around ten 
minutes into the experiment, due to an en·or in the schedul e fil e on the OBC. The 
ADCS would therefore have been based on the combination of Sun-sensors and 
magnetometers. From Fi gure 7-27 it can be observed that the GPS-ADCS di sparity is 
greatest at around twenty- fi ve minutes in to the ex periment. The GPS res iduals, 
shown in Figure 7-29, how no sign ificant evidence of multipath at thi s time. This 
suggests th at the GPS attitude est imate was not biased by multipath erro r. However, 
examinati on of the spacecraft's pos ition at thi s time (see Fi gure 7-28) shows that it 
was pas ing ovcr the North Pole, which wo uld typica ll y cause a loss of observability 
in the magnetometer e timate. This may have resulted in the fi ve degree di sparity 
between the PS and ADCS pitch and yaw estimates. 
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Figure 7-27 CPS-ADCS Attitude Disparity 22 nd January 2009 
Table 7-5 RMS CPS-ADCS Attitude Disparity (22/01 /2009) 
Table 7-6 Expected Accuracy of CPS attitude solution (22/01/2009) 
Expected Accuracy 
Roll (degrees) I Pitch (degree~ I Yaw (degrees) 
1.77 1 0.80 1 0.25 
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(u-rent Plot Tine: Week: 1515 Seconds: 391 199.999999882 
Figure 7-28 Position of Topsat at 25 minu tes into 22nd January 2009 experiment 
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The re ults of this experiment demonstrate that the ability of the GPS attitude sen or 
to maintain a reliable attitude estimate throughout the whole orbit. This demonstrates 
an improvement on the standard combination of sun-sensors and magnetometers used 
on many small satellite missions. 
7.4.6 Summary of experiments to date 
At the time of writing fifteen real-time GPS attitude experiments have been conducted 
on Topsat using the modified SGR-20 flight software. Of these fifteen experiments 
thirteen resulted in the SGR-20 uccessfully calculating the integer ambiguitie and 
initialising the attitude tracking algorithm. Two of the experiments were not 
successful. The first, on 14th August 2008, was due to the ten eeond update rate of 
the attitude tracking algorithm resulting in the incorrect calculation of the integer 
ambiguities a part of the attitude tracking algorithm. This problem was fixed by 
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increasing the update rate to 1Hz. The second failure, on 24th February 2009, was due 
to the satellite acquisition and tracking algorithms on the SGR-20 failing to 
successfully acquire and track six satellites on all three baselines for the whole of the 
forty minute experiment. The mean attitude GPS-ADCS disparity in roll, pitch and 
yaw between the real-time GPS attitude solution and the ADCS QEKF attitude 
solution for all fifteen experiments is shown in Table 7-7. 
Table 7-7 Mean Disparity between GPS and ADCS attitude solutions 
Mean Disparity 
Roll (degrees) Pitch (degrees) Yaw (degrees) 
05/08/2008 1.30 0.32 -0.61 
14/08/2008 
- - -
20/08/2008 1.10 -0.29 -0.61 
09/12/2008 -0.07 -2.10 0.36 
11/12/2008 -1.54 0.07 0.09 
15/12/2008 0.12 -0.12 -1.55 
18/12/2008 -0.24 -0.53 0.24 
06/01/2009 -0.21 0.48 0.51 
08/01/2009 -0.09 -0.05 0.29 
13/01/2009 -0.34 -5.16 -0.70 
15/01/2009 1.19 -0.39 0.03 
20101/2009 0.85 0.25 -0.96 
22/01/2009 0.10 -1.02 -0.99 
24/02/2009 - - -
26/02/2009 1.74 -0.67 0.44 
Mean Disparity 0.30 -0.71 -0.27 
The RMS attitude disparity between the real-time GPS double-difference point 
solution and the ADCS for each of the fifteen successful real time experiments 
conducted is shown in Table 7-8 below. 
Table 7-8 RMS Disparity between GPS and ADCS attitude solutions 
RMS Disparity 
Roll (degrees) Pitch (degrees) Yaw (degrees) 
05/08/2008 2.37 2.23 1.04 
14/08/2008 - - -
20108/2008 1.69 2.40 1.36 
09/12/2008 2.13 2.23 1.69 
11/12/2008 2.61 0.71 2.49 
15/12/2008 1.64 1.72 1.91 
18/12/2008 1.64 1.02 1.95 
06/01/2009 1.25 1.07 1.22 
08/01/2009 2.22 1.19 1.40 
13/01/2009 2.75 5.51 1.28 
15/01/2009 2.48 0.79 0.80 
20101/2009 1.82 0.78 1.45 
22/01/2009 1.56 1.83 2.17 
24/02/2009 - - -
26/02/2009 2.04 1.30 0.91 
RMS Disparity 2.06 2.14 1.59 
(including outlier) 
RMS Disparity 1.99 1.56 1.61 
(ignoring outlier) 
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The five degree disparity in the pitch axis on 13th January 2009 appears to have been 
caused by an error in the attitude tracking code. The disparity is not present in the 
post-processed attitude solution. The error may have been the result of a cycle slip in 
the real-time attitude tracking algorithm. This could easily be remedied by 
implementing the double-difference integer tracking algorithm from Chapter 4 and 
monitoring the residuals of the attitude tracking algorithm. Both these features are 
planned for a future update of the SGR-20 attitude code. If this 'outlier' is removed 
from the calculation of mean disparity the resulting mean offsets between the GPS 
and ADCS attitude solutions are 0.35° in roll, -0.34° in pitch and -0.23° in yaw. and 
the correspond RMS disparities are l. 99°, 1.56° and 1.61 0 respectively. 
Table 7-9 gives the expected accuracy of the GPS attitude solution for each of the 
fifteen real-time experiments. These figures were calculated by estimating the 
measurement noise for each experiment from the GPS carrier phase residuals using 
the method shown in Chapter 3, and combining this with the ADOP calculated in 
post-processing (as described in Chapter 2) to give an estimate of the expected 
attitude error in each axis. 
Table 7-9 Expected Accuracy of GPS attitude solution based on A()()P 
Ex Accura~ 
Roll Pitch (deg) Yaw (deg) 
(deg) 
05/08/2008 1.16 0.87 0.28 
_ .... ~ 
14/08/2008 1.74 1.16 0.34 
._. __ .-
20108/2008 1.28 0.89 0.24 
._----. ---
09/12/2008 1.22 0.64 0.34 
.-. __ ._-
11/12/2008 0.96 0.57 0.27 
15/12/2008 1.52 0.96 
r--::--=----------
0.35 
.. _ .•. _-_._-
18/12/2008 1.32 1.08 0.38 
_. 
""-" . .. .--._-
06/01/2009 0.91 0.61 0.26 
08/01/2009 1.63 0.76 
~.-.--... --.-.---.-
0.34 
13/01/2009 1.43 0.78 0.30 
-_ .. _-- --_.- .. .-
15/01/2009 1.21 0.74 0.27 
--- -" -----,- --_._" .. - ----
... _-
20/01/2009 0.80 0.59 0.42 
22/01/2009 1.77 0.80 0.25 
.. ---.---.-
24/02/2009 1.47 0.85 0.30 
--.~.-- _... .... . . . ....• _--_._-
26/02/2009 1.80 1.12 0.34 
Expected Accuracy 1.38 0.85 0.32 
The difference between the overall expected accuracy of the (iPS attitude solution 
shown in Table 7-9 and the RMS disparity between GPS and ADCS (ignoring the 
outlier on 13th January 2009) is 0.61 ° in roll, 0.71 ° in pitch and 1.29° in yaw. 
In Chapter 3 it was shown that the ADCS attitude estimate has a standard deviation of 
around 0.30 degrees in the along-track direction and 0.34 in the across-track direction 
when DASH2 is functioning. This increases to 0.51 and 0.89 degrees respectively 
when DASH2 is not functioning. It was also noted that the mean error in the across-
track (nominally roll) axis was 1.19 degrees when DASH2 was operating. Analysis 
of the telemetry from the ADCS on Topsat showed that both EHS were operating 
during most of the real-time experiments with the exception of 5th August 200K and 
20th January 2009 when DASH2 was malfunctioning. Therefore f(>r most of thc real-
time experiments there may have been an error in the ADCS roll estimate of up to 
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1.19 degrees. Based on the expected accuracy of the GPS roll estimate this would 
lead to an overall RMS disparity of 
which is close to the observed RMS roll disparity of 1.99 degrees. This estimate 
would only be reasonable if the assumed ADCS roll error of 1.19 degrees was correct. 
Since there is no method of validating the ADCS except through the single-point 
comparison done by comparing the requested image centre/target with the achieved 
image centre/target, the extent of any actual bias in the ADCS attitude estimate is 
unknown. 
The same logic can be applied to the disparity between the expected GPS yaw 
estimate accuracy and the measured GPS-ADCS disparity in yaw. On Topsat the 
Sun-sensors are the main source of yaw information. According to the ADCS 
engineers at SSTL the Sun-sensors are accurate to around 2 degrees RMS. Therefore 
it is likely that the GPS yaw estimate is actually significantly better than the ADCS 
yaw estimate. This potential benefit of GPS attitude may be a selling point for 
implementing GPS attitude on future small satellite missions, since many missions 
require a yaw estimate to better than 0.5 degrees, which GPS should be able to 
provide without further work. 
7.5 Conclusions 
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that the SGR-20 can successfully 
calculate the attitude of the Topsat microsatellite. It has been shown that this can be 
achieved in real time at a rate of I Hz onboard the SGR-20 in orbit. 
To allow the aim of demonstrating real-time stand-alone GPS attitude determination 
in LEO to be met, only Parts I to III of the new IAR algorithm were implemented in 
the SGR-20 flight software. This was due to the amount of time required for 
implementing and debugging the C modules that were added to the SGR-20 flight 
software. The results from Chapter 5 indicated that when tracking six satellites Part I 
to III of the algorithm could provide a reliable integer ambiguity solution using a 
single epoch of data, assuming the double-difference RMS measurement noise was 
less then Xmm. The analysis of spaceflight data showed that the double-difference 
RMS measurement on Topsat is around 8.5mm. This meant that theoretically there 
was around a 0.3 percent chance that the JAR algorithm would output an incorrect 
solution. This was deemed acceptable for testing purposes and to date the single 
epoch JAR algorithm in the SGR-20 flight software has always calculated the correct 
integer ambiguity solution and correctly initialised the attitude tracking algorithm. 
The performance of the whole JAR algorithm including Part IV was instead 
demonstrated via post-processing of in-orbit data in Chapter 5. 
Comparison between the ADCS attitude solution and the real-time GPS attitude 
solution shows a disparity of around 2.0 degrees in roll, 1.6 degrees in pitch and 1.6 
degrees in yaw. However the extent of any unknown errors in the ADCS attitude 
solution cannot be verified. Analysis of the GPS measurement noise and ADOP 
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suggests the GPS attitude solution may be accurate to 1.4 degrees in roll. 0.9 degrees 
in pitch and 0.3 degrees in yaw. 
These results demonstrate that the SGR-20, even given its limitations such as only 
tracking six satellites per baseline, can provide a robust attitude estimate. 
Importantly, this attitude estimate is totally independent from the ADCS attitude since 
no external aiding is required. These results demonstrate that (iPS attitude 
determination could be used on small satellites to provide a stand-alone estimate of 
the true attitude either as a back-up to the main ADCS in case of failures or as part of 
a low-cost satellite design to augment the standard sun-sensor and magnetometer 
combination which is limited in scope. The independent attitude estimate provided by 
GPS could also be exploited to provide insight in to the perfommnce of the other 
attitude sensors typically used on small satellite missions, as was demonstrated in this 
work. 
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8 Conclusions and future work 
This chapter describes the research contributions provided through this work as well 
as details of potential areas of interest for future work. The specific goals of this 
research were as follows: 
I. Analysis of spaceflight data from a small satellite, including quantification of 
measurement errors such as line bias error, multipath and receiver noise. 
2. Design and implementation of a robust integer ambiguity resolution technique 
for single frequency single epoch GPS measurements. 
3. Analysis of the performance factors affecting GPS attitude determination on 
small satellites. 
4. Implementation of a robust real time onboard GPS attitude determination 
system based on the SGR-20. 
5. Demonstration of real-time in-orbit GPS attitude determination on a 
microsatellite, and comparison of the GPS attitude solution with the ADCS 
reference attitude. 
8. 1 Research contributions 
The summary of significant contributions as a result of this research follows: 
8.1.1 Analysis of spaceflight data 
The analysis of spaceflight data presented in Chapter 3 used data logged in-orbit from 
a series of experiments on Topsat to analyse the error sources that affect the 
performance of the SGR-20 as a GPS attitude sensor. 
As with previous research the GPS antenna baselines were calibrated using the 
ADCS. This demonstrated that there was a rotation between the baselines defined 
from MCAD drawings of the satellite and those estimated by the calibration process. 
In previous research such as [Ward, 1996] the reference attitude was an order of 
magnitude more accurate than the GPS attitude and so the calibration was assumed 
correct. However for this work it was known that there was a potential bias in the 
ADCS found by comparing the ADCS attitude solution with ground imagery. 
Comparison of the estimated rotation required to 'calibrate' the GPS antenna 
baselines with the known offset in the ADCS attitude showed that the GPS baselines 
measured from the MCAD drawings may be correct. Without a third independent 
attitude reference it is impossible to determine where the offset actually lies. 
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The analysis of the GPS carrier phase measurements showed that the RMS 
measurement noise for the SGR-20 on Topsat was between 5 and 7mm for each of the 
three baselines. Baseline 2, which lies diagonally across the space-facing facet. had 
the highest measurement noise. Analysis of the residuals. including analysis of the 
cross-correlation between satellites that traversed the same part of the 'sky' on 
different dates, showed that multipath is definitely present in the carrier phase 
measurements. This was an interesting result since the GPS patch antennas all have an 
unimpeded view of the GPS constellation. This suggests that the multipath error was 
not due to the signal reflecting off surrounding surfaces, but may have been due to 
differences in the phase response of the different antennas. This conclusion is 
supported by the fact that baseline 2 demonstrates the largest errors. It is expected 
that baseline 2 will suffer from the largest disparity between the phase patterns of the 
antennas due to antennas I and 3, which form this baseline, lying on diagonally 
opposite comers of the space-facing facet. 
The analysis in Chapter 3 showed that the line bias on the SGR-20 is arbitrary on 
start-up and whilst it shows a correlation with temperature. no method for 
independently calibrating or modelling the line bias has yet been found. Therefore 
line bias was removed via double-differencing for the purposes of this research. 
Details of the analysis of spaceflight data and the demonstration of real-time GPS 
attitude determination using the SGR-20 on Topsat were presented at NA VITEC 20{)X 
[Duncan et al. 2008]. 
8.1.2 Robust multi-epoch integer ambiguity resolution 
A new integer ambiguity resolution algorithm was developed which provides a robust 
solution to the integer ambiguity problem using only single-frequency measurements 
over multiple epochs. The performance of this algorithm was demonstrated via a 
combination of Monte-Carlo simulation and post-processing of data logged in-orbit. 
The Monte-Carlo simulation tested the performance of the algorithm when subject to 
levels of receiver noise between 2mm and 10mm. The results of this simulation 
showed that the algorithm calculated the correct solution in nearly 100'% of epochs 
when tracking six satellites, and in over 95% of epochs when tracking five satellites. 
In the remaining epochs the algorithm reported 'no solution'. and no incorrect 
solutions were given. The simulation results also showed that the new algorithm can 
provide the correct integer ambiguity solution using only two epochs (or 20 seconds) 
of data when tracking six satellites, but a minimum of six epochs (or 60 seconds) of 
data was required to guarantee a correct solution with only five satellites. 
The significant novelties of this new algorithm are: 
• A formulation is provided showing how to implement a robust multi-epoch 
algorithm which permits validation of the trial integer ambiguity solutions 
over a period chosen by the user. 
• The algorithm includes a double-difference integer tracking component. This 
enables the multi-epoch validation to operate in the high dynamics 
environment of a satellite in LEO when the GPS satellites are rising and 
setting over much shorter periods than experienced by ground-based users 
for which most previous research has been intended. 
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• Unlike previous research the multi-epoch component of the algorithm is fully 
documented and the entire algorithm has been shown to work using a large 
collection of data logged on a microsatellite in-orbit. 
• The algorithm was implemented in the flight software of the SGR-20 and its 
use in real-time onboard the Topsat microsatellite was demonstrated. 
The new robust integer ambiguity resolution algorithm was developed by the author 
based on a method devised by Dr Hodgart, which was presented at ENe 2006 
[Duncan, 2006] and is provided for comparison in Appendix B. The original 
algorithm's main limitation was that it only provided a list of probable integer 
ambiguity solutions, of which the correct solution was only one of the solutions. The 
algorithm was also based on using only a single-epoch of data, and so was not robust. 
The new algorithm built upon the original by adding the statistical tests for the 
residuals of the secondary set, the baseline length and the relative geometry. The chi-
squared test of the attitude residuals was also added. Most importantly, the algorithm 
was extended to use mUltiple epochs of data with the capability of tracking the 
double-difference integer ambiguities, which led to the greatly improved robustness. 
The improved robust algorithm was first presented at ION GNSS 2007 [Duncan et al. 
2007], receiving a best paper award at the conference. 
8.1.3 Analysis of the performance factors for GPS attitude on 
small satellites 
The concept of ADOP was used to demonstrate the effect that the coplanar baseline 
geometry on Topsat has on the achievable attitude accuracy. A numerical simulation 
showed that the ADOP increased by almost a factor of four due to coplanar baselines, 
relative to the ADOP that would be achieved with triple orthonormal baselines. 
The study of ADOP also highlighted that one of the factors limiting the accuracy of 
the GPS attitude solution on Topsat is that the SGR-20 can only track up to six 
satellites on each baseline when in its attitude configuration. A simulation showed 
that a future GNSS attitude receiver, that is able to track all satellites in view, could 
achieve an overall attitude accuracy of 0.74 degrees, with the yaw estimate accurate to 
0.39 degrees, even with coplanar baselines. This is assuming the same level of 
measurement noise as Topsat, without any form of multipath mitigation, i.e. with no 
extra effort required. This would be achievable using only the GPS constellation, and 
could be improved further ifmore channels and more GNSS satellites are available. 
It was also demonstrated that by using the ADCS to estimate the line bias it is actually 
the mean GPS-ADCS disparity that is being calculated and this results in both an 
overly optimistic assessment of the performance of the GPS attitude solution and can 
also hide potential systematic errors in the ADCS attitude solution, thereby removing 
much of the benefit of GPS as a stand-alone three-axis attitude sensor. 
Finally, a numerical simulation was used to demonstrate that an elevation mask of 20° 
or less should result in 100% availability of the GPS attitude solution. However, a 
lower elevation mask would be preferable in order to provide a more accurate attitude 
solution. 
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8.1.4 Implementation of a real-time GPS attitude sensor 
A major component of this work was the integration of the new robust integer 
ambiguity resolution algorithm and the attitude point solution algorithm into the flight 
software of the SGR-20. As a result of this work the SGR-20 can now operate as a 
real-time stand-alone GPS attitude sensor, thereby achieving one of the main aims of 
the commissioning of this research. 
The new algorithms were implemented as an independent task in the SGR-20 flight 
software and are fully configurable using the SBPP command formats given in 
Appendix E. A number of new SBPP output packets have also been defined to allow 
the real-time GPS attitude solution to be logged as part of the standard log file stored 
on the OBC. This log file can be downloaded by the SSTL ground-station and 
displayed via the SGR-PC software used to interface with the SGR-20. 
Therefore as a result of this work, GPS attitude determination has progressed from the 
stage of an interesting research area to an operational reality which can he lIsed on 
future SSTL small satellite missions. 
8.1.5 In-orbit demonstration of stand-alone real-time GPS attitude 
determi nation 
Using the data collected from the Topsat microsatellite a numher of important lessons 
have been learned. Firstly, it has been shown that a GPS attitude sensor can provide a 
robust stand-alone three-axis attitude solution suitable for use on a microsatellite. It 
has been shown for the Topsat microsatellite that this attitude solution is likely to be 
accurate to better than I ° in the pitch and yaw axes, and just over lOin the roll axis. 
In Chapter 3 the accuracy of the ADCS reference attitude was estimated by lIsing a 
comparison of the targeted image centre and the achieved image centre. This analysis 
showed that due to the roll Earth Horizon Sensor being non-operational the A DC'S 
had a mean offset of 0.60° in pitch and 0.53° in roll with a I-sigma uncertainty of 
0.51 ° in pitch and 0.89° in roll. Due to this uncertainty ahout the accuracy of the 
ADCS reference attitude the GPS attitude solution can only he shown to agree with 
the ADCS to around two degrees in all axes. 
Importantly it has also been shown that a GPS attitude sensor can successfully track 
large angle manoeuvres in both roll and pitch. Manoeuvres of up to 300 off-pointing 
in roll and 20° off-pointing in pitch were successfully tracked. This demonstrates an 
obvious advantage of GPS attitude over Earth Horizon Sensors which cannot track 
such manoeuvres because they are limited by their 5° field-of-view. If thc accuracy 
of the GPS attitude solution could be improved to around the 0.1-0.2 degree level as 
suggest in [Wong, 2004] then GPS attitude should prove to be a viable alternative to 
Earth Horizon Sensors, which currently obtain an accuracy of around 0.3 0 . 
Whilst the hardware limitations imposed by using the SGR-20 resulted in prohlems 
with availability of sufficient satellites for integer ambiguity resolution. there were 
generally at least 4 satellites, which is sufficient to maintain attitude tracking. All the 
post-processed and real-time experiments showed 100% availability of the (iPS 
attitude solution once attitude tracking had commenced. The only limitation on the 
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availability of the GPS attitude solution was the requirement that at least five satellites 
are tracked on each baseline in order for the integer ambiguity resolution algorithm to 
begin. The availability of the GPS attitude solution should only improve given the 
development of modem GNSS receiver and the continued development of other 
GNSS constellations such as Galileo, GLONASS and Compass. 
8.2 Future work 
8.2.1 Improvements to the SGR-20 flight software 
The analysis of the real-time experiments conducted using the SGR-20 on Topsat 
demonstrated that the performance of the GPS attitude algorithms is currently limited 
by a number of features in the general SGR-20 flight software. 
Firstly, the satellite acquisition and tracking algorithms sometimes failed to assign six 
satellites to all three baselines when analysis of the data files showed that more than 
six satellites were above the configured elevation mask. Therefore further work is 
required to optimise the satellite allocation algorithms to ensure the maximum 
performance can be achieved. 
Secondly, the time to first attitude is currently limited by the long time to first fix and 
the time taken to download sufficient almanacs to enable switching to the 'Highest 
Elevation' tracking mode. Recent improvements to the SGR-20 flight software now 
permit orbital elements and the GPS Almanac to be uploaded to the receiver from the 
OSC in order to 'Warm Start' the receiver. Ongoing testing has shown this allows the 
receiver to achieve a position fix in around sixty seconds, and then quickly switch to 
the 'Highest Elevation' tracking mode. Merging these improvements with the attitude 
algorithms implemented on the experiment software implemented as part of this work 
would enable a faster time to first attitude. 
Thirdly, the level of receiver noise on the SGR-20 is a function of the bandwidth of 
the carrier tracking loops. The tracking loops on the SGR-20 are currently second 
order and therefore result in a steady-state error under constant acceleration. 
Implementing a third-order tracking loop would reduce the loop bandwidth and 
therefore should also reduce the receiver noise. 
8.2.2 Multipath mitigation 
Previous research at Surrey Space Centre presented in [Wong, 2004] and [Hodgart 
and Wong, 2007] demonstrated that the ADCS reference attitude could be used to 
generate a multipath map that enabled mitigation of the multipath error. This could 
potentially result in a GPS attitude accuracy of better than 0.2 degrees for a typical 
microsatellite. 
However, to generate the multi path map measurements must be logged over a long 
period. typically more than 24 hours. This is so the multi path map can provide an 
estimate for the multipath error over the entire hemisphere visible to the GPS patch 
antennas. Also. in [Hodgart and Wong, 2006] it was acknowledged that any 
systematic error in the ADCS reference attitude would effectively be calibrated in to 
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the GPS attitude solution, removing some of the benefit of having an independent 
three-axis attitude solution. Therefore a potential area of interest for future work is to 
determine if the GPS residuals can be used to generate an independent multipath map, 
possibly through some sort of iterative process. This would allow the benefit of the 
independence of the GPS attitude solution to be maintained, whilst improving the 
accuracy to a level where it is comparable with Earth Horizon Sensors. 
8.2.3 Future receiver designs 
SSTL is currently working on a next-generation FPGA-based GNSS receiver that will 
be capable of tracking multiple frequencies. Whilst this research has shown that it is 
possible to robustly solve the integer ambiguity problem and track the attitude using 
only six single-frequency measurements on L I, there are a number of important 
benefits relating to GPS attitude determination that may come from a new receiver. 
It is expected that the new receiver will have at least eight channels per antenna, and 
possibly up to twelve. This would permit tracking all satellites in view on all 
antennas. This would provide an immediate improvement in the accuracy of the GPS 
attitude solution due to the improvement in dilution of precision gained hy tracking 
more satellites. There would also be a corresponding improvement in the availahility 
of the GPS attitude solution since when tracking so many satellites it is unlikely that 
the GPS attitude solution will have to be reinitialised due to tracking too few satellites 
on any baselines. 
Being able to track multiple frequencies on each baseline will permit other integer 
ambiguity resolution techniques to be implemented. Given the short haselines 
possible on most SSTL satellites it should also be possible to take advantage of L I-L2 
wide-lane measurements to remove the need for integer ambiguity resolution 
altogether. However, it remains to be seen if the power and processing constraints 
imposed on a space-based GNSS receiver will permit multi-frequency (iNSS attitude 
determination. 
An important design consideration for a future GNSS receiver would be to try and 
eliminate line bias from the carrier phase measurements. Past research has shown that 
some improvements are possible by using multiplexed RF front-end designs I ('ohen, 
1992]. but this still required in-orbit calibration of the line bias [Lightsey et al. 1994]. 
Investigation in to the relative phase stability of the new generation of RF front-ends 
and consideration of the line bias problem when developing the new receiver may 
lead to a method for eliminating this nuisance parameter without resorting to 
multiplexing architectures. 
8.3 In Closing 
Development of the SGR-20 began more than fifteen years ago and has resulted in a 
number of Ph.D. studies relating to GPS attitude determination for microsatellites. 
The research presented in this thesis has finally demonstrated the capability of the 
SGR-20 to provide a robust stand-alone three-axis attitude solution suitable for use on 
microsatellites. Developing on the work presented in [Purivigraipong, 2000] a real-
time GPS attitude implementation has been demonstrated. The results from this Ph.D. 
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research should encourage developers of small satellites such as SSTL to seriously 
consider including a GPS attitude sensor as part of their standard ADCS baseline for 
low-cost small satellite missions. Using the upcoming next-generation GNSS 
receivers the accuracy of such sensors could provide a robust and accurate single 
sensor solution for attitude determination on small satellites. 
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Appendix A MATLAB-based GPS attitude 
simulator 
This appendix describes the MATLAB based GPS attitude simulator developed to 
allow repeatable testing of the algorithms studied. MA TLAB was chosen as the 
preferred tool since it was available at Surrey Space Centre and enabled fast 
implementation and testing of the various algorithms devised as part of this work. 
The MA TLAB based simulator simulates the true constellation geometry for a 
satellite in Low Earth Orbit. It generates realistic single-difference carrier phase 
measurements for any number of baselines. The simulator allows both receiver noise 
and multipath to be simulated based on the model presented in Chapter 2. The 
simulator allows the spacecraft attitude to be changed on an epoch-by-epoch basis 
permitting simulation of large angle manoeuvres like those seen on Topsat. The 
simulator also provides truth data such as the true integer ambiguities and the orbit-
referenced baseline vectors to aid in the analysis of the various algorithms tested. 
A general overview of the simulation is shown in Figure A-I, and each stage IS 
outlined in the following sections. 
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User specifics antenna Load GPS Load spacecraft 
positions. spacecraft constellation data orbit data 
attitude. standard from GPS almanac 
deviation of receiver 
noise and time I I 
I I 
+ 
For time I 
Calculate G PS satellite Calculate spacecraft 
positions in ECEF position in ECEF 
.. 
Calculate antenna 
positions in ECEF 
~ Calculate LOS vectors in U ECEF 
+ 
Rotate LOS vectors into 
Orbit-Referenced Frame 
't 
Calculate which satellites 
are above elevation mask 
~ 
For each baseline 
For each satellite 
Calculate path difference 
~ Calculate integer ambiguity 1 Calculate carrier phase ~ 
.... 
measurements 
.-
Add errors to carrier 
phase measurement 
. . Figure A-I Overview of MATLAB based Simulator 
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A.1 Simulating the GPS constellation 
The MA TLAB based simulator uses a Yuma format GPS almanac provided by the 
user to calculate the position of the entire GPS constellation for a given epoch. The 
GPS satellite positions are calculated in the Earth-Centred-Earth-Fixed (ECEF) frame. 
This method was chosen rather than generating random constellation geometry in 
each epoch. It should provide a more realistic simulation of the efTects of 
constellation geometry on integer ambiguity resolution and attitude detennination, 
meaning that the simulation results should more closely match the results achievable 
in orbit. 
The MATLAB scripts used to calculate the position of the (iPS satellites were taken 
from [Strang and Borre, 1997]. The scripts use the information provided hy the Yuma 
format GPS almanac to calculate the position of each GPS satellite at a time specified 
by the simulation. The almanac used for all simulations is given at the end of this 
appendix. 
A.2 Simulating spacecraft motion 
The routines used to simulate the position of the GPS satellites were also lIsed to 
simulate the orbital position of a small satellite in LEO. This was achieved by 
generating a Yuma format GPS almanac file describing the orbital parameters of a 
typical SSTL mission i.e. a 686km Sun-Synchronous orhit. The Yuma format (IPS 
almanac file used is shown in Figure A-2 below. 
r-:--:-:--:-:-:-:--:--::-::--:--~:-::-----:----:-----::::----------- ---------- -- ---
******** Week 338 almanac for Topsat ******** 
ID: 35 
Health: 000 
Eccentricity: 0.0016453 
Time of Applicability(s): 503808.0000 
Orbital Inclination (rad) : 1.71308603939299 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): -0.7600316584E-008 
SQRT(A) (m 1/2): 2657.81865446083 
Right Ascen at Week (rad): 2.41346223360878 
Argument of Perigee (rad) : -0.909812213796612 
Mean Anom(rad): 0.909309558972038E+001 
AfO (s) : O. 3719329834E-004 
Af1 (s/s) : O. 3637978807E- 011 
week: 338 L....:..;..::....::..:.:....:.... __________ -'--'-_________________________ _ 
Figure A-2 Yuma format GPS almanac used to simulate spacecraft orbit 
A.3 Generation of carrier phase measurements 
and LOS vectors 
The simulator calculates the position of the GPS satellites and the user position for a 
given epoch k as described above. 
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The LOS vectors are generated by ca lculating the vector relating the user position 
x lI I!'r and the GPS sate llite position X CipS . 1 and normali sing it. 
x [k] - x [k] 
S .... [ k ] = CpS.I · Il ler 
I .I ·HE!- Ilx [k] - x [k]11 
cps .} ,,1<'" 
A-I 
The LOS vectors are then rotated into the orbit-referenced fram e 
S,.f{(J) [k] = T[k]S i.;.ECEI' [k] A-2 
where T i calcul ated as shown in Appendix C. The satellites in view are determined 
a suming a nadir pointing attitude for the spacecraft and an elevation mask of zero 
degree wi th respect to the - Z facet of the spacecraft as shown in Figure A-3. 
Figure A-3 atellite vis ibili ty is ca lculated based on an elevation mask 
or ea h ba cline the orbit-referenced baseline vector is ca lculated according to 
A-3 
where b ,.(B) ca lcu lated from the antenna positions passed to the simulator as inputs. 
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The true path difference (in cycles) for each satellite on each baseline IS then 
calculated as 
A-4 
The simulator maintains a log of which satellites were visible in the previous epoch 
and uses this to determine if a satellite has just risen. If the satellite has just risen the 
simulator calculates its integer ambiguity according to 
A-5 
Each integer is stored in a look-up table and a validity flag is set. If the satellite was 
present in the previous epoch, but has set in the current epoch then the integer value is 
cleared from the look-up table, and the validity flag is cleared to say it is invalid. 
Next the accumulated carrier phase measurement is calculated using 
r[k]=r[k]+N. 1,1 ',I ',I A-6 
Note that the same integer ambiguity is used in each epoch to replicate the 
accumulated carrier phase measurements output by the SGR-20, Finally receiver 
noise and multipath (if required) are added to the measurements as described in the 
next sections. 
A.4 Simulating Receiver Noise 
As described in Chapter 2, the term receiver noise is used to define zero mean random 
noise having a Gaussian distribution with a known standard deviation. The 
MA TLAB based simulator requires the user to specify the standard deviation of the 
receiver noise. Given a standard deviation by the user the simulation uses the 
MATLAB 'randn' function to generate thirty-two vectors (one per simulated GPS 
satellite) each containing zero mean random noise with a Gaussian distribution and a 
standard deviation of unity. Each vector contains 86,400 epochs of random noise to 
allow the simulation to run for one whole day if required. All the vectors are then 
scaled using the standard deviation specified by the user. 
In any particular epoch k a sample of the receiver noise from the vector relating to 
each satellite is added to the accumulated carrier phase measurement 
f;)k] = f;)k] + N;,j +v,)k] A-7 
To demonstrate the effect of receiver noise on the GPS residuals (as calculated in 
Chapter 3) the MATLAB-based simulator was used to simulate one hour of 
constellation motion sampled at ten second intervals. Four millimetres of receiver 
noise was added to the single-difference carrier phase measurements. The procedure 
detailed in Chapter 3 was used to calculate the GPS residuals and the results are 
shown in Figure A-4 below. 
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Figure A-4 CPS residuals for simu lated 27th February 2007 experiment with 
receiver noi se on ly 
ote that ince the measurement errors are due to receiver noi se, which has a 
au_sian di stributi on with zcro mean, the GPS res iduals are also Gauss ian with zero 
mean . 
A.S Simulating multipath 
A ommon method for imulating multipath i to use a Gau s- Markov process with a 
ti me period of around fi ve minute [Ward, 1996]. However, fo r a small spacecraft it 
has been shown [Wong, 2004] that the multipath is fix ed relative to the spacecraft 's 
tructu re, meaning that the mul tipath error is spati ally correlated as well as being 
corre lated in ti me. Using a Gau Markov process onl y simulate the time 
corre lati n, and doe not imulate any correlati on between the inc ident angle of the 
incomi ng signal and the multipath errOL 
Th refore t better replicate the mul tipath error ex perienced by a small satellite a 
imu lated mu ltipath map wa crea ted. [Wong, 2004] showed that the spatial 
corr lati n of the multipath error allowed it to be mapped as a fun ction of the azimuth 
and elevation of the incoming signal. Wong then lIsed thi s mul tipath map as a foml 
of look-up tab le to app ly correcti on to the ca rrier phase measurements. Here the 
proce i reversed. U ing a imulated multipath map, multipath en-or is applied to 
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the carrier pha e mea urement ba ed on the azimuth and elevation or the 
for each atellite. Thi i ba d on a function 
u,)k] = /(8. ¢) 
vect r 
-8 
where the mLiltipath error lI ,, [k] i alcLil ated from a I k-up table \\hich I) inoe\ed 
by the azimuth (8) and ele ation (¢) I' the L vector ~ r atcllitc j on hiN.:line i . 
A.S.1 Generating the multi path look-up table 
During th de elopm nt of their late t patch antenna . , TL performed a )erie of 
mea urement in an anechoic chamber facility. The main purp c I' the e te twa) 
to mea ure th gain f a new antenna de ign and mpar' it with the gam or a 
heritage patch antenna. H we er, the tb al) included mea urlng the pha)e 
re pon e of b th antenna to ee how the m a)ured pha<,c arle., ocpendll1 ' on the 
incident ignal directi n. To ca lculate the pha~e rc p n<,c a mca<,urement prohe i<, 
mo ed in a phere around the antenna under t 'It and takc mea)urement'> In the ncar 
field of the antenna. 
L 
1 
igure A-5 Mea uring th antenn a ph a r II pon 
The e mea urement ar th n 
erie of ompl x tran ~ nn . 
LI cd t al L1latc th' ar-field pha<,c n;<,pon<,e u<,ing a 
h r su it is a pha.,c err r pi t such a" that .,hown in 
Figure -6. 
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Figure -6 Hemi- ph erical projection of patch antenna phase error 
The plot in Figure A-6 shows the phase error for a single patch antenna as a function 
of u im uth and el ation (with lero degree azimuth at (- I, 0, 0) and zero degrees 
elev<lli on at z = 0). ote that in ce rtain directions the phase en'or can exceed 2cm. 
The map i ~ not a truc renecti on f the antenna pha e crror on TopSat since the lack of 
a ~u f(j cie nt ground-pl ane along two ides of each pateh antenna (due to their positions 
in the eo rner~ o f the Z facet) will likely re ult in a dramatica lly differcnt phase error. 
The effect of the phase error of th e antennas is worsened for GPS attitude 
determinati on s ince measurements from multiple antennas are differenced . It is 
ass umed that cach antenna will have a different phase elTor duc to it different 
loca ti on on the spacec raft . Therefore to approximate the errors likely to be 
ex peri enced on Top at th e phase error map wa rotated 180 degrees in azimuth and 
dif~ rene d From the un -rotated map to match the orientations of the patch antennas 
on Top at. The result i. shown in Figure A-7 . 
To dcmon~ tra te the effect of multipath on the P re idual the MATLAB-based 
~ imul a t r wa~ LI S d to simul ate one hour of constellation motion ampled at ten 
second in terva ls. Four millimetre of rece iver noi e was added to the sing\c-
difference carrier pha e mea urement as with the receiver noi se on ly simulation . 
The multipath map de ' ribed ab ve was used a a look-up tabl e to add multipath error 
to each carri er phas measuremcnt dcp nding on the azimuth and elevation of its LOS 
vector. Aga in the GP re iduals were ca lculatcd Llsing thc mcthod in Chapter 3 and 
the resu lt ~ arc plotted in Figure A-8. 
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Figure A-7 Simulated multipa th map generated from an choi c cha lllhcr 
measurements 
GPS Resldu Is to< Sorrua ed Feb 27th 2007 Experiment (Topsell 
002 
, I ,' ••• /1 • 
'.' 
L 1 
10 20 30 40 50 
Figure A-8 G P re idu a l for imula ted 27th F b ru a r 2007 c pcrim nt with 
recei er noi se and multipath 
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The different co loured GPS residual in Fi gure A-8 each re late to a di fferent GPS 
ate ll ite and hence carrier phase di fference measurement. It is obvious from the 
above plot that the indi vidual GPS re iduals are now correlated, which was not the 
case for the receiver noise onl y simulation. This demonstrates that in the presence of 
multipath (which is a spat iall y correlated error) the GPS res iduals become corre lated. 
ote that thi corre lation appears to be a time con'elat ion due to the relati ve motion of 
the receiver and the GP constellati on. 
A.6 Effect of ADCS Error on GPS-ADCS Residuals 
serie of simulations was cond ucted to establish the effect an error in the ADCS 
att itu de . olution wou ld have on the GPS-A DCS di sparity as ca lcul ated in Chapter 3. 
The MA TL 8-ba ed simulator was used to generate one hour of constellati on 
motion . The simu lat ion wa configured to add l.4mm of rece iver noise to the single-
difference carrier phase measurements. Multipath was not simulated. The ADCS 
attitude from the ex periment conducted on 2ih February 2007 was used as an input to 
the MATLAB-based simu lator. A con tant error of 1.5 degrees was added to the roll 
va lue r pOlied by the ADCS. The GPS-A D di sparity was then ca lcul ated using the 
method hown in hapter 3. The imu lat ion was repeated with a 1.5 degree error in 
pitch and again with a 1.5 degree error in yaw. The results are shown in the fi gures 
below. 
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GP5-ADCS Dospanty of SornAated Expenmert (Topsaf) 
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Figure A-IO GPS-AD di parity when D pitch e timatc i ' 'ubj ec t to 1.5 
degree error 
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The abo e figure how that the effe t of an error is dependent 11 hi °h a is 
the error i pre ent. The geometry f the ba elin hen the space raft is maintaining 
a nadir pointing anitud mean that an D r II error uples into baseline~ 2 and _ , 
wherea an AD pitch err r c uplc int ba clin s I and 2. [n b th a c for a I. 
degree crror the effect on th P - D 'ubtl , but ther is an bs'rvablc 
correlat ion in thc di pari tie . 
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The effect of an ADCS yaw error is more pronounced and couple in to all three 
ba eline . A can be een from the above figures a 1.5 degree error in yaw can result 
in GP -ADCS disparitie of centimetres, which could be misinterpreted as multipath 
if the AD S attitude solution is relied on too heavily. 
A.7 Yuma format GPS Almanac used in 
simulations 
•• • •• ••• Week ))8 almanac for PRN 01 ••• • •••• 
10: 01 
Health: 
Eccentricity: 
Time of Appl1c blll Y I.) : 
Orbital Incllnat ionlred) : 
Rate of Rlgh .... cenlr/.): 
SORTIA) 1m 1/2): 
Ri ht .... ean at Week (rad) : 
ArgUlllen of perigee (rad) : 
He n Anomlr dl : 
MOl.) : 
A!I 1./.): 
000 
o .6318092346E-002 
50)808.0000 
0.9866816018 
-0.1600316584£ 008 
5153.638611 
o .196811599IE+001 
-1.101152089 
o .IH2841151E. 001 
0.) 119)29834S-004 
0.36)1918801E 011 
lI8 
)38 almana.c for PRN 02 •••••• • • 
02 
R 19h A.ce:n at W 
Argumen of Ped 
Me n Anomtr d) f 
MOl.) , 
Afl 1./.,: 
000 
0.914144S160E 002 
503808 . 0000 
0.9511124301 
-0.826320133811-008 
51S).590820 
O. 21825119191!. 001 
I. n8513621 
0.1886912466E·000 
-0.18IU8120IE 004 
O. OOOOOOOOOOE. 000 
338 
w ek 38 lmanac or PRN· 03 ••••••• • 
03 
000 
0.787681)016£·002 
bUltyl.): 503808.0000 
0.9263590136 
0.8114H1721E 008 
51S3 616699 
O. J0469036881.001 
0.662592815 
0.6815327581£.000 
0.15)4027100£ 004 
0.3637918807£ 011 
3)8 
k 1 8 lman c (or PRN 04 •••••••• 
04 
week : 
.klr d). 
.Irod) : 
........ w •• k )38 lman c 
10, 
H. 1 h, 
ee." rtettYI 
Time of Appllc bill yl.): 
Or ltal Inelln tlonlrad): 
~ • or RI h .... c.nlr/.): 
SORTIA) I .. J /2) : 
Ri h A.can t Week C red) I 
Ar unan of Pedg eCred): 
He n AnOlllir d) : 
AtOI.' : 
An (./.) , 
..,.ek: 
000 
0.7454)95294 E 002 
503808.0000 
0.9506869901 
0.82146 30)86& 008 
515).111934 
0.22022855848.001 
0.145160422 
0.2494106703&+001 
0.1525818906£ 003 
0.10913936421-010 
338 
for PRN 05 •••••••• 
05 
000 
0.6811049116B 002 
503808.0000 
0.9380256565 
0.1103194673£-008 
5153.600586 
0.85256524998 002 
1.039268613 
0.2222Bl9804E.001 
- 0.5369186401£ 003 
0.9094947018E 010 
))8 
••••• • •• week )3' almanac for PRN'O& •••••••• 
10: 
He Ith, 
Eccen ricl y, 
Time o( Applicabilityl.': 
Orbitlll Incllnat.lonCrad): 
Ra • of R! h .... cenlr/.): 
06 
000 
0.59895515UE 002 
503808.0000 
0.9338311778 
-0.8046049436E 008 
• ••••••• week 338 almanac for PRN -17 
ID: 17 
Heal~h : 
Eccentricity: 
Time of Applicability(s): 
Orbital lncl ination (rad) : 
Rate of Right Ascenlr/s): 
SQRT IA) 1m 1/2): 
Right Aacen i!lt Week (rad) : 
Argument of Perigee (rad) : 
Mean Anom(rad): 
AfOla) : 
Af118/.) : 
week: 
000 
0.1850128114£-002 
503808. 0000 
0.9602504016 
-0.7771752296£ 008 
5153.601910 
0.1135503812£.001 
2.761678867 
0.1243646461£.001 
0.5245208740£-00 4 
0.1275957614£-011 
338 
• •• • •••• Week 
10: 
338 almanac for PRN-1B 
18 
Health: 
Eccentricity: 
Time or Applicability Is' : 
Orbital lnclinationlrad): 
Rate of Right A8cen(r/.): 
SORT IAI 1m 1/2': 
Right Mcen at Week (rad ) : 
Argum n of perlgee(rad): 
Me n Anom(rad): 
AfO I.) : 
Afll o'.) : 
w ek: 
000 
0.6727695465£ 002 
503808.0000 
0.9593455926 
-0.792032991 48 -008 
5153.615723 
-0.30083415418+001 
-2.692015317 
0.20253856918+001 
- O. 2212524414B - 003 
-0.3637978807£ - 011 
338 
• • ••• •• • week 
10, 
Health : 
338 almanac for PRN-19 ••• • •• • • 
19 
Eccentl"icity: 
Ti.ne of Applicability(.): 
Orbit 1 rnclinatlonlradl: 
Rate ot Right Aace.n(r/e): 
SORT (A) 1m 1/2): 
Right .... c.n at w •• k I r d) : 
Argument of Perigee(r d ) : 
Mean Anom lr d' : 
AfOCs) I 
Afl Ie/a): 
week.: 
000 
0.31723916 J 48 -002 
SO)808.0000 
0.9582130834 
-0.78517556298-008 
515).519531 
0.1195303221£.001 
-1. 351585753 
0.68734435878+000 
-0.209808 3496E 004 
0.00000000008.000 
338 
w ek 338 almanac for PRN-20 
10, 
Health : 
Eccentric! y: 
Ti .... of Appl!cabllityl.): 
Orbital Inclination(rad)! 
R te of Right Aacen(r/o' : 
20 
000 
0.2119819150£ - 002 
503808.0000 
0.9589381290 
- 0.79431880098- 008 
SORTIA) 1m 1/2), 5153.494141 
Right Mcen at week Ired), -0.3061130568£.001 
Arqumen o! Perige Iud): 
H an Allom (rad) : 
MOl.' : 
Afll. /a) : 
week : 
1 .330866152 
0.1891749225E ... 001 
-0.3242 492616£ -004 
O.OOOOOOOOOOE .. OOO 
338 
•• • ••••• Week 338 1manac for PRN -21 •••••••• 
10: 
H.al h: 
EccentricitYI 
Time of Appll cabilityl.': 
Orbital Incl1nation{rad): 
Rate of Right A.cen (r/s' : 
SORTIA) 1m 1/2): 
Right Aacen at. Week (radl : 
Argument of Perig e(r d): 
Mean Anomlr d) , 
1\(01.' : 
Afl l./a' : 
week: 
21 
000 
0.1067066193£- 001 
503808.0000 
0.9442814219 
-0.8331775623£-008 
5153.612363 
0.2223138884£.001 
-).021145201 
-0.2915601256£.001 
0.66157202158-005 
0.3637978801£ 011 
338 
•••••••• week 3)8 alman c for PRN-22 •••••• • • 
10: 22 
Health : 000 
Eccentricity: 0.48389434818 002 
Time of Applicability (a): 50380B. 0000 
Orbital 1ncl!nationlrad,: 0.9568528739 
Rate of Right Aoc"nlr/.': -0.7954617056£ -008 
S RT IA) 1m 1/2': 5153.637207 
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SQRT(AI (m 1/21, 
Right Aseen at Week (rad) : 
Argument of Perigee (rad) : 
Mean Anom t rad) : 
AfO lsi, 
Afl (sis) : 
week: 
5153.5 4 6875 
o .1104721207E+001 
- 1.852165330 
-0.2768151098E+ 001 
o .3337860107E - 003 
O. 3274180926E-01 0 
338 
Week 338 almanac for PRN-07 
10: 07 
Health, 000 
Eccentricity: 0.1113067093£-001 
Time of Applicability (s) : 503808.0000 
Orbital Inclination (rad l : 0.9353111428 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s) : - 0.7977 47 5151E-008 
SQRTIA) 1m 1/2), 5 158.7480 4 7 
Right Aseen at Week ( rad ) : O.1078280261E+OO I 
Argument of PerlgeeCrad): - 1.852276558 
Mean Anomerad): - 0.1709250452E ... 001 
AfOlsl, 0.4978179932E-003 
Afl Is/s) , O. 7275957614E-01l 
week: D8 
week )38 almanac for PRN -08 
08 
Heal t h: 000 
Eccentricity: 0.9485721589£-002 
Time of Applicabilityls): 50)808.0000 
Orbital Inclinat ion (rad): 0.9716653758 
Rate of Right Ascen (r/s): - 0.8023191341E-008 
SQRTIA) 1m 1/2), 5153.60546. 
Right Ascen at week (rad ): - 0.9177418316£+000 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 2.6)8955536 
Mean Anom(rad): - 0.2749293171£.001 
AfOla) , -0 .5722045898E-004 
Aft Is/s) , O. OOOOOOOOOOE+OOO 
.... eek: 338 
Week 338 almanac for PRN - 09 
10: 09 
Health: 000 
Eccentricity: 0.175 4999161£ - 001 
Time of Appli cability Cs): 503808.0000 
Orbital Inc linationC rad ) : 0.9591059081 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s): - 0.8160339911E-008 
SQRTIA) 1m 1/21, 5153.589355 
Right Ascen at Week ( rad ): - O.9957857257E+000 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 1.218319300 
Mean Anom(rad): -0.306944 2377£.001 
MO ls), 0.8583068848E-005 
Afl Is/s) , O.OOOOOOOOOOE+OOO 
.... eek: 338 
!D: 
Week 338 almanac for PRN - IO 
10 
Health: 000 
Eccentricity: 0.7071018219£-002 
Time of lIppllcabilityls) , 503B08.0000 
Orbital Inclinationlrad), 0.97533254B7 
Rate of Right Ascen ( r !s): -0.77831813 44£ - 008 
SQRTIA) 1m 1/2) , 5153.513184 
Right lIscen at Weeklrad), -0.303 1559118E+001 
Argument of PerigeeCrad) : 0.389809385 
Mean lInom lrad): 0.4755587617E+000 
lifO la) , O. 7915496826E-00 4 
11ft Is/s) , O. OOOOOOOOOOE+OOO 
week: 338 
•••••••• Week 338 almanac for PRN -11 
10, 11 
Health: 000 
Eccentrici ty: O. 5326271057E-002 
Time of Applicability(s): 503808.0000 
Orbital Inclination (rad) : 0.8980762428 
Rate of Right Ascenlr/s): -0. 8766079428E-00 B 
SQRTIA) 1m 1/2): 5153.6230 4 7 
Right Ascen at Week(rad ): 0.2042988270E+001 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 0.353177355 
Mean lInom l rad ), -0.2209039069E+00I 
AfO (s): 0.3080368042E-003 
lIfl (s/s) , O. 3637978807E-Oll 
week: 338 
Week 338 almanac 
!D: 
Health: 
Eccentr icity: 
Time of Applicability ls) , 
Orbital Incl inat ion (rad ) : 
Rate of Right Ascen (r/s) : 
SQRT(AI (m 1/2) , 
Right Aseen a t Week ( rad) : 
Argument of Perigee ( rad) : 
Mean Anom(rad ) : 
lifO Is) , 
lIfl Is/s) , 
week: 
for PRN - 13 
13 
000 
o .2675056 458E -002 
503808.0000 
0.9908880726 
-0 .7554600394E-008 
5153.545410 
·0. 1 98303 4938E+00 1 
1.077524881 
0.4898252324E.OOO 
O. 4196166992E - 004 
o .3637978807E-Oll 
338 
Week 338 almanac for PRN - 14 •••• u •• 
ID , 
Health: 
Eccentricity: 
Time of Applicabilityls) , 
14 
000 
o .2383232117E-002 
50380B.0000 
Right. A.scen at Week(rad ): 
Argument of Perigee ( rad ) : 
Mean Anom(rad): 
AfO(s l , 
Aft (s/sl , 
.... eek: 
- O. 3000007650E + 001 
- 1.560234854 
0 . 2937865324E+OOO 
0.6961822510E 004 
O. 3637978807E - 011 
338 
Week 338 almanac for PRN -23 
23 
Health: 
Eccentricity: 
Time of Appl icabi lity (8) : 
Orbital Inclination(rad ): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s ): 
SQRTIAI (m 1 /2) , 
Righ Ascen a Week (rad) : 
Argument of Perigee(rad): 
Mean Mom (rad) : 
AfO Is) , 
Aflls /s) , 
.... eek: 
000 
0.4168987274E 002 
503808.0000 
0.9673390706 
- 0.779461039IE OOB 
5153.545898 
- 0.2007488375£. 001 
2. 4 25412003 
- 0. 31121721)OE .000 
0.1497268677E - 003 
O.OOOOOOOOOOE+OOO 
338 
10: 
Week 338 almanac for PRN - 24 
24 
Heal th: 000 
Eccentricity: O. 8968830109E - 002 
Time of ApplicabiU yla): 503808.0000 
Orbita l Inclination(rad)! 0.9609634630 
Rate of Right Ascenlr/8)' - 0.BI48910863E - 00B 
SQRTI1\) 1m 1/21, 5153.736816 
Right Ascen at week (rad) : 0.2235089029E.00I 
Argument of Perigee (rad ) : - 0.963331321 
Mean Anom(rad): 0.2050953286E.00I 
MOls l , 0.8678 4 36279E 004 
Mlis/.', 0.3637978807E 011 
.... eek: 338 
Week 338 almanac for PRN - 25 
10, 25 
Heal th: 
Eccentricity: 
Time of ApplicabiUty(s) : 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen(r!s): 
SQRTIAI (m 1/2), 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): 
Argument of perigee (rad) : 
Mean Mom (cad) : 
MO(sl, 
Afl 18/s) , 
.... eek: 
000 
0.1258659363E 001 
50) 808.0000 
0.9524007343 
- 0.8228914196E - 008 
5153.6 40625 
-0. 1049718108E.00I 
- 1.3872 48560 
0.23700411 3 E+001 
-0. 1010894775EOO) 
O. 3637978807E - Ol 0 
338 
Week 338 aIm nac for PRN - 26 
26 
Heal th: 000 
Eccentricity: 0.1693630219£ - 001. 
Time of Applicabi 11 ty Is), 503 BOB. 0000 
Orbl tal Inclination Irad) : o. 9B9060 4 783 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s) : 0.75774S8 489E-008 
SQRTI A) 1m 1/2), 5153.619141 
Right ABcen at Week( r ad): -0. 1981979203£.001 
Argument of Perigee I radl : 0.751871171 
Mean Anom(rad): - 0.120183 1628E+001 
lIf Ols) , -0 .400543212'E - 00 4 
lIfl Is/s), -0.72 75957614E 011 
week: 338 
10, 
Week 338 aIm nac for PRN-27 
27 
Health: 
Eccentricity: 
Time of Applicability(a): 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascenlr/s): 
SQRTIA) 1m 1/2), 
Right ABcen at Week (rad): 
Argument of Perigee (rad) : 
Mean Anom(rad): 
lifO lal , 
Aft Is/s) , 
week: 
000 
O.19795417 79E-001 
503808.0000 
0.9569487477 
- 0.8160339911E - 008 
5153.632812 
-0. 1018339662E.001 
- 1. 9553B20B8 
0.2340130386E . 001 
0.3623962402E-004 
O. OOOOOOOOOOE . 000 
33B 
week 338 almanac for PRN -2 8 
10, 2B 
Health, 
Eccentricity: 
Time of Applicability (8) , 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 
Rate of Right lIscenlr/.), 
SQRTIAI 1m 1/2), 
Right Ascen at Week (rad) : 
Argument o f Perigee{rad): 
Mean Ano m(radJ: 
AfO 181, 
Af1(8/sl, 
week: 
000 
0.11036B72B6E-00 1 
503BOB.0000 
0.96053B0230 
-0.7 B403265B1E -00B 
5153.611816 
0.1067565990E+000 
-2.285 4714 59 
o .1179785523E+001 
0.3337B60107E -0 04 
O.OOOOOOOOOOE .. OOO 
33B 
Week 338 almanac for PRN -29 
10, 
Health : 
Eccen ricity: 
Time of Applicabili ty Is) , 
29 
000 
0.942659378IE-0 02 
503B08.0000 
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Orbital lnclination(rad): 0.9850996920 
Rate of Right Ascen(r/s); -0 .7600316 5 848 - 008 
SQRTCA) (m 1/2): 5153.575195 
Right Ascen at Week(rad): -0.19956 51331E+001 
Argumen of Perigee(rad): - 1 .97029 3835 
Mean Anom (radl: - 0.38195 41 005£+000 
AfO (B): -0 .1907348633E-004 
AU CB/B) : O.OOOOOOOOOOE,OOO 
week: 338 
Week 338 almanac for PRN - l S 
15 
Health : 
Eccentricity: 
Time of Applicabilityls ): 
Orbital Inc lination(rad): 
Rate of Right Ascen (rls): 
SQRT CA) 1m 1 /21 : 
Right Ascen at Week(rad) : 
Argument of Perigee (rad) : 
Mean Anom (cad ) : 
AfO (BI : 
Afl (B/S) : 
week : 
000 
O . 9411811829E- 002 
503808.0000 
0 .9577816513 
- 0. 8194627053E- 008 
5153.654 785 
0.225901104 0E,00 1 
2.552085260 
-0.2635566247£.001 
0.567 43 62183£-003 
0.7275957614£-011 
338 
Week 338 almanac for PRN - IG 
ID: 16 
Health: 000 
Eccentricity: 
Time o f Applicabil ity (s) : 
Orbital Inclination (rad) : 
Rate ot Right Ascen {r / s) : 
SQRT(A ) (m 1 /2) : 
Right Ascen at Week (rad) : 
Argument of Perigee (rad ) : 
Mean Anom (rad) : 
AfO (al : 
Afl Cs/s) : 
week : 
0 .3 1 7907333 4 £-002 
503808.0000 
0.9624854596 
- 0.78 4 032658IE-008 
5 1 53.612305 
0.9702802990E - 001 
- 0.937181368 
0 .21297 07245£+00 l 
0. 26 70288086£ - 004 
0.3637978807£ - 01 1 
338 
Orbital Inclination(rad): 
Ra e of Ri ht Ascen (r!a) : 
SQRT(A I Cm 1 / 2): 
Right Ascen at Week(rad) : 
Argument of Peri ee(rad): 
Me n Anom(rad): 
AfO Cs): 
Afl (s/s) : 
week: 
0.9858067612 
- 0.1600316584E - 008 
5153.652832 
- 0 . 2016310262E.001 
- 0 . 970531593 
0.1 1 53155397E+OOO 
0.5369186401 E - 003 
O. l 09139J6 42E - 0 1 0 
3 8 
Week 338 almanac faT PRN - 30 
30 
Hea lth: 
Eccentrici ty: 
Time o f Applicabillty Cs): 
Orbital Inclination frad ): 
Rate of Right Ascen ( c! s) : 
SQRTCAI ( m 1 /2): 
Right Aacen at Week ( rad) : 
Argument o f Perigee (r ad) : 
Mean Anom (rad) : 
AfOCs) : 
Afl (s/sl: 
week: 
000 
0.8715152740E - 002 
503808.0000 
0 . 9 44 6709092 
- 0 . 80231913 4 1E - 008 
5153.534180 
0.5 430838769E - 00I 
1.29:2541124 
o .1525984314E.00l 
0.257492065 4E - 004 
0.3637918801E- 0 11 
338 
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Appendix B Attitude Determination using the 
Standard Method (ADSM) 
This method, devised by Dr Hodgart improves on the 'Attitude Determination by 
Direct Orthogonalisation' (AD DO) method presented in [Purivigraipong, 2000] and 
[Urhan, 2003]. It can incorporate information from as many measurements as are 
available whilst still maintaining the speed of the two-dimensional integer search. 
This improved method, which we have termed 'Attitude Determination using the 
Standard Method' (ADSM) was inspired by a method for single-axis attitude 
determination contained in [Wertz, 1978]. This algorithm formed the basis of the 
work presented in the author's transfer report, which was then improved on to form 
the method presented in Chapter 4. It is included in its entirety to allow comparison 
with the improved algorithm implemented by the author as part of this research. 
B.1 Part I - Solving for the unknown baseline 
Any arbitrary 3-vector b can be expressed as a linear combination of any two other 3-
vectors providing that they are not collinear, 
B-1 
where v I and v 2 are double-differenced LOS vectors and b is the unknown baseline 
vector. Note that the third axis of the vector is described by the cross product of the 
two vectors. 
, 
Jl;"'" 
"J,"A1 
Figure 8-1 Illustration of baseline vector equation 
The coefficients A" ~,All can be found from 
or equivalently 
bTvl =Alv;vl+A2v~vl 
bTv2 = A,V;V2 +A2v~v2 
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Defining 
leads to 
I 
all = VI VI 
7 a~~ = V ~ V 2 
r al~ = V I V ~ 
~~ = Alall + ..1.20 12 
~r2 = ~a12 + A2a22 
and rearranging for AI' A~ gIves 
~ = ~~a22 - ~r2:11~ 
all a22 - al-2 
8-4 
8-5 
8-6 
The third component 11.12 can be determined, and the baseline vector b fully defined, 
by exploiting the known magnitude of b after determining AI and A,. The 
component normal to the plane has a magnitude 
8-7 
The third component ..1.12 is then given by 
8-8 
Equation B-8 contains an ambiguity, requiring two solutions for b to be calculated, 
b+ = ~ VI +~V2 +1~21(vl X v~) 
b- = ~ VI +~V2 -1~21(vl X v2 ) 
8-9 
Only one of the above solutions is correct. Further information IS required to 
determine the correct solution. 
B.2 Integer Search 
The carrier phase measurements are ambiguous to a number of integer cycles. 
Therefore, the integer corrections to the carrier phase measurements must be 
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detennined. In a single epoch there is insufficient infonnation to estimate the integers 
directly (a float solution) so an integer ambiguity search is conducted. Using the 
method described above the unknown baseline pointing can be estimated using just 
two measurements. This means that only two integers need to be detennined in order 
to solve for the baseline pointing. Therefore a two dimensional integer search is 
perfonned. Trial measurements are constructed by applying an integer correction to 
the double-difference carrier phase measurements I1r,: 
11~ = 11~ - I1NI 
110. = I1r2 - I1N 2 
8-10 
where MY j and 11N2 are the trial integer ambiguities, and 11~ and SF, are the trial 
corrected carrier phase measurements. 
8.2.1 Solving for the baseline using the primary set 
A two-dimension integer search is conducted over the range I1N ,"'", ~ I1N, ~ I1N ,."." 
for j = 1,2. The trial integer ambiguities are used to calculate the trial parameters XI 
and X2 : 
from which the third trial parameter can be solved for using 
leading to two equations for b(O) 
bto) =XIVI +X2V2 +!X;2!(V j XV 2 ) 
b(-O) =X;v j +X2V2 -!X;2!(V jXV 2 ) 
8-11 
8-12 
8-13 
Measurement errors can affect the trial pointing solutions provided by Equation B- t 3. 
The trial baseline solutions can be improved by incorporating the third measurement 
&,. From, 
v;btm =&,-I1N, =~V~V3 +X2V~Vl +1~2!(VI xv!)' v1 
v;b(-()) =&3 - 11N3 =~vrv, +~V~Vl-!~2!(Vj XVJ7 V1 
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the third integer ambiguity M1 can be solved for using 
M; = rOllnd(~r. - v;b(+o,) 
M; = rOllnd(fu~ - v;b(~!)) 
8-15 
and then the third measurement can be used to improve the estimate for the baseline 
pointing according to 
8-16 
Both potential baseline solutions are placed in a list, along with their corresponding 
integer ambiguities. All of the entries in the list should be possible solutions to the 
baseline pointing and integer ambiguities, but one of them will be the correct solution. 
At this point not all the available measurements are used, and there is additional 
information to be gained from the remaining measurements in the secondary set. 
8.2.2 Solution for the secondary set 
By conducting an integer search for the primary set of measurements a list of potential 
solutions for the baseline pointing and integer ambiguities has been created. The next 
step is to use the additional information present in the measurements in the secondary 
set to improve upon the baseline pointing solution. 
For each measurement in the secondary set, !:lr;, the baseline pointing estimated from 
the primary set is used to solve for the corresponding integer ambiguity MY; 
l1iV(m) = rOllnd(~r - vTb(m)) 
I I I (0) 
8-17 
where the superscript (m) acts as an index to the list of potential solutions generated 
using the primary set. Using each extra measurement and its corresponding integer, 
in turn, an updated trial baseline pointing is calculated using: 
8-18 
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where 
v
T ru~ -MV, 1 8-19 
v
T tlr2 -MV2 HJ = 
2 
r= 
v
T tlr -MV , , , 
and} is the additional measurement from the secondary set. Rather than recalculate 
the entire least squares estimation in Equation 8-18 for each new measurement an 
iterative update procedure is performed that reduces the computational requirements. 
B.2.3 Iterative Update Method 
The first part of the procedure is to calculate the following parameters based on the 
measurements from the primary set: 
, 
GJ=Lv,v~ 8-20 
;=1 
3 
1., = L vitlr; 
;=1 
, 
zlm) =1. + ~v MV 'm ) 
J 'L..J, I 
I"O:"! 
where the superscript (m) indicates that z, must be calculated for each potential 
solution in the list generated using the primary set. Note that the first two equations 
in Equation 8-20 are only dependent on the measurements and so can he 
precalculated prior to the integer search and then applied to the entire list of solutions. 
For each measurement} in the secondary set calculate 
T G, =G,I +V,V, 
I, =Ij_1 +v,&, 
8-21 
and using the integer ambiguity calculated in Equation 8-17. update each entry in the 
list according to 
Zlm) = I + V MV IItI ) 
, .I , , 
8-22 
An improved estimate for each trial baseline pointing can then be determined using 
ii lm ) = G IZlml 
,(0) " 
8-23 
Finally, in order to rank each trial solution, a cost is calculated by comparing the 
length ofthe baseline calculated in Equation 8-23 with the known baseline length. 
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8-24 
where the correct baseline estimate should have the length closest (allowing for 
measurement noise) to the body-referenced baseline. This leads to the correct 
solution being ranked at the top of the list of potential solutions. 
B.2.4 Summary 
At this point a list of potential solutions has been constructed. The solutions in the list 
are ranked according to the cost function given in Equation 8-24, so that ideally the 
correct solution is at the top of the list. In the presence of errors it is likely that the 
correct solution is near the top of the list, but not at the very top. Therefore additional 
information is required in order to identify the correct solution in the list. 
B.3 Part II - Combining candidate baseline 
solutions 
The method outlined above called Part I, is run for each available baseline, generating 
a list of potential bascJine vectors for each baseline. In Part II of the algorithm, the 
lists from two baselines are combined by selecting pairs of solutions (one from each 
list) and calculating an additional cost function based on the relative geometry of the 
baselines. 
If the relative geometry of the antennas remains constant i.e. they are mounted on a 
rigid platform, then the pre-surveyed antenna positions can be used to calculate the 
baseline vectors in body-referenced coordinates. These baseline vectors will have a 
known relative geometry. This can be used to help identify the correct solution in the 
multiple lists from Part I by combining the solutions from different lists and 
comparing their relative geometry with the known relative geometry of the body-
referenced baselines. 
B.3.1 Virtual Baseline Method 
This method, presented in [Purivigraipong, 2000] uses the known geometry of two 
arbitrary baselines to calculate a virtual baseline. The virtual baseline is defined as 
8-25 
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- - _ _ llb128 
---. 
-----
----
-----
----
Figure B-2 Virtual Baseline 
Next a potential solution from the list for baseline I and a potential solution from the 
list for baseline 2 are selected. Using these values a trial virtual baseline can be 
calculated according to: 
- - -L\bI2 (OI = bl(o) - bW )} B-26 
A goodness of fit test can then be conducted by comparing the lengths of the known 
virtual baseline the trial virtual baseline: 
8-27 
The two potential baseline solutions bllo ) and b2(()} are then placed in a second list of 
candidate baseline pairs. Each candidate pair is ranked according to the sum of the 
cost calculated for each potential baseline solution in Equation B-24 and the cost 
calculated in Equation 8-27. This method can be extended to any number of 
baselines by taking each possible pairing and using the virtual baseline to calculate a 
cost. 
8.4 Part 111- Solving for Attitude 
For each entry in the list generated in Part " the estimated baseline vectors 
ii:~J), ... ,ii~;~:) are used to estimate the attitude matrix A. where the superscript (m) 
indicates an index to the list. Methods for estimating the attitude from a set of vectors 
are given in Chapter 2. Using the estimated attitude a cost f()r each entry in the list 
can be calculated from 
8-28 
where the most likely solution is the entry in the list that minimises the cost when 
using all available baselines. 
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8.5 Conclusions 
This method was implemented and tested during the initial work conducted as part of 
this research and the results are documented in the author's transfer report. The main 
conclusion of the testing was that this method provided an improvement on the 
ADDO method implemented in [Purivigraipong, 2000]. However, it still had the 
problem that for a single epoch the solution that minimises the cost is not necessarily 
the correct solution. Therefore further work was undertaken to build on the above 
method in order to provide a robust integer ambiguity resolution algorithm. This 
work resulted in the method presented in Chapter 4. 
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Appendix C Orbit-Referenced Frame (ORF) 
In order to estimate the attitude the LOS vectors logged from the SGR-20 must be 
rotated from the standard WGS-84 reference frame into the orbit-referenced frame 
described in Chapter 2. 
Assuming that the SGR-20's position XW(i~~4 and velocity x~(,,, ~4 in the WGS-!<4 
reference frame are known, the velocity vector is corrected to account for the rotation 
of the Earth. The corrected velocity is calculated using 
C-I 
where (J)f:arth = 7.2921151467xlO'~ radians/second is the Earth rotation rate. The 
basis vectors of the orbit-referenced frame are then calculated as 
R = _ X W(iS·H4 
IlxwGS.H411 
W= X W(iS.H4 X X;(iS.~4 
II X W<iS.H4 x x;( is'~411 
. . . 
S=WxR 
C-2 
which can be used to form a rotation matrix 
C-3 
which defines the rotation between the WGS-84 and Orbit-referenced frames 
S'.I(O) = TS,.I(WGS.H41 ('-4 
When post-processing the LOS vectors logged in the GPS binary log are stored in the 
WGS-84 frame and the required rotation is calculated using a MATLAB script. ror 
real-time attitude determination the rotation is calculated onboard the SGR-20 using 
the most recent position and velocity solution. Testing has shown that using the (iPS 
position and velocity vectors to calculate the orbit-referenced frame matches the orbit-
referenced frame used by the ADCS (which is derived from NORAD two-line 
elements) to 0.009 degrees. 
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Experiment log 
The following table contains details of each in-orbit experiment conducted on the Topsat microsatellite at the time of writing. In-orbit 
experiments are ongoing. 
Ens IMU Ens IMU 
Start Start End End 
(Mins (Mins (Mins (Mins EI 
GPS GPS Epoch from from from from Code 
Date Week Second (UTC) epoch) Epoch) Epoch) Epoch) Mask Version Mode Notes 
09/02/2007 1413 478677 12:57:43 00:12:17 00:24:02 0 2.81 9 Data logging 1 
22/02/2007 1415 411740 18:22:20 -7.42 00:12:10 32.42 00:24:05 0 2.81 9 Data logging 
27/02/2007 1416 215600 II :53:20 -5.42 00: 14:25 34.42 00:26:05 0 2.81 9 Data logging 
01/03/2007 1416 391909 12:51 :49 -5.07 00: 14:41 34.77 00:26:25 0 2.81 9 Data logging 
01/05/2007 1425 238120 18:08:40 -5.58 00:14:20 34.25 00:25:59 0 2.81 9 Data logging 
09/05/2007 1426 319860 16:51:00 -4.50 nla 35.33 nla 0 2.81 9 Data logging 
25/05/2007 1428 443100 03:04:46 -3.18 nla 36.57 nla 0 2.81 9 Data logging 
25/05/2007 1428 496030 17:46:56 -5.35 nla 34.40 nla 0 2.81 9 Data logging 
26/05/2007 1428 528947 02:55:33 -4.05 nla 35.78 nla 0 2.81 9 Data logging 
26/05/2007 1428 581681 17:34:27 -2.87 nla 36.88 nla 0 2.81 9 Data logging 
20106/2007 1432 280488 05:54:34 0.18 00:19:56 39.93 00:31 :40 10 2.81 9 Data logging 2 
04/07/2007 1434 297243 10:34:03 -6.30 00:13:27 33.45 00:25:09 10 2.81 9 Data logging 
10107/2007 1435 231247 16:14:07 -3.95 00:15:53 35.88 00:27:34 10 2.81 9 Data logging 
05/08/2008 1491 251899 21 :58:05 2.25 00:17:10 37.25 00:28:55 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 
14/08/2008 1492 423110 21 :31:36 3.73 00:18:44 38.90 00:30:24 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 
20108/2008 1493 333530 20:38:36 1.73 00:16:39 36.90 00:28:24 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 
09112/2008 1509 244460 19:54:06 1.32 00:16:09 36.23 00:27:54 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 
11112/2008 1509 404300 16:18:06 2.32 00:17:09 37.32 00:28:54 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 
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15/12/2008 1510 149030 17:23:36 1.82 00:16:39 36.90 00:28:24 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 
18/12/2008 1510 409453 17:43:59 1.43 00:16:16 36.52 00:28:01 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 
06/01/2009 1513 241489 19:04:34 0.77 00:15:41 35.93 00:27:26 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 
08/01/2009 1513 407327 17:08:32 1.80 00:16:48 36.97 00:28:27 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 
13/01/2009 1514 234830 17: 13:35 1.75 nJa 36.75 nla 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 
15/01/2009 1514 382820 10:20:05 0.25 nJa 35.25 nla 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 3 
20/01/2009 1515 210650 10:30:35 -0.25 nJa 34.75 nla 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 4 
22/01/2009 1515 389713 12: 14:58 -24.72 nJa 10.28 nla 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 5 
24/02/2009 1520 212953 11:08:58 1.45 nJa 36.37 nla 5 2.84 15 Real-time Attitude 
26/02/2009 1520 360877 04:14:22 0.97 nJa 35.97 nla 5 2.84_15 ___ Real-time Attitude 6 
Notes: 
1. This first upload of the SGR-20 flight software only included the modifications required to log single-difference carrier phase 
measurements via Packet Ox65. This experiment highlighted a problem with the processor loading that meant that when the 
SGR-20 was tracking on all twenty four channels the spare processing was reaching zero, and this was resulting in lost data 
from Packet Ox65. This issue was fixed and the code re-uploaded. 
2. In this experiment the SGR-20 was configured with a single master and a single slave antenna forming one baseline. This 
allowed the receiver to track up to twelve satellites on this single baseline. The single-difference carrier phase measurements 
were logged via Packet Ox65 and the data was used in post-processing to examine the possibility of calculating a carrier-phase 
only float solution. The data was also shared with Peter Buist of Dc1tl University who was working on a constrained 
LAMBDA method at the time. However, due to the lack of code-phase measurements and the limited number of epochs with 
common satellites he was not able to successfully use the data. 
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Appendix D Packet formats 
All communication with the SGR-20 GPS receiver is performed via the SGR Binary 
Packet Protocol (SBPP) fonnat. This packet format is used for both commanding the 
GPS receiver and for logging the data output. 
As part of the implementation of the new flight software for real-time onboard GPS 
altitude determination a number of new SBPP commands and data logging packets were 
implemented. This appendix details all the new commands and data packets 
implemented, including a description of their function and details of their structure. 
0.1 Attitude commands 
The following packets were implemented to allow commanding and testing of the 
onhoard attitude determination algorithms. 
0.1.1 Attitude setup command (Oxdc) 
The Attitude Setup Command (Oxdc) is used to command the mode of the GPS attitude 
code. Using this command the code can be set to operate in either an integer ambiguity 
resolution only mode (for testing), or a nominal three-axis attitude mode (which performs 
integer ambiguity resolution when necessary, and attitude tracking when initialised). The 
attitude code can be enabled or disabled and the assumed standard deviation of the 
measurement noise can be configured. The code can also be commanded to use test data 
input via command (Oxdf) - the fonnat of which is shown in Table 0-2. 
Table 0-1 Format of attitude setup command (Oxdc) 
Byte Type Description Units 
Index 
0 byte Use Test Data flag 
-
0- Use real data 
1 - Use Test data 
- -
_ .. _-_. - --
--------------------~-- ---------
I byte Run Attitude Flag -
0- Disable GPS attitude code 
I - Enable GPS attitude code 
2 byte Select mode of attitude code -
0- Integer Ambiguity Resolution Test Mode 
I - Three Axis Attitude Mode 
3-6 float Assumed carner phase measurement noise Metres 
standard deviation 
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Attitude Settings 
Input Mode ------------, 
r. Use Test Data 
r Use Real Data 
Mode -------------~ 
r IAR Only 
r. TI'Yee Axis Attitude 
S.D. Noise Std (mm): I 4 
Cancel OK I 
------' -----'~ 
Append ix E - Packet Formats 
Figure 0-1 IAR setup window allow configuration of attitude determination on 
SGR-20 
0.1.2 Attitude test data command (Oxdf) 
The attitude te t data command (Oxdf) allows te t data to be fed in to th e r altitude 
determination code via the communication interfacc f thc R-20. Thi s tcst data is 
input into the algorithms in place of real data, and permil le ' ling f the entirc al T ri thm 
inee the te t data follow the ame route through thc alg rithm that rca l data w uld . 
Th is command i typically u ed to permit hardware-in-the-Io p , imulation whi h i. 
de cribed in the next ection . It al 0 permits data logged in orbit to be p st-proccsscd via 
an SGR-20 on the ground . 
Table 0-2 Format of attitude test data command (Oxdf) 
Byte Type Description Units 
Index 
0-7 double GPS Seconds Second ' 
-
8 Byte Number of measurements on Base line I -
9 byte Number of measurements on Baseline 2 -
10 byte Number of measurements on Base line 3 -
The fo llowing byte are repeated/or each 0/ the three ha.s·eline.s· and depend 0 /1 the 
number o/measurement on each baselines 
-
11-14 float Accumulated Carrier Ph e Differ nee Metres 
Measurement 
15-16 Short LOS X Component in ORF (*32767) -
17-18 Short LOS Y Componen t in ORF (*32767) -
.~ 
19-20 Short LOS Z Comp_onent in ORF (*32767) -
2 1-22 short PRN of satellite -
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0.2 Attitude data packets 
The following packets were implemented to allow in-orbit logging of the GPS carrier 
phase measurements and the status of the onboard attitude determination algorithms. 
0.2.1 Single-difference accumulated carrier phase (Ox65) 
As part of this work a new accumulated carrier phase measurement packet (Packet Ox65) 
was implemented to simplify the post-processing of the measurements in MA TLAB. 
This packet contains single-difference accumulated carrier phase measurements for all 
three baselines. Each packet is time-stamped with the GPS seconds into Week that the 
raw measurements were latched. This aids synchronisation with the LOS vectors when 
post-processing the data in MA TLAB. The length of time each satellite has been tracked 
is also included in the packet. This is useful for debugging purposes. The format of 
Packet Ox65 is given in the table below. 
Table D-3 Format of accumulated carrier phase measurements packet (Ox65) 
Byte Type Description Units 
Index 
0-7 double GPS Seconds Seconds 
The/allowing hytes are repeated/or each o/the three baselines 
11-14 long Measurement validity flags -
15 byte Number of measurements -
The following hytes are repeated depending on the number of measurements on the 
haseline 
16 byte PRN of satellite tracked -
17-18 short Length of time satell ite has been tracked Seconds 
19-22 float Accumulated carrier phase difference Metres 
Packets OxlO (Position, Velocity and Time) and Ox41 (Line-of-sight Vectors) are also 
used in post-processing. The format of these packets is defined in [SSTL, 2009]. 
0.2.2 Attitude status packet (Ox66) 
Packet Ox66 (Attitude Status) was implemented to allow the status of the integer 
ambiguity resolution and attitude tracking algorithms to be monitored. This packet 
contains information about the status of the integer ambiguity resolution and attitude 
determination algorithms, including the current estimated integer ambiguities, the current 
baseline vectors in the orbit-referenced frame and the current attitude output as roll, pitch 
and yaw in degrees. 
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A corresponding display was also implemented in SGR-PC in order to parse the SBPP 
data and display the status of the GPS attitude solution. The format of Packet Ox66 is 
described in Table 0-4 below. 
Table 0-4 Format of attitude status packet (Ox66) 
Byte Type Description Units 
Index 
0-7 double GPS Seconds Seconds 
8-9 short Integer ambiguity resolution status -
o - Integer Ambiguity Resolution not started 
1 -
2-
3 -
9-10 short Attitude Tracking Status -
o - Attitude Off 
The following bytes are repeated for each of the three baselines 
11-14 long Integer Ambiguity Valid Flags -
15-47 32*byte Integer Ambiguities (one per byte) -
48-51 float Baseline X component in ORF Metres 
52-55 float Baseline Y component in ORF Metres 
56-59 float Baseline Z component in ORF Metres 
60-63 float Roll estimate Degrees 
64-67 float Pitch estimate Degrees 
68-71 float Yaw estimate Degrees 
The following bytes are not repeated for each baseline 
72-73 short Attitude Validity -
0- Invalid 
1 - Valid 
74-75 short Number of times integer ambiguity algorithm has -
run since last power on 
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Attitude (0)(66) ., ... 
GPS Seconds: 0 
Status: Unknown 
Mode: Attitude Off 
Baselines In Orbit Frame: 
Baseline 1: 
Baseline 2: 
Baseline 3-
Attitude Estimate: 
Roll: 0.0 Pitch: 0.0 
Number of Satellites Tracked 0 0 0 
Attitude Dilution 01 Precision (ADOP): 
RoO: 0.0 Pitch: 0.0 Yaw: 0.0 
Yaw: 0.0 
Figure 0-2 SGR-PC modification to display status and results of integer ambiguity 
resolution and tracking 
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Appendix E Critical values 
The following table contains the critical values of the chi-squared distribution used f()r 
the chi-squared tests on the attitude residuals defined in Chapter 4. 
Table E-I Critical values of the chi-squared distribution 
Probability of elCeedlng the critical 
value 
Degrees 
of 
freedom 0.10 0.05 0.025 0.01 0.001 
1 2.706 3.841 5.024 6.635 10.828 
2 4.605 5.991 7.378 9.21 13.816 
._-
3 6.251 7.815 9.348 11.345 16.266 
4 7.779 9.488 11.143 13.277 18.467 
5 9.236 11.07 12.833 15.086 20.515 
6 10.65 12.592 14.449 16.81?_ 22.458 
_._------
7 12.02 14.067 16.013 18.475 24.322 
8 13.36 15.507 17.535 20:Q!L 26.125 
9 14.68 16.919 19.023 21.666 27.877 
10 15.99 18.307 20.483 23.209 29.588 ~-. --_. 
11 17.28 19.675 21.92 24.725 31.264 
----- ------
12 18.55 21.026 23.337 26.217 32.91 
13 I 19.81 22.362 24.736 27.688 34.528 
14 21.06 23.685 26.119 29.141 ~--- 36.123 f-_._. __ .-
15 22.31 24.996 27.488 30.578 37.697 
----
------ _ ... ---... 
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